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Introduction

Fully Indian - authentically Christian pregnantly expresses the twofold aim of the
National Biblical, Catechetical and Liturgical Centre (NBCLC), Bangalore, India.
This twofold aim also runs like a red thread through the theology of D.S. Amalorpavadass (DSA), the Founder and first Director of the Centre. As Centre of
formation under the auspices of the Catholic Bishops' Conference of India
(CBCI) the NBCLC has been entrusted with the task to help primarily all Ca
tholics in India realise that they cannot be faithful followers of Christ without
being fully Indian, loyal and committed citizens of the Indian Republic, blessed
with a rich cultural-religious heritage, facing the challenging task to create a
human future for her millions. The Word became the definitive historical revela
tion of the Father by becoming one with his people, by fully becoming a Jew.
Many Christians in India have still to discover and manifest that only by being
fully Indian they can become authentically Christian. This study shows how much
has been done, not to glory in the past, but to see clearer how much more is still
to be done.
The National Centre is located in Bangalore, sometimes called the 'Rome of the
East' or, more modestly, the 'Rome of India'. The great number of Cathohc
institutions in this 'Garden City* of India: schools, colleges, hospitals, framing
centres, houses of formation, major seminaries, noviciates, etc. is a first reason
for this title, but a more weighty reason may be the numerous religious com
munities: their number is approaching or may already have passed 200. The
rather central location for Catholics (the majority of Catholics in India live in the
two most southern States: Kerala and Tamilnadu) and its fairly moderate climate
were initially also important reasons why people liked to settle down in Banga
lore. The presence and availability of formators and theologians in seminaries and
houses of religious formation are other reasons why religious communities and
particularly houses of formation still choose the 'Garden City*, which is in
creasingly also becoming India's 'Electronic city", as their residence.
All the above reasons played a role, when the Cathohc Bishops' Conference of
India (CBCI) in 1966 gratefully accepted Archbishop (now Cardinal) D.S.
Lourdusam/s generous offer. At their first General Body Meeting after Vatican
II the Indian bishops were searching for a place to establish the National Cate
chetical and Liturgical Centre, which was to animate and guide the implemen
tation of the Vatican II renewal particularly in the field of Catechetics and
Liturgy. The В of Biblical Apostélate was added in 1971, when the animation of
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Biblical Renewal was also entrusted to the Centre, which then became the
National Biblical, Catechetical and Liturgical Centre: NBCLC. This Centre has
made Bangalore even more important for CathoUc India, not for quantitative
reasons - during the first 15 years more than 25.000 persons have participated in
one way or other in a programme of the Centre - but primarily because it
systematically and creatively promoted and channelled the implementation of the
Vatican II renewal.
Systematically: as soon as D.S. Amalorpavadass was appointed Director, he began
to develop a comprehensive pastoral plan for all-round renewal of the Church in
India with particular emphasis on catechetics and liturgy. The implementation of
primarily the vision of Vatican II - it is more important to communicate the
'spirit' of Vatican II than to know exactly what it taught - was worked out in
short-term and long-term programmes with responsibilities and participative
leadership at the national, regional and local level.
Creatively: as the Church in India as a whole or a particular diocese is not a mere
district or administrative unit of the Universal Church, so the NBCLC is not just
the executive or secretariate of the CBCI for Biblical Apostolate, Catechetics and
Liturgy. Working under the auspices of the CBCI that appoints its Director, the
NBCLC has been able to claim, defend and enjoy a good deal of autonomy in
searching for the best way to make the Word become flesh among the people of
India and to lead them to an ever deeper experience of God, the fullness from
whose fullness all fullness proceeds (pumam pumam udacyate). If our encounter
with Christ has been the most precious experience of our life and we are con
vinced that this Christ became flesh for all people, we cannot but be concerned
about the fact that for many of India's millions He still remains a foreigner. This
explains the Centre's commitment to inculturation and its emphasis on the
teaching of Vatican II on the values of and in other religions in spite of the fact
that this change of attitude and consequently the fostering of positive relationships
are difficult for many, who were brought up in a sphere of suspicion, superiority
and hostility regarding other religions.
This new relationship is not only brought out in the teaching, research and
statements of the Centre, but also in the composition of its staff, its hospitality
and life-style. Particularly the liturgical and devotional life of the Centre is a
beautiful and impressive example of its love for Indian symbols and rites. The
new Anaphora of the Indian Church prayerfully voices the Centre's deepest
convictions regarding the salvation of all humankind. This Eucharistie Prayer
gratefully integrates the teaching of Vatican II on the providential role of other
authentic religions:
God of the nations,
You are the desire and hope
of all who search for you with a sincere heart.
You are the Power almighty
adored as Presence hidden in nature.
You reveal yourself
χ

to the seers in their quest for knowledge,
to the devout who seek you through sacrifice and detachment,
to every man approaching you by the path of love.
You enlighten the hearts that long for release
by conquest of desire and universal kindness.
You show mercy to those who submit
to your inscrutable decrees.
The congregation then responds:
We adore you, Light divine!
You shine bright in the hearts of those who seek you.1
The struggle to embody and incarnate the vision of Vatican II characterizes the
life of D.S. Amalorpavadass (DSA) and the history of the NBCLC. Although not
officially a Council peritus, DSA became acquainted with the spirit that moved
the Council even before it started; as accredited journalist writing for the Tamil
magazine 'Thozan' he was closely associated with it during his theological and
pastoral studies in France. The first part of this dissertation, covering the first 15
years of the history of the Centre, when DSA, the Founder, was its Director,
shows how he tried to put the vision of the Council, with which he had fully identified himself, into practice, particularly in the fields of liturgy, catechetics and
biblical apostolate. The second part studies how the theology, if you like the
conciliar vision, of DSA explains the life, spirituality and policy of the Centre and
enables him to face the burning issues that emerge during these 15 years such as
evangelization, inculturation, secularization, liberation and the development of an
Indian spirituality. Thus we intend to bring out how DSA and the Centre have
been instrumental in the promotion of the understanding, interpretation and
praxis of the spirit and teaching of Vatican II. The systematic and creative way in
which this has been done demonstrates the soundness, dynamism and consistency
of DSA's theology and the clarity of vision which enabled the Centre to be a
dynamic force of renewal in spite of sometimes powerful opposition. Also as
institute the NBCLC is not an institution, but a movement, a movement during its
first fifteen years so intimately connected with DSA, its founder and first director
that it is hardly possible to write the history of the NBCLC without expounding
the theology of DSA and to do justice to the theology of DSA without showing its
'incarnation' in the NBCLC, so much so that I have sometimes heard the remark:
the NBCLC is DSA.
Both the history of the NBCLC and the theology of DSA prove that the Church
in India is becoming a Local Church, truly equal to Local Churches in other continents. The Church in India is well on its way to fulfil the criteria of Ad Gentes
19, for it begins to become 'rooted in social life and adapted to the local culture',
and already 'enjoys a certain stability and firmness.' It has its own lay people,
religious, priests and bishops. It has established and maintains the ministries and
institutions 'to Uve and develop its life under the guidance of its own bishops.'
'Under the guidance of its own bishops': on the one hand, DSA and through his
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leadership and service the Centre have constantly stressed the principle of
subsidiarity, claiming and defending autonomy and freedom, wherever possible
- without such autonomy it is impossible to function alertly as centre of animation
in the modern world -; on the other hand, the Centre has always tried to be
faithful to the task entrusted to it by the CBCI and, therefore, to act in com
munion with the Local Churches and the Universal Church. Deep communion
presupposes fundamental equality and recognition of the adulthood of all the par
ticipants. Any type of domination - so against the Spirit of Jesus Christ - destroys
communion.
That is why the spirit of humility and service should characterize the post-Vatican
Church, missionary by its very nature.2 Those involved in missionary activity
should know that Christ is already with the Others' before they arrived there;
hence they can and should start from the communion that the Word had begun
to establish, even before He became flesh. That is why there is so much to share
in deep communion, the communion of God-experience. Sharing between the
older and younger Churches, between the Churches of the economically stronger
and those of the economically weaker nations - the latter often manifest deeper
vitality, more dynamism and greater creativity - is not a question of accepting or
taking over a few things, but one of learning to look from another, different per
spective. This should make this present study and similar projects important for
the whole Church.
In the first part of our study we follow the historical method. Being on the staff
when DSA's last term of office was coming to an end, I was requested to be the
convener and coordmator of a workgroup to establish a complete documentation
of the first fifteen years of the Centre. In this context I studied the archives,
reports and records of meetings and seminars, evaluations of participants and its
periodical Word and Worship (WW). Above all, I used my own personal acquain
tance with the Centre, for I was associated with it from its very inception, working
on the CBCI Commission for Liturgy, as a member of the Editorial Board of WW
and as a lecturer and temporary staff member of the NBCLC. D.S. Amalorpavadass not only helped and guided us throughout the project - he always was
the 'last reference' - but also kindly gave me permission to use the material for
this dissertation. Besides D.S. Amalorpavadass, Dr. Paul Puthanangady, sdb,
DSA's successor as Director of the NBCLC, Drs. Jacob Theckanath, Frs. Jim
Connolly, cssr., С Amirtha Raj and other staff members of the NBCLC helped
me to gather the material for the documentation that helped to describe the early
history of the Centre. I am grateful to all of them.
In the second part of our dissertation we try to bring out the main features of
DSA's strikingly synthetic theological thinking, following the systematic-theologfcal method. Based upon his writings and the many years of close cooperation,
working together in numerous seminars and meetings, we have selected some
important issues of his theology. We treat them under five headings: The One
History of Salvation, The Local Church, The Incarnation of the Mystery of the
Church, The Great World Religions, Providential Ways of Salvation, Towards a
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Healthy Secularity, and Evangelization - Sharing a Unique Experience. As we
limited ourselves in the first part to an exposé of what happened in and through
the Centre, so we try our best in the second part to make DSA speak for himself;
hence we purposely avoid comparing DSA's thinking with that of others. Every
single issue would then almost require a whole book. The economic, social and
political context is not taken up as such, because it forms an integral part of the
Centre's and DSA's theological reflection and hence a dimension of our whole
dissertation.
This dissertation would not have been written, if my parents had not showed me
to finish whatever one begins, if my professors had not only taught me how to
study, but also shared with me their love for study, if the Franciscan Province of
the Netherlands had not sent me to teach in India, if what later became the
Franciscan Province of India had not received me as a brother, instilled in me a
deep love for India and its people and allowed me to work at the NBCLC, if D.S.
Amalorpavadass and the NBCLC had not opened for me the riches of Indian
Spirituality and if the Dutch Province, that always shows great fraternal concern
for all its missionaries, had not supported me and together with the Missionszentrale der Franziskaner financed this study and its publication. My heartfelt thanks go to all. Many have inspired, helped and encouraged me. It is
impossible to mention them all. However, I cannot conclude this introduction
without thanking in a special way Paul Puthanangady and Jacob Theckanath,
whose already heavy burdens were greatly increased by my temporary absence,
Denis Boers, ofm., who helped me to correct the manuscript, and H A . van
Munster, ofm. and H. Loeffen, ofm., whose fraternal presence and generous
hospitality allowed me to concentrate all my energy on Fully Indian - authentically
Christian.

References
1 This Anaphora was approved at the Ш All-India Liturgical Meeting, but at the General Body
Meeting of the CBCI at Madras (1972) it was not declared passed; consequently it was not
submitted to the Sacred Congregation for Divine Worship. We would like to point out the
thoroughness and comprehensiveness of this stanza of the Eucharistie Prayer. The first three
lines are based upon: NA 2. The second two lines refer to the animistic religions, see: NA 2,
Rg Veda 10, 90, Is 45: 5-15. Lines 6 to 10 proclaim the salvific value of the three margas (ways)
of the Hindu tradition: the ways of knowledge, selfless action and love. Lines 11-12 mention
precious characteristics of Buddhism and Jainism, and the last two lines include the Islam. One
can easily see that this stanza has been mainly inspired by NA 2-3. (See: Towards Indigenisation
in the Liturgy, D.S. Amalorpavadass, Bangalore 1973)
2 See: AG 2, LG 1.
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Abbreviations

Apostohcam Actuositatem: Vatican II Decree on the Apostolate of
the Laity
Ad Gentes: Vatican II Decree on the Church's Missionary Activity
AG
All-India CathoUc Union, the only officially recognised CathoUc AllAICU
India organisation in India, formerly CUI, that is, CathoUc Union of
India
AICUF
All-India CathoUc University Federation. The association of Catholic
Students in India
Audio-Visual, often used with the noun 'media'
AV
Bible Society of India
BSI
Catholic Biblical Association of India
CBAI
Catholic Bishops' Conference of India
CBCI
Christus Dominus: Vatican II Decree on the Bishops' Pastoral Office
CD
Conference of Religious in India: it has three sections: religious
CRI
brothers, sisters and priests. These sections meet on their own and
jointly. The CRI is officially represented at the General Body
meetings of the CBCI and there is a joint Commission consisting of
representatives from among the bishops and the reUgious superiors
respectively
(C)SCO
(Christians of) Scheduled Caste Origin
DH
Dignitatis Humanae: Vatican II Declaration on ReUgious Freedom
DSA
D.S. Amalorpavadass
DV
Dei Verbum: Vatican II Dogmatic Constitution on Divine Revelation
EATWOT Ecumenical Association of Third World Theologians
Federation of Asian Bishops' Conferences
FABC
GS
Gaudium et Spes: Vatican II Pastoral Constitution on the Church in
the Modern World
ICEL
International Commission for English in the Liturgy
ITA
Indian Theological Association
Indian Social Institute
ISI
m
Intensive Training Institute. The 2-3-4 month Training Institute of the
NBCLC giving an in-depth pastoral formation with emphasis on
biblical, catechetical and liturgical spirituality and skills.
Lumen Gentium: Vatican II Dogmatic Constitution on the Church
LG
Nostra Aetate: Vatican II Declaration on the Relationship of the
NA
Church to Non-Christian ReUgions
NAC
National Advisory Council: A (representative) body of bishops,
priests, religious and lay people that is supposed to represent the
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xiv

NBC
NCC
NCCI
NCLC/
NBCLC
OE
RCB
SC
TPI

UR
WCFBA
WW
YCW

Voice of the people' to the hierarchy and is consulted by the CBCI on
some major issues. This advisory body is still finding its way; its
constitution and functioning is not yet satisfactory and effective.
National Biblical Centre, one of the Centres within the NBCLC
National Catechetical Centre, one of the Centres within the NBCLC;
within India a confusing abbreviation, because it usually stands for the
National Cadet Corps
National Christian Council of India
National Catechetical and Liturgical Centre; only in 1971 the NCLC
became NBCLC, when the CBCI made it also the National Biblical
Centre
Orientalium Ecclesiarum: Vatican Π Decree on Eastern Catholic
Churches
Regional Council of Bishops
Sacrosanctum Concilium: Vatican Π Constitution on the Sacred
Liturgy
Theological Publications in India. Since theological publications are
very expensive and good books are indispensable to keep up to date,
TPI has been erected to make foreign publications available at a
special price (through reprmts in India of some standard works, for
example, the Jerome Bible Commentary), and by subsidizing original
Indian theological publications. Its office is in Bangalore
Unitatis Redintegratio: Vatican II Decree on Ecumenism
World Catholic Federation for Biblical Apostolate
Word and Worship, the monthly published by the NBCLC
Young Christian Workers, the movement started by Cardinal Cardijn.
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PARTI
A BRIEF HISTORY OF THE NBCLC

1 NBCLC, Milieu of God-experience

The Second Vatican Council
Hardly anyone will question that the Second Vatican Council has been one of the
most important ecclesial events of the twentieth century.1 Its announcement on
the 25lh of January 1959 was 'in obedience to an inspiration' and came as a great
surprise even to Pope John XXIII who made it. Though a few reviews2 had earlier
suggested an ecumenical council, the Pope's decision to hold a synod for his
diocese, the local Church of Rome, and an ecumenical council for the universal
Church, was as spontaneous as it was unexpected. It was the work of the Spirit,
for after the definition of the Pope's infallibility at the First Ecumenical Council,
many in the CathoUc Church, also a good number among its theologians, considered ecumenical councils not any longer necessary - 'ex cathedra' the Pope
could all by himself decide everything regarding faith and morals . However, the
Spirit made John XXIII, as pope the greatest living beneficiary of this power
structure, return to the traditional practice of convening councils whenever (radical) renewal is called for. He firmly resolved 'to take up again those ancient forms
of doctrinal proclamation and those wise rulings of Church discipline which in the
history of the Church, at times of renewal, have yielded fruits of extraordinary
effectiveness.'3 Real and genuine renewal will only be achieved when all the
categories of God's people are involved in the process of reflection and decisionmaking. The Spirit does not lend his eyes to read the signs of the times only to
persons of one particular category but to all kind of people in and outside the
Christian fold.4
Did Vatican II measure up to Pope John's expectations? Do its documents
embody the vision and spirit of this extraordinary Pope who so tragically died
between the first and second session? Vatican II should be considered a movement rather than an event, though no doubt one of the most crucial events of the
history of the Church. Many of the bishops were, as it were, swept along by this
great movement, which was at the same time an unprecedented educational
process. Christopher Butler describes this remarkable change very well:
'The new theology and the new biblical scholarship together with features of
the new social, cultural and religious concern must have been welcome at the
start of the Council to only a minority of the Council members; yet by the last
session of the Council the tide was flowing fully and almost unchecked in a
progressive direction.*1
3

Initially many of the bishops just came to sign what the Roman Curia had prepared. Only gradually many began to assert themselves and to share what they really
experienced, felt and thought. They had begun to imbibe the spirit and pastoral
approach of Pope John. This is particularly evident in Gaudium et Spes, a document introduced at the insistent demand of the Council Fathers and entirely
prepared during the Council itself. Although Lumen Gentium and Dei Verbum
may be more important and weightier from the doctrinal point of view, the
Pastoral Constitution on the Church in the Modern World best voices the spirit
and concern of the Council assembly, led and presided over by Pope John XXIII
and Paul VI. For the first time in history an ecumenical council highhghts the responsibility of the Church for the world. All the other 14 documents have to be
interpreted not only, as is generally held, in the Ught oí Lumen Gentium, but also
with the perspective of Gaudium et Spes. The concern for the world and its
burning issues, expressed in this Pastoral Constitution, is a real break-through, a
leap in the history of the Church, comparable to the great leap it made, when
facing the Gentiles, it was challenged to look beyond the Judaeo-Christian world.
That is why Rahner writes: 'The Second Vatican Council is the beginning of a
tentative approach by the Church to the discovery and official realisation of itself
as world-church.'6 In this educational process of the bishops it was not insignificant that such a great number of the Council Fathers came from the so-called
'mission countries'. How long would the white domination in number and thought
still last?
What then is the relationship between the Church and the modem world? The
Constitution categorically states that 'nothing genuinely human fails to raise an
echo' in the hearts of the followers of Christ.
'For theirs is a community composed of men. United in Christ, they are led
by the Holy Spirit in their journey to the kingdom of their Father and they
have welcomed the news of salvation which is meant for every man. That is
why this community realizes that it is truly and intimately linked with mankind
and its history.'7
The Church has to scrutinize the signs of the times and to interpret them in the
Ught of the Gospel. It has to understand the world, its aspirations, expectations,
sufferings and frustrations; otherwise it cannot speak in a language intelligible to
the men and women of today.8
This pragmatism is not the only and not even the most important consideration.
'The People of God believes that it is led by the Spirit of the Lord, whofillsthe
earth.'9 Not only in the Church, but all over the world the Spirit is active. That is
why the Church is anxious 'to decipher authentic signs of God's presence and
purpose in the happenings, needs and desires in which this People has a part
along with other men of our age.'10 This is emphatically expressed in the fourth
chapter:
'The Church herself knows how richly she has profited by the history and
development of humanity. Thanks to the experience of past ages, the progress
4

of the sciences, and the treasures hidden in the various forms of human
culture, the nature of man himself is more clearly revealed and new roads to
truth are opened. These benefits profit the Church, too. For, from the beginning
of her history, she has learned to express the message of Christ with the help
of the ideas and terminology of various peoples, and has tried to clarify it
with the wisdom of the philosophers, too.'11
It is important to point out that the above text implies that, independent of the
Church, the world is able to open ways to the truth and that also these ways may
benefit the followers of Christ. The world does not only provide forms and
techniques to express its eternal truth(s), but also new approaches to and insights
into the Truth itself. A country like India is not only a receiver but also a giver of
Truth.

India's participation in the Council
All the bishops in India, able to participate, attended the four sessions of the
Council. Seven bishops and five theologians worked in preparatory commissions.
Ten out of the 89 bishops were either elected or nominated in conciliar commissions. Six theologians from India served as experts. But what was the actual
Indian contribution? Almost all the participants from India were present with an
attitude of receiving rather than giving. Unintentionally they showed in this way
that the Indian Church12 which they represented did not have a very high opinion
of itself and was hardly aware of the charismas, resources, treasures and talents
it possessed. Many still thought that every contribution should come from foreign
countries and foreign missionaries. Hence it also does not come as a surprise that
services of persons like D.S. Amalorpavadass were hardly utilized by the
Council.
The Pastoral Letter sent by the Standing Committee of the CBCI to all the
faithful before leaving for the Council speaks volumes. As the bishops expected
everything from abroad, so the laity, priests and religious should receive everything from the hierarchy, though the Council is the concern of all:
'As the Holy Father has stated on many occasions, the Council concerns all
Catholics and all of them are expected to make their contributions to it. Its
internal structure requires a hierarchical leadership, but this leadership is
meaningless without the contribution of those who are led.'
Then a significant distinction is introduced:
'However, though the Holy Spirit instructs us in and through the faith of the
whole community, Christ has willed that the Pope and the world-wide
episcopate in communion with him shall be the authentic arbiters of this faith.
The General Council will therefore be, in the narrow sense, an act of the
Hierarchy alone, but one which presupposes the living faith of the whole community.'13
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Those who have not received (episcopal) orders simply have to pay, pray and
obey! The Standing Committee looked at secular developments with great
suspicion, joining the choir of the prophets of doom, refuted several times by the
Pope himself. Almost the whole Indian hierarchy supported the more conservative, curial groups in the assembly; only a small minority, often with Archbishop Eugene D'Souza as spokesman, felt that an effective proclamation of the
Good News demanded radical change.
However, the (progressive) atmosphere and collégial enthusiasm during the
Council made a deep impact on almost all. Butler compares the bishops' participation in the Council with a group dynamics session:
'It is permissible to doubt whether the assembled bishops who had usually
attained their office for reasons remote from the pure passion for theology,
always understood precisely what they were sanctioning by their votes...
(Speeches in the Council were almost always in Latin)... If that is the case of
bishops in Europe what about the bishops from mission countries like India!
Perhaps the Council is to be seen as an exercise in group dynamics. Certainly,
when it was over and the bishops returned to their dioceses, they did on
occasion appear like men who had never heard of the decisions to which they
had given assent (by overwhelming majorities) in the Council itself. Sometimes they seemed like Nebuchadnezzar, conscious on awaking that he had an
unpleasant dream, but unable to recollect its contents.'14
As far as the Indian Church is concerned Butler hit the nail on the head as we
will see in the following chapters. The Indian Church itself was hardly involved.
Rarely something appeared in the secular press. Some Catholic vernacular and
english weeklies reported quite regularly, but only very few people were able and
anxious to follow the proceedings of the Council. We cannot but conclude that
the participation of the Indian Church in the epoch-making 'event' of Vatican II
was, on the whole, only meagre and marginal.

The first General Body Meeting of the CBCI after Vatican Π,
13-20 October 1966
Many of the bishops tried to share with their faithful not only the important
results of the Council, but also the enthusiasm for renewal they had experienced
in Rome. We may even speak of a general post-conciliar euphoria. Some bishops
took great pains to bring their priests and religious up-to-date, hoping that
through them the spirit and teaching of the Council would reach everyone!
During the Council the bishops of India regularly met one another. After the
Council they came for the first time together from 13-20 October 1966 in order
to discuss the implementation of the decisions of the Council and to approve the
new statutes and rules of procedure at General Body Meetings of the CBCI.15
The official message of that meeting clearly states that the sixteen documents of
the Council are meant to be the blueprints for the renewal of the Church all over
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the world,16 and that the Church in India will make liturgy, catechetics and social
justice its priorities. As there was already an organisation for the promotion of
social justice, the bishops were particularly concerned about liturgy and catechetics. That is why they 'decided to have two Commissions in the future: one for
Liturgy and another for Catechetics. After a little discussion, it was decided to
have a National Liturgical and Catechetical Centre.'17 The Director of the Centre
was to be simultaneously the Secretary of the two CBCI Commissions.18
As Uturgical adaptation will later become the subject of much controversy, we
quote the following from the official report:
a All liturgical adaptations must be based on the norms 37-40 of the Constitution
on the Sacred Liturgy. Adaptation must concern only 'elements subject to
change'. It must be prompted by the good of the Church. New forms should
evolve from already existing ones. It is not individual bishops but territorial
authorities that should apply for permissions. There should not be notable
differences in adjacent territories.
b As regards Holy Mass, many felt the principal element of adaptation was the
use of the vernacular language, the limit of its use being left to Regional Councils. Unauthorised experimentations, exaggerations and change for the sake of
novelty were decried. Many pleaded for a uniform Mass throughout the country.
There was much discussion on the nature of this uniformity. Some would have
a liturgy of the Mass not far removed from that of Europe. Others envisaged
a common Mass for the whole of India - clinging neither to East nor West.
From uniform Mass naturally the discussion went to uniform rites. It was
suggested that serious studies and talks be initiated, even appointment of a
Commission, to make a thorough study of the feasibility of creating one Indian
rite and liturgy for the whole of India, to be exercised in the language of the
locality. India, it was said, is a vast country and so different from the Western
Latin culture that there is no reason why we should remain tied down to Latin
liturgy, language and forms, now that the principle of adaptation has been
recognised and recommended by the Council. The Latins, being the largest
group, should give the example and take the initiative. It was further justified
as this would probably release powerful forces which could be utilized for our
apostolate in India and hence give new vitality to the Church in India.
Others, granting that a common rite was asked for to remove conflicts and to
make the propagation of the Faith more effective, felt that the question was not
seen in the correct perspective. Rite goes far beyond language, liturgy and
discipline. It touches the rich and variegated spiritual patrimony of the Church,
having its origin in apostolic times. The Vatican Council presents the different
rites as part of the texture of the beauty of the Church. The Council not only
acknowledges differences in rite, which are not merely accidental, it positively
encourages them. Hence the proposal for a uniform rite goes against the clear
teaching of the Church. If the Council rejected every proposal for a uniform
rite, why should this meeting attempt to do so, it was asked.
Considering the importance of this question, the Commission for Liturgy was
asked to make a detailed study.
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с It was agreed that all points of language (English excepted) be left to Regional
Councils, that points touching the structure and mode of expression of worship
(important rites, content, or prayer...) be common for the whole of India, that
small details e.g. a peculiar custom of a definite region, or the date of Roga
tions, be left for the decison of the Regional Council which makes its proposal
known beforehand at least to the Commission on Liturgy.
d In the search for adaptation the following should be the guiding principles:
i a deep respect for the Christian message and cult;
ii research in the more prominent or common elements of non-christian
(Muslim as well as Hindu) rituals and ways of worship;
iii experimentation must be undertaken only with the express permission of the
local Ordinary; a Regional Council can decide together on the places of
experimentation in the various areas belonging to it...
It was insisted upon that in adaptation unity should be kept in view. Greater
uniformity in liturgical prayers for homogeneous linguistic units was asked.
Otherwise there was danger of embarassing the faithful. A uniform ritual
rather than regional rituals, would be helpful, it was felt.
Another suggestion was the preparation of the texts from the religious
heritage of India, well selected and explained and officially approved for use
in para-liturgical functions. This would be a concrete example to show that
the Church has not come to destroy but to fulfil... Special attention was also
called to an Indian Christian terminology; in languages that have their origin
in Sanskrit, uniformity would be easier. Uniformity was also desirable in the
spelling of biblical names.
e Some specific changes suggested were:
- abolishing the single genuflection in favour of the bow of the head, also
before the Blessed Sacrament in consonance with Indian customs;...
- using oil lamps instead of candles;...
It was suggested that the Liturgical Commission should prepare a consolidated
list...
f Much anxious discussion took place on the following proposal: 'Permission be
requested to use the General Form of absolution, when priests are too few to
cope with the number of penitents...'19
In the eighties it is difficult to believe that the bishops spoke so creatively and
boldly in the sixties. Note the emphasis they put on adaptation and experimentation.
Regarding catechetics the bishops unanimously urged to foster and improve the
training of catechists, to prepare and promote the use of better textbooks; the
National Commission for Catechetics was requested to prepare a Directory for
the publication of catechism textbooks and to study the problem of adult catechumenate. All catechesis should be soundly biblical and ecumenical in the broad
sense of the term. It should 'give a strong impulse towards breaking through the
thick wall of hostihty, suspicion and prejudice which separates non-Christians
from us, and also help towards the forging of a united nation.'20
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Two statements, officially issued at the same meeting, show that the bishops,
however enthusiastic they were about Vatican Π, had missed certian vital points.
In the statement, issued to the faithful in view of the coming elections the
bishops, stress that any party to get the support of Christians should respect the
right to private property; Gaudium et Spes, however, clearly limits the right to
private property. Only a party that respects the legitimate authority and does not
harm civic peace and harmony, deserves the support of Christians; Gaudium et
Spes, however, states: 'the strike can still be a necessary though ultimate means
for the defence of the workers' own rights and fulfilment of their just demands.'21
In their reply to the Prefect of the Congregation for Doctrine and Faith the
bishops report that the theological thinking in India is sound and balanced and
does not considerably differ from that in Europe. The only issue they are worried
about is evangelization: how to strike a balance between the imiqueness of
Christianity and a positive appreciation of the non-Christian22 religions. The main
reason of the bishops' concern was the controversy on the salvific role of nonChristian religions, created after the Conference on 'Christian Revelation and
Non-christian Religions', organised at the occasion of the 38th International
Eucharistie Congress (Bombay 1964).a
Finally it has to be noted that the Indian bishops did not initiate any structural
change, something foreseen and hoped for by Pope John XXIII, some bishops at
Vatican II and quite a few theologians. No real change in the strongly hierarchical
monolytic and pyramidal structure of the Church in India was proposed. How
ever, when they appointed Fr. D.S. Amalorpavadass Director of the Catechetical
and Liturgical Centre and secretary of the CBCI Commissions for Catechetics
and Liturgy, they chose a person who was fully committed to the all-round and
radical renewal, foreseen by Pope John and officially agreed upon towards the
end of the Council by most of the bishops of the world.

Fr. D.S. Amalorpavadass
Fr. D.S. Amalorpavadass (DSA) was born on the 15 June 1932 in Kallery, a small
village in Madras State, now Tamilnadu, not far from Pondicherry, formerly a
French colony, as a Union Territory it still enjoys a special status within the
Indian Republic. It lies on India's Eastcoast and is surrounded on the other three
sides by the State of Tamilnadu. After his primary and secondary education at St.
Anne's High School, Tindivanam, and St. Joseph's High School, Cuddalore, he
joined the Minor Seminary in Cuddalore, where he stayed from 1949-1953, whilst
studying at St. Joseph's College, Tiruchirapalli. In 1953 he became a student of
St. Peter's Major Seminary in Bangalore. In spite of his weak health he was a
brilliant student who studied far more than his professors taught him. Already
during his own seminary studies he gave lectures to his fellow students and wrote
the following booklets in Tamil, his mother tongue:
1 Why do I suffer? (the problem of evil), Pondicherry 1557
2 The Royal Priesthood, Madurai 1957
3 The Heavenly Jerusalem (the biblical theme of 'temple'), Madurai 1957
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Day of the Lord (themes of rest, joy and hope), Madurai 1958
Lord is my Shepherd, Madurai 1958
Spouse, Nagercoil 1958
Missionary Spirit in the Bible, Madurai 1959

He was ordained on 12 April 1959, the auspicious year of the announcement of
the Council. After his ordination he was appointed on the staff of the now
Regional Catechetical Centre, Tindivanam. For several years this Centre had
already been animating and coordinating all catechetical formation in Tamilnadu;
it had also played a major role in liturgical up-dating (dialogue Mass) and Biblical
Apostolate. Actually it had already been functioning as a Centre for all-round
pastoral renewal in Tamilnadu. Encouraged by Fr. Ed. Becker, mep., the Director
of the Centre, DSA took many initiatives: the organisation of a permanent
catechetical exhibition, the publication of the monthly review 'Thozhan', and the
establishment of a documentation centre and library. He taught Liturgy and
Scripture at the Catechists' Training and the Teachers' Training School. His main
activity, however, was the organisation of seminars all over Tamilnadu. In the
years 1960-1963 alone about 10.000 persons, lay men and women, religious and
priests in 9 dioceses participated in them, among whom about 6000 lay teachers.
With great expectation DSA looked forward to the Ecumenical CounciL Though
he was not directly involved in its preparation, he contributed his mite, for
example, when he signed the paper that pleaded for the restoration of the
Permanent Diaconale.24 Today we can say that these years at Tindivanam were an
excellent practical preparation for his future role as Director of the NBCLC.
In 1962 DSA left for Paris in France. He was sent for higher catechetical and
theological studies at the renowned Institut Catholique de Paris. Accompanying
his archbishop who visited many countries in Europe before the Council started,
he gained first-hand knowledge about the existing pastoral and catechetical
centres and met a number of persons who were to make a great impact on the
Council. During the first three Council sessions DSA was often in Rome, staying
with his archbishop. Being the editor of Thozhan he was accredited as journalist,
had access to the formal and informal briefings about the Council and got firsthand information about what was happening in the Council hall and behind the
curtains. He often met with the bishops of Tamilnadu and discussed with them
not only the proceedings of the Council, but already planned the implementation
of the conciliar renewal after the Council. Gradually a plan for a Pastoral
Institute for Priests began to take shape.
Paris, the place where DSA studied at the Institut Catholique, was also a good
place to follow the Council. The Church of France was actively involved and also
between the sessions many articles and comments on the Council appeared in
newspapers, reviews and magazines. In spite of his many 'extracurricular' activities
DSA managed to complete his studies in record time and produced two excellent
theses. For his Master's Degree in Pastoral Catechetics he wrote: L'Inde à la
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rencontre du Seigneur, a critical examination of the life of the Church in India and
the factors that promote or hinder evangelization. He wrote a second thesis to
obtain his doctorate in theology: Destinée de l'Église dans l'Inde d'aujourdhui.
DSA is firmly convinced that Christ alone can bring salvation to India, but much
has to be done to pave the way for Him; we ourselves need inner conversion to
convincingly and effectively proclaim the Good News of Jesus. The Church should
present itself not primarily as an efficient institution, but as a spiritual movement.
It should develop a sound theology of the mystery of the incarnation and become
autonomous and indigenous; only then it will become fully and truly Catholic. In
both his theses DSA shows his extraordmary synthetic capacity, combined - and
this is rare - with a great analytic ability. The Gospel values are his ultimate
norm; in order to proclaim them, even the age-old hierarchical structures need to
be 'evangelized'. Although the young doctor manifests that he is quite aware of
the decisive role that structures play and is all but mild on the suffocating institutionalism of the Catholic Church, he does not work out a structural analysis
of the Church as institution; hence his attacks on the Church's institutionalism
remain somewhat theoretical. In both his works DSA consistently follows the
human, anthropological or incamational approach. He always starts from reality,
from facts and figures, especially those which he gathered during his work at the
Tindivanam Pastoral Centre and then - in the Ught of Tradition - he searches for
the relevant Christian response which the Church is called to give. With great joy
he experienced that the Council confirmed what he himself had already begun to
feel. This gave him extraordinary courage and self-confidence. His stay and travel
abroad, the Council and his frequent contacts with the Indian bishops during the
Council helped him to develop an All-India and a World-Church perspective.
These varied experiences were a great asset, when he was called to serve the
whole Indian Church as Director of the NBCLC.
During his stay at Paris he already began to prepare himself to start an Institute
for the pastoral formation of the young priests of Tamilnadu. On the 16th of
October 1964 the most Rev. R. Ambrose, archbishop of Pondicherry and Cuddalore, was appointed President of the Pastoral Institute and DSA its first
Director. The inauguration was to be in July ЭЫ?5 Though DSA was convinced
that renewal is something of the whole church: bishops, priests, religious and lay
people, he felt that in Tamilnadu hardly anything could be done, unless the priests
were renewed first. The Institute was to follow the 'action-reflection' methodol
26
ogy. The young priests would regularly reflect on the work they did in the
various parishes in Madras where they would be appointed after completing their
studies in the seminary, because for various practical reasons it had finally been
decided to begin the Institute in Madras. The death of Mgr. Mathias, archbishop
in Madras, at the end of the Council caused some delay and DSA felt that a short
period of parish experience would help him in his function as Director. He was
appointed to Viriyur, a big parish with 63 villages and was parish priest from June
1965 - December 1966. There he put his vision on pastoral renewal into practice;
thus he removed the rather widespread prejudices against studies abroad and
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showed that all he had learned could be made very practical and relevant.
Although DSA was involved in the preparation of the agenda of the General
Body Meeting of the CBCI in October 1966, the first CBCI meeting after the
Council, his appointment as secretary of the CBCI Commissions for Liturgy and
Catechetics and Founder-Director of the National Catechetical and Liturgical
Centre came as a great surprise; he never expected to work so soon at the
national level. He used the time between his appointment (October 1966) and the
actual taking charge of his new office on the 6th of February 1967 to work out his
vision on Church renewal in India more concretely.

The Vision of the Founder-Director
DSA defines the aim of the new Institute as follows:
'to plan and implement on a national level under the guidance of the hierarchy a programme of biblical, catechetical and liturgical renewal in India,
within the overall framework and movement of Church Renewal in India and
according to the spirit and programme of II Vatican Council and the exigencies of the Post-Vatican period. Thus it is to be an agency to promote and coordinate renewal at the national level in collaboration with regional and
diocesan agencies.'27
The Founder-Director describes the spirit of the Centre with the help of three key
words: national, pastoral and diaconal:
'National: The Centre would maintain a comprehensive vision of the country
and the Church at large and be concerned with their problems without, for
that matter, forgetting the regional, diocesan and local situations, aspirations
and needs...
Pastoral: Any action or institute worth being called ecclesial or pastoral
should reflect the community character of the Church. Therefore every
pastoral action must be done in a group, as a community, with team spirit...
The Centre would like to avoid every conflict between the bishops and the
faithful, the institutional and the charismatic aspects, the structure and the
spirit, though a tension between them is normal... (It) wishes to discover and
pool together all the charisms for the common good of building up the
Church...
Diaconal: ...every pastoral activity should be diaconal, a humble service in
imitation of Christ, the Servant of God and in keeping with the very nature of
the Church which is ordained to the service of mankind.'24
The spirit of the Centre should shape its policy, the way in which it implements
its programme of renewal. DSA spells this out in 12 points, of which we quote the
most characteristic ones:
'1 to be an animating - not dominating - organism of pastoral catechetics and
liturgy...
4 to create an atmosphere of freedom and fellowship (for all)...
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8 to strive for original thinking and composition: originality being an exigency
of authenticity, maturity, as well as of the catholicity of the Church.
9 not to impose or propose uniformity for the whole country but to offer
common guidance which will lend itself to adaptation to regional needs
and situations...
12 to March together and to work in harmony with the Sister Churches of
the Ecumene, in mutual dialogue and sharing.' s
A few years later DSA formulates the task and mission of the Centre in four
major thrusts of renewal:
'The four major thrusts of the overall renewal movement in India articulated,
integrated and ensured by the NBCLC are:
First, commitment to social justice and struggle for liberation in view of
creating a new society: free, just, human, fraternal, egalitarian, sharing and
participatory.
Secondly, to realise the above through an all-round inter-religious dialogue,
and cooperation with people of all religions and ideologies.
Thirdly, inculturation of all aspects of Christian life and all activities of the
Church.
Fourthly, an authentic Indian Christian Spirituality to be developed, lived and
promoted as a source and climax of the three other concerns. This will make
the Church in India authentic and relevant.'30
Organisational and institutional structures are indispensable to implement this
policy. Hence DSA selected a comprehensive panel of consultors and advisers as
collaborators, organised regular communication with regional commissions, and
insisted upon an adequate set-up at the diocesan level with an officially appointed
director for catechetics and secretary for liturgy.
It is worth mentioning that from the very beginning we find on the premises of
the National Centre not only the secretariates of the Commissions for Catechetics
and Liturgy, but also two institutes of research, formation and publication in these
fields. These two institutes of research should remind the Centre to be not only
engaged in the implementation of decrees and directives, but also to do research
to find out new and more effective ways of teaching and celebrating the mysteries
of our salvation. In some countries such secretariates and research institutes are
at loggerheads with each other. Though both bodies have different functions, the
former more executive, the latter more experimental, communication and cooperation between both is vital. If interaction between them is faulty and both
fare their own way, then this lack of relationship becomes an obstacle to progress
and not seldom deprives the bishops of the assistance of research institutes. India
took great care to avoid this problem by putting the secretariates and research
institutes for Liturgy and Catechetics in the same place under the direction of one
and the same person, competent in both, convinced of the importance of both,
and able to coordinate both.
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The long-term programme for catechetical and liturgical renewal in India best shows
the boldness and clarity of DSA's vision. Although both the Commissions circulated it in their name, it actually is his handiwork. Constantly referring to the
relevant Roman documents, the long-term programme clearly states that the
CBCI is the competent territorial authority in matters liturgical, and then indicates the membership of both the commissions, their common secretary, their
consultors and advisers, their regular meetings, their tasks and the competence
and responsibities of the Centre, the relationship between the Centre and the
commissions, and other questions of organisation and coordination. The programme pays special attention to adaptation, which needs in-depth study, broad-based
research and experimentation. In liturgical matters both procedures, ordinary (SC
37-39) and extraordinary (SC 40) are foreseen and worked out. It finally points
out that liturgical and catechetical renewal will not be effective, unless it is
integrated m the general pastoral renewal of the Church in India.
The Centre must... become a rendezvous, a foyer of encounter and dialogue
where the leaders of various movements and ministries will meet from time
to time and explore ways and means of arriving at a total comprehensive
pastoral action ('pastorale d'ensemble').'31
The Centre began to function very humbly. Mgr. D.S. Lourdusamy, at that time
the archbishop of Bangalore, put a hall, a living room and an office of the
Archdiocesan Catholic Centre at the disposal of the newly appomted Director, Fr.
D.S. Amalorpavadass; the latter took charge on the 6th of February 1967. His
Eminence Valerian Cardinal Gracias, archbishop of Bombay and president of the
CBCI, solemnly inaugurated the National Catechetical and Liturgical Centre on
the 7th of March 1967, speaking the prophetic words: 'The Centre may not be
exactly what the Catholics of India might want - they might prefer to have
Centres affording social and recreational facilities - but it certainly was a thing
that they needed in order to help bring about the renewal the Council calls for."32

The Art and Architecture of the Centre - expression of its
Spirituality
Though the Centre began to function on borrowed premises: a rather small hall,
a living room and an office, it immediately attracted numerous (hundreds of)
participants to its meetings and seminars. Lodging in houses in the neighbourhood and praying, meeting, studying and eating in temporally erected shamianas,33
many from all over the country and even from abroad were able to benefit from
its varied services. Almost immediately it became clear that this situation could
not last and that permanent arrangements were badly needed. When plans for the
buildings and the lay-out of the campus on a plot of 2 3/4 acres, bought from the
Bangalore archdiocese, were made, it was providential that particularly the CBCI
Commission for Liturgy was deeply involved in the issue of adaptation or inculturation. All felt that the Centre should express in its very art and architecture its
own and the Indian Church's commitment to inculturation; thus it would serve as
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an inspirational model for the whole Church in India. 'A basic aspect of the spirit
and vision, policy and programme of the overall renewal movement, especially of
the National Centre is indigenisation or inculturation', says DSA. The Christian
community has no culture or its own, but must become incarnate in every human
group, every nation and every human group. He continues:
'Indigenisation and commitment to social justice, inculturation and liberation
are both meant to make the Church in India incarnated and to make her
Christian witness meaningful and relevant. This has to be done not by the
Christians alone, in isolation but in a dialogue of life with all people, at all
levels. In this process there should emerge an authentic Indian Christian
SpirituaHty which will serve as the source of inspiration for the concrete
projects of social justice, dialogue and inculturation as well as their fruit.
This aspect and thrust, this concern and objective are embodied and lived,
communicated and promoted by the director and staff, the overall life-style
and experience of community life, by each and every activity and programme
of the Centre and finally by the very campus.'34
The Lord Jesus himself is the head, the superior of the Christian ashram. He is
the one and only guru (teacher). The whole campus of the NBCLC has been laid
out in such a way that anyone who enters through the main gate is immediately
drawn to the Sadcidananda (Sad = Reality, Cid = Awareness; Ananda = Bliss)
temple, dedicated to the Holy Trinity, of which Sadcidananda is an Indian
formula. This triune God revealed himself fully in Jesus Christ, who as gum
presides over the Centre. The initial plan was to build the Centre around the
Sadcidananda chapel, so that Jesus would also physically be the centre of the
Centre, but the shape of the plot did not permit this. This may actually have been
providential, because the present location facilitates greater silence; the chapel is
not primarily a place of celebration (liturgical celebrations are usually held in the
multi-purpose lecture hall), but of silence: silent adoration of the Blessed Sacrament, silent meditation or communion with God in silence or contemplation. In
a time that, particularly due to the onslaught of secularism, many find it difficult
and even impossible to experience God's presence, it is important to have a
temple in a prominent place, for a temple is not only a sign of God's presence
there and His all-pervading presence in the universe, but it should also facilitate
the experience of this presence for those who search for the Ground of their
Being. In the Indian tradition - which may perhaps be connected with certain
trends in the medieval Christian tradition, though we are not aware of the former
influencing the latter - a temple represents the whole cosmos, permeated by
Divine Presence. Everything that happens in the Centre, from the lay-out of the
campus, its architecture and art to the ultimate purpose of meetings and seminars, is geared to facilitate a fresh God-experience of the person who enters
Sadcidananda and even ... the campus.
The gopuram (tower of the temple) with the kalasam (sacred vessel) on the top
caUs everyone to look upward; it symbolises the insatiable human quest for God.
With its seven layers (signifying successively earth, water, fire, air, ether, super15

mind and God himself) the gopuram represents the cosmic mountain or tree,
where the descending heavenly and ascendmg earthly energies converge, where
God descends to meet his people and the people ascend to enter into communion
with their God. Christians believe that Jesus embodies and, therefore, personally
is this meeting-point between heaven and earth, God and man, for he is the Godman. The kalasam consists of two cups or lotuses and contains the nectar of
immortality. The lower cup represents both the earth and the human nature of
Christ, while the upper cup stands for the heaven or the divine nature of Christ.
Hence we see in the kalasam a beautiful representation of the dogma of Chalcedon: Jesus Christ is one person, fully God and fully man. He is the guru of the
Centre, the centre of the Centre. Far more important than all the seminars,
lectures, workshops, discussions and even solemn liturgical celebrations is that all
those who enter the NBCLC meet and experience God, discover that God is
present in their life, their world, their history. That is why all the roads: from the
gate, from the office-building, from the hostels, from the lecture-hall, lead to Sadcidananda. DSA writes:
'We wanted that our campus should be permeated by an atmosphere of silence
leading to prayer and deep communion with God, in oneness and wholeness,
joy and peace, making the place a shrine of Sadcidananda hence an
anandasagar (place of bliss) and a shantisadan (abode of peace). As a matter
of fact when one visits the Centre, one is absorbed by a vision, feels enveloped into an atmosphere of silence and prayer, and led to an experience
of density in every layer of the air.'35
This is also beautifully brought out inside the Sadcidananda chapel itself. As soon
as one enters the chapel, one's attention is drawn to its focal point, the cosmic
tree with in its middle the tabernacle. On the tabernacle door onefindsthe postresurrectional encounter between Christ and Mary Magdalene. Everything that is
found in the Centre and all that is done there should help us respond as Mary
Magdalene did, and exclaim with all our heart in the words of Thomas, the
Apostle of India: 'My Lord and my God!' The same is expressed in two significant
Indian postures too: panchanga pranam (sitting on one's heels one touches the
floor with one's forehead and both palms) and sashtanga pranam (full prostration). Persons who make these postures from the depth of their inner self and
their deepest conviction, also exclaim and proclaim: 'My Lord and my God!'
However, in its total set-up the NBCLC wants to communicate at the same time
another vital dimension of Christian life: we do not meet God only in the silence
of Sadcidananda or the cave of our heart, but also in one another; we experience
Him in warm and inspiring personal relationships, in an encouraging and sharing
community. The single rooms (which can also lodge two or even three persons)
guarantee privacy, but all the corridors in the hostels and all the paths in the
campus lead to places of encounter. One is bound to meet others on the way to
the chapel, dining room, hostels, lecture-hall or office-building. Thus, on the one
hand, the Centre intends to respect the uniqueness of every person and his/her
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need for silence and privacy, and, on the other, it is determined to stimulate
simultaneously the building-up of an authentic, though often temporary,36 Chris
tian community. We are to learn to meet Christ also in our brothers and sisters.
In the lecture-hall the icon of the Risen Lord, who visibly presides over every
celebration, pictures the whole paschal mystery- his suffering, death, resurrection
and ascension, and invites us both to surrender ourselves totally with him to the
Father and to lose ourselves for the sake of the Gospel. Surrender to the Father
always entails giving life to one's brothers and sisters, building up a community of
sharing and love. The campus, art and architecture of the Centre expresses both
these dimensions in an Indian manner.
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2 The National Biblical Centre

The need for a National Biblical Centre and Commission
During the first few years the Centre was only a National Centre for Liturgy and
Catechetics. Early 1971 the CBCI decided that Biblical Apostolate in India should
be organised in a similar manner as the commissions and departments for Liturgy
and Catechetics and the NCLC becomes 'The National Biblical, Catechetical and
Liturgical Centre' (NBCLC) from June 1971.1 From its very beginning (February
1967) there was already a 'Joint sub-commission for the Bible in Catechetics and
Liturgy1, but, as the years went by, it was felt that only a separate department and
commission could adequately meet the requirements of an effective Biblical Apostolate. The formation of the World Catholic Federation for Biblical Apostolate
(WCFBA) gave the final push, as it needed national bodies as constitutive
members.
The aims of the National Biblical Centre:
'1 to be (from June 1972) the secretariate of the CBCI Commission for Bible
2 to foster Biblical Apostolate in India
3 to give a solid biblical foundation to the renewal movement in India
4 to facilitate organic contacts and institutionalised dialogue with the Bible
Society of India(BSI)
5 to serve as a national body to correspond officially and collaborate effectively with the WCFBA and to make its services available in India
6 to help the various local and regional Catholic Bible Associations fulfil
their purpose.'
77ie Commission for the Bible (later: Biblical Apostolate):
The Commission for the Bible consists of three bishop members and the Director
of the National Biblical Centre who is ex officio its secretary. The Commission is
assisted by a board of 30 consultors and an advisory committee of Bible scholars
and leaders of biblical renewal. Both the Commission and the Centre intend to
work at the national level, fully honouring the principle of subsidiarity, animating
biblical renewal at the regional, diocesan and local level, never doing what has
been, is, or can be done by the region, diocese or the local congregation itself.
The Commission began its work with an assessment of the situation. It noted that
there is a renewed interest for the Bible among priests, religious and lay people;
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various bodies cater to them both at the national and regional (vernacular) level,
for example, in Kerala, Andhra Pradesh and Tamilnadu; some dioceses already
have a commission for the Bible or at least a Director for Biblical Apostolate. At
the same time there is great indifference also on the part of priests who have not
yet become aware of the biblical and prophetical dimension of their ministry. At
the national and regional level there is hardly any organisation and coordination
among these interested and involved in Biblical Apostolate.
Although several scholars had already been cooperating with Bible Society of
India (BSI), the Centre was able to establish official contacts; it needed its
official status to facilitate decisions, for example, regarding the translation and
publication of the Deutero-Canonical books. Catholics had already been
helping and participating in Bible Translators' Institutes, organised by the BSI.
As National Biblical Centre it could better explore other possibihties for similar
joint ventures.
Its status as National Biblical Centre also enabled the NBCLC to be a full
member of the WCFBA; from its very foundation DSA, the Director of the
National Biblical Centre, was a member of its Executive Committee.
Finally the Biblical Centre was one of the bodies that cooperated with 'Theological Publications in India' (TPI). This organisation was started to organise Indian
reprints of important foreign theological publications in order to make them
available to many at a very reasonable rate. The NBCLCfinallyworked for the
popularisation of the Bible by encouraging and providing material for the annual
Bible Day and indirectly by conducting Scripture seminars for priests and later for
all the sections of the People of God.

The All-India Biblical Meetings
One of the principal instruments of on-going renewal in the hands of the NBCLC
and the Commissions for Biblical Apostolate, Catechetics and Liturgy has always
been the All-India Meetings. They usually evolve in three stages: i) a short
meeting of the Commission, that is, its bishop members and secretary; il) a oneday meeting of the commission, its consultors and the directors of the Regional
Centres; iii) the meeting of all the participants, that is, the former groups (i and
ii) and the directors or secretaries of Diocesan Centres or Commissions and
special invitees from all the sections of the People of God. These meetings begin
with reporting achievements and developments since the previous meeting and
evaluating them, then an important topic or issue is taken up and forms the focal
point of the meeting;finallythere is the planning for the future. The thrust of the
meeting usually finds expression in a final statement which often clearly formulates the orientation for the coming (three) years. In this way all those who play
a role in Biblical Apostolate, Catechetics or Liturgy at the national, regional or
diocesan level come together to share and reflect on the work done and to plan
for the future, so that all engaged in one of thosefieldswork in the whole country
with a common goal and orientation.
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The First All-India Biblical Meeting, 8th - 10th April 19732
Since Vatican II the Church in India has been conscious of the dynamic, transforming presence of God's Word in its life and mission and many have been
engaged in the proclamation of that Word enshrined in the Bible. The All-India
Meetings have been creating a real sense of ecclesia! fellowship; step by step
Biblical Apostolate has gained greater depth; also the coordination and organisation has become more effective and over the years we have seen an encouraging
increase in the participation of the dioceses and representation of all the sections
of God's People.
The First All-India Biblical Meeting was attended by the three bishop-members,
the secretary of the CBCI commission, 20 consultors, representatives of other
CBCI commissions and 2 representatives of the BSI. The chairman of the
Commission stressed the urgency to make God's Word available to everyone in
the many languages of India and to work for an effective and relevant preaching
of that Word. After assessing the many beautiful things that the Lord had been
doing in the field of Biblical Apostolate, the assembly discussed and approved the
long-term and short-term programmes, prepared by the Centre. The long-term
programme recommended the setting up of Regional Bible Committees for each
linguistic area under the auspices of the Regional Council of Bishops and spelled
out their responsibilities. Though the Centre cannot undertake translations in the
various languages, it should, whenever necessary, facUitate and coordinate the
translations in different languages, and organise the training of translators, working
as far as possible together with the BSI. It should also start research studies on
the typically Indian meaning of particular terms, bringing together for that purpose
translators, Bible scholars and indologists. The last point of the long-term programme concerned popularisation: sharing the Word of God with people at the
grassroots; the Centre should for that specific purpose organise longer, intensive
seminars for priests and religious who will proclaim the Good News in their own
region and language. The short-term programme was time-bound and decided
upon the number and dates of biblical seminars and translators' training institutes,
made the plans for the celebration of Bible Sunday concrete, and constituted the
various subcommissions. It even made the first concrete suggestions for a Bible
Correspondence Course and commentaries on the Lectionary of the Mass.
The Second All-India Meeting, 6th - 12th April 19753
The increase in the number of participants (more than 100) clearly showed how
the biblical movement had gathered momentum. There were the bishop members
and secretary (first stage), the consultors of the CBCI commission for the Bible,
the bishops representing their respective regional Conference of Bishops and the
secretaries of the Regional Biblical Centres or commissions (second stage), and
finally the diocesan promotors of Biblical Apostolate, professors of Scripture,
representatives of the Bible translation committees and special invitees (third
stage).
At the beginning of the meeting Fr. D.S. Amalorpavadass, secretary of the CBCI
Commission for Bible and Director of NBCLC, stated that much had already
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been done in the area of Biblical Apostolate, but that from the establishment of
the National Biblical Centre, the constitution of the CBCI commission for the
Bible and the First All-India Biblical Meeting we can truly speak of a 'modern,
post-Vatican Biblical Movement' in India. The organisation that was set up and
the structures that were established have proved to be an important factor in the
launching of a biblical movement, the spreading of biblical spirituality and the
promotion and diversification of Biblical Apostolate. He urged the assembly to
make the biblical movement a mass movement that will bring about renewal at
the grass roots level - the Bible must become the people's book. The meeting
worked on a better coordination between the persons and bodies involved in
Biblical Apostolate or fields intimately connected with it. The participants pleaded
for the setting up of Regional Biblical Centres, a better formation of the leaders
in Biblical Apostolate and a fuller use of the mass media for the proclamation of
the Word of God, making it really relevant for the people. All this should not
make us forget that many cannot read the Bible, because God's Word is not
available in their mother tongue; Bible translation, therefore, remains among the
Centre's and Commission's priorities. The assembly finally stressed a comprehensive and integrated approach to Biblical Apostolate: it is particularly and inseparably linked with Liturgy, Catechetics and Social Action. Though biblical
formation needs great care and special attention, Biblical Apostolate should in the
first place help all to become 'doers of the Word' (Jam 1:22).
A special feature of this meeting was its focus on 'Biblical Spirituality. The
official report describes it as follows: 'Biblical spirituality is the Christian way of
life based on the Word of God not only spoken in the past but also speaking to
men and women of today within the daily events and situations of our life. The
response to these words, made alive to us by the Spirit constitutes Bibhcal
Spirituality.' Such a spirituality will gradually become the chief source of spiritual
renewal and make the Church in India become a people gathered by the Word,
a listening people. It will give a new orientation to our devotions, inspire editors
of prayer books and hymnals, foster other forms of prayer (than that of petition)
and, last but not least, lead us from an individualistic piety to a communitarian
spirituahty. Homilies can play a great role in this process.4
The Third All-India Meeting, 11th - 17th December 1977
The focus of the Third All-India Biblical Meeting which again took place in three
stages, was Bibhcal Spirituality and Prayer. This theme was not only taken up at
the symposium and in the workshops, but continuously held our attention, for
'throughout the meeting, an atmosphere of prayer was maintained and intensified
through varying forms of common meditations (Bibhcal, Yogic, Buddhist etc.),
through Eucharistie concelebrations in the three Rites of India and according to
an Indian Order, through evening prayers in psalms and bhajans andnamjaps and
other forms of worship.' In this way the participants had the opportunity to experience the presence and the power of God's saving Word in a unique way. Thus
the meeting became, in DSA's words, 'A Bible Festival'. This important focus on
Biblical Spirituahty and Prayer could not be taken up earlier, because burning
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practical questions of nation-wise organisation, translation and ecumenical cooperation naturally took precedence. These questions along with the usual reporting and
evaluation were again discussed at this meeting, but, as quite a number of participants had become familiar with these questions, a faster, though still democratic
and parliamentary procedure, could be followed. In his position paper5 DSA stated:
'Renewal in the Church and in the world has always been a movement and a
movement is always within an historical process and this process is an ongoing one; that is the reason why the Church is called a Pilgrim Church taken
up in the tension between Pasch and Parousia... One aspect of the Church's
ministry to the world in the Church is the ministry of the Word under the
aspect of Biblical Apostolate. Therefore, in the ministry of Biblical Apostolate
we have always in mind this primary concern to be a movement. And a movement has to be always a mass movement, not a movement of a luxurious group
of specialists which will be kept alive in periodical academic exercises but
rather one that is close to the people, identifying itself with their lot and
working in solidarity with their concerns... If we really want to be serious in
our Biblical Apostolate, we have to ensure this mass basis for this biblical
renewal movement.'
Animators of Biblical Apostolate should, therefore, know both the Bible and the
life-situation of their people; this includes the ability to scientically analyse the
social reality. This will weapon them against an institutional mentality and
constantly challenge them to review and renew their commitment.
After the symposium on Biblical Spirituality and Prayer and the sharing in small
workshop groups the assembly highlighted that Biblical Spirituality is a way of life
lived in response to God who reveals himself in the Bible, that Christian prayer
should be constantly inspired and enriched by God's Word, that another source
of enrichment for our prayer life is our Indian religious heritage, and that all
authentic God-experience and prayer should lead us to a genuine commitment to
total liberation of ourselves and others.6
The last words of the final statement powerfully express both the faith and the
hope of all the participants: 'The Word that goes from my mouth does not return
to me empty without carrying out my will and succeeding in what it was sent to
do' (Is 55:11).7
The fourth All-India Biblical Meeting, 10th - 15th December 19808
The Fourth All-India Biblical Meeting proved to be a turning-point in the
orientation of Biblical Apostolate in India. The theme of the meeting was in tune
with the preoccupation of the universal Church9 and appeared quite innocent:
'The Bible in the Family and the Family in the Bible'. However, in the course of
the meeting the very role of the Bible was questioned. The report reads: 'The
neutrality of the Bible was challenged. It was asked whether the Bible was an
opiate or dynamite. It was articulated that the Bible is a liberating word, it has a
prophetic character and hence it must serve the cause of social justice and the
creation of a new society, the Kingdom of God'.10
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The reader has by now become familar with the three stages of an All-India
Meeting: i) meeting of the Commission; ii) the Commission is joined by its
consultors; iii) the full assembly.
At the beginning of the second stage Bishop Mathias Fernandes stressed the
importance of re-evangelizing our families through the Word; all the members
have to become evangelizers. The bishop of Mysore then warned the Commission
against 'empty evangelism'; the Word links us with a large family and leads us
into a Eucharistie existence that urges every participant to live the Word in the
modem world. When the issue of the Bible for the illiterate, a subject that
featured already in the two previous All-India Meetings, came up for discussion;
the consultors proposed to appoint a new subcommission to 'make an in-depth
study of the whole problem in the context of liberation and conscientization of the
masses.' Finally all were challenged to critically examine our Biblical Apostolate:
is it not playing an ambiguous role 'as enchanting pacifier and upholder of the
status quo, rather than as a bold critique and denouncer?'11
DSA returned to this vital question in his position paper for the third stage of the
meeting:
'Society is a complex mechanism of interacting realities which are social,
economic, political and these three are justified by the ideology supplied by
culture, religion and education. Are we neutral in doing our Biblical Apostolate? We behave as though we were neutral. But we must ask ourselves
whether we have not been playing an ambiguous role in an open or hidden
manner... With the type of Bible Apostolate we have been doing we have
manifested an elitist mentality, that is to say, feeding always only those who
are already well fed in other areas including the Word of God and spirituality... Are we not placing the Bible in the hands of the people who use religion,
culture, liturgy, and prayers to domesticate people, to keep them under
control, to prevent them from rebellion? ... Have we hidden the challenging
aspect of the Bible, its revolutionary character, its prophetic dimension, its
role of critique, and therefore the ability to change people and structures?
If this is so, then we need a mass movement. And the whole Biblical Apostolate should be given an entirely new orientation in the actual reality of
India.'12
The participants of the All-India Meeting struggled with this challenge thrown at
them by the Director of the Centre, inspired by the sharp questions raised at the
second stage. The Final Statement, unanimously passed by the participants,
authorized and committed those involved in Biblical Apostolate to the new liberating orientation in the following words:
'This Consultation gave us a sharpened awareness of the fact that we have
been carrying out the Biblical Apostolate to a great extent taking the Bible
as neutral to the concrete human situation... Considering the plight of the
marginalized and acknowledging the ambiguous role of the Biblical Apostolate in the past we have felt the urgent need for rediscovering the liberating
power of the Word (Jn 8:32). Biblical Apostolate should facilitate our
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encounter with the prophetic Word which invites us "to tear up and knock
down, to destroy and overthrow, to build and to plant" (Jer 1:10). It should
lead us to make a critique of ourselves and society, denouncing the enslaving
attitudes and systems, announcing and bringing about the total liberation of
people not only from unjust socio-economic structures but also from every
form of internal and external bondage. The ultimate aim of the Biblical
Apostolate is to bring about the new order, based on a new relationship
ushered in by Christ, namely the Kingdom of God. This we consider as the
thrust and orientation that we should give to the Biblical Apostolate in the
coming decade (1980-1990).'13
The IV AIBM noted with legitimate pride that the Biblical Movement has made
considerable progress during its first decade. The Bible is more frequently used
for prayer and study in numerous groups that have sprung up lately. Families too
have begun to make the liberating Word of God the source of their life. The
Bible should enable all of us to Uve the Gospel values more authentically, to
overcome our discrimination against women and to stop the oppression of domestic
workers. The Statement finally asks us to 'recognise the hidden presence of the
Word in the cultural and reUgious traditions' of followers of other religions.14

Formation towards Biblical Renewal
Before the National Catechetical Liturgical Centre became NB(iblical)CLC and
the Commissions for Catechetics and Liturgy had repeatedly felt and expressed
that sound catechetical and liturgical renewal is impossible without a thorough
scriptural foundation and orientation. Even as NCLC it organised a National
Seminar on Holy Scripture in April 1971. From January 1976 it stopped its semi
nars on Holy Scripture, because there were other pressing needs and also because
other institutes had entered that field. There was only one exception: when the
Centre's concern for spirituahty became more articulate, it organised a 10-day
seminar on Biblical Spirituality from March 29th-April 8th 1978. Soon the
Centre's focus became broader-based; its commitment to biblical formation was
integrated in the seminars on Indian Christian Spirituality.
The following fortnightly seminars on Scripture were organised since April 1971:
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6
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8
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4-14 April
19-29 April
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25 April-5 May
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17-27 April
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lay
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36
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1 Rationale
Since the Word of God is the soul of sacred theology, the source of the ministry
of the priest, the nourishment of God's People and the supreme rule of our faith,
and since the priest is primarily a minister of the Word in evangelization, catechesis, his homilies and other formal and informal instruction, it was quite in
order that the first seminar, organised exclusively for priests, was on Holy
Scripture.15 Because of the many requests of the other sections of God's People,
notably the religious, this exclusivity was already given up for the second
seminar.
Scripture is one of the fields in which serious research and numerous studies
continue to appear. No one, not even a priest who has left the seminary recently,
can pretend to be up-to-date. Quite a number of active priests never made use of
modern scripture studies since they left the seminary 20 or more years ago, and
many religious and lay people never had an opportunity to study systematically
Sacred Scripture. During a fortnight the NBCLC offers a systematic course on
Sacred Scripture to answer that need.
2 Objectives
The seminars on Sacred Scripture aim to meet the thirst for God's Word, felt by
many. This thirst may be termed apologetic, pastoral and spiritual. Apologetic:
many are confused and disturbed about questions regarding the historicity of the
Bible, the meaning of certain texts and some trends in modem studies, etc.
Pastoral: one of the important means of the renewal of the liturgy and other
pastoral activities is the richer fare of God's Word. This rich fare is, for example,
found in the new lectionary and the breviary. However, these new and varied
readings are not useful and relevant, unless they are accompanied by suitable
commentaries and adequate homilies. Priests, religious and lay people also have
to meet the new demands of the biblical approach and contents in evangelization,
catechesis and the formation of religious and lay people. These seminars intend
to give critical orientation and practical guidance in this respect. Spiritual: we
have to rediscover Sacred Scripture as the richest source of personal inspiration,
daily meditation and the Prayer of the Church. The Bible finally offers helpful
patterns of prayer.
3 Methodology
Since these seminars are truly biblical, all the lectures are to start from and lead
to a better understanding of the text of Sacred Scripture. Every unit of study
intends to include exegesis and a reflection of the contemporary relevance of the
text. As there are two categories of participants, i) those who still need a basic
information, for example, regarding Uterary forms, the formation of the gospels,
etc., and ii) a more advanced and up-to-date group, the seminars have units
meant for all the participants, some units particularly meant for the group that
comes for basic biblical formation, and other units only meant for the more
advanced.
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4 The nine seminars
The first two seminars catered to both groups: those who needed basic (reformation and the more advanced. The 3rd and 4th seminar focussed on initiation and
basic biblical formation with special emphasis on a relevant and effective proclamation and communication of the Word of God, while the 5th and 6th were
meant for the more advanced.
The 7th and 8th seminars followed a new rationale:
'The Old and New Testament Scriptures reflect and preserve God's revelation
in written form. However, they are at the same time the Living Word of God,
prophetic in dimension and capable of recreating the lives of believers in
every age. The ultimate aim of the seminar is to demonstrate to the participants that modern biblical study, through its painstakingly accurate analysis
of the historical written text, helps to make the Bible communicate its
dynamic message for the man of today.'16
Beginners received an introduction on some preliminary and basic questions,
while the more advanced received a taste of 'cursive' reading of the Scriptures.
The greatest part of the course consisted in exegesis along the following lines: i)
a correct and up-to-date explanation of certain passages to enable the participants
to read and use these particular passages in a new way; ii) the exegesis of these
passages also serves as a more general introduction to the whole book, from
which they are taken, because they were - in a sense - characteristic for the book
or author; iii) in fact these carefully selected passages often also demonstrate the
working of modem biblical scholarship or one of its important principles. Everyone of the eight units and the whole set-up of the course showed that the study
of Scripture is not an end in itself, but a way to nourish our spiritual life, to
deepen our theological understanding and to become more authentic and relevant
in the proclamation of the Good News. Hence these seminars also included forms
of biblical prayer and meditation and methods to develop a biblical passage in
present-day forms of catechesis and preaching. The enthusiastic reception of
particularly this last section and the often-expressed need for more attention to
the deepening of spirituality led to the organisation of the 9th seminar, entirely
devoted to biblical spirituality. The experience of this seminar, added to the
popularity of the many Prayer Seminars17, that were gradually also organised by
others, and the pressing need of developing an Indian spirituality, pressed the
Centre to evolve seminars on Indian Christian Spirituality.
Our study of the National Biblical Centre would be incomplete without mentioning the following:
a The notable contribution of the Bible scholars in the three Research Seminars:
i on non-Biblical Scriptures;
ii on Ministries in the Church;
iii on The Indian Church in the Struggle for a New Society.
b The preparation of a series of 140 Biblical Wall Posters, that show the main
events of our Salvation History, 51 covering the Old and 89 the New Testa27
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ment. The representations are sound from the biblical, theological, anthropological and artistic point of view and exhibit Indian values and art forms. They
have been prepared by Sr. Geneviève, smmi. and Sr. Claire, smmi. and are
being sold at a subsidized rate.
The 'Vita Series' is a programme of 18 themes (657 slides) for the faithformation of adults. One of the 18 themes is: 'The Bible, God's Word in human
words', an instructive set on the understanding of the Bible, stressing that the
Bible, however inspired, is also a human word. The biblical foundation of
Christian life is also prominent in the approach of the other 17 themes.
In the 'God-with-us' series, an Indian catechism for the faith-formation of
students from standard 1-Х and degree classes I-III, every single lesson inter
prets human life in the light of the faith-experience of God's People, pro
claimed in the Bible. The formation is planned in such a way that at the end of
every cycle the students have an adequate knowledge of the Bible and know
how to read it and reflect on it in view of deepening their Christian life.
Among the specifically biblical publications we mention: The reports on the
four All-India Biblical Meetings, 'Guidelines for the Bible Sunday* and 'Apo
crypha, denoted and retrieved', all edited by DSA and 'The Kingdom of God.
Jesus' vision of a New Society1 by Georges Soares Prabhu, sj.
One of the main concerns of the Centre and, therefore, a dimension of every
activity of the Center is to promote an authentic Biblical Spirituality; once (29
March-8 April 1978) a special seminar was organised on this topic. This
seminar paved the way for the seminars on Indian Christian Spirituality, of
which Biblical Spirituality is an integral part.
In the course of time a procedure to be followed for inter-confessional trans
lations of the Bible or particular parts of it was developed between the Nation
al Biblical Centre and the Bible Society of India. In the negotiations with the
BSI the Director of the Centre, also being the secretary of the CBCI Commis
sion for Biblical Apostélate, represented the CBCI; the BSI was happy to find
an official interlocutor on behalf of the CBCI. The cooperation and training of
many competent persons is particularly important because so many translations
are still required in India with her many languages and dialects. The National
Biblical Centre also often acts as spokesman on behalf of the good-willing
regional authorities of the Catholic Church and the BSI on behalf of the other
Christian Churches and communities. Thus the ecumenical recommendation of
Dei Verbum was put into practice.18

TheWCFBA
The World Catholic Federation for Biblical Apostolate was formally instituted in
April 1969 to help the Episcopal Conferences carry out in particular the implementation of the VI chapter of Dei Verbum: 'Sacred Scripture in the Life of
the Church'. As only National Bodies could become its constitutive members, the
CBCI approved of the erection of the National Biblical Centre and the CBCI
commission and enabled the NBCLC to be a full member of the WCFBA from
its very beginning.
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At the first Plenary Assembly in Vienna (1972) India was elected a member of
the Executive Committee and DSA made a substantial contribution to the initial
organisation and development of the World Federation. Members of the Executive Committee of the WCFBA attended the Second All-India Biblical Meeting
(6-11 April 1975) and held their Executive Meeting at the NBCLC, 13-14 April
1975.
DSA was the chairman of the preparatory committee for the Second Plenary
Assembly (11-20 April 1978) at Malta and prepared the timetable, dynamics and
other details of the programme; this service was greatly appreciated by the whole
Assembly. Unanimously and by acclamation he was chosen as moderator of the
Assembly and with his characteristic dexterity for facilitation, clarity of vision and
feeling for procedural exactitude he brought the Second Plenary Assembly to a
happy conclusion. Also in other respects the Indian contribution was significant.
Fr. J. Wijngaards, mhm. gave a far-sighted lecture on 'Biblical Spirituality', while
DSA himself presented a comprehensive paper on 'Bible and Catechesis'. Finally
Fr. Jacob Theckanath, secretary of the Catholic Biblical Association of India, was
a member of the drafting committee for the Statement of the Plenary Assembly
and touched all the participants by the original way in which he prepared and
conducted the Opening Celebration of the Word. Thus India made from the very
beginning a real and unique contribution to the WCFBA, showing that it had
something to give to the Universal Church.19

Conclusion
The National Biblical Centre does not form a part of the National Centre. Still
less is it an island in the compound of the Centre. However, the Biblical Centre
does function as a distinct department, and there is continuous interaction
between Biblical Apostolate, on the one hand, and Liturgy and Catechetics on the
other. The Bible plays a key role in the Centre's whole commitment to renewal,
for it inspires, guides and constantly renews its understanding and practice of
spirituaHty, indigenisation, theology, evangelization, ecumenism, inter-rehgious
dialogue and the promotion of social justice.
Christian life has to become ever more fully human and authentically Christian.
This is an ongoing process.
'While we have to shed western foreign forms, what will give us inspiration,
basis and guidance in the inculturation process is the basic Christian experience, the spirit, the gospel as enshrined in the Bible. The Word incarnate
is the basis of our authentic local Church and inculturation. Among others,
Indian Theology, Indian Spirituality and Indian Reahty deserve our prime
attention. The core is Biblical Revelation, though the Indian reality and the
experience of our people are the object of faith interpretation and locus of
our theology.'20
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3 The National Catechetical Centre

The origin, aim and policy of the National Catechetical Centre
The CBCI Commissions for Catechetics and Liturgy and the National Catechetical and Liturgical Centre (NCLC, in 1971 NCLC became NBCLC) were decided
upon and constituted at the General Meeting of the CBCI in New Delhi, its first
meeting after the Second Vatican Council, 320 October 1966.1 The National
Catechetical Centre (in the next chapter we will consider the National Liturgical
Centre) began its work with definite aims and a sense of purpose. It was to
function as the secretariate and formation Centre of the National Catechetical
Commission of the CBCI and as an agency to promote and coordinate catechesis at the national level in collaboration with regional and diocesan agencies. It
envisaged a nation-wide programme of catechetical renewal under the guidance
of the hierarchy of India, inspired by the historic, eventful II Vatican Council and
the overall aggiornamento it fostered. As in the case of the Commission for
Liturgy which was constituted simultaneously, Fr. D.S. Amalorpavadass was
appointed both secretary of the Commission for Catechetics and Director of the
National Catechetical Centre.
Subject to the approval of the Standing Committee of the CBCI, the Commission2 soon appointed a team of 'consultors' and 'advisors'. The Commission was
entrusted with the task of promoting the reügious formation of all the baptized
persons of different agegroups, professions and social milieux as well as with the
training and continued formation of all those engaged in catechetical apostolate.
Set up in the Post-Vatican period, the Commission had the specific task of
reviewing the overall situation of catechesis in the country and of renewing the
Catechetical Apostolate in the light of the Council documents.
From the very outset the secretary was convinced that the National Catechetical
Centre should go beyond the function of a mere secretariate, a simple agent for
the execution of decisions taken elsewhere. The promotion of Catechetical
Apostolate at all levels in general was the role of both the Catechetical Commission and the National Catechetical Centre. The Centre should function preeminently as an animating organism of pastoral catechetics through the length and
breadth of the country. It should, therefore, give inspiration, foster initiatives,
encourage efforts, coordinate isolated activities and ensure the correct orientation,
approach and method. It should, according to the secretary, constitute a milieu of
frank expression of opinions, foster fruitful discussion of ideas and projects, guide
researches and experiments, and develop a structure to muster all the talents,
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competences and charismas for effective service of the People of God in India.
Under the auspices of the Centre, DSA envisaged, it must be made possible for
all those engaged in Catechetical Apostolate to enter into the movement of
allround renewal and to plunge themselves in the various activities and branches
of the pastoral ministry. In short, the Centre is called to promote the many
aspects of the ministry of Word and Worship and the sanctification which the
Spirit has launched in the Church in India.

The tasks of Centre and Conunission
Since the Church in India had relied almost entirely on the translations of western
catechisms for all its religious education, the priority of Centre and Commission
was to compose a set of original textbooks for the catechesis of children, adolescents
and adults. It should be inspired and guided by the teaching of Vatican II and
take into account the precious cultural and religious heritage of India and the
presentday trends, struggles and aspirations. The Centre first thought in terms of
a Directory for Catechetical Pastoral Action that would contain guidelines for the
syllabuses and the composition of textbooks for various regions and different
categories of persons. In 1971 a qualified team began to work on the GODWITH-US series itself. Cyclostyled drafts were sent to persons involved in
catechesis all over the country and to experts in various fields related to cate
chesis, such as exegesis, theology and sociology. The Teacher's Guides and
Textbooks for Standards 1-Х were ready in record time. They were soon followed
by books for Years I and II of the Degree Course in Colleges and later by a
Teacher's Guide for Year III of the Degree Course. In order to foster the
important follow-up in the families Family Catechisms were prepared: Guides for
Parents of children studying in Standards I-V(three volumes). The deeply reli
gious illustrations in later editions of the textbooks, prepared by Mr. Jyoti Sahi,
greatly added to the value of this pioneering effort. However, the whole venture
also brought to light the confusion and dividedness of one Holy Catholic Church
after the Council, because the series also evoked some controversies both
regarding its contents and even louder regarding its illustrations.
It was clear to all those involved in the preparation of the guides and textbooks
that all these endeavours would be in vain, unless the catechism teachers were
first initiated into modern methodology and approach; they also had to be trained
in the way the new textbooks had to be taught. This formation was mainly done
through various types of seminars and institutes:
a National seminars at the NBCLC itself, usually of fortnightly (10-day) duration.
We will return to them later. It is sufficient to mention here that from 19671982 more than three thousand persons (594 priests, 427 religious brothers,
1.371 religious sisters and 676 lay persons) used this opportunity to get ac
quainted with the new catechetical approach and method.
b Mobile seminars in various dioceses, usually of one-week (5-day) duration. The
participants of these seminars were mostly diocesan priests. Catechetical
formation usually covered a substantial part of the programme so that we can
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say that through 74 diocesan seminars almost 6000 people gained some
understanding of modern catechesis.
с Intensive Training Institutes (ITI). One ГП (August-September 1969) was fully
devoted to catechetics, but every ГП, an Institute for an intensive all-round
pastoral formation of persons, who played or were expected to play a key role
in the Vat II renewal of their diocese or religious congregation, also gave an
intensive but thorough training in catechetics.
d Evening lectures in Bangalore archdiocese. The NBCLC made a significant
contribution to the Vat Π renewal in the Bangalore archdiocese in which it
happens to be located. Its catechism teachers had the opportunity to receive a
catechetical formation through evening classes held for 35 weeks a year during
a period of five years. These classes were given by an NBCLC team in four
centres and three languages. More than 1600 teachers benefitted.
e One-day renewal seminars in Bangalore. In order to promote lay leadership the
NBCLC organised one-day seminars for the Bangalore laity in English,
Kannada and Tamil. This acquainted a number of lay people with the anthro
pological, incarnational approach and to some extent with adult catechesis.
The publication and sales department 'Gnana Deepti' (Rays of Wisdom) of the
Centre made its own unique contribution to the promotion of catechetical
renewal. DSA himself published two booklets Theology of Catechesis and Adult
Catechumenate and Church Renewal which laid the foundation for and gave direct
orientation to post-Vatican catechetics in India. For all the Teacher's Guides of
the GOD-WITH-US series he also wrote the introduction, clearly explaining the
modern approach to and method of catechesis. AV material can greatly con
tribute to the success and variety in catechetical sessions. Hence the National
Centre spent much time and energy to make available the following material:
Photo-Language Themes (11 sets)
Biblical Wall Posters (140)
'Vita' slide series for adult catechesis
86 slides on an Indian order of the Mass
60 slides on the art and architecture of the Centre
142 slides on Biblical Wall Posters
'Jyoti' slide series, a collection of 340 slides on 27 topics.
Since the Indian Church is convinced that it not only can but also has to make its
own contribution to catechetics, research and experimentation form part and parcel
of the work and life of the National Catechetical Centre. Foreign pedagogy
cannot simply be transplanted to every Indian village or city; the life-situation of
an Indian Christian, citizen of a young and vast Third World country, is totally
different from that of a Christian of one of the richer nations. However, we
should also not forget that particularly the bhakti marga, our journey to God by
means of devotion, and actually the whole Indian approach to devotion may be
precious gifts to the rationalistic, individualistic, privatised and secularised western
Churches.
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Another important task of the Catechetical Centre is the coordination of all that
is being tried and done in the field of catechesis in the many regions of the vast
and pluralistic Indian society, and, whenever necessary, render assistance in the
organisation of all that is needed for an effective catechetical renewal in these
regions and dioceses. The long-term programme for catechetics, composed and
proposed by DSA and accepted by the Commission states:
'It (National Catechetical Centre) will develop into and manifest itself as an
organism whence go out pastoral impulses and directives and into which flow
back various experiences that are obtained in the institutions, in the dioceses
and in the regions, and towards which converge all the documents and
testimonies of the catechetical and liturgical renewal in the diocese.'3
Catechesis is an indispensable responsibility of the whole Christian community,
but Christian life is more than catechesis. Hence it is important that the Catechetical Centre remains in touch with all the movements and institutions that are
involved in pastoral activity. Thus the Centre will gradually become and has
actually become during the first 15 years of its existence a forum of encounter
and dialogue where the leaders of various movements and ministries meet from
time to time and explore ways and means of arriving at a total comprehensive
pastoral action.
'What is basic is to have a broad vision of the dimensions of the country and
its needs without ceasing to be practical; to have an overall picture of the
situation without despising details; to have a long-range plan without neglecting the immediate demands of the hour. The efforts to coordinate and to
prevent the dissipation of energies and personnel will not tend to curb
freedom, to discourage initiatives and to impose uniformity. On the contrary,
the new structure and institution will encourage initiatives by offering them a
milieu of growth and by assuring them conditions of fulfilment.'4
In order to fulfil their tasks and to implement the long-term programme effectively, every two, later three years a short-term programme was spelled out,
usually at the All-India Meetings; thus such a short-term programme, finalised in
consultation with the official delegates of all the dioceses, became an All-India
orientation and action-plan for the coming two or three years. The highlights of
these short-term programmes were the following:
1967-1969 I AICM Setting up of the National Catechetical Centre; appomtment of consultors
Focus: general catechetical formation
1969-1971 II AICM Teacher's Guides for standards I-III
Focus: catechesis of children and teenagers; exploration
of adult catechumenate and catechesis
1971-1973 III AICM Asian Seminar on Religion and Development;
Teacher's Guides for standards IV-X
Focus: Christian formation of children and youth
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1973-1975

Research Seminar on non-Biblical Scriptures;
Photo-Language series
Focus: social justice, pastorale of First Confession, Communion and Confirmation
1975-1977 IV AICM Biblical Wall Posters;'Vita'series of slides, Synod Service
document; College texts: I and II
Focus: College catechesis, social justice
1977-1981 V AICM Family Catechesis, Parents Guides, standards I-V; College
catechesis booklet III
Focus: adult catechesis

The 'GOD-WITH-US' series
The long-term programme of catechetical renewal, drawn up by the CBCI
Commission for Catechetics and approved by the CBCI in March-April 1967
reads:
'Up to now we have been concentrating on school catechesis and our textbooks are mere translations of western catechisms or slight adaptations.
Similarly we drew up syllabi having regard more to the availability of material
than to the real need of the age-groups, professions and social milieux, or to
the requirements and exigencies of the catechetical goal and pedagogy.
Now the time has come to behave as a mature and well-equipped local
Church. The hour has equally struck for the composition of original works,
profitting by discoveries and resources of the catechetical movement of this
last half-century, drawing inspiration from the pastoral orientation, openness
to others (other Christians, other religions and other men of goodwill,
including unbelievers) and doctrinal teaching of the Vatican Council on the
one hand, and taking into account the cultural and religious heritage of India
as well as its present trends and aspirations on the other.
In this perspective, one of the initiatives of the National Centre could be to
prepare a Directory for Catechetical Pastoral Action and to draw up guidelines for syllabi and the composition of textbooks and guidebooks for various
age-groups (children, adolescents, adults), for various categories (illiterate
children and adults, school-going and non-school-going, College students,
Sunday catechisms), for various social milieux (urban, rural, industrial, Uberai,
etc.) and for trainees (teachers, catechists and novices). With the help of
these guidelines, linguistic regions and dioceses may easily prepare and
experiment with textbooks and guidebooks for their respective territories.'5
The need for an original, truly Indian series of textbooks was keenly felt, but the
work could not start immediately, because it was to be seen what particular turn
the Post-Conciliar Renewal in India would take. Moreover, many of those who
would have to compose the new series, had still to be trained. The Centre,
therefore, immediately began with catechetical formation through, as mentioned
earlier, Intensive Training Institutes, National Summer Seminars, evening lectures
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in Bangalore, mobile seminars in dioceses, All-India Catechetical Meetings and
publications, especially in Word and Worship. Finally we should be fully aware
that it was not a mean task to cater to the rather heterogeneous Catholic community of India with its varied cultures and many languages. It meant that the
basic texts, produced by the National Centre had to be such that they could serve
as a point of departure, an orientation, a sample and source of inspiration.
Still in the summer of 1971 a team of experts began to draft the Teacher's Guides
for the primary and middle schools, standards I-VII. These seven grades were
grouped in three stages or cycles of initiation into Christian life. Drafts for
standards I-III (cycle I) were sent out for experimentation to about 1000 persons,
already abreast of the modern catechetical pedagogy. In the light of the generally
positive comments the drafts were revised in the summer of 1972. This experience
encouraged and helped the team to compose the second cycle (standards IV-V)
as well, so that also the Teacher's Guides for standards I-V could soon be published 'pro manuscripto'. It evoked such an enthusiastic response that the team
decided to work also immediately on the books for standards VI and VII and
complete the Teacher's Guides for the Christian initiation of children in the agegroup 6-12 (standards I-VII). The involvement of qualified persons from all over
the country is an impressive example not only of team-work, but also of a definitive
break-through of the unique character of the Indian Church and its adult independence. A perusal of the texts reveals that the composers are aware of the needs of
the Indian milieux and conversant with the burning issues of life in India. The
authors systematically follow the human approach and favour an incarnational, environmental pedagogy. After all, catechetical ministry is to discern and discover
God's presence in our life and to help others to make the same discovery by
interpreting their life-situations in the Ught of the Word of God.'
A catechetical session
The whole GOD-WITH-US series is based upon the insight that there is a
movement within every catechesis. Every catechetical session should normally
follow the anthropological, human or incarnational approach, which defines the
procedure and definite steps or stages of this movement. At the World Congress
of Catechetics, Rome, 21-25 September 1971 DSA described the stages or steps
of the movement in every catechetical session as follows:
'1 Evocation of a human experience, reflection on it and interpretation of its
significance at the human level, and creating an awareness of its implications.
2 Interpretation and discovery of its fuller meaning and ultimate fulfilment
in the light of the proclamation of God's Word.
3 With the discovery of the relevance of the Word to life, reviewing and reliving the human experience in full consonance with faith.'7
The faith-educator leads the students to discover the joy and challenge of God's
presence in their life. This will lead them to a faith-response in prayer, worship
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and action: personal conversion and transformation of society. The Third World
delegates emphasized the action dimension in their conclusions: O u r catechesis
should lead those we are catechizing to become aware of their real situation and
to become personally responsible for the purposeful development of their Uves in
their concrete situation.'8
This incarnational approach to catechesis
'calls for a radical change-over from the formula of explanation of doctrine
and application to life to the formula of the interpretation of the signs of life
and discovery of God's designs for us today, in the light of God's Word.
This is a change from the deductive to the inductive method, from the
doctrinal approach to the experiential approach, from mere acceptance to
creativity, from the individualistic to the communitarian, and from classroom
setting to the environmental.'9
The syllabus
I CHILDREN

The whole GOD-WITH-US series has been built on the fostering of relationships: the relationship between the child/youth and God and that between the
child/youth and others. These relationships are expressed through signs. Signs
assure us of the love of our parents and friends, God cannot but use signs to
express his love and concern for us. The GOD-WITH-US series intends to help
children and young people discover God in their life through signs. This explains
the title of the series which sums up the theology of God's revelation to humankind, for
'God relates Himself to men in communication and communion as members
of a living community so that the interpersonal relationship between God and
men may be the source and climax, the pattern and the model of the interpersonal relationship among men, so that the human community in which
revelation takes place may gradually be built up and transformed into a
community of brothers and sisters, a human community, a community of faith
and love, witness and service, a community of salvation.'10
The first cycle (standards I-III) is a general initiation of the child into Christian
life and pays special attention to the sacraments of initiation: baptism, confirmation and Eucharist and penance or reconcihation. In the first standard the child
is helped to establish a distinct relationship with every Person of the Blessed
Trinity. It enters mto a deeper relationship with God who does not only give us
many beautiful things, but shares through Jesus his life with us. Through the gift
of the Spirit we enter into the family of God of which the Church is the visible
expression. Through the sacrament of baptism we become God's children and
enter into a deeper personal relationship with Him. The catechesis of standard I
prepares children for their first confession and communion and anticipates the
sacramental catechesis of standard II. Then the children meet not only a God
who is present, but also a God Who is active. His most important actions are the
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sacraments. Through baptism, confirmation, Eucharist and penance God reaches
out and children encounter Him in Christ. Every effort is made to prevent a
mechanical or magical understanding of the sacraments. Hence catechesis never
stops to stress that they are actions of the Church in the midst of the church
community and means to build up that community. The catechesis of standard III
deepens the catechesis of the first two years and enables the children to understand what it means to Uve as baptised persons relating both to God and to the
members of God's community, the Church. Wherever possible the social dimension of Christian life is emphasized.
The first cycle has covered the essential aspects of the Christian life and message,
the second cycle (standards IV and V) intends to deepen the faith-response of the
children. It expounds the theme: Christ, the fulfilment of God's Covenant with
humankind. The children are helped to discover the person of Christ. The
textbook of standard IV is rightly called: 'Walking along with Jesus'. In standard
V the/ catechetical sessions want to make the children aware of the growth of the
covenant people; this covenant began in the Old Testament, found its fulfilment
in the person of Jesus; the community that he founded and over which he poured
out His Spirit, is the New Covenant people. In the strength of the Spirit these disciples of Jesus go out to all the nations to share the Good News with them. This
book is called: 'Gathered from all the nations'.
The third cycle begins in standard VI, where the emphasis lies again on sacramental catechesis. We share the life of Christ in a special way through the
celebration of the sacraments, through which the Church, itself a living sign and
sacrament of Christ's saving presence in the world, brings us into direct contact
with Christ. The sacrament of matrimony and orders are studied briefly, while the
other five sacraments are taken up in greater depth than in the first cycle. The
syllabus of standard VII focusses on the community of the Church, linking the
present-day community with the first Christian community, constituted by the
outpouring of the Spirit on the first Pentecost. Now it is our turn to enter into the
lifestream of the Church and face the challenges of our commitment to Christ in
today's India. The catechesis of the third cycle is in a sense a catechesis of
synthesis and integration. It intends to relate our sacramental life to our faithunderstanding of the Christ of history on the one hand, and to our daily Christian
life on the other. Thus the catechesis of this cycle is a catechesis of life, of the
living Christ, the Risen Lord, communicated in the sacraments of the Church,
alive through the ages from the first Pentecost until today.
It goes without saying that the psychology of every cycle is related to the various
stages of growth of the children. This psychology is explained and linked with the
mysteries of faith taken up at these particular phases of the life of the children.
At every stage experts in various fields were solHcited to check every lesson on its
biblical content, theological soimdness, historical accuracy, social relevance and
Indian authenticity. Soon adapted versions began to appear in Malayalam, Tamil,
Telegu, Marathi, Hindi, Gujarathi, Kannada, Konkani, Bengali and several tribal
languages.
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II YOUTH

In 1972 youth catechesis was taken up as well. This fourth cycle carries forward
the catechesis of the first three cycles and prepares the youth to face the realities
of life as adults. Catechesis should enable the youth to discover Christ anew in
their own life-situation and commit themselves to Him. This aim explains the
titles: Focus on Christ (standard Ш), Christ in my life (IX) and, Facing the
future with Christ (X). We hardly find a formal presentation of doctrine, but texts
which challenge both the catechised and the catechist who has to be abreast of,
and preferably involved in current issues: social and political theories and atti
tudes, poverty, inflation, discrimination, racism, exploitation, the power of mass
media, etc.
At this stage of their life the students are passing through a very critical period of
growth. They are in turmoil with the onset of their adolescence. Often they are
preoccupied with personal questions. Hence the catechesis of the fourth cycle
starts more emphatically from the life of the students. Catechesis becomes a
process of rediscovery and integration. Without losing the existential approach
this cycle also pays greater attention to contents, because for a great group of
students this is the last opportunity for formal catechesis. Great efforts are made
to bring the students' religious education on a par with their grasp of secular
sciences, for, as Mgr. F. Sheed pointed out:
'Religious illiteracy was bad enough when practically nobody was literate
anyway. But what we have now is stronger and more dangerous. To be
secularly literate and religiously illiterate produces an imbalance with the
man. He finds himself with two eyes that do not focus, a strong eye which
sees life as the world sees it and a weak eye which sees life as faith declares
it to be. The temptation is overwhelming to close one eye, the weak eye
naturally.'11
The fourth cycle is a treasure-house of the most relevant themes that appeal to
and challenge the teenager. Concepts like prayer, faith, sin and conscience, values
such as freedom, service, honesty, tolerance, justice; problems like sexual growth,
integrity and violence are aptly and efficiently treated.
Youth catechesis is continued during college education. In the pre-degree course
the most relevant themes of standards VIII-X are taken up again, because some
students have not yet adequately interiorised these themes and many begin their
college life without an adequate religious foundation. The greatest need appeared
to be an adequate programme of religious formation for degree course students.
A programme for the first two years was developed from 1976-1978: during the
first year students are helped to become their authentic selves; the course is
entitled: 'Called to be free'. During their second year they learn to face the
challenge of the unjust world: 'To set the downtrodden free' is the title of this
course. During the third year family life and all that is connected with it is taken
up. The course on this delicate subject was published in the summer of 1982
under the title 'Bound to be free'. This (fifth) cycle takes into account the
complex situation of college students in India, where unemployment is rampant,
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where unorthodox tactics are often needed to obtain a job, where there is still a
strong segregation between the sexes and many are unable to relate in an adult
manner to persons of the other sex, where the pop-music culture from the West
becomes a status symbol, ahenating especially the rural students from their own
roots. Many students are confused and lonely and inclined to become selfcentered; at the same time a good number is challenged to champion the cause
of the downtrodden and underdogs which brings them repeatedly into conflict
with the authorities. Finally family life in India undergoes tremendous changes.
While the joint-family system prevailed for centuries and is still favoured by many,
the pursuit of a career and the pull of cities and industrial centres, minimal
housing facilities in the urban agglomerations and the urge for greater autonomy
and independence encourage and even enforce a nuclear family system, for which
young people are often ill-prepared. The course for the third year degree students
highlights family life as a true vocation and communicates its authentic values.
Ill FAMILY CATECHESIS

Vatican II already taught that parents have the first and primary responsibility for
the faith-education of their children. 'Parents should by their word and example
be the first preachers of the faith to their children.'12 This implies that the
catechesis of children at home is the ordinary, normal, principal and decisive
channel of religious formation. This was greatly stressed at the Fifth All-India
Catechetical Meeting, 11-17 November 1978:
'The family, like the Church, ought to be a place where the Word of God is
transmitted and from where the Word of God radiates. In the family, which
is conscious of this mission, all the members evangelise and are evangelised.
The parents not only communicate the gospel to their children but from their
childen they can themselves receive the same gospel as deeply lived by them
(EN 71). Family catechesis is a vital activity of the Church. Hence, any
programme for adult catechesis must concentrate on the building up of these
domestic churches. The training of parents in reading, reflecting and allowing
themselves to be inspired by God's Word in the home must be seen as a
priority.'13
Complying with the request of the V AICM a small team prepared 3 'companion
volumes' to the GOD-WITH-US series, standards I-V. 'Companion volume'
means that, on the one hand, family catechesis does not repeat what has been
covered in school catechesis; and that, on the other, the themes correspond to
what is treated there, though two or three themes may be combined. The emphasis on family catechesis and the composition of the textbooks for parents mark
an important stage of the catechetical movement in India.
The GOD-WITH-US series is one of the greatest achievements of the National
Catechetical Center. Many regional Centres have rewritten it, adapting it to the
social challenges, history and culture of the region. That this could be achieved is
due to the foresight, encouragement and push of DSA and the painstaking,
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untiring work of Fr. James Connolly, cssr., who coordinated the generous work of
the many collaborators and went through every single text before the final
printing.

The All-India Catechetical Meetings
The importance, function and general procedure of All-India Meetmgs has been
expounded earlier.14 DSA highlighted their main purpose briefly in his keynote
address to the I AICM:
'The purpose of this meeting was to give new impetus to the catechetical
movement, to discuss conditions and structures of work at the diocesan and
regional levels, to facilitate exchange of experiences among the directors and
experts in the field, to explore ways of collaboration between the National
Centre and the Regional or Diocesan Centres, and to devise means of giving
official backing, recognition and structural security to the initiatives and
enthusiasm of those who want to improve the catechetical ministry.'15
A quick perusal of the six All-India Catechetical Meetings conducted so far will
show that their original purpose was never forgotten.
The First All-India Catechetical Meeting, 25-27 November 1967
The focus of this brief First All-India Catechetical Meeting was the concrete
planning for the future in the light of the stock-taking of the state of catechetics
all over India. DSA, the secretary of the CBCI Commission for Catechetics and
Director of the National Catechetical Centre, proposed in his keynote address
three objectives for this meeting:
'first, to work out some kind of catechetical service in every diocese, whether
there is a centre or not, and whether the director is full-time or not; secondly,
to explore the possibility of setting up at least regional centres; and thirdly,
the six sub-commissions of study set up by the CBCI Commission for Catechetics should start work at once, having chalked out the avenues of research
and having allocated work to each of the members.'16
We take note of the following observations regarding the state of catechetics m
the country:
• Though the importance of catechetical apostolate is generally recognised, very
little effort is made to promote it.
• The existing textbooks are greatly inadequate, for they were produced abroad
and meant for children of other countries.
• Only rare and half-hearted attempts have been made to promote the formation
of personnel.
• The catechesis is not life-oriented and it neglects the social milieu.
• There is a marked indifference on the part of priests regarding catechesis.
Practically only sisters and lay people are actively involved in catechetical
apostolate.
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• This catechetical apostolate is practically restricted to school-going children;
hardly any efforts are made to reach out to other categories of people, for
example, through adult catechesis.
• We note a general indifference both among the teachers and among the taught.
After recognising this rather sad state of affairs, all urged the opening of regional
and diocesan centres so that many could be motivated and trained, and asked for
the establishment of regional/diocesan centres and full-time directors and
secretaries. Six subcommissions were constituted to take care of the following
national priorities:
• Drawing up a national directory and contributing to the universal catechetical
directory proposed by the Synod;
• preparing guidehnes for the catechesis of children;
• preparing guidelines for the catechesis of adolescents;
• preparing guidelines for the catechesis of adults;
• preparing audio-visual aids;
• a study on the restoration of the adult catechumenate.
In its final statement the I AI CM pleads for the appointment of a competent fulltime director for catechetics and a team of collaborators in every diocese. Their
main task is to train all those involved in catechetics, help them in every possible
way and to impress upon the clergy the importance of catechetical apostolate.
The Second All-India Catechetical Meeting, 27 December 1970-3 January 1971
This All-India Meeting also followed the procedure of all All-India meetings that
was gradually becoming a standard procedure, because it proved to be efficient
and it guaranteed optimum participation of all the delegates.
In his circular letter of invitation DSA indicated the four main topics of the
Second All-India Meeting:
'i a survey of the status, preparation, etc. of lay catechists, especially the
professional full-timers;17
ii the importance, qualities and production of audio-visual material needed
for all types of catechesis in India;
iii a consideration of the place of catechetics in the new programme of
seminary formation recently worked out for India;
iv frank review of the situation to ensure a still better planned cooperation
at all levels.'18
The whole assembly agreed that the status of full-time lay catechists, who play
such an important role in the proclamation of the Good News especially in rural
and missionary areas, should be raised. They should have a high school leaving
certificate or its equivalent before being admitted to one of the training schools
for catechists. After their training and appointment they should be paid a salary
that matches at least the government pay-scale for persons with similar qualifications.
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In the field of audio-visual aids several projects were on the anvil. Plans for the
publication of a set of photographs, thematically arranged (photo-language), a
series of sudes in cooperation with CIRIC (Geneva) and SONOLUX (München)
respectively, and the production of really indigenous catechetical wall-posters were
approved and worked out further.19
The assembly stressed the importance of sound catechetical formation in seminaries and scholasticates. There is place for it in the new programme of studies
prepared by the 'Commissio Technica',20 but well-trained professors of Catechetics are still few in number.
It was very encouraging that since IAICM three more regional catechetical centres
had been opened: for Kerala, Andhra Pradesh and the Hindi-speaking region.21
They were now making great sacrifices for the formation of personnel, have
begun to train others through seminars and courses and have started publications
in regional languages. In his report DSA pointed out that almost 2/3 of the
dioceses have now diocesan directors and that 32 of them are qualified in catechetics. He noted that much more and much better catechetical work is done in
places where well-trained leaders stand at the helm. Real efforts were made to
discover available talents and resources and to overcome the temptation to work
on one's own. Another positive development was the tremendous increase in
seminars and courses in catechetics at the national, regional and diocesan level.
He finally expressed his satisfaction with the fact that the services and contacts,
consultations and communications at and through the National Centre were ever
on the increase.22
The presentation of DSA on the relation between the National Centre and the
regions and dioceses came as the climax of the meeting, because, notes the
general report, he gave a systematic expression to many of the desires that had
been put forward during the meeting.
'Co-operation is a two-way traffic, with the national level mainly helping in
the formation of regional and diocesan personnel and in the general coordination of efforts, while the regional, diocesan and local teams constantly
supply information on the actual situation, adapt to local conditions the
necessarily general lines of action elaborated higher up, and translate all this
into the active efforts of catechetical apostolate. The principles outlined by Fr.
Amalorpavadass were generally approved, while it was pointed out that
further preparation of personnel and organisation at lower levels will make it
possible to obtain a more general renewal.'23
At the end of the meeting all were requested to formulate their desires, suggestions and recommendations. Four particularly important needs received priority.
i all the dioceses should get full-time and qualified directors with a centre at
their disposal for their catechetical work;
ii every catechetical centre should train an adequate staff to promote and
organise the catechetical work, for example, through mobile teams;
ili the production of audio-visual aids should be taken up as soon as possible;
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iv educational institutions should get better and easier access to publications in
the field of catechetics.
The participants returned with great enthusiasm and a deeper commitment to the
great privilege and responsibility of leading their sisters and brothers deeper and
deeper into the mysteries of faith.
The Third All-India Catechetical Meeting, 11-17 December 1973
The Third All-India Catechetical Meeting (III AICM) that came in the wake of
the memorable Asian Seminar on Religion and Development,24 challenged the
participants to situate all catechesis in the context of evangelization and social
justice.
The consultors observed that, though many religious have profited from the
seminars and courses in catechetics, the majority of the laity and clergy have
hardly been affected and still Uve in blessed ignorance as far as catechetical
renewal is concerned; the old traditional approach is for many still the only
vahd approach. They abo felt that the attention paid to the spiritual renewal of
the catechists and to those to be catechised was insufficient and unsatisfactory.
The coordination between priests, sisters and catechists in the dioceses left
much to be desired, though some complimented the National Centre for their
services in this field. Quite a number of consultors asked themselves whether
the stress on the new approach did not go at the cost of the adequate contents
of catechesis.
The III AICM was happy to see progress in various fields. By now about 2/3 of
the diocesan directors have been trained and team-work has improved considerably. All the sections of the People of God begin to benefit from seminars
and courses and learn from reading a magazine in English or one of the vernaculars that promotes catechetical renewal. 23 dioceses have already introduced
the GOD-WITH-US series. 42 dioceses have introduced new syllabi since 1970
and in 22 dioceses new catechism books have been composed, published or
introduced since 1971.
At the I AICM (1967) there was only one regional catechetical centre Tamilnadu), at the II AICM (1971) we counted four regional catechetical centres:
Tamibadu, Kerala, Andhra Pradesh and North India; at the III AICM four new
ones have raised the number to eight; Maharashtra, Gujarat, Goa and Orissa are
the new ones. Their greatest problem is the shortage of competent staff. Their
main activities are the organisation of seminars and courses at the regional centre
and at the diocesan, forane and parochial level. Almost all the regional catechetical centres have worked on and introduced the new syllabus of the GODWITH-US series and follow the incarnational approach. Plenty of time and
energy goes into the translation and adaptation of that series. The need for
adequate audio-visual aids is keenly felt everywhere. There is a general awakening
as regards the need for catechetical renewal all over the country.
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In his 'foreword' to the official report to the Ш AICM DSA indicated that
'In addition to the usual and permanent aspects of renewal which form the
agenda of any All-India Catechetical Consultation, this consultation deals
with some specific issues, such as the relationship between catechesis and
evangelization, the relevance of both in their ability to promote social justice
and work for liberation, the relation between the sacraments of initiation in
pastoral practice, the relation between First Communion abd First Confes
sion, etc This specialisation is undoubtedly a clear sign of growth in our
movement.'25
In his paper on 'Catechesis and Evangelization' DSA shows how catechesis can
and should prepare people for evangelization by developing a sense of universality
that looks with respect at other Churches and Religions and evokes a desire for
inter-religious dialogue. He concludes: 'Catechesis and the catechetical renewal
movement are indeed very powerful, effective and privileged means to make the
Church in India more committed to evangelization.'26
All the participants had received the statement of recommendations made during
the Asian Seminar on Religion and Development; this statement served as a
background paper. In his paper, introducing the discussion on 'Catechesis and
Social Justice', Fr. Claude D'Souza, sj. stirred the participants:
'We share in His (that is, Christ's) life in the measure we involve ourselves
in this process of liberation, of salvation. It is the task of the Church in this
world to be a prophet at the present moment of history, listen and interpret
the needs, aspirations and values, the tensions, conflicts and cries of anguish
of the oppressed. Only then will her faith in the Utopian vision be credible;
only then will she be a sacrament manifesting the Divine Presence outwardly
and a source of communion with the Father to which all men are invited. By
orienting history in the direction of the liberation of mankind can she be
witness to the presence of the Kingdom already present here and now, viz.,
to the presence of Jesus actively involved in the realisation of man's salvation
from all types of servitude.'27
As modern catechesis begins from man's life-experience and leads bim to discover
God therein, it cannot bypass the conditions in which people live. India's crying
need at the moment is development. A recent survey of the Reserve Bank of
India had revealed that 70% of India's population lives in complete starvation. In
order to be authentic our catechesis must be a factor of social change; it has to
help our people recognise God's own voice in the voices of India's millions that
cry for liberation. Relevant catechesis makes our people take the lead in a new
Exodus.28 We can clearly see that the Asian Seminar on Religion and Develop
ment has made many aware of the structural dimensions of injustice and oppres
sion in general and in India in particular. This should deeply influence our
catechesis which especially in the West fosters a privatized, individualistic piety
and spirituality.
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The discussion on the sacraments of initiation centered mainly on the question
whether children have to make their first confession before receiving their First
Holy Communion. In reply to the recent Roman document from the Sacred
Congregation for the Clergy, the Assembly stated:
T h e recent Declaration of the Sacred Congregation for the Clergy on First
Confession in relation to the First Communion of Children merits our
respectful attention. It should be noted that the Declaration had in view the
situation existing in some countries where children were not given the
opportunity of going to Confession before First Communion. In this connec
tion it should be noted that children should neither be obliged to make
Confession nor be prevented from it. Who is to decide whether the child
should make Confession?
i The child has to decide. Children have to be educated to make a respon
sible decision.
ii Who is responsible for helping the child to make a decison on this?
a The parents have the first right;
b The confessor, i.e. any priest to whom the child may go for Confession;
с The Parish Priest.
In a word, the local Church decides through the child, its parents, the confes
sor, the parish priest, in that order.
All of us, adults and children, are sinners from the beginning. The big
question then becomes: can this experience of repentance be made available
to children only through auricular confession? It is generally agreed that the
practice of auricular confession, especially in large numbers, is not suitable.
Hence the child should be initiated to a spirit of penance and should be given
the opportunity to experience this in a penitential celebration, within which
opportunity should be given for confession, if it desires it.
The arguments for conferring the sacrament of confirmation at an early age
and for delaying it until later seem to be evenly balanced both from the point
of view of theology and tradition and pastoral practice. Hence the solution
should be left to the Local Church according to its pastoral needs.'29
The overall thrust of the III AICM is well expressed in the Final Statement of the
meeting:
'Conscientisation at all levels and continued catechetical renewal involving as
many as possible, to extend it to all dimensions of the local Church, institu
tions, parishes, villages, ... (to build up a Christian community) where the
presence and action of God in Christ will be recognised and responded to in
faith, where men and women, having experienced the love of God in true
fellowship, will be eager to share the riches and privileges of their faithexperience with all who do not yet know Christ, a community truly incarnated
in the life and culture of our country as a nation, one with them in all their
hopes, struggles and aspirations and leading them to see that the fulfilment
of their deepest yearnings lies in the person of Christ, who came to establish
the reign of peace, justice and love among men.' 30
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The fourth All-India Catechetical Meeting, 3-10 December 1976
The IV AICM takes place at a time that the Universal Church prepares itself for
the 1977 Synod of Bishops on 'Catechetics in our Time with special reference to
Catechetics for Children and Youth'. The AICM naturally reflects on the Synodal
theme so as to offer to the Bishops of India a service-document from its par
ticular Geld of competence. Over the last 10 years all those involved in catechesis
have become ever deeper aware that the whole Church, the different sections of
the people of God, have catechetical responsibilities.31 Archbishop Leobard
D'Souza, chairman of the CBCI Commission for Catechetics stressed it with great
emphasis in his inaugural address:
'The whole Church is responsible for Catechetics. And with the forthcoming
Synod, I believe, the next decade will have for its main thrust, adult cate
chesis. A class-room oriented individual catechesis towards children alone can
be short-circuited by the adults, who have failed to appreciate what their
children have received and experienced at school. The education of faith in
one's total life-environment supposes not only person-to-person catechesis but
also a collective catechesis in the whole environment by the entire faithcommunity... Catechetical renewal should become so integrated into the life
of the Church that one will be able to say either that catechetics has ceased
to exist or that the whole Chuch has become catechetical.'32
The meeting, meticulously prepared by DSA and his collaborators, developed as
usual in three stages. Though many obstacles to the progress of catechetical
renewal had not been or not been fully overcome, the Assembly noted an overall
progress. The publication of the GOD-WTTH-US series (Teacher's Guides and
Student's Textbooks), the production of the 'Vita' series of catechetical slides,
Biblical Wall-posters and an Indian edition of 'Photo-language' deserve special
mention. The evaluation of the GOD-WITH-US series was particularly interesting
and encouraging. As soon as the printing-ink of the English version had dried up,
severed regions were already adapting and translating it. This is a remarkable
achievement, when considers that this happened within a period of hardly ten
years of organised catechetical movement in India. The implications are many:
'There is a basic unity and common approach all over India with due respect
for the social, cultural, and pastoral variety of the regions. It implies that the
thousands of people and leaders trained by the National and other Centres
were able to welcome the series, appreciate its worth and creatively translate
it to meet the needs of their respective areas.'33
The most important task of this Г AICM, however, was to prepare a document
for the forthcoming Synod of Bishops on Catechetics, in which those most directly
and actively involved in catechesis stated what was of major importance for
catechetical renewal in India. The main issues were: adult and youth catechesis,
the context of catechesis (culture, socio-economic situation, etc.), the contents of
and approach to catechesis and the formation of training of catechists. Our youth
searches and questions. They cannot bear insincerity (inauthenticity), injustice and
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untruth. 'Basically, our young people hunger for a new and challenging experience... Has not the Church the greatest experience possible to share with its
youth?'34 The document clearly indicates how the profound and rapid economic
and social changes in towns and villages poses great challenges to our catechesis
and the whole pastoral ministry in general.35 The Synod Service Document
prepared by the IV AICM ends with a resounding note of hope and challenge:
'At the very outset we emphasized the central role played by the faithcommunity in the catechetical effort to communicate the Christian life and
message. The community is the agent in this handing over of the faith from
Christian to Christian, sharing the experience of the Risen Lord and emplanting within the heart of every new catechumen, the mustard seed that will
blossom into a mighty tree, relaying the faith and the gifts of the Spirit.
The faith-community, the church in miniature, is the place from where the
Gospel radiates. All its members evangelize and are evangelized. Such a
community becomes the evangelizer of other communities in the neighbourhood, until the Saving Word is echoed from person to person, influenced
by the action of the Holy Spirit...'3*

The fifth All-India Catechetical Meeting, 'Moving with the Spirif,
11-17 December 1978
Adult catechesis was the main issue of the V AICM which, as usual, took place
in three stages. Special attention was paid to the role of the Sunday Liturgy of the
Word and non-formal education in adult catechesis. DSA, Director of the
National Catechetical Centre and secretary of the CBCI Commission for catechetics, considered it a marked progress that after the establishment of the
National Centre in 1967 and the regional centres and commissions for catechetics
during the last decade, time had now come to start catechetical centres and
commissions in every diocese and make them truly ecclesia!,17 strong and effective. The role and function of the regional and diocesan centres and commissions
and their relation to the National Centre and CBCI Commission were discussed
in the light of the past experience and the expectations of the future. It was
emphasized that, as the General Catechetical Directory teaches, the bishop is the
first catechist of the diocese and hence he needs to be encouraged to be 'the
catechist of the catechists'. This implies regular dialogue, sharing, mutual animation, so that the spirit of Vatican II can be truly seen in the heart of the local
Church, where all are co-responsible for spreading the Kingdom of God through
the Word.3* The task and function of the diocesan centres and commissions for
catechetics is to animate and guide, coordinate and organise the catechetical
apostolate of the diocese with the orientation and support of the regional and
National Centre.
In his key-note address Archbishop Leobard D'Souza, chairman of the CBCI
Commission, had already highlighted the need and urgency of the re-evangelization and re-conversion of traditional Christians and suggested that we should
consider the fast increase of flourishing prayer-groups a God-given opportunity to
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deepen and broaden the faith of these well-disposed Christians, whose faith may
easily become simpUstic, sentimental and even fundamentalistic.39 This can be
prevented by timely catechesis. The V AICM noted that the illiterate and the
young adults were a particularly neglected group in our catechesis.4 For the
majority of our Christians the Sunday Liturgy of the Word remains the only
channel of their faith-formation. Hence 'a conscientious and massive effort has to
be made to make the Sunday Liturgy a real celebration, with meaning and
relevance to the local community... Pastors and lectors must learn to interpret the
Word of God effectively."41 Competent leadership in the prayer-groups that are
springing up all over the country can help the members to deepen their faith,
widen their spiritual perspective and enable them to participate in the sacramental
life of the Church.42 At any rate all proclamation of the Word should be directly
related to the real needs and life-situations of the community of believers. As 'the
family is, so to speak, the domestic Church' (LG 11), parents are the first and
best educators and evangelizers of their children. All the movements and associations that promote Catholic family life should, therefore, give top priority to
equip parents to take up that important task, while pastors should use family
occasions like birthdays, marriages, First Communion, etc. as excellent means of
a more personalised family catechesis.43
In the Final Statement the assembly expressed its conviction that the poor are the
best evangelizers of the poor and that concrete steps should be taken to organise
the faith-formation of the illiterate adult communities especially in the rural areas.
'The non-formal National Adult Education Programme (NAEP) must be situated
within this dynamic movement of history, which is guided by and oriented towards
God.' Collaboration with the Government should generally be preferred to
organising our own programmes. Through action-oriented development programmes and a faith-formation that leads to a deeper commitment to integral development and total liberation we witness that we as Christian community, as Church,
take 'a definite stand in favour of the poor, thus manifesting the compassion of
Christ towards those in need of healing and identifying ourselves with the liberating action of Christ."44
The participants felt that the Spirit had moved them to take the faith-formation
of adults much more seriously as before and to give greater importance to the
formation of adult lay men and women.
The sixth All-India Catechetical Meeting, Tilgrims of Hope',
10-15 December Ì96145
This VI AICM had more the character of a consultation, because apart from the
members and consultors of the CBCI Commission for catechetics, the directors
of regional and diocesan catechetical centres, seminary professors of catechetics
and directors of schools for catechists, quite a few 'outsiders' had been invited in
view of the subject 'Moral Education'. Like all All-India Meetings this VI AICM
evolved in three stages.
At the very outset Archbishop Leobard D'Souza clarified that Moral Education
'is by no means marginal to our ministry of the Word', because our concern for
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authentic human values is 'the raison d'être of our Catholic educational institutions. It is an arduous, but challenging task to enable our students to pursue
authentic values in a society which increasingly undermines or rejects them. The
fact that a Research Team of the Ministry of Education approached me on value
education shows that our Government is also interested in this field and expects
something from us."46 In his official report DSA pointed out that the orthodoxy of
the GOD-WITH-US series which is questioned time and again by 'certain
quarters of the Church' has been sufficiently proved in his study: Converging
Trends of the Catechetical Movement and Guidelines of Official Documents,
NBCLC, Bangalore 1979. He further asked the assembly to pay attention to the
following issues: a national poücy for concerted catechetical action, adult catechesis through prayer groups, catechesis for the illiterate, service-conditions for
full-time catechists, the place of catechetics in seminary formation.
The quality of the Adult catechesis through prayer-groups practically depends on
the competence of the leaders or animators of these groups. Their formation
should, therefore, receive due priority at the national, regional and diocesan level.
A tentative syllabus for their formation was drafted and approved.47
Regarding a national policy for concerted catechetical action the consultors felt that
coordination at the regional level needs to be intensified. In a national catechetical policy the issue of social justice should get prime of place.
'The Commission decided that a national policy for concerted catechetical
action in the whole of India is necessary for the coordination and efficiency
of the ministry of the Word in India; as Regional Centres animate and
coordinate catechetical work in the various dioceses and assist wherever
local/diocesan sources fall short, so the National Centre should animate and
coordinate the work of the various regions and complement it wherever
necessary. The National Centre should take up subjects that cannot be tackled
sufficiently at the regional level, study them in depth with a breadth of vision,
communicate information regarding catechesis from the universal Church,
organise formation and research at the national level..."48
Without a sound pastoral vision even the best policy will be ineffective. The
consultors pointed out that after Pentecost different faith-communities, particular
Churches emerged, which, one in faith, baptism, Eucharist and Spirit, took shape
in varied life-situations. Today's disciples of Christ in India have to read the signs
of these times, of the here and now. They have 'to interpret by faith both the
riches of culture and also the massive poverty and its root causes in the unjust
decision-making machinery at all levels.' Also today in India Christ's disciples
have to gather 'to interpret the meaning of their Uves and their orientation for the
future in the light of God's Word (Sacred Scripture, Liturgy, the Magisterial
teaching, the history of the Church and its present-day witness of life).' Then they
will discover their deep communion with God and all humankind and become
ever more committed to renew themselves and transform this unjust society in the
light of the challenge of the Gospel.
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This in brief is what Vatican Π faith formation is all about and to do this
constantly and ever more deeply and faithfully needs profound communion
with all Christian communities within India. The excellent network of frater
nal collaboration that has characterised Church renewal in India after the
Council is supported and furthered in no small way by the catechetical centres
of our country. It is our aim to foster this network still more by the policy
described above.*49
The service-conditions for full-time (lay) catechists have figured on the agenda of
the All-India Catechetical Meetings since 1970, but, while their professional
formation has improved considerably, their social status and economic security
still leaves much to be desired. Priests and bishops often do not relate to them as
sometimes indispensable 'co-workers' in the Lord's vineyard and do not give them
a salary that allows them to establish and maintain a family and gives them
adequate security for the future.30 The assembly prepared and approved an
elaborate document that expressed their deep concern and clearly described the
rules of appointment, leave, transfer, retirement, dismissal, salary, role and
function, formation and on-going formation of lay catechists. The bishops are to
see to the implementation of the document.31
The consultors were disturbed about the low status of catechetics in the major
seminaries, but could not do more than urge the bishops to see to it that wellqualified professors are appointed and catechetics is given its rightful place.52
Family catechesis had made considerable progress since the last AICM both in
urban and rural areas. Finding prospective animators for family catechesis and
giving them an adequate formation deserve great priority.53 The Commission felt
that audio-visual language, especially low-cost group media which can be used and
even be produced in rural areas, 'should get greater importance in our catecheti
cal ministry, because we cannot educate people for tomorrow in yesterday's
language.'*1
Most of the available hours of this All-India Meeting (Consultation!) were spent
on the topic that had been raised almost at every All-India Catechetical meeting
'Moral Education'. All the participants were often challenged and sometimes
disturbed by the questions raised and solutions proposed by the many panelists.
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The Final Statement reads:
'Through challenging one another we were challenged by the Spirit Himself
to reconsider some of our fundamental assumptions and our very Christian
educational responsibihty in a multi-religious environment. Like Abraham,
the first pilgrim of hope, we heard ourselves summoned to go out bravely
from the more or less secure and familiar area of catechesis to experience a
new horizon of our prophetic ministry: Moral Education for all (1).'
Though it is clear that the first responsibility of faith-educators is to impart an
adequate catechesis to the Christians of our institutions or movements, and Moral
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Education cannot substitute faith-education, 'we recognise that Moral Education
is an integral part of our ministry of the Word ... hence we appreciate better the
mission given to us by Christ as a mission to proclaim integral human development and total liberation' (3-4).
'The Indian situation is characterized by massive, dehumanizing poverty. The
main cause of this poverty are the unjust and exploitative structures. These
uphold unjust decision-making processes and embody a definite and false
value system which in turn supports the oppressive structures from which it
was born. Our responsibility as Moral Educators is to motivate our people to
challenge the values in our unjust society.'
Christ remains for us the criterion to measure the authenticity of all values (5).
The assembly, guided by the catechists who had also given Moral Education, felt
that the concrete pedagogy to be followed was an adapted incarnational pedagogy,
that is, we begin with the sharing on an actual life-situation, proposed by one of
the participants or the teacher, interpreted at the 'heart' rather than at the 'head'
level, though the latter should not be neglected. After globalising this life-situation
we interpret it 'in the light of normative religious and inter-religious witnesses.' In
the end the participants are animated to make a decision, an option. The greatest
and most crucial choice is the fundamental option for the service and love of
others and the Other, God, the analysis and interpretation of man's total existential situation and the discovery of his total humanity in all its relations (7). The
very fact that not even 2% of our people are Christian, calk for truly ecumenical
and inter-religious approaches to Moral Education. This also impUes that we do
not hesitate to solicit the collaboration of persons of other religious persuasions
or even secular ideologies. As the person of the educator is the most important
factor in Moral Education, the selection and formation of teachers of Moral
Education is crucial in our society, 'where persons with double standards and
false values seem to be respected and successful and reach the highest echelons
of power' (9). During the reflection on Moral Education the participants actually
discovered the ever receding horizons in their ministry of the Word (10).

The Formation of Faith-Educators
It has been repeated over and over again that the person of the faith-formator,
teacher of religion or catechist is the most important factor in religious/moral
education. Even the best textbook can not substitute for the personality of the
'catechism teacher'. His/her formation has, therefore, always received top
priority in the programmes of the National Catechetical Centre and the CBCI
Commission for catechetics. The tremendous achievement of the composition
and publication of the GOD-WTTH-US series will not bear any fruits, unless
well-trained teachers of religion have received a proper formation in the
teaching of the Catholic Church and the incamational pedagogy. The greatest
number of persons have been reached through the 10-day (fortnightly) seminars. The following catechetical seminars, that is, seminars focussed on cate52

chetical updating/renewal, were held during the first fifteen years of the
Centre's existence:
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It is impossible to describe all the catechetical or catechesis-oriented seminars in
detail. We limit ourselves to a few general observations before we take a closer
look at the most frequently organised seminar, that on the religious and moral
education of youth/college students.
Participation
During the last 15 years about 5% of the priests (diocesan and religious) have
participated in a catechetical seminar, also about 15% of the religious brothers,
about 3% of the religious sisters, but not even 0.001% of the lay people. Religious
brothers (and seminarians) have an impressive percentage of participation,
followed by priests and sisters; lay participation is, relatively speaking, extremely
poor. This explains why from 1977 onwards the Centre began to organise courses
in Christian leadership exclusively for lay persons.
From the 22 States and 9 Union Territories (till recently) sometimes more than
15 States were represented, and occasionally more than 50% of the dioceses (in
1967 almost 100, now more than 120) had one or more participants. Usually the
great majority came from the two most southern States, Kerala and Tamiinadu,
where most of the Catholics Uve, though the percentage of Catholics in the Union
Territory, now State, Goa is higher.
Adult catechesis
Two seminars deserve our special attention, because they also have a kind of
exploratory character:
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i The Seminar on 'Adult Catechumenate and Church Renewal' (26 May-6 June
1970), and
Ü The National Seminar on 'Adult Catechesis' (1-11 May 1974).
The first seminar had a twofold character; it both aimed at the formation of and
at the research by the participants in view of the re-introduction of the Adult
Catechumenate in India. It was the beginning of the Indian response to the
decree 'Ordo baptismi adultorum'36, the teaching of Vatican II57, and the new
ritual 'De initiatione Christiana'58. Two special issues of the Centre's periodical
Word and Worship9* manifest the thoroughness of the Indian approach. The
catechumenate is introduced as a long spiritual journey, which is also the title of
the Editorial by DSA. The seminar evolved in five stages, to which correspond the
five parts in the two issues of Word and Worship:
I • The catechumenate in the early Church
• Catechumenate in Asia and Africa
• Recent restoration and renewal of the catechumenate in Europe
• Situation of the catechumenate in India:
i a survey of the enquiry through a questionnaire
ii a panel of missionaries relating their experience
II • Official acts of the Church on the catechumenate
• Catechumenate in the process of the building up of the Church
• The catechumenate as a task of the whole Church; the catechumenal
community
HI • The stage of the catechumenate proper
• The need for the stage of pre-catechumenate
• The pastoral ministry of the Church during this period
IV •
•
•
•
•
•

The stage of catechumenate proper
Catechumenal catechesis
Catechumenal liturgy in general
Catechumenal liturgy in practice
Initiation of the catechumens to the Christian moral and apostolic life
The importance and role of sponsors

V • The new rite of Christian initiation of adults
• Introduction to and commentary on the rite
The National Seminar on Adult Catechesis shows that the Centre is determined
to pay more attention to the faith-formation of adults; we may even speak of a
shift of emphasis from child-centered school catechesis to adult and communitycentered environmental catechesis. We also see that the Centre considers the
participation in the struggle for social justice an integral part of this faith-formation.
DSA himself clearly indicated the objectives of this seminar meant for those who
are to become animators of adult catechesis:
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a to learn the new educative process by which a group of adults can be made:
- to be aware of themselves, others and the social reality
- to reflect on the concrete facts, happenings and problems of their immediate
and distant environments
- to raise questions on the trends and values, patterns and structures of actual
socio-economic development in the community
- to realise the need for social change and to involve themselves in concrete
action for development and change.
All this is to be done in the light of God's Word and as a consequence of their
Christian vision and commitment.
b to learn to promote both personal maturity and the building up of truly human
communities
- by bringing about openness and initiative
- by creating an atmosphere of confidence and freedom
- by encouraging spontaneous and free expression, decision-making and
personal participation
- by fostering interpersonal relationships
- by challenging people to creativity and originality.
с to acquire a variety of tools, skills and techniques for doing so in various
groups and situations
d to develop a new reflex of working as a team with people of various faiths,
competences, fields and experiences in a genuine spirit of collaboration and
genuine universality
e to evolve thus new models of education and religious education.
DSA sees Adult Catechesis as a challenge, because for adults religion tends to be
a special sphere of life, a watertight compartment, a realm of devotion which co
exists with other human relations, human activities and internalised values; such
a privatised and compartementalised understanding of religion and faith stands
over against a mature and all-embracing Christian faith that is capable of giving
meaning and direction to our life as a whole. The challenge is, how to bring to
life new processes of education in faith within actual human relations, family life
and the social situation, and how to animate the actual internalization of values
that will lead to a re-orientation of Christian living as liberated from conformity
to the 'world', one's social group, caste, society, etc.
The Director summarized the actual programme as follows:
1 Inaugural Session (1/2 day)
2 Sensitivity Training (1/2 day)
3 Committed awareness of the group: life-situation in its socio-economic,
political, educational and cultural aspects (2 days)
4 Christian World Vision and Prophetic Mission (1 day)
5 Various milieux, agents and communities where Adult Catechesis can take
place (5 days)
6 Synthesis, recommendations, evaluation (1/2) ,*0
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The seminars on the religious/moral education of youth
RATIONALE

Quite a few people are of the opinion that the problems of the youth cannot be
understood and much less solved. Most of the educators of the college youth
actually feel helpless and do no longer believe in any form of catechesis for
them." This is truly tragic, because more than half of Asia's and also India's
population is barely 20 years old. These young men and women make their
presence felt in their search for the meaning and purpose of life and in their
aspirations for and vision of a just, fraternal, human and sharing society. Due to
their dynamism, they question and challenge everybody and everything; relevance
and authenticity are the real values that matter. While the young people can have
a decisive influence in shaping our society and even determine the course of history, they themselves are subject to many influences and welcome a service of
leadership from others.
It is a great and difficult task to offer in this context to our thinking young men
and women the service of animation and reflection on their faith. In several
educational institutions, especially colleges, religious/moral education has practically disappeared, because the lecturers are unwilling, unprepared or incompetent
to take up catechesis or moral science. Still faith-animation is indispensable for
Christians and all religious people. Educational centres that neglect this faithformation and animation may well question their own raison d'être.
The National Catechetical Centre, Bangalore, and the CBCI Commission for
Catechetics in their responsibility to promote, animate and coordinate the
religious formation of all sections of the Church, have constantly tried to make
their contribution to the formation of the formators of adults, youth and children,
with real concern and top priority for youth education.62 Apart from the publication of the GOD-WITH-US series they have reached out to the youth mainly
through seminars for the educators of youth, mainly college lecturers, high school
teachers, animators/chaplains of youth movements.
The objectives may be formulated as follows:
i to enable college lecturers and other educators of youth to have a fresh
experience of God and to make a personal commitment in faith to Jesus Christ
and to the service of others.
ii to equip them with self-confidence and zeal, resources and skills, to share their
faith-experience in the university-milieu, other educational institutions and
youth-organisations and movements through religious and/or moral education:
formal, informal and non-formal.
PROGRAMME

These objectives were realised through a 10-day programme of lectures, workshops, group and panel discussions, initiations to and celebrations and experiences
of prayer, meditation and celebration.
The main sections, with which the lecturers dealt were:
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•
•
•
•

The youth in the world and the India of today, that is, in the historical process
Basic approach in our formation service to the youth
Formal and regular catechesis according to the new, incamational approach
Informal means of religious/moral education outside formal classroom catechesis
• Faith-animation through non-formal education
• Initiation to liturgical services for relevant celebration.
In the workshops the participants shared their understanding of the religious life
of the youth, evaluated the religious education that was given, analysed the socalled present crisis of faith among the youth, reflected on the youth's problems
with the Church, prepared a catechetical session for the youth, composed a
relevant liturgy or prayer service, reflected on the role of the parents in the faithformation of youth, searched for the integral approach to self-discovery, Goddiscovery and a deep consciousness of one's commitment to social justice. In the
last workshop the participants always plan their future role in religious/moral
formation of youth.
Panels brought out the participants' understanding and experience of youth, the
college students' aspirations, needs and their experience of liturgy, church and
religious education, the joys and worries of the parents of today, the role and
objectives of various youth movements in the Christian formation of youth.
The daily celebrations, meditations and prayer services gave the participants an
experience of how meaningful, inspirational, challenging and supportive the
fostering of God-encounters can be in a milieu that is inclined to rationalise and
is deeply influenced by the secularization process.
EVALUATION

Twice the participants spontaneously decided to issue a statement, sharing their
appreciation for and evaluation of the Seminar. Both the evaluations stress not so
much what they learned, but what they experienced and they want to communicate to or rather share with the youth and other teachers what they experienced.
The participants of the Seminar on Youth Catechesis, 9-19 May 1973, stated the
following:*3
'It has been our privilege to acquire a new world vision: to experience God,
not as someone distant but as One present and active in man and in his life,
in India, the world and history. Here, at the moment, He reveals His plan and
gives Himself to us. We realize now more than ever that man is the centre
and summit of the universe...
Contemporary Indian youth are keenly aware of this world's sickness. They
are strongly critical of persons and situations, which they suspect are supporting an unjust status quo. They are deeply interested in creating a new
world of justice, peace, freedom and love. They are fully prepared for
generous sacrifices to realise this kind of world...
We are convinced that an authentic catechesis begins with man concretely,
here and now. It demands personal knowledge of youth, their mentality and
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background. Our starting-point, then, will be contemporary youth's experience, their life-situation, problems and values. This pedagogy involves
faith-reflection, analysis and interpretation of one's human experience in the
light of one's Christ's experience and, in response, a new life-orientation and
fresh commitment...
We resolve to share with them (the youth) our experience of God and we
wish to seek with them new ways and means of experiencing Him. In this
way we have to live more completely our prophetic mission, thus contributing
to the development of India in Christ.'
The participants of the Seminar for Educators of Youth, 19-29 May 1976, expressed the following in the statement they issued at the end of the seminar:64
'We came perhaps with a narrow vision; we have a wider one now. Many
brought their prejudices. In confrontation with Christ our teacher, we have
undergone a change of heart. We came looking for solutions to the problems
of youth; we discovered that our own change of attitude and approach to
youth is the first step. We came with anxiety and a sense of incompetence.
We go back to our own milieu with hope and enthusiasm. We came as
educators of youth; we are now the 'educated'...
From the first day of the Seminar a new world vision opened before our eyes.
We received the joyful news of God's transforming Presence in the world
today and that Christ is the universal ReaUty. Indeed, that God so loved...
Nothing is profane or secular; Christ has redeemed and sanctified everything.
Suddenly, from this moment began the exciting adventure of seeking and
finding God each day in the total Reality. This tremendous discovery would
set us bursting with the Good News... We started each morning on a voyage
of DISCOVERY OF GOD. One day it was through the singing of bhajans ...
another through Buddhist or Hindu meditation when we drank at the fount
of Indian spirituality. Of special significance was the meditation at Sunrise
when the Risen Christ was symbolised by the Rising Sun and we basked in
the warmth and radiance of His Presence. We broke the Word of God in the
Bible and learned how to meet Christ in the modern world - Christ as
revealed in our situations. We celebrated the Eucharist in the plurality of
liturgies of which the celebration of the Eucharist in the Indian rite was a
highlight... This in-depth experience stirred an emotional response in us, the
vibrations of which had moved our people through the ages; it enabled us to
appreciate the growth of indigenisation at the Centre in colour and form...
Each day, the atmosphere and awareness of the Presence of God swept us
into an experience of Him, and we were convinced with a new awareness that
CHRIST IS ALIVE and dynamic in the world now. A new insight was ours
- Christ is found in the ambiguous world of Youth ... our response to the
Youth as catechists impUes an EDUCATION IN LIBERATION to free them
for an experience of God, which includes a discovery of themselves and of
God's designs for our times. No longer do we alienate them from their
milieu, kill their joy, impose our values upon them; rather, we must share the
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New Vision with them - that Christ is present in their Youth Culture with all
His challenges and help them enter into a personal relationship with Him and
with men.'
Such seminars put the participants themselves on the path to renewal and
animate them to get involved in the renewal of the youth entrusted to them. It
was unfortunate that the complacent reality and ossified structures they found at
home often dampened their spirit. The Centre tried to develop an apparatus to
back them up. That is why it gradually moved towards the formation of lay
leaders in Church and Society and the organisation of a lay force in every diocese.
One thing seems to be articulated by all: these semmars are a transforming
experience!

In conclusion
Much has happened during the first 15 years of the Catechetical Centre's existence. It is good to mention a few of its achievements:
• The formation of thousands through national and mobile seminars and the
intensive training institutes in which catechetics figures prominently;
• The coordination of renewal work through which the spirit of Vatican II was
spread all over India;
• The composition and pubhcation of the GOD-WITH-US series and the
spreading of catechetical information through books, booklets and articles in
Word and Worship, and through circulars, newsletters, bulletins and documents;
• Communication with 5 Sacred Congregations in Rome, 3 Secretariates of the
Holy See and national and international institutions, movements and organisations engaged in catechetics or related subjects;
• Research work through research seminars, subcommissions, experimentation
centres, surveys and consultations.
Numerous lecturers and students at and visitors of the Centre have expressed it
again and again: the Spirit of the Lord is tangible present in and working through
the National Catechetical Centre. Who can deny that its history is impressive? 15
Years ago there was only the decision of the CBCI and the appointment of DSA.
Now there are a number of modest, but functional buildings, the Saccidananda
temple, as the soul of the Centre and a staff of never less than 25 resident and
nonresident members, representing all the sections of the People of God in the
widest sense of the word, for we have staff members of various religions. Something great has been achieved. In many countries catechetical renewal is organised
at the level of the diocese or ecclesiastical province. Despite the vast area and the
bewildering variety of her languages and customs, the catechetical renewal in
India has taken the whole nation in its ambit. The thrust of the Council has
become incarnate. Of course, there have been and are drawbacks: objections and
protests against the contents (or lack of contents!), approach and pedagogy and
art of the GOD-WITH-US series and the whole post-conciliar spirit and move59

ment, lack of enthusiasm, apathy and indifference regarding catechesis particularly
among the clergy and even in some major seminaries, complacency with already
existing catechetical courses, the tendency to consider work for the college and
working youth a lost cause.
Surely much has still to be done and much has to be improved, but for the fact
that such marvels have been achieved in so short a time, we cannot but pay
tribute to the vision, dynamism and courage of the first Director Fr. D.S. Amalor
pavadass, his competent and dedicated staff, among whom Fr. James Connolly,
cssr. deserves special mention in this context; he did not only animate every team
that worked on the GOD-WITH-US series, but also meticulously went himself
through every single chapter and even line before it went to the Press, not to
speak of the laborious work of proof-reading. Catechesis entirely depends on
commitment in the sense that without commitment to Christ and the Kingdom
He brought and was, the Good News will never spread. It is a never-ending
challenge to share the Good News with persons who are what they communicate.
This first part of the history of the National Catechetical Centre ends when - at
the General Meeting of the CBCI at Tiruchirapalli (5-14 January 1982) - the
Commissions of Biblical Apostolate, Catechetics and Liturgy merged into the
Commission for Christian Life, and at the CBCI Standing Committee Meeting at
Bangalore (19-21 April 1982) Fr. Paul Puthanangady, sdb. is appointed Director
of the NBCLC and Fr. Jacob Theckanath secretary of the new Commission for
Christian Life. On 15 September Fr. D.S. Amalorpavadass, after a period of
unprecedented, visonary, prophetic leadership and courageous, undaunted and
fearless zeal and dedication, hands over both his directorship and his secretarial
responsibilities to his successors in a simple religious ceremony.
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4 The National Liturgical Centre

Thefirstbegiiuiings
The Vatican Π call to renewal found a resounding echo in the hearts of the
bishops in India. They wanted to share with the whole Church in India the
working of the Spirit they had experienced during the Council. At their very first
meeting after the Council in New Delhi1, the question of liturgical renewal and
animation of the Christian communities figured prominently:
'The Conference solemnly declares it the pastoral policy of the Church in
India to place the Liturgical and Catechetical Apostolate at the very centre
of its activities, giving them prime importance in its cares and preoccupa
tions.'2
The bishops spelled out their understanding of liturgical renewal under two
headings: implementation of the Vatican II documents and indigenisation of
Christian worship taking into account the cultural realities of the subcontinent.
To bring about this renewal the CBCI set up an episcopal Commission consisting
of three bishop members and a secretary. The Conference also decided to
establish a National Liturgical Centre. Since the secretary of the Liturgical
Commission was to be ex officio at the same time Director of the Centre, the
implementation of the directives of the Bishops' Conference with regard to liturgy
was so often directed through the Centre that the history of liturgical renewal in
India to a great extent coincides with that of the Centre.
The National Liturgical Centre was solemnly inaugurated by His Eminence
Valerian Cardinal Gracias, Archbishop of Bombay and President of the CBCI,
on March 7th 1967, and followed by the first meeting of the Liturgical Commis
sion on 8th and 9th March, where the following points were discussed and
decided upon:
i A master-plan for the promotion of liturgical renewal was drawn up and the
role of Liturgical Commission defined in accordance with the principles of
Sacrosanctum Concilium and the Instruction Inter Oecumenici (26-9-1964).
ii A panel of 12 consultors and 20 advisors, drawn from the various regions of
India and consisting of priests (diocesan and religious) and religious was ap
pointed; they worked in six subcommissions to make a deep study of the fol
lowing subjects: a) a common rite of the Mass,3 b) sacraments and sacramentáis,
с) sacred music, d) sacred art, e) the Bible in liturgy and catechetics, f) and the
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restoration of Adult Catechumenate. The last two subcommissions were to
function in collaboration with members of the Commission for Catechetics.
To promote the aggiornamento of Vatican II, especially in the liturgical and
catechetical field, the Centre soon took the following initiatives:
i It started the periodical Word and Worship as the official magazine (monthly)
of the National Centre and the Commissions for Catechetics and Liturgy.4
ii It set up a local board of consultors, part-time collaborators drawn from
various seminaries, scholasticates and religious houses; they were to meet
once every fortnight.
iii As one of the Centre's tasks, the Bishops decided,3 is 'to gather and spread
documents from abroad', it made the following documents available to the
bishops: the instruction Musicam sacrant (5 March 1967), the instruction Tres
abhinc annos (4 May 1967), Variationes in Ordinem Missae inducendae ad
normam instructionis SCR diet 4 Май 1967 (18 May 1967), the instruction
Eucharisticum Mysterium (25 May 1967). It also prepared a summary of the
three liturgical instructions, highlighting all that concerns the competence of
Episcopal Conferences and Local Ordinaries.
iv It requested the bishops, referring to their directives of October 1966,' to
indicate the name and address of the secretary of their diocesan liturgical
commission and prepared a paper on the relationship between the National
Liturgical Centre and the diocesan liturgical commissions.
ν It kept in touch with liturgical commissions and institutes abroad to profit
from their experience and scientific expertise. The chairman and secretary
played in their turn a prominent role at the Asian Catechetical and Liturgical
Studyweek in Manilla (April 1967).
vi It replied to a great number of queries of bishops and priests regarding
liturgical matters.
vii It made a nation-wide survey on liturgical renewal in India from December
1963 - September 1967; this survey fulfilled the request for information made
by the Consilium and was a good preparation for the First All-India Liturgical
Meeting.
viii As liturgy was one of the five topics on the agenda of the 1967 Synod of
Bishops, the Extraordinary Meeting of the CBCI in preparation of the Synod
used this opportunity to discuss and decide upon a number of liturgical ques
tions:
• In accordance with the instruction Tres abhinc annos (no. 28) all over India
the vernacular may also be used in the proclamation of the Eucharistie
Prayer, the rites of Holy Orders and the lessons of the Breviary. The
bishops will approach the Holy See to obtain permission for using the
experimental translation of ICEL (International Commission for English in
the Liturgy).
• Vernacular hymns and melodies may be used instead of the traditional
Latin and Gregorian ones, but as far as possible there should only be one
translation and a common melody in the same region. The Holy See will
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be approached for the permission to substitute hymns for the texts of the
Graduale for the Entrance, Offertory and Communion rites and the
Tantum Ergo, and to substitute the Apostle's Creed for the Nicene one.7
• A serious study should be made of the possibility to start a school for
Hindustani and one for Kamatic music.
• The Liturgical Commission and National Centre were asked among other
things:
• to explore and experiment convenient ways of Communion under two
species and Communion with the Precious Blood by concélébrants;
• to consult the Consilium regarding the permission to use the vernacular
during 'private masses';
• to prepare outlines and suggestions for sermons on 'faith' for the current
Jubilee Year on 'faith';
• to study whether some experiments conducted by the Consilium may
also be carried out in India.
The Liturgical Commission used the opportunity of the Extraordinary Meeting
of the CBCI to meet in Bangalore on 1 July 1967. At that meeting the list of
consultors and advisers was finalised and some details for the First All-India
Meeting were decided upon.

The All-India Liturgical Meetings
As we did with Biblical Apostolate and Catechetics, we begin with a study of the
All-India Liturgical Meetings, for that seems the best way to discover the progress
and problems of liturgical renewal in India. Every meeting always takes time to
evaluate the preceding period and to assess the implementation of earlier resolutions before it takes up current issues and looks at the future. From the nird AllIndia Liturgical Meetmg a set pattern is followed: first the meeting of the Commission, that is, the bishop members and the secretary, then the meetmg of the
Commission with the consultors (and advisers), secretaries of regional liturgical
commissions or directors of regional liturgical centres and some professors of
liturgy in seminaries; at the last stage of the meeting the secretaries of the
diocesan liturgical commissions, and representatives of other CBCI Commissions
and various sections of the People of God join the previous groups. This last part
is most representative and carries in practice most authority; however, the
Commission consists officially only of the bishop members and the secretary.
The First All-India liturgical Meeting, 19-22 February 1968
The solemn inauguration of the First All-India Liturgical Meeting took many a
participant by surprise. When they entered the assembly hall, they were received
with rose water and sandal paste, an authentically Indian way of saying Svelcome'.
In his inaugural address the chairman. Archbishop Lourdusamy, made a warm
plea for indianisation, calling for
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'a realistic and concrete approach to the vital problem of adaptation and experimentation. Under this heading comes the question of translating the
liturgical texts in living languages, that of exploring the possibility and procedure of evolving an authentic Indian Liturgy and that of undertaking specific
experiments...
We are still presenting our liturgy, by and large clothed in foreign garb. Of
this, Christianity must divest itself to a large extent. We must consider and
minister to the people as they are with their traditions and culture, and this
not in an attitude of condescension, but rather in a spirit of respect and
esteem for them and with a genuine attentiveness to all the realities that
surround them, such as their language, history, tradition, customs and cultural
heritage. That is what we call adaptation, and it has to be effected (gradually, of course) according to the principles of Incarnation, Crucifixion and
Resurrection.
The Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy in articles 38 and 40 makes provision
for this adaptation. All the same, it should be noted that the proposal should
be made by the Bishops' Conferences. The faculty to make adaptations should
not be restricted to retain some of the elements that are now in use, but
extended to those new elements which seem necessary from the genius,
culture, and tradition of certain people.'8
As Archbishop Lourdusamy had just returned from a meeting of the Consilium,
the international Commission that had to supervise and guide the implementation
of Sacrosanctum Concilium, and the First Synod of Bishops in Rome, one could
hardly think of a better person to acquaint the first gathering of persons responsible for liturgical renewal in India with the official Roman policy regarding hturgical renewal and the way this renewal was envisaged by the Consilium. During
these three days he systematically treated the reform of the Mass, of the Breviary
and of the Sacraments and sacramentáis.
After assessing the state of hturgical renewal in the country and discussing the
problems connected with the introduction of the vernacular and the translation
of hturgical texts, the assembly took up the issue of indianisation, so warmly
recommended by the Archbishop in his inaugural address. Beforehand 15 background papers had been sent to all the participants and at the meeting itself there
was a symposium, entitled 'Towards an authentic Indian liturgy*. The participants
felt the necessity tofíndways and means to promote a form of worship according
to the religious and cultural traditions of India, being at the same time relevant
and inspiring to the people of today's India. 'How far should we go?', they asked
themselves. It was clear that things should not be done in a great hurry and that
every step should be preceded by much study, deliberation and experimentation.
When the subcommissions met to discuss their task, they planned their long-term
and short-term programme from this perspective of adaptation and indigenisation:
i The subcommission for the study of the rite of the mass proposed as long-term
project a comparative study of the Missa normativa, the Masses in the Syro66

Malankara and in the Syro-Malabar rite, and the celebration of the Lord's
Supper by the Church of South India (CSI),9 and also to work on an Indian
anaphora. Its short-term project was to prepare recommendations regarding
some Indian signs in the liturgy...
ii The subcommission for sacraments and sacramentáis proposed to work on the
incorporation of elements of Indian culture in the sacraments and sacramentáis
(long-term project). As short-term project it wanted to take up the question of
the Christianisation of Indian festivals and the introduction of some local
elements in the existing sacramental rites. They were also to examine the
possibility of lay persons administering some of the sacraments.
iii The subcommission on music would among other things collect and evaluate
existing church music, both in EngUsh and in the many vernaculars, and take
up the question of starting (summer) schools for Indian Church music.
iv The subcommission for the Bible in Liturgy and Catechetics would among
other things work for the organisation of a translators' institute to equip
persons for Bible translation work.
It goes without saying that the collaboration between the National Centre and
the regional and diocesan centres was discussed. Regional and diocesan liturgical
commissions should be constituted where they did not yet exist and at least at the
regional level a fulltime regional secretary was to be appointed.
The participants noted with great concern that the majority of the clergy was
badly prepared for and consequently indifferent or even opposed to the Vatican
II liturgical renewal. Therefore, liturgical formation of the priests in the field and
semmarians deserved to get top priority; however, also the liturgical education of
the laity should not be neglected. At all costs the introduction of liturgical
changes without adequate prior explanation and initiation should be avoided.10
At such liturgical meetings and actually at all All-India Meetings liturgical celebration is as important, if not more important, than deliberations about the liturgy.
Many participants were not only happy with the inspiring daily concelebrations of
the Eucharist, but in particular with the common celebration of the Lauds, Vespers
and Office of Readings. In these celebrations the reforms that would soon become
official, were already implemented and with the help of three theologates of
Bangalore all praised, thanked and worshipped the Lord with pushpa, dhupa and
deepa, that is, flowers, incense and light or fire. They urged the Director to hold
such meetings, where we learn so much from one another, regularly.
On the 7th of April the secretary informed the bishops that the ICEL translation
of the Eucharistie Prayer could be used all over India. On 1st of July 1968 they
were informed that 8 new prefaces and 3 new Eucharistie Prayers were also
approved. The Liturgical Centre did the printing work in record time.
During this period all over the country people clamoured for liturgical experimentation and adaptation-, some, however, were not less outspoken in their objections
against liturgical renewal and change. The question of liturgical adapation already
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prominently figured at the Standing Committee Meeting, Bangalore, 30 September - 4 October 1968. In a statement to the Catholic press on 4 November 1968
Archbishop Lourdusamy clearly explained the procedure, envisaged by Vatican II,
which persons, working on the adapation of the existing liturgy, should follow. As
this statement was also the working paper for further study at the Second AllIndia Liturgical Meeting, we return to it later.
The Second All-India Liturgical Meeting, 27-31 January 1969
This II AILM, that was attended by representatives from nearly all the dioceses
of India, took up three main issues:
1 The implementation of Roman documents: The procedure followed by the
Centre and Commission was rather simple. As soon as Roman documents were
received by the Commission, they were circulated to the bishops for information,
translation and/or implementation in the country. Initially the documents were
made available in the original Latin, later in an English translation or in both.
The translations of the rites and documents in the regional languages were made
by the respective liturgical commissions, while the English version prepared by
ICEL was adopted and approved for India. The implementation of the documents
and the introduction of the new rites in the regions became effective as soon as
the translations were ready and available. In the case of English the date for implementation all over the country took place when the English text according to
ICEL translation was printed and published by the National Liturgical Centre
and when the CBCI Commission for Liturgy through a circular informed the
bishops about the date of implementation.
2 Towards a policy of inculturation: With the press statement of Archbishop
Lourdusamy as orientation the II AILM worked on an elaborate presentation of
the policy of inculturation followed by the Centre and the Commission. It may
be summarised as follows:11
Our approach is expressed by the caption Towards an authentically Indian Liturgy.
Liturgy is the sum-total of the efficacious signs of sanctification of men and
worship of God through Jesus Christ in the midst of the world and history. The
significance of the signs should be authentic and intelligible to the worshippers
and lead them to active, conscious and fruitful participation.
The general reform of the liturgy and the verification of the signs at the level of
the universal Church is over. Each local Church must now verify whether the
liturgical signs are authentic, meaningful and relevant to its particular people. On
the one hand, the signs in the liturgy must be drawn from the social life, and the
cultural and religious heritage of the people and authentically express a people's
experience of God and with one another in the context of everyday life and, on
the other, they should also be capable of expressing the reahty of the Christian
mystery and be signs of faith. We have to examine, therefore, whether the signs
are genuinely and relevantly Indian; if not, they should be prudently and gradually
replaced by relevant cultural and religious signs.
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The whole matter boils down to the relation between cult and culture both of
which are means of communication and bond of unity. At the moment there is a
big gap and dichotomy between them. First of all, what is the culture of India? To
what Indian culture are we going to adapt? We have ancient and modern Indian
cultures; the cultural differences between the various regions are great. To what
culture will an indigenous liturgy be adapted? Will it be relevant to the various
religions of India? Is culture independent of religions? If not, has our culture
been mostly influenced by Hinduism? What about the other religions in India?
Islam, Buddhism, the many tribal religions? When the whole world contributes to
create and benefit from a modem, universal, technological culture, can we limit
ourselves narrowly to Indian cultures?
We readily admit that there exist a variety of cultures in India, but we also find
a basic and dynamic unity that lies at the roots of and connects all of them. Over
the centuries our Indian culture has been shaped, particularly by the various
religions that were born in or brought to India. It stands to reason, however, that
the main reUgion of the land has exerted the greatest influence and continues to
do so. Correspondingly our inculturation will take into account all the religions of
India, their varied cultural contributions and expressions, though Hinduism
followed by 85% of the population will have the greatest influence.
Our Indian culture is not static or closed, preserving and perpetuating the ancient
heritage; instead it is a living and dynamic reality; as such it is open to all influences and contributions of modern technological culture and planetary civilisation.
It grows by assimilating certain values and rejecting others, and grouping them
according to a certain scale of values. Our liturgical indigenization is with reference
to this multiple Indian culture, ancient and modem, regionally divergent. While
being modern, India remains rooted in its ancient religious and cultural values.12
In the Ught of the above, the indigenous liturgy that we envisage will not be in
terms of a rigid uniformity for the whole of India. Due to the regional diversity
which is an undisputed fact, the proposed common indigenous liturgy will be
pluriform. The plurality of Indian cultural and religious traditions, the variety of
contributions of modern culture and the diversity of pastoral situations and needs
call for a pluriformity in liturgical indigenisation, though we expect and work for a
liturgy that is basically common for the whole of India.
In this process of indianising our liturgy, it is desirable that all the Christian Rites
and Churches be involved and work together right from the start. First there are
the three Rites of the Catholic Church in India: Syro-Malankara, Syro-Malabar
and Roman/Latin. All these three Rites need and want to have authentically
Indian liturgies. All the three Rites are engaged in the work of renewing their
respective liturgies and yet wish to preserve their identity and specific tradition.
There is also a growing awareness within the three main Rites that a greater unity
which does not mean uniformity, would be beneficial to each of them and to the
Church in India as a whole. It is not a question of suppressing one Rite and
accepting another but of tending towards something common in the very process
of reforming and renewing our particular liturgies under the authority of our
respective hierarchies.
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Once this formula has been found acceptable to the three Rites, we can extend
an invitation to other Churches, such as the Syrian-Orthodox Church, the Church
of South India, the Mar Thoma Church, etc., to join in our pilgrimage towards
the unity that Christ will in India, so that the process of renewal and indigenisation of our liturgy may not become an obstacle to ecumenical dialogue and the
movement towards Christian unity. It is, therefore, urgent that we begm to think
in terms of an inter-denominational or Ecumenical Liturgical Commission.
The II AILM visualized a comprehensive and phased programme of indigenisation:
1st phase: the indigenisation of worship by creating an Indian atmosphere through
music, decoration, postures, gestures, objects and other elements of worship. This
was practically achieved by the official approval of 'The Twelve Points'13.
2nd phase: creative translation of the liturgical rites into the various vernaculars
and the original composition of new texts. From translation to cautious adaptation
and from cautious adaptation to original composition. We think first of a meaningful translation of the texts of the various rites and the readings, and at a later
stage of the composition of, for example, an Indian Anaphora.
3rd phase: the use of the Scriptures of other religions, not only for prayer and meditation, but also in official liturgical celebrations. The first step in this phase was
the publication of a selection of readings taken from the Scriptures of other religions. The Research Seminar on 'Non-Biblical' Scriptures would be a second step.14
3 The work of the subcommissions: i) the subcommission for the rite of the Mass
would continue its work in two groups, one to make a comparative study of the
anaphoras of the three Rites in India, another to create an original Indian anaphora; ii) the subcommission for sacraments and sacramentáis had concentrated on
the initiation rites in Christian and Hindu traditions; it would now take up the
marriage and burial rites, study the blessings and other sacramentáis to make them
relevant for India, and consider whether lay persons could give some blessings and
administer some sacramentáis; iii) the subcommission for Bible in liturgy and
catechetics was mainly interested in making relevant biblical publications available
at a reasonable price , the scriptural formation of priests, and the organisation of
a translators' institute in collaboration with the Bible Society of India (BSI); iv)
a fourth subcommission, constituted after the I AILM, for the celebration of Indian
festivals had already studied the meaning and function of cultural and religious
symbolism and made concrete proposals for the celebration of Indian feasts and
festivals. It proposed now to make a list of the different feasts in the various
regions, prepare votive Masses or at least common prayer services for them and
study the possibility of changing the Liturgical Year, for example, starting the
Advent season at Divali, when the préfiguration of the light that was to come in
its fullness at Christmas, could be celebrated very meaningfully.
The approval of the 12 Points of Adaptation
After the II AILM things began to move very fast. Archbishop Lourdusamy, the
chairman of the CBCI Commission for Liturgy, sent on 15 March 1969 a circular
to the bishops of India. Enclosed were the documents of the II AILM and they
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were requested to express their opinion on the recommendations regarding some
short-term and minor adaptations and on the proposed scheme for an Indian
Liturgy of the Mass in view of preliminary experimentation to be undertaken
under the guidance and supervision of the CBCI Commission for the Liturgy, the
respective regional liturgical commissions and the local ordinaries. They could
vote on the enclosed ballot paper: placet, non-placet, or placet iuxta modum,
giving the explanation of the modus.
Out of the 71 members of the Latin hierarchy who had to vote on this matter,
51 actually voted. More than two-third of the voting bishops gave their placet to
all the proposals except the one on drawing inspiration from the Scriptures of
other religions in our liturgy. The result of this voting was communicated to
Cardinal Gracias, then President of the CBCI. He gave his consent to the
forwarding of this document to the proper authorities in Rome.
Since Archbishop Lourdusamy had to go to Rome in April for a meeting of the
Commission for the revision of Canon Law, he took all the relevant documents
and the result of the voting of the Indian bishops along and presented them to
the Congregation for Divine Worship on 15 April 1969, requesting the Congregation to grant the required permission to implement these points of adaptation. He
personally explained the 'Twelve Points' to the officials of the Consilium and
actually celebrated for and with them a Mass incorporating all the proposed
points of adaptation. They considered this Eucharistie celebration meaningful and
relevant, expressed their appreciation and gave an official letter of approval, dated
25 April 1969.15. This personal contact with the Consilium explains how the
'Twelve Points' could be approved within ten days. A happy and proud Archbishop Lourdusamy brought the approved document along, when he returned
from the Canon Law Commission Meeting. It is important to note that the Sacred
Congregation for Divine Worship and the Consilium had been regularly informed
of the activities of the CBCI Commission for Liturgy and the Liturgical Centre
and that they had already received earher a report of the II AILM and the
concrete proposals regarding the first phase of adaptation.
After his return Archbishop Lourdusamy informed the President of the CBCI
and on his advice communicated the Roman approval to the whole Indian hierarchy. On 5 May 1969 he sent a circular to all the bishops of India with the official
document of approval by the Consilium. It is important to point out that it was
entirely left to the Regional Council of Bishops and local ordinaries to introduce
the adaptations 'in places where they see fit and in the degree and measure that
they think fitting for the faithful'. Unfortunately the optional character is often
misunderstood, as DSA, the secretary of the CBCI Commission for Liturgy, had
to explain again and again. 'Optional' does not mean: you may introduce whatever
you like and whenever you like it, but: as a member of the hierarchy committed
to indigenisation in the spirit of Vatican II you have to initiate the priests,
religious and other faithful of your diocese, and, after adequate catechesis, you
must introduce whatever is possible.
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The All-India Seminar on the 'Church in India Today*
It was a happy coincidence that so soon after this important approval of the
'Twelve Points' the All-India Semmar on the 'Church in India Today* took place
in Bangalore. This assembly of more than 600 participants representing a crosssection of the whole Church in India, took up all the various aspects of Christian
life in India; one section was Hturgy and catechetics. DSA was the chairman of
the workshop of this section, prepared the workshop handbook and also organised
various liturgical services during this seminar. The hturgy was celebrated in all the
three Rites in turn and priests of these Rites concelebrated and thereby gave a
beautiful and impressive testimony of the unity of the priesthood and pointed to
a new spirit pervading the Church in India transcending ritual differences. The
Plenary Assembly almost unanimously passed the following resolution:
'In the spirit of Vatican II which exhorts us "to acknowledge, preserve and
promote the spiritual and moral goods found among these men (followers of
other religions) as well as the values in their society and culture" (Declaration
on the relationship of the Church to non-Christian religions 2), we recommend
that the three rites existing in India, in the very process of renewing their
liturgy, work in close collaboration, but with due respect to their autonomy,
to give the liturgy a more Indian character by integrating authentic Indian
forms of worship. As a first step towards this, all concerned, besides following
an Indian way of life, should create an Indian atmosphere in worship by
adopting suitable Indian decorations, furnishing, postures, gestures, etc., and
by composing prayers and hymns which may also take their inspiration from
the cultural and religious heritage of India. Since these outward forms to be
authentic must be the expression of an interior attitude, they presuppose that
we take to ourselves and foster the values of contemplation and awareness of
God's presence so characteristic of Indian prayer (cfr. Decree on the Church's
missionary Activity 18; Dogmatic Constitution on the Church 13).'
In the workshop on Liturgy the participants also passed the following resolutions:
'15 We should assure freedom both ways: permitting those who so desire to
experiment and introduce adaptations, and not imposing them upon those
who are unwilling or unprepared.
16 We should ensure psychological and doctrinal preparation of the faithful
coupled with a wise and realistic pastoral approach before introducing
these adaptations.
17 We should consult the laity and respect their reactions without neglecting
the duty of enlightening and educating them in the hturgy.
19 Permission may be requested from Rome for priests to say Mass in any
of the three Rites.'16
More important than all the sharings and discussions was the fact that the whole
All-India Assembly could experience a celebration of the Eucharist in which all
the twelve approved points were integrated. The great majority was full of enthusiasm and hoped that such an authentically Indian hturgy would spread fast all
over the country.
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However, an editorial in 'The Examiner', a Catholic weekly, on 'The Indian Mass
at the Seminar'17 sparked off a controversy which reached the secular press in
India and even some foreign newspapers. Doubts and confusion increased even
more, when a few bishops questioned the sufficiency of the two-third majority and
hence the juridical validity of the bishops' decision; others questioned the propriety of voting through postal ballot, though it was at that time the common
practice of the CBCI in between meetings. Some lay people sent their objections
against indigenisation and in particular against the 'Twelve points' directly to the
Consilium.
This called for an official clarification which was given by DSA as secretary of
the CBCI Commission and published in 'The Exammer' of 13 October 1969; it
showed the correctness of the procedure followed and refuted the objections
raised.18 Nonetheless, the question returned at the General Meeting of the CBCI
at Ernakulam, the first CBCI Meeting after the All-India Seminar, in January
1970. The official report of the CBCI Commission for Liturgy already contained
a detailed account of the procedure followed for the approval of the 'Twelve
Points' and the chairman explained it to the satisfaction of the Conference, as we
read in the report of the General Meeting of the CBCI: 'After a detailed and well
thought-out explanation by the Chairman of the reasons and circumstances of the
decision taken in March 1969, the house reiterated its earlier decision emphasizing its optional character.'19
At the same meeting the CBCI decided that it was not in favour of changing the
present discipline of placing the host on the tongue,20 fixed the date for the
optional introduction of the New Order of the Mass and the New Lectionary for
the English-speaking communities on 15 February 1970, the first Sunday of Lent;
the introduction would become obligatory on 28 November 1970, the first sunday
of Advent. The ICEL version was to be used. The Regional Councils of bishops
will have to settle the dates for the introduction of these new liturgical books in
the vernacular languages - a single translation for every vernacular. Itfinallyruled
that when a suitable man is not available, a woman may read the lessons other
than the gospel standing outside the sanctuary.
On 31 March 1970 Cardinal Gracias himself as President of the CBCI issued an
official statement on the liturgy, in which he affirmed the juridical validity of the
procedure followed, stressed the facultative character of the adaptations and emphasised that they were only to be introduced after proper catechesis. He appealed
to all to put an end to the controversy 'in the interest of our people who are taking
admirably to developments in the liturgy* and who 'are getting confused' due to
the prolonged public discussion and expressed his satisfaction with the work of the
National Liturgical Commission: 'Without fear of contradiction, the National Liturgical Commission has been operating exceedingly well and has my fullest support'.
The Third All-India Liturgical Meeting, 29 November - 4 December 1971
The Third All-India Liturgical Meeting followed the procedure of three stages
that began to become the usual, most practical, democratic and effective one.21
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Besides the evaluative reporting of what has been achieved or not in the regions,
dioceses and houses of formation and a reporting and discussion on the work of
the subcommissions, the Commission and the Centre - these are fixed items at
every All-India Meeting, the main items on the programme were: a discussion on
further indigenisation of the liturgy and on the relevance of liturgy to life, that is,
how to make our prayer and worship meaningful to the life-situation of the
worshipping community.
All agreed that venerable traditions of all the three Rites have to be respected
and preserved. However, the use of the vernacular has brought the three Rites
closer; the Roman Rite, for example, freely uses Oriental anaphoras instead of
its own venerable Roman canon. Moreover, though indianisation is in every Rite
an independent evolution, the fact that this impUes adaptation to a particular
milieu brings about that the end-product is bound to be alike. It is also strange
that, while sharing in the same Eucharist by members of Churches now 'separated' is often considered the final sign and seal of the unity that has been
achieved, even members of one and the same holy, cathoüc and apostoUc Church,
but belonging to three different Rites, cannot celebrate the Eucharist, using one
another's rite. The assembly felt that a renewed plea should be made to the
Roman Congregations concerned to put an early end to such anomaly. To make
the CBCI Commission more representative and ecdesial it was proposed that the
CBCI Commission for Liturgy, constituted strictly speaking only by the bishop
members and the secretary, should have representatives of all the three Rites.
The assembly strongly endorsed the previously established poUcy on indigenisation
in spite of the controversy on the 'Twelve Points', because it rests on sound
theological, missiological and pastoral principles. Wherever the 'Twelve Pomts'
have not yet been implemented, the implementation should be taken up. Indigenisation should now go further and deeper. As the Consilium had accepted
the proposal to compose an Indian anaphora,22 the anaphora composed by one
of the subcommissions formed at the II AILM, was taken up for discussion. It
had already been circulated among the bishops, the consultors of the Commission and other experts, and had been revised in the light of their suggestions.
This improved version was now examined, discussed and finally unanimously
approved by the whole assembly. Bishop Patrick D'Souza, then the Chairman
of the Commission, agreed to present it at the next General Meeting of the
CBCI.
In spite of the caution of the Holy See regarding the frequency of Communion
under two kinds, leaving it to the National Episcopal Conferences to decide on
what occasions it could be allowed, the meeting advocated that it should be left
to every individual priest to decide whether Communion under two kinds was
advisable at a particular celebration. The assembly felt that the issue of 'Communion in the hand' should be taken up again with our bishops who had stated
earher that they were in favour of maintaining the present discipline of Communion on the tongue. It was pointed out that the Roman directives leave the
option to every communicant, but that the practice of giving Communion in the
mouth offends Indian sensitivity in the case of women.
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Many brought out that the relevance to life of our worship should get adequate
attention, even priority. Urged by the Spirit of freedom, we have to move beyond
the rubrics. Then He will touch and transform the lives of the faithful. Then the
liturgy will become, as Vatican II teaches, 'the fountain from which all the power
of the Church flows' (SC 10) and the faithful will become 'of one heart in love'.
Group masses can be a powerful means to deepen the liturgical spirit of the
faithful and make the liturgy relevant to their lives. Experimentation is necessary
to create a relevant and meaningful liturgy. Also the search for an authentically
Indian liturgy demands experimentation. The assembly felt that every region
needs at least one experimentation centre and drew up guidelines for the settingup and functioning of such centres. The impression that the Third Instruction of
the Consilium23 had altogether banned experimentation is false. Many abo felt
that in view of the training of future pastors and the promotion of inculturation
adaptation and experimentation should be permitted in all the seminaries.
liturgy at the CBCI Meeting of Madras, 6-14 April 1972
Except the secretary, Fr. D.S. Amalorpavadass, the whole CBCI Commission for
Liturgy was reconstituted. Archbishop P. Arokiasamy of Bangalore was elected
chairman and three prelates, representing the three Rites were chosen as mem
bers. Several decisions regarding liturgical matters were taken. We briefly
mention the most significant ones:
• 5 new votive masses were approved for use in India: i) for Republic Day, ii)
for the Assumption of our Lady and Independence Day, iii) for Christ, the
light of the world (Diwali), iv) for Christ, the Wisdom of God (Saraswati Puja),
ν) for the harvest festival.
• The proposal of the Commission regarding the giving of Communion under
two species at the discretion of the celebrant was changed into 'at the discre
tion of the local ordinary1, though a bishop is free to give his priests a more
general permission.
• It is left to the regions and dioceses to appoint more liberally extraordinary
ministers for the distribution of Holy Communion in keeping with the instruc
tion Fidei Custos.2*
• Some bishops continued to oppose the introduction of Communion in the
hand, but no decision was taken on this matter.
• The CBCI Commission for Liturgy may hereafter set up and guide experi
mentation centres with the consent and cooperation of the local ordinary. As
some bishops and others were rather apprehensive about this step because of
the famous Third Instruction of the Consilium,23 many reasons and conditions
were spelled out; because the argumentation demonstrates the growing selfawareness of the Church in India, we quote:
'Liturgical renewal does not consist in merely implementing what is
decreed by Rome for the Universal Church with regard to the new texts
or the new way of celebrating. There can be no implementation without
adaptation to the religious, cultural or social situations of the worshipping
communities. This supposes a certain amount of adaptation and creativity
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according to the spirit of renewal. At the same time, we cannot try out the
living liturgy that we want in any place, at any time, without any preparation. Nor can this preparation be limited to mere study and research. It is
by actively celebrating a Hturgical action, by experiencing it and registering
the reactions and suggestions of others that we can really create a living
and meaningful liturgy. Hence the need for experimentation centres.'
The experimentation centres should fulfil the following conditions: i) the
consent and encouragement of the local ordinary, ii) a clear indication of the
lines of experimentation in the respective centres; iii) the official recognition of
the CBCI Commission for Liturgy; iv) a regular submission of reports for a
periodical assessment of the experiments and a verification of the psychological
and pastoral approach.2*
• Finally the text of an Indian Anaphora, improved and approved at the III
AILM, and printed with an introduction and footnotes, was presented to the
bishops for their approval. 60 out of the 80 bishops present at that session of
the meeting voted in favour, but due to a dispute on the majority required it
was not declared passed. Hence it was not officially forwarded to the Sacred
Congregation for Divine Worship and for three years no action was taken. This
made the Congregation question in 1975 why this matter was not referred to
them, while the CBCI felt it could not forward the draft of the anaphora, for
it was not sure whether the draft had the required majority.
Though there was a kind of lull at the official level, the work for liturgical
renewal continued. India made its own contribution to the Consultation of the
Sacred Congregation for Divine Worship on the celebration of Masses for and
with children. It also replied to questions regarding the composition of Eucharistie
Prayers and the new rite of dedication of churches and altars. Soon it was time
for the IV AILM.
The Fourth All-India Liturgical Meeting, 2-8 December 1973
This IV AILM which as usual took place in 3 stages, coincided with the 10th
anniversary of Sacrosanctum Concilium; it was a beautiful opportunity to review
the whole liturgical renewal in the country and relaunch the liturgical movement.
The main features of this meeting were:
1 Evaluation of the first decade: though there are considerable differences
between the various regions, we can say that, though the rubrics of the new
rites have generally been implemented, even many priests have not really
imbibed the spirit behind the liturgical renewal. In spite of the rather vocal
opposition to it, indigenisation has come to stay; much has to be done in the
field of catechesis regarding inculturation; also the relevance of the liturgy to
life leaves much to be desired.
2 Emphasis during the next ten year, i) our liturgy must evolve from below and
answer the needs of the local Church; ii) hturgical celebrations should be an
effective proclamation of God's Word and lead to a deep faith-experience of
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the participants; iii) greater spontaneity and creativity should be fostered; iv)
group masses should be encouraged.
Liturgy and liberation: many felt that liturgical celebrations should enable and
motivate us to effectively commit ourselves to the building of a better world,
the creation to a truly human, Christian order.
Evangelization and liturgy: the liturgical experience of the Christian community
should become a powerful inspiration to proclaim the Good News in word and
deed to all people; to achieve this, particularly the celebrations of the Word
should touch the people in their life-situation.
Creativity in celebrations: since the needs of the faithful all over the country/world are so diffferent, liturgical celebrations can only be relevant, when
they spring from the Christian communities themselves. Group masses and
youth liturgies should, therefore, not only be tolerated, but encouraged.
Inculturation: a longer and a shorter version of an Indian Order of the Mass
were prepared and submitted for approval by the bishops for use in experimentation centres; another text of an Indian Order of the Mass, prepared by
Dharmaram College, Bangalore, was also proposed for approval with a view to
its use all over India in experimentation centres.

Inculturation also applies to the Liturgy of the Hours. As a first step a lectionary
with a selection of readings from the Indian Scriptures had been prepared for the
Lenten season and was ready to be submitted to the bishops for optional use in
the Liturgy of the Hours.27
The IV AILM also submitted texts for children's masses, two special eucharistie
prayers for youth masses and guidelines for youth masses. It felt that it could not
lay down a uniform policy regarding the order of first confession and first
communion and the suitable age for confirmation. It also felt that the bishops of
India should consider the possibility of new ministries in accordance with the
document Ministeria Quaedam; however, such ministries should not be instituted
without an adequate formation. It once again recommended a more Uberai
appointment of extraordinary ministers for the distribution of Holy Communion.
The assembly also requested the bishops to reconsider the possibility of Communion in the hand, at least in seminaries, religious houses and other wellprepared groups. It finally asked the bishops to see to it that experimentation
centres are set up in all regions, and that individual bishops generously grant
permission for such experimentation centres in their respective dioceses. Throughout the meeting the concern for the relevance of the liturgy figured most prominently.
Between the fourth and fifth All-India liturgical Meetings
Between the All-India Meetings the National Liturgical Centre and its cooperators rendered many services:
1 During the last seven years it organised 52 mobile seminars in the dioceses,
of which mainly the clergy profited. Thus the NBCLC facilitated that the clergy
together with their bishop took effective steps towards a general renewal of
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their life and ministry; this always included a practical initiation into the
implementation of the Roman documents on the liturgy.
At the request of the CBCI Commission for the Clergy the NBCLC organised
two short Refresher Courses for Bishops28, in which liturgy was a major topic.
The bishops greatly appreciated the course for its doctrinal content, its prayerful atmosphere and the community experience.
The five seminars on prayer, one on the sacraments of healing, two refresher
courses for major and local religious superiors and the two Intensive Training
Institutes all paid substantial attention to liturgical renewal and formation.
The Research Semmar on Non-Biblical Scriptures, one of the great desires of
the CBCI Commission for Liturgy29, took place from 11-17 December 1974. It
was the humble, but scientifically sound beginning of an understanding of the
role of these Scriptures in their relationship to the official worship of the
Church. 'Pro manuscripto' the NLC had already pubüshed collections of
readings from the Scriptures of other religions 'for personal reading and
meditation' and for an eventual Indian edition of the Liturgy of the Hours;
added to the biblical and patristic texts an optional reading from the Scriptures
of other religions had been added. The third reading was more supplementary
than substitutive. In no way these books were official liturgical books. Apart
from the introduction the non-official and non-liturgical character can be
understood from the quality of the paper, the nature of the printing, the private
character of publication,30 the limited number of printed copies, etc.
The Research Semmar and the Pastoral Consultation on 'Ministries in the
Church', 2-7 June and 9-13 June 1976, were also of great liturgical importance.
DSA was requested by Bishop Patrick D'Souza, chairman of the Committee on
Mission of the FABC31 and responsible for the Asian Symposium and the AllIndia Study. Modern liturgical renewal can only be realised and effectively
implemented, if a renewal in the ministerial structure and ministries takes
place in the Church. The issues of lay ministries, permanent diaconale, women
in ministries, new forms of priestly ministry and revitalisation of the existing
ministries were thoroughly discussed.
In collaboration with the TPI (Theological Publications in India) the National
Liturgical Centre and the CBCI Commission for Liturgy printed and published
an Indian edition of the Roman Missal and made available copies of the
revised Liturgy of the Hours. To the Sacred Congregation of Divine Worship
they sent their comments on the drafts of the Caeremoniale Episcopomm and
the document on lay ministries. It obtained from the same Congregation the
approval of i) the Calendar for India, ii) an extension of the occasions for
giving Communion under both species, iii) the approval of some special votive
Masses for India,32 upon which our bishops had decided at their General
Meeting in Madras (April 1972). From ICEL (International Commission for
English in the Liturgy) we received a meaningful translation of all liturgical
texts and obtained their Copyright for using and printing in India our liturgical
books with that officially approved translation without paying any royalty, since
we distribute the copies at cost price. DSA is on the advisory board of ICEL

and Bishop Rodericks of Jamshedpur represents our bishops on the Episcopal
Board.
7 The General Meeting of the CBCI at Calcutta in January 1974 requested the
Commission for liturgy to study the problem of liturgical celebrations at the
occasion of the death of non-Christians who were national figures or had some
connection with the Church. Some consultors studied the liturgical traditions,
theological implications and proposed a pastoral policy, the NLC sent a small
questionnaire regarding the actual practice to all the bishops and prepared a
consoUdated report of the study of the consultors and the survey.
8 The Sacred Congregation for Divine Worship had asked the CBCI to decide
on the following points of the New Order of Penance. At the Meeting of the
Standing Committee of the CBCI, 14-15 November 1974, Bangalore, it was
resolved that the Regional Bishops' Council should decide the following points:
• norms governing the discipline of the Sacrament of Penance, especially in
what concerns the ministry of priests and reservation of sins;
• to determine more precisely norms governing the suitable place for the
extraordinary celebration of the Sacrament of Penance and with regards to
the signs of repentance which the faithful are expected to manifest in the
course of general absolution;
• to prepare special versions of the texts adapted to the special character and
language of the people and even to compose new texts, except for the
sacramental formula.
• to determine the extraordinary occasions (outside the cases of danger of
death) on which general absolution will be given.
9 The most painful event for the NLC and the Commission for Liturgy was the
letter of Cardinal Knox, the Prefect of the Sacred Congregation for Divine
Worship, in which he asks the CBCI to put an end to certain liturgical practices connected with indigenisation. The Standing Committee of the CBCI took
up this matter at its October meeting in 1975. Through the Chairman of the
Commission for Liturgy it sent a letter to the local ordinaries and major
religious superiors in which the progress of liturgical renewal in India is
assessed and certain guidelines connected with the points raised by Cardinal
Knox are given. It states:
'While being appreciative of and grateful to the CBCI Commission for
Liturgy and to the National Liturgical Centre for what has been positively
achieved, it called a stop to unauthorised experimentation and liberties. It
forbade among other things:
i the use of the Indian Anaphora and
ii the use of readings from Non-Biblical Scriptures in the liturgy as both
these matter were still under study.'
Unfortunately this letter of the Standing Committee was misunderstood as if
it put an end to all liturgical renewal, inculturation and experimentation. In fact
it did not withdraw the 'Twelve Points' or stop the first phase of inculturation.
Outside strictly liturgical services Non-Biblical Scriptures can still be used.
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However, the cause of renewal greatly suffered. Certain sections of the Church
that had always been apprehensive regarding the Post-Vatican renewal and
even Vatican II itself used this opportunity to question the whole idea of
indigenisation or inculturation, the credibility of the National Liturgical Centre,
the CBCI Commission for Liturgy and even the CBCI itself.
It will not surprise anyone that the matter was taken up again at the Standing
Committee Meeting of April 1976. We quote from the official Report:
'a Whereas some said that experimentation could continue, others insisted
that experimentation could not be continued without previous clearance
from Rome. The chairman of the Liturgy Commission felt that a memorandum should be sent to the concerned Roman Congregation seeking
clarification. It was pointed out that the letter of Cardinal Knox seemed
to indicate that authorised experimentation could continue.
b The chairman wanted to know if Rome through the letter of Cardinal
Knox had forbidden only the Indian Anaphora or also the Indian Order
of the Mass. Archbishop Henry D'Souza... stated that as regards the rites
and ceremonies of the Mass, the structure of the Roman Mass had been
kept and the rites and the ceremonies fell within the 12 points of
Indianisation approved by Rome and CBCI; only the suggestion to read
the Indian Scriptures in the Liturgy of the Word and the Indian
Anaphora in the Liturgy of the Eucharist were not permitted. However,
some of the members of the Standing Committee felt that the Mass went
beyond the spirit of the 12 points.'
ThefifthAll-India Liturgical Meeting, 11-16 December 1976
This V AILM Meeting followed the pattern of all other All-India Meetings. There
were 143 participants and for the first time the number of lay people was considerable: 27.
It goes without saying that the confusion and controversy regarding inculturation
were a cause of great concern for all the participants in spite of the clarification
and reassurance given by the present chairman of the CBCI Commission for
Liturgy, Bishop M. Arokiasmay of Kottar, and Fr. DSA.
They finally laid down their concern in the following recommendations to be
handed over to the CBCI by the bishop members of the Commission for Liturgy:
General Recommendations:
'1 Considering that the heavy agenda of the biennial plenary meeting of the
CBCI makes it difficult for the bishops to give proper attention to decisions to be taken on liturgical matters, which experience has shown are of
vital importance for the life of the Church in India, it is recommended that
the National Commission (either by itself or with the consent of the
Regional Council of Bishops) be empowered to take the necessary
decisions, without prejudice however, to the authority of the CBCI plenum
on issues of major importance.
2 Since modes of inculturation are so diverse throughout the length and
breadth of India, and since implementation of most documents call for
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regional adaptation (e.g. regarding group liturgies, especially for youth and
children), we propose that in these matters greater autonomy be given to
Regional Councils of Bishops. The same proviso applies here as in the
previous recommendation.
3 There prevails among the consultors of this Commission a sense of
uselessness, if not frustration, because much of their dedicated work,
carried out under a specific mandate of the CBCI, does not seem to be
known to decision-making bodies of the CBCI. We therefore humbly
request that effective channels of communication be established, perhaps
by a larger representation of bishops at the consultors' meetings.'
Particular Recommendations:
No. 4 and 5 plead for top priority to the formation of priests and lay-leaders
and state that it is highly desirable that bishops participate in such programmes with their priests.
'6 The Second Vatican Council has stressed the need for inculturation in
theology, spirituahty and liturgy, especially in the Young Churches. Furthermore, it is the avowed policy of India ever since their meetings of
1966 - a policy that has been confirmed at the All-India Seminar of
1969 - to promote the development of a liturgy which harmonizes with
the genius and spiritual heritage of India (AG 19b; SC 37, 40). Recent
events however have to a large extent halted the process of indigenisation and raised doubts in the minds of both clergy and faithful. We feel
the need for a clear statement of principles made by our bishops and
their renewed pledge of support to progressive inculturation of the
liturgy under the guidance of the CBCI Commission for Liturgy and the
Regional Council of Bishops.'
No. 7 asks for the recognition of seminaries, similar centres of formation and
ashrams as experimentation centres.
No. 8 pleads that bishops encourage group-liturgies.
No. 9 asks that the bishops urge the immediate implementation of the new
rite of sacramental reconciliation.
In spite of the unfavourable climate the subcommissions for 'new orders of the
Mass' continued their work. Most of their work was published 'pro manuscripto'
and already amended in the light of the comments received. As mentioned
earlier, the five votive masses for India had been approved by the CBCI and the
Sacred Congregation for Divine Worship. The 'testing' of indigenous celebrations
is hampered by the fact that there are no experimentation centres in several
regions. The subcommission for the Liturgy of the Hours published a third
volume for the Office of Readings for Easter and the Paschal Time in 1974. The
work on the volume 'per annum' was completed by the Commission, but could
not be pubUshed because of the controversy on Non-Biblical Scriptures. Vernacular readings for the Liturgy of the Hours for Tamilnadu were prepared and
printed for 34 weeks of year by Fr. Ignatius Hirudayam and a team with approval
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of the National Centre. The subcommission for music noted great enthusiasm in
almost all the regions. In order to improve the quahty of the productions several
regions organised courses and training programmes to guide the composers and
directors of music. Booklets, records and even musical plays were produced or
published in several regions.
The General Meeting of the CBCI at Bombay (January 1977) gave their consent
to the proposal of the Commission for Liturgy to get the approval from Rome
regarding the use of the two Eucharistie Prayers for reconciliation and the three
for children. Rome gave this approval readily.
Meeting of the CBCI Commission for Liturgy, 26-28 October 1977
This meeting of the Commission and its consultors was mainly called together to
prepare the presentation on the liturgy for the General Meeting of the CBCI at
Mangalore in January 1978, especially because some of the misunderstandings
and tensions on liturgical matters were certainly also due to the fact that the
agenda of the previous CBCI meetings failed to reserve sufficient time for
liturgical matters. The Commission would also like to put an end to the misunderstandings that almost block all liturgical renewal.
The first issue was pastoral: does our liturgy help our Christian communities to
come to an authentic religious experience and lead a more committed Christian
Ufe? Such a hturgy cannot come from rituals, but has to emerge from the life of
the people. We have to train liturgical animators, priests and others, because
Sunday celebrations without a priest are often the only possibility. Some asked for
a radical revision of the Lectionary, since this one is not suitable for our people;
others shared their concern about the implementation of the new rite of reconciliation.
The main concern at this meeting of the Commission was the present problems
regarding inculturation. The consultors felt that the CBCI should make an official
statement that would review the steps taken during the last ten years and show
their propriety. Many consultors also pressed for a serious study of the whole phenomenon that had its parallel in many other countries; such a study should be interdisciplinary, take into account all that happened and help us to learn what the Spirit
is telling the Church in India even through the opposition to conciliar renewal.
As the animation of the 'ashram movement' had also been entrusted to the
Commission for Liturgy, the consultors decided that a get-together and sharing of
ashramites should be organised; this should be followed by a wider consultation
of those involved in an ashram way of life for a deeper study of the matter and,
if possible, to formulate certain guidelines. It was also necessary to meet the many
foreign seekers and guide them on Indian spirituahty and prayer; this would imply
that reliable information on ashrams they could profitably visit, is made available
at tourist offices and even sent to the episcopal conferences of countries where
many visitors come from.
Finally the question was raised on how the Church in India can venerate the
memory of notable Christians 'who have won a firm place in the corporate
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memory* of the community and 'who have demonstrably inspired others to
holiness'. The consultors discussed the nature, purpose, function and extent of a
possibly specifically Indian calendar and whether it should include saints of other
religions ('holiness deserves a salute whenever it occurs') in the context of the
new self-understanding of the Church and its teaching that all men have a chance
to be associated with the paschal mystery of Christ.33 They arrived at the following
decisions to be worked out at a later stage: i) to promote a new understanding of
sanctity; ii) to propose changes in the process of canonization or at least commemoration to the Sacred Congregation for the Cause of Saints through the
CBCI; iii) to gather information about notable Christians; iv) to propose to the
CBCI certain means of honouring them, without, however, including them at this
stage in the Calendar.
The General Meeting of the CBCI, Mangalore, 9-17 January 1978
Liturgy is a vital dimension of our Christian existence; confusion, tension and
division in this area affect everyone, but major decisions can only be taken by the
bishops. Hence the Commission for Liturgy pressed the office-bearers of the
CBCI to allot at this meeting sufficient time for a thorough discussion on the
liturgy, and eventually to create an alternative forum where such decisions can be
taken. At the first of the three sessions, generously allotted to liturgy, the Chairman presented his report on the work of the various liturgical bodies, stressing
first the need for a revitalization of the local Church and the pastoral-liturgical
formation of clergy and laity. He then read the 'Statement of Principles and
Facts', prepared by the Commission, asking for clear leadership of the CBCI
regarding inculturation and experimentation:
'We feel that only our bishops can help us to remedy this situation. What is
needed seems to be first of all a clear statement of principles which would
eliminate confusion by indicating excesses to be avoided at both extremes
- irresponsible innovation on the one hand, and on the other the anti-renewal
movement which is at present receiving so much publicity in some sections of
the Catholic press.
Further we ask our bishops to promote renewal by encouraging full implementation of all Roman documents and directives at the discretion of the
Regional Bishops' Councils. With regards to the whole question of liturgical
renewal suitable to the Indian context, we would greatly appreciate it if our
bishops could seek clarification from Rome regarding the legitimate autonomy of National Bishops' Conferences in this field.'34
The chairman, Bishop M. Arokiasamy of Kottar, then requested a frank and free
discussion, so that the liturgical movement could be re-launched and negotiations
with the Sacred Congregation for Divine Worship in Rome could be re-opened.
The discussion lasted nearly two full sessions, at the end of which the bishops
were ready to give the statement the Commission had asked for.35 This statement,
entitled 'Guidelines for Liturgical Renewal' and passed by an overwhelming
majority of bishops, contains guidelines to guarantee the unimpeded progress of
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liturgical renewal according to the documents of the Council, the Holy See and
the pastoral decisions of the bishops of India, and presupposes and encourages
the participation of the Regional Councils of Bishops and the local ordinary of
each diocese.
In the first paragraph the Bishops of the Latin Rite make it clear that the
statement, made at the request of the CBCI Commission for Liturgy, contains
their agreement 'upon the following principles, policies and procedures'. It then
continues:
'2 Liturgical Renewal, can hardly be adequate and complete without adaptation or inculturation. This has been clearly stated by the Vatican Council
which encourages competent authorities "carefully and prudently (to)
consider which elements from the traditions and cultures of individual
peoples might appropriately be admitted into divine worship" and makes
provision for "necessary preliminary experiments over a determined period
of time among certain groups suitable for the purpose" (SC 40.1 and 2).
The Council documents together with subsequent instructions from the
Holy See, provide the broad framework for the important task of this
renewal.
3 This task the CBCI has entrusted to its Commission for the Liturgy (Cf.
Report of the General Meeting, Delhi 1966), which has made steady
progress in liturgical renewal, aided largely by the introduction of the
regional languages into the liturgy, which in turn has been instrumental in
promoting the active participation of the faithful in liturgical celebrations.
4 It must be realised that India is a vast land with a large variety of languages, cultures and pastoral situations. The Regional Councils of Bishops
have therefore a great role to play in the liturgical renewal and some
formula must be found to enlist their contmued co-operation. To this end,
it is proposed to establish, with the consent and co-operation of the Regional Councils, 'Centres of experimentation' for which the following
procedure must be followed.
5 a The CBCI, in virtue of articles SC 22.2 and 40.1 as the competent
territorial ecclesiastical authority will have the overall responsibility for
the inculturation in the liturgy. It will initiate studies on elements of
indigenisation, submit concrete proposals to the Apostolic See (5C 40.1)
and with the latter's approval set up experimentation centres.
b Regional Councils of Bishops (RCB) will explore and study areas of
inculturation relevant to their region, communicate with the Sacred
Congregation for the Sacraments and Divine Worship through the
CBCI. They will establish experimentation centres with the recognition
of the CBCI and in consultation with the local ordinary and will be
responsible for all centres of experimentation operating within their
territories. They will also guide and supervise the various experimentations, evaluate their results once in six months and submit annual
reports to the Holy See through the CBCI.
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с The CBCI Commission for Liturgy, as the organ of the CBCI at the
National level to animate, promote and co-ordinate liturgical renewal
in general and inculturation in particular, will carry out the task assigned
to it in this regard by the CBCI, in keeping with the mandate and
specific terms of reference. It will guide the work of the National
Liturgical Centre and be responsible for it. It will abo be at the service
of the Regional Councils for any expert guidance or technical help.'
d This section spells out the conditions under which the centres of ex
perimentation can operate, abiding by the instructions of the Holy See,
the CBCI and RGB.
'6 Notwithstanding these principles that are clear and beyond controversy,
we are aware that the liturgical renewal in our country in the application
of these principles has given rise to certain fears and a sense of uneasiness
among sections of our people. Liturgy is the source of unity in the Chris
tian community. Hence, the bishops requested the Chairman of the Liturgy
Commission to make an evaluation of the progress of the renewal in India,
so that the movement could receive the necessary orientations to be of
benefit to the Christian faithful. It is obvious that this evaluation cannot
concern itself with the principles of liturgical renewal which have been laid
down in the Council documents and are rooted in the constant tradition of
the Church down the centuries. But it is possible that in the implementa
tion of these principles and programmes the pastoral dimension has
sometimes been obscured and the Commission is directed to pay careful
attention to this. In the meantime, we would earnestly ask all, whatever be
their personal views, not to do anything which might prejudice this work of
the Commission and do damage to the liturgical renewal in our land.' 36
Though this CBCI Meeting may not be satisfactory from many a point of view,
- a good number of the consultors would have wished a stronger support from
the bishops and were quite annoyed with 'again' 'another' evaluation - it is very
positive that the dialogue continues, polarization has been avoided and both
renewal and indigenisation can continue. What the 'conservative' section would
have wished, a withdrawal of the earlier commitment to indigenisation, did not
happen; on the contrary, the CBCI confirmed that the procedures had been
correct, that both the National Liturgical Centre and the Commission had done
excellent work.
The evaluation the CBCI asked for at its General Meeting in Mangalore had
actually already been suggested at its extraordinary General Meeting in Bombay
(January 1977). Action was taken immediately after the Mangalore meeting; a
questionnaire was drawn up in February-March 1978 and circulated among the
various sections of the Church. In July 1978 the questionnaire was given pubhcity
in the Catholic Press, so that all interested persons could obtain a copy directly
from the Chairman and answer it. A special committee processed all the answers
and the results were submitted to the Standing Committee at their meeting in
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March 1979. Then the Standing Committee made new suggestions and constituted
a new committee of bishops to bring the process of evaluation to completion and
formulate specific recommendations for the General Meeting of the CBCI in
Ranchi, October 1979.
Also the Commission and its consultors met from 5-7 May 1979 in view of the
Ranchi Meeting and carefully discussed and finalised a lengthy document on the
history of liturgical renewal with special reference to liturgical inculturation; the
consultors strongly requested the CBCI to issue a statement on the liturgical
renewal of the first 15 years after the Council, establishing the facts of the past,
confirming the right procedure followed hitherto, and indicating the main lines of
orientation for the future. They also pressed for the initiation of a dialogue with
the Sacred Congregation for Divine Worship, in view of which a memorandum
should be sent to Cardinal Knox. They finalised for approval by Rome the Proper
of 4 saints in a special way connected with India and a simple Lectionary for use
in mission stations. They also felt that the practice of Communion in the hand
should be officially introduced. In the meantime the liturgical formation and
training of priests, religious and lay people continued. New features in 1979 at the
NBCLC were i) the get-togethers of the Bangalore novices, a means to initiate
the 'future of the Church' into inculturation and experiential liturgy; ii) every
Wednesday evening there is both a theoretical initiation to liturgical inculturation
and a practical experience of the same through the celebration of the Eucharist
according to an Indian Order and an Indian form of prayer or meditation, iii)
One-day seminars on the same topic are organised on Sundays especially for lay
people.
As the promotion and guidance of ashram life had also been entrusted to the
CBCI Commission for Liturgy, it organised the first AU-India Ashram Consultation from 7-11 June 1978; it was preceded by a get-together and live-together of
ashramites from 4-6 June. The statement of the Consultation gave a description
of ashram life and gave guidelines to promote it. It goes without saying that the
ashram setting is in many ways very conducive for the development of authentically Indian liturgies and spiritualities.
The General Meeting of the CBCI, Ranchi, 17-25 October 1979
The CBCI Meeting at Ranchi devoted one full day, four sessions, to liturgy. The
Standing Committee had processed the elaborate documentation37 and prepared
a seven-page report which included comments and statements on the evaluations
and recommendations for the on-going renewal. Now it was up to the General
Body of the CBCI to decide. This report38 consisted of six parts:
In Part I, the introduction, we find a short account of the Post-Vatican implementation of liturgical reform and inculturation, drawing attention to two important
factors: the cultural, linguistic and pastoral diversity of the regions, and the need
to prepare the old Christian communities through adequate catechesis for the
process of adaptation and inculturation.
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Part II deals with liturgical inculturation.
a It begins with stating the basic principle and ancient tradition of the Church on
inculturation or adaptation:
T h e effort to indigenise in the Church Today is very much in continuity
with a longer, more ancient and venerable tradition, that can be traced
back to Jesus Christ, the Word Incarnate. This basic and fundamental
principle has been upheld by the Magisterium of the Church down the
centuries and crystallised in the teaching of Vatican II (SC 37-40).
This is why we urge that all sections of the People of God keep an open
mind to accept the changes as proposed by the teaching authority of the
Church.
It is also equally true that pastoral prudence demands that proper catechesis must precede all adaptation in the liturgy, whether it be at the
parish, diocesan, regional or national level.'
b In support the Report then quotes in full SC 37,40 and 22, and art. 12 of the
famous Third Instruction of the Consilium; it concludes that the letter of Card.
Knox of 14 June 1975 does not take away the teaching of these universal docu
ments.
с The report accepts that Uturgical experimentation needs prior sanction from
the Holy See.
d The cultural diversity of India requires some regional autonomy:
'India is a vast country with people of diverse cultures. This necessarily
calls for a difference of approach varying from region to region based on
a certain cultural unity. In the light of this it is felt that the Regional
Councils should enjoy some autonomy as to programmes of Uturgical
renewal in general and inculturation in particular.'
e Then foUows the operative clause that was put to vote by secret ballot and
obtained a 2/3 majority of the Conference:
'For this purpose, basing ourselves on various studies mentioned above, we
make the following recommendations:
In virtue of SC 22.2 and 40.1, the competent territorial authority in India
for all Uturgical matters is the Catholic Bishops' Conference of India.
However, in view of the great diversity of languages, social customs and
cultures in our country, the CBCI, subject to the approval of the Holy See,
delegates to the Regional Councils of Bishops, for a period of four years,
its authority in all matters concerning Uturgical adaptation and inculturation
within the framework of the conciliar documents and the Instructions of
the Sacred Congregation for Divine Worship, in accordance with the
procedure indicated below.
i The Regional Councils of Bishops will determine those points of Uturgi
cal adaptation and inculturation which are required for the Region.
ii A copy of these points wffl be forwarded to the CBCI Liturgical Com
mission for its comments if any, after which the Regional Councils of
Bishops may proceed according to their pastoral responsibility.'
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Part III disapproves of 'unauthorised experimentation' carried out by 'a few
groups and individuals'.
Part IV deals with the role and competence of the National Commission for
Liturgy:
'The CBCI Commission for the Liturgy, as the organ of the CBCI at the
national level, to animate, promote and coordinate liturgical renewal, shall
carry out its task in keeping with the recommendations mentioned above.
It will guide the work of the National Liturgical Centre according to guidelines given earlier and will be responsible for it before the Bishops' Conference. It will also be at the service of the Regional Councils for guidance,
if and when asked for.'
Part V describes the task of the National Liturgical Centre:
We wish to place on record the excellent work that the National Liturgical
Centre has to its credit in the field of liturgical renewal. In the recent past
particularly, several allegations have been made against the Centre, specifically that it has proceeded arbitrarily in certain matters of inculturation. Having
studied the matter and looked into the records at our disposal, we find that
most of the allegations are unwarranted.
The National Liturgical Centre will continue as a Centre for liturgical
renewal, always under the guidance of the CBCI through its Liturgical
Commission and in keeping with the existing norms of procedure as explained
above.
We appreciate the commendable effort in the erection of the chapel in Indian
art and architecture. At the same time we take note of the bitter feelings that
certain features in the chapel specifically two of its grills, the absence of a
cross on the dome, have aroused in some sections of the people of God.
The two grills were removed in May 1977. There are a sufficient number of
crosses in the chapel. As there is no liturgical ruling in the matter of a cross
on the roof of the church we do not see the imperative need to have a cross
on the top of the dome. There are many well-known churches which do not
have a cross on their roof.'
Part VI once again unambiguously states that the procedure to get the approval
of the 'Twelve Points' was correct and hence their juridical validity. The Indian
Order of the Mass, used as a model at the NBCLC, just incorporates these
'Twelve Points' in a coherent and liturgically sound manner; only a few rubrical
notes, some comments and suggestions for chants have been added. It stresses the
optional character of the 'Twelve Points' and the responsibility of Regional
Councils and Local Ordinaries to decide on their implementation. The Report
finally appeals to the Catholic papers to stop the controversy:
'Regarding the Twelve Points of Adaptation, it is clear from the documents
that the procedure adopted was correct. The Emakulam CBCI General
Meeting of 1970 confirmed the above (See: Report of the CBCI Meeting,
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Emakulam 1970, p. 61). Given the optional character of the implementation
of these Twelve Points, we see no purpose in the controversy being carried
on in the press. We are distressed at the unfair use that is made of the
columns of the letters to the Editor in some of our Catholic papers which
unnecessarily continue this controversy. In the wider interests of the Church
we strongly urge that the controversy on all matters connected with this
problem should cease. Let all keep in mind that these are optional. We repeat
that necessary catechesis should precede their introduction.
The "Indian Anaphora" has never been authorised by the CBCI and may not
be used.
About the use of an Indian Order of the Masss, incorporating some or all of
the "Twelve Points", it is for the Regional Councils and the Local Ordinary to
decide.'
The greatest and most far-reaching step of this CBCI Meeting was that the CBCI
shifted the decision-making power regarding liturgical matters from itself to the
Regional Councils of Bishops. Was it a step forward? Was it an escape? Only
time will prove it. We can only say that the more courageous (less traditional)
Regional Councils could move ahead and the Councils of groups from ancient
Christian communities could stay where they were, because they were no longer
pushed by the younger, more mission-minded Councils of Bishops. Ten years later
we can say that it actually was a tremendous blow to the national thrust of
liturgical renewal. However, it was important that the CBCI unambiguously
upheld the credibility of the National Liturgical Centre and the Commission for
the Liturgy.
Following the principle decided upon a little earlier, that, since Regional Councils
of Bishops better know the needs and requirements of their people, they should
decide on pastoral liturgical matters, the CBCI ruled that the question of 'Communion in the hand', which also had thrown up plenty of dust in the Catholic
Press, should be studied by the Regional Councils of Bishops and that their
findings should be placed before the Standing Committee for further consideration.
The years that followed the National Liturgical Centre contmued its task of
liturgical formation and animation mainly through courses and seminars, courses
and publications. Special mention should be made of the publication of a booklet
and music cassette with bhajans in various Indian languages, and of a sound-slide
set explaining the process of inculturation, the 'Twelve Points', and showing how
these Points are integrated in an Indian Eucharistie celebration. We will now look
at the seminars devoted to liturgical renewal that made a substantial contribution
to the promotion of liturgical renewal in India.

Formation towards liturgical Renewal
From the very beginning one of the greatest concerns of the National Liturgical
Centre and the CBCI Commission for Liturgy has always been the liturgical
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formation of priests, religious and lay people. It was one of the main objectives
of the foundation of the NBCLC. Our bishops wanted to make the results of the
Council reach everyone of the faithful and considered liturgy, catechesis and
social justice its priorities. As the Indian Social Institute already took care of the
training for the promotion of social justice, the bishops established the NBCLC
for liturgical and catechetical formation.39 The best instrument that could both
impart knowledge and training were seminars. In a way all courses, seminars and
institutes at the NBCLC initiate and animate towards hturgical renewal, because
after adequate initiation all celebrations and services are well prepared and
properly conducted . Wherever and whenever possible, the subject or subjects are
also taken up from the hturgical point of view. Some seminars were specifically
devoted to the liturgy and liturgical formation. They are:
total
General Initiation to Lit.
Liturgy in General
Theology and Liturgy of the Sacraments
Idem
Sacraments of healing
Composers of lit.music
For priests on meaningful and past.
fruitful celebr. of sacr.
Total number of participants

28/4-10/5
16/4-29/4
16/5-27/5
23/5-22/6
5/5-15/5
4/8-10/8

1969
1970
1972
1973
1976
1980

233
107
200
180
85
73

pr br

sr

lay St

di

57
17
41
40
30
39

142
69
128
98
38
14

10
1
7
6
9
17

13
11
15
18
13
12

54
28
33
41

13

47

24
20
24
36
8
3

11/11-21/11 1981 114 114

37

992 338 115 489 50

A comparative study of and a commentary on the different types of seminars on
Hturgical renewal would lead us too far. However, we cannot resist making a few
general observations:
1 It is fairly obvious that liturgy is considered to be the responsibility of the clergy
and religious; although all the seminars except the last one are open to all, lay
participation is barely 5%.
2 The seminars are truly 'national', All-India seminars. Although a considerable
majority of the participants come from the southern states and dioceses, where
the Catholic population is most numerous; also a considerable number of the
other dioceses in India is usually represented at least by one participant.
3 The first two seminars 'General initiation to the liturgy* and 'Liturgy in
General' could be characterised as instruction-implementation courses on the
hturgical reform of Vatican II. In these course of a fortnightly duration the
participants actually go through the whole Constitution on the Sacred Liturgy;
the emphasis of the lectures, workshops and panels lies on the principles and
fundamentals of the renewal of the liturgy (SC 1-46). Most important are the
hturgical celebrations themselves which give the participants an experience of
the transforming power of the liturgy and enables them to take part 'knowingly,
actively and fruitfully'.40
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4 The two seminars on the theology and Hturgy of the sacraments may be called:
theologico-liturgical. Vatican II was much more than a change or simplification
of the existing rubrics. It ultimately meant a transcendence or breaking through
the rubrics, making them once again subservient to the experiential celebration
of the gathered community which manifests its living faith in celebration, in
signs, symbols, postures, gestures and matter. However, at the same time it is
highly irresponsible to downgrade the importance of rubrics (despite the by no
means imaginary danger of rubricism) without a theological and pastoral
understanding of sacramental theology and an adequate knowledge of sign
language and the role of symbols in human life; liturgical rubrics originate after
all from the signs and symbols in human interaction. Finally, it is impossible to
use the new simplified rubrics and one's own pastoral freedom and discretion
well without an adequate theology of the liturgy and sacraments. These two
seminars aimed at communicating in an experiential manner this 'new*, postconcUiar theological understanding, which calls for a new Hturgy and pastorale
of the sacraments.
5 The fifth seminar on the sacraments of healing focussed, as the title itself
indicates, on two particular sacraments: that of penance or reconciHation and
that of anointing. The need for this seminar is based upon:
a the general malaise regarding the sacrament of penance;
b the publication of the Rite of Penance, revised by decree of the Second
Vatican Council, on 2 December 1973;
с the greater awareness that the whole world, particularly its unjust structure,
needs healing;
d the impact that the charismatic movement with its emphasis on healing was
beginning to make in India.
The broad outlines of this seminar:
i the problem: sin and healing as mission of the Church in the world, its
socio-political and religious context;
H the answer of Revelation: Old Testament, New Testament, Christ;
iii the sacraments of heaHng in the history of the Church;
iv the theology of the sacraments of heaHng;
ν the Hturgy of the sacraments of healing;
vi the pastorale of the sacraments of heaHng.
6 An even more specific Hturgical topic was taken up in the consultation-cumseminar for Composers of liturgical music. The consultors of the Commission
for Liturgy had often complained about the quaHty of Hturgical music in India,
expressing at the same time that they would not like to see the many signs of
musical creativity curbed. This creativity should be channelised and faciHtated
through adequate formation. The Commission for Liturgy unanimously decided
at its meeting of 5-7 May 1979 that the NBCLC should conduct seminars for
composers of Hturgical music in order to give them the necessary theological
and Hturgical formation, that is, a basic background knowledge of Hturgy and
Hturgical requirements of music. Let the participants speak for themselves:
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'We are happy about the week of sharing and working together as sisters and
brothers at the NBCLC in Bangalore. Although it was not a recreation, we
feel re-created. Certain strings of our charisms have been tuned for the first
time, others were re-tuned. We hope that one day all the strings of our life
will be tuned so beautifully that at every touch of our Master will come out
the music of love, because we are aware with Rabindranath Tagore that we
are the instruments whom the Lord has chosen to reach out to our people
through the medium of music. In this sense we make his words our own:
"When all the strings of my life will be tuned, my Master, then at every touch
of thine will come out the music of love".'41
7 The last liturgical seminar may perhaps be characterised as 'Hturgico-pastoral'.
The very title makes this clear: 'Seminar for priests on meaningful and pastorally fruitful celebration of the sacraments'. The focus and emphasis is not any
longer on 'implementation' nor on 'modern theology' or a specialised subject,
but on 'meaningful liturgical praxis': how to celebrate in such a way that
liturgical celebrations become a transforming and liberating experience for the
community which the priests are called to serve, or: how to be celebrants who
enable people to experience the liturgy as 'the summit towards which the
activity of the Church is directed and the fount from which all her power
flows'42.

The objectives in the brochure of this seminar confirm this unambiguously: to
enable priests, chiefly those in pastoral ministry:
'to profit to the maximum by the rich and varied possibilities available within
the reformed and renewed liturgy,
to respond adequately to the exigencies of meaningful and experiential liturgy
made by the parishioners and by the various groups of Christians within the
parish;
to become imaginative and creative in the preparation and celebration of
each liturgical action;
to discuss ways and means of making every celebration indigenous;
to lead their community to an authentic experience of God and community
fellowship with dynamic inspiration to transform society, by ensuring maximum awareness, participation and sharing;
to extend these concerns and objectives from the celebration of the Eucharist
to all sacraments and religious services.'43
These objectives were realised through a programme of lectures, workshops,
panel discussions, initiations to and experience of various forms of prayer,
meditation and celebration.
The liturgical formation did not only and perhaps not even most of the time take
place through the seminars that were completely devoted to liturgy. Liturgical
initiation AND experience were part and parcel of every single seminar, course,
institute or activity at the NBCLC and of every mobile seminar, because the
Centre considers liturgy an essential and indispensable element of Christian life.
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In every Intensive Training Institute (ITI) of three months at least one month was
devoted to teaching on the liturgy and all the three months were an on-going
liturgical journey and experience. Some mobile diocesan seminars were also
almost entirely devoted to liturgical formation. However, most important was the
exciting liturgical experience at the NBCLC. There it is an essential and authentic
part of the NBCLC community life, so essential that it is one of the main reasons
why the residential facilities of the NBCLC are not 'lent' to anyone, unless the
NBCLC staff is able to ensure that an authentically Indian liturgical life is an
essential dimension of the activity for which the lender needs the NBCLC
facilities and campus.
Priests are generally very happy with the liturgical seminars, though the great
majority fears to participate. A number of the younger ones think that they have
learned everything at the seminary,4* while some senior priests feel that liturgy is
not very important and other older priests are afraid that they cannot cope with
the changes or have problems with all post-conciliar renewal. Those who have
participated are often sorry that their brother priests (and bishops) have missed
such a golden opportunity.
What a liturgical seminar means for priest participants we hear from one of them
evaluating the Seminar on Liturgy in General (16-29 April 1970), one of the first
liturgical seminars. His simple words have a prophetic ring and warning:
'We, the priests who attended the Seminar varied much in age, in our under
standing of the liturgy and our attitudes towards renewal. We had our own
views for and against the new turn the liturgy is taking in India. But all of us
had open minds and were anxious to learn more about this vital activity of the
Church. The lectures we had were satisfactory from theoretical and practical
points of view. They were a good combination of both. As a result of the
seminar we have now a unified and synthesized understanding of what liturgy
is. We have got the right perspective and orientation.
The seminar was meant not merely to give us a bookish knowledge of what
liturgy is - to put it in Fr. Amalor's favourite phrase - 'to be merely cerebral',
but it was meant to create an attitude through real experience. And that is
what these two weeks were a real EXPERIENCE of the liturgy. The lectures,
the celebrations of the liturgy, the workshops and our community life all
combined, have given ω that joyful experience of the Risen Lord and his lifegiving power. This EXPERIENCE, the existential reality of the Lord through
the liturgy is what the seminar gave us and what we appreciate most...
From the standard of things that we found here during the seminar we can
be proud that this NCLC has a standing now not only in India but even in
the world among other similar institutions, rather I must say, movements of
the Spirit. So far we were copying and borrowing ideas, theological and
otherwise, formulated in the west. There was no original thinking suited to
our situations. But now I think that is changing. We have to think on our
own, and find solutions to our problems in our own way. We have to make
the Church in India 100% Indian. Of course that does not mean we should
not have anything to do with the theological and other developments among
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our brethren abroad. Keeping fellowship and union with them we have to find
our own identity in our own soil. For this the NCLC under the leadership of
Fr. Amalorpavadass is paving the way and has already done a lot. And we
can be proud that in that line the Church in India is advancing and from our
own experience of these two weeks of seminar we realize that she is coming
of age.
We priests have to be leaders in this renewal of the liturgy. If the bishop is
the chief liturgjst of the diocese, the priest is the chief liturgist in his parish
or in any other field of pastoral activity entrusted to him. Without him this
renewal which we experienced during this seminar will not take place in the
Church. So this is the great mission we have before us ... most of our brother
priests have not yet realized the need for renewal in liturgy...*45

Conclusion
Two issues have figured very prominently during the 15 years of the Centre's
existence: indigenisation and liberation. Indigenisation was already a real issue
at the 1966 CBCI Meeting at Delhi, became existential as soon as the Centre and
the Commission began to work on the implementation of Sacrosanctum Concilium and the subsequent documents of the Consilium and the Sacred Congregation for Divine Worship. The issue of liberation was already present from the very
beginning in the on-going quest for relevance especially on the part of the youth,
but it was pressed with greater force and conviction, demanding that the option
for a change of structures should be a dimension of all liturgical celebration, after
the Asian Seminar on Religion and Development from 16 July - 4 August 1973.
Then also this issue returns at every All-India Liturgical Meeting.
Much happened in 15 years, especially when one is aware that India was liturgically asleep before the Council in the sense that one was generally content with
celebrating according to the Roman rituals and rubrics. Through the prominence
of the liturgy during the Council and the experience of liturgical creativity and
freedom in a number of countries that our bishops visited and the formative
influence of the Council itself, our bishops realised the great importance of a
liturgical aggiornamento, but they were often not aware of its far-reaching
implications. We owe it to the vision, competence and 'Ausdauer' of Fr. D.S.
Amalorpavadass who was appointed secretary of the CBCI Commission for
Liturgy and Director of the National Catechetical and Liturgical Centre, that the
conciliar and post-concUiar liturgical renewal got shape and gathered momentum
in spite of many hurdles and obstacles. We owe it also to him and his cooperators
that we are moving towards an authentically Indian liturgy, though we know very
well that what we have now is only a kind of model for an Indian Order; in the
light of India's many cultures, traditions, customs and languages we hope for and
perhaps expect many authentically Indian orders in the future.
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Consilium ad Exsequendam Constitutionem
De Sacra Liturgia (true copy)

Vatican City, April 25, 1969
Prot. N. 802/69
To: Most Rev. D.Simon Lourdusamy,
Archbishop's House,
18, Miller's Road,
Bangalore-6, India
Vour Excellency,
The Cardinal President of the 'Consilium', His Eminence Benno Cardinal Gut, has accepted
the proposals of the Catholic Bishops' Conference of India for certain adaptations in the liturgy,
according to articles 37-40 of the liturgical Constitution. In his name I would like to establish
what follows:
1 The posture during Mass, both for the priests and the faithful, may be adapted to local
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Kissing of objects may be adapted to local custom, that is, touching the object with one's
fingere or palm of one's hand and bringing the hands to one's eyes or forehead.
5 The kiss of peace could be given by the exchange of the anjali hasta and/or the placing of
the hands of the giver between the hands of the recipient.
6 Incense could be made more use of in liturgical services. The receptacle could be the simple
incense bowl with handle.
7 The vestments could be simplified. A single tunic-type chasuble with a stole (angavastra)
could replace the traditional vestments of the Roman Rite. Samples of this change are to
be forwarded to the 'Consilium'.
8 The corporal could be replaced by a tray (thali or thamboola thattu) of fitting material.
9 Oil lamps could be used instead of candles.
10 The preparatory Rite of the Mass may include:
a) the presentation of gifts
b) the welcome of the celebrant in an Indian way, e.g. with a single arati, washing of hands,
etc.
c) the lighting of the lamp
d) the greeting of peace among the faithful in sign of mutual reconciliation.
11 In the Oratio fidelium some spontaneity may be permitted both with regard to its structure
and the formulation of the intentions. The universal aspect of the Church, however, should
not be left in oblivion.
12 In the Offertory Rite, and at the conclusion of the Anaphora the Indian form of worship
may be integrated, that is, double or triple arati of flowers, and/or incense, and/or light.
The above-mentioned adaptations can be put into effect by the Episcopal Conference and local
hierarchies in places they see fit and in the degree and measure that they think fitting for the
faithful. A catechesis, however, should precede such changes, and if necessary, a gradual im
plementation could be done.
The proposal to compose a new Indian Anaphora in collaboration with experts in different fields
is most welcome. When completed, copies should be sent to the 'Consilium' for study. It might
help if this were not published too much.
With hope and prayers that these adaptations will help the people of India, so noted for their
spiritual inclination, to deepen their lives in the Paschal Mystery, I am
Respectfully yours in Christ,
(SD) A. Bugnini, СМ.,
Secretary.
16 See: The Report of the AU-India Seminar on 'The Church in India Today', Resolutions on the
Liturgy of the All-India Seminar, no. 3; Resolutions of the Workshop on Liturgy, no. 15-17,19.
17 21 June 1969.
18 Some lay people continued to appeal to Rome. One of them, Mr. L.G. Stuart, Honorary
Secretary of the Catholic Association of Bengal, received an unambiguous reply from Mgr. A.
Bugnini, secretary of the Sacred Congregation of Rites (dt. 30 July 1970, Prot. no. 2567/70):
'The resolution of the Catholic Association of Bengal regarding the adaptations of the Mass
in India has been carefully considered by this Congregation. At the same time the results of
recent meetings of the Episcopal Conference of India in this regard have also been duly
studied.
In the view of the Indian Hierarchy these adaptations represent reasonable 'Indianisation' and
not 'Hinduisation'. The adaptations in question, having been considered and reconsidered,
were approved by a large majority of the Hierarchy of India. This Sacred Congregation, having
followed the matter closely, accepts this judgement of the Indian Episcopal Conference.'
Mr. Stuart was not satisfied and together with Mis. T. Williams of the same Catholic Association
he appealed again to the Congregation on 19 October 1970; Mgr. Bugnini replied almost
immediately on 17 November 1970 (Prot.no. 3397/70):
This congregation, after due enquiry, has found no cause to cast doubts, upon the legality and
wisdom of the CBCI in presenting for our approval the facultative adaptations promulgated
in the Epistula Consilü ad exsequendam Consätutionem de sacra Liturgia (Prot.no. 802/69)...
We are satisfied that the introduction of this adaptation together with the dispositions of the
Episcopal Conference in this matter, will not endanger the correct understanding of the liturgy
or threaten the tenets of Catholic faith.'
19 See: Report of the General Meeting of the CBCI, Emakulam. 7-16 January 1970.
20 The instruction Memoriale Domini, 29 May 1969, had requested the Bishops' Conferences to give
their opinion regarding Communion on the tongue or on the hand.
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See above, p. 65.
See note IS of this chapter.
Liturgiae ¡nstauradonis, 5 September 1970.
3 April 1969.
Sec above, note 23.
See: Report of the Ordinary General Meeting of the CBCI, Madras, 6-14 April 1972.
The question of using 'non-Christian' Scriptures had already figured at the General Meeting of
the CBCI at Delhi in October 1966, that is, even before the Liturgy Commission was constituted
and before the National Liturgical Centre was established. The Report readsr'Another suggestion
was the preparation of texts from the religious heritage of India, well selected and explained and
specially approved for use in para-liturgical functions. This would be a concrete example to show
that the Church has not come to destroy but to fulfil.' This question was taken up at the II
AILM, but those present did not reach complete agreement on the theological and liturgical
aspects of this problem. Several points of view were expressed in Word and Worship. At the III
AILM in 1971 it was decided that a Research Seminar should be organised to study the problem
in depth and a subcommission began to work on an anthology of texts. The official text of the
relevant recommendation at the IV AILM reads:
'In view of the need to educate all sections of the Christian community with regard to the
right approach to the religious heritage of our country we recommend that the use of Indian
Scriptures:
a be postively encouraged and fostered in para-liturgical services;
b be allowed for optional use in the Liturgy of the Hours;
с be permitted in experimentation centres for use in the Liturgy of the Word.'
28 1-10 July 1974 and 21-31 January 1975.
29 See note 27.
30 Terms like: 'pro manuscripto', 'for private circulation', 'for study and comments', 'for personal
meditation', 'in limited circumstances', 'for experimentation' clearly show the non-official
character.
31 Federation of Asian Bishops' Conferences.
32 These votive Masses were approved by the Sacred Congregation on 8 August 1974: Prot. no.
1432/72. They were published by the NBCLC under the title: Some New Masses for Use in India,
1974.
33 See: Gaudium et Spes 22.
34 See: Report of the Generai Meeting of the CBCI, Mangalore, 9-17 January 1978.
35 This request of the Commission was put on the Agenda: That the CBCI makes a clear
statement of principles and state of affairs and renew their support to progressive inculturation
of the liturgy under the guidance of the CBCI Commission for Liturgy and the Regional
Councils of Bishops.' (Agenda of the General Meeting of the CBCI, Mangalore, 9-17 January 1978,
100-101)
36 See: Report of the General Meeting of the CBCI, Mangalore, 9-17 January 1978.
37 i A study report of facts, procedures and survey on liturgical renewal in India since the II
Vatican Council (December 1963- 4 December 1978), prepared by the CBCI Commission
for Liturgy-,
ii the reports of the two evaluation committees;
iii report of the Chairman of the Commission to the Standing Committee in March 1979;
iv survey of the liturgical renewal in India through the questionnaires;
ν History of the Post-Vatican Renewal in India (1964-1978).
38 See: Report of the General Meeting of the CBCI, Ranchi, 17-25 October 1979. All quotations are
from this Report.
39 See Chapter 1, p. 6-7.
40 See: SC 10-11.
41 Conclusions of the Seminar for Composers of Liturgical Music, 4-10 August 1980, in WW XIII
(September 1980), 266-275.
42 SC 10.
43 See: NBCLC Brochure on the National Seminar for Priests on Meaningful and Pastorally
Fruitful Celebration of the Sacraments, 11-21 November 1981.
44 Generally the teaching on liturgy in the seminaries is very poor. Some of the biggest seminaries
do not even have a qualified residential professor for liturgy. This painful issue returns at every
All-India Meeting and every meeting of the CBCI Commission for Liturgy.
45 See: Fr. Varghese Kocherry, cssr., in: WW HI (August 1970), 275-277.
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5 Seminars at the NBGLC

Introduction
As secretariate of the CBCI Commissions for Biblical Apostolate,1 Catechetics
and Liturgy, one of the most important services of the National Centre was:
animation, training and formation, a service that demanded a lot of time and
energy, plenty of place for accommodation, and especially dedication and love of
the Centre's personnel. At any moment the staff of the Centre was to rise to the
occasion and to see to the major and minor comforts of the participants from all
the corners of the country, the neighbouring nations and even from other parts of
the world. Particularly in the beginning place and accommodation were a great
headache, but thanks to the hospitality, generosity and cooperation of the whole
neighbourhood (clerical, religious and lay) seminars were already organised
successfully, when the Centre had little more than a rented office at its disposal.

Different types of Seminars
The National Centre did not wait long to start seminars and courses. Mainly
through DSA's practical experience (especially in Tindivanam and through the
length and breadth of Tamilnadu), creative imagination, sensitive, flexible and yet
determined and goal-oriented animation these seminars soon became a rallying
point for the post-conciliar renewal of the Indian Church. The NBCLC actually
developed a pattern that was later followed by other centres and institutions
which in the course of time ventured to organise similar seminars and courses.
The young Centre could not afford to wait, because the renewal inaugurated by
Vatican II would have been shelved as mere documentation, if the constitutions,
decrees and declarations, but above all the spirit and vision of the Council would
not have been explained, shared and translated for the Church in India. A serious
implementation demanded a direct, personal, systematic and All-India approach
to renewal. Seminars and training courses of a relatively short duration (10-14
days) were the only way to reach many key persons, full-time committed to a
particular task, for example, parish priests, religious superiors, formators, teachers, business people, government employees; the seminars and courses gave them
a first taste of the renewal envisaged by the Council and the implementation of
its documents. They had to be both informative (explain the Vatican II renewal)
and experiential (animate and motivate), so that these key persons would become
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in their turn promotors of that renewal. This was one of the aims with which the
bishops erected the Centre:
'to plan and implement on a national level under the guidance of the hierarchy a programme of biblical, catechetical and liturgical renewal in India,
within the overall framework and movement of Church Renewal in India and
according to the spirit and programme of II Vatican Council and the exigencies of the Post-Vatican Period and thus to be an agency to promote and coordinate renewal at the national level in collaboration with regional and
diocesan agencies.'2
That is why the Centre, even before it was one year old and had hardly any
provisions for boarding, lodging, meeting and celebration, began to organise
National Seminars (and All-India Meetings).
During these National Seminars (and All-India Meetings) it soon became clear
that:
i persons working in a particular area, for example, a diocese, had to be approached, informed and animated together, so that those responsible for the
overall renewal, e.g. bishop and priests, or a particular field, for example,
catechesis, could learn and grow together by listening, sharing and reflecting
together on what Christ demands and the Church expects from them; then they
are able to decide together on the pastoral priorities and plan a programme of
implementation. To facilitate this process the Centre formed a mobile team to
organise and animate diocesan seminars at a convenient place of a diocese,
organisation or movement from August 1969;
ii leaders of renewal needed a longer and more comprehensive and intensive
period of formation; hence the Centre started to organise Intensive Training
Institutes (ITI) for men and women; these Institutes lasted about three months.
For particular reasons some were of shorter, others of longer duration. They
were particularly meant to train regional and diocesan directors and secretaries.
However, these 'renewed' men and women, particularly priests and religious,
experienced that they could hardly do anything without the understanding,
support or at least the approval or blessing of their bishop or superior. Hence
the Centre took the initiative to organise Refresher Courses in Sacred Sciences,
both for bishops and major superiors of women (later also men) religious. As
most religious deal directly and daily with their local superiors, who play a
decisive role in their community, the Centre started to organise at least every
year Leadership Courses for local superiors.
ili Immediately after its inception it was felt both by the Archbishop of Bangalore
and by the Director that the Centre needed a strong local basis, in other
words, a 'renewed' diocese, so that the people coming to the National Centre
could benefit from the experience of a diocese fully alive, with model parishes
in action and creative forms of modem catechesis. That is why the Centre
planned afive-yearevening course on catechesis for the Bangalore Archdiocese.
To facilitate the participation in a big city with great language and transport
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problems the course for catechists and school teachers was held in four centres
and three languages.
iv As the years went by it began to become clear that the greatest section of the
Church, the lay people, did not benefit sufficiently from the services of the
Centre. By and large the Church in India was an extremely clerical Church.
Lay people hardly had a voice; many of them did not even know that they had
a voice. Although from the very beginning lay people were included in the
three Commissions, and were always invited to participate in All-India Meetings and Consultations, in courses and seminars meant for all the sections of
God's people, the Centre gradually realised that it did not do enough for lay
people: only a relatively small number participated and they felt often not free,
when most of the other participants were clerics or religious. Finally these
seminars for all the sections of God's people did not sufficiently bring out the
special privileges and responsibilities of lay people: the realisation of the
Kingdom of God by their involvement in temporal affairs and ordering them
according to the plan of God.3 Hence the Centre organised from May 1977
Seminars on leadership in the Church and the World exclusively for lay people.
As through the medium of English only a small section could be reached, these
courses were soon also given in Tamil and Malayalam. In Bangalore itself there
were also one-day renewal seminars in English, Tamil and Kannada. As the only
officially recognised general lay organisation of the Catholic Church in India
was the Catholic Union of India (CUI), that was recently renamed All-India
Catholic Union,4 the Centre went all out to give formation to their cadre. Since
one ten-day seminar proved inadequate to train real leaders and animators of
renewal, the Centre started in 1980 to organise Widening and Deepening Seminars to further equip the best lay persons to give and promote lay leadership.

Special features of the NBCLC Seminars: a prayerful experience
and a formation in prayer and celebration
If there is anything unique and outstanding in all NBCLC Seminars, it is the fact
that they are embedded in and fostered by a Christian community life, of which
prayer and hturgical celebration are the summit towards which all the activities
are directed and at the same time the fount from which all the power and strength
flows.3 Thus the Centre Uves and communicates that 'hturgical celebration, because
it is an action of Christ the priest and his body which is the Church, is a sacred
action surpassing all others' and professes in action that 'no other action of the
Church can equal its efficacy by the same title and the same degree.*6
Why do the liturgies and prayer sessions make such an impression on the participants? We indicate the following factors without claiming to be exhaustive:
1 The setting
The whole campus, the Saccidananda Temple and the way in which the prayers
and liturgies are conducted are conducive to an authentic God-experience.
Participants express again and again - even lay people who are generally less
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accustomed to pray so long and so frequently - that they feel like praying, experience God's presence and that the time for prayer flies, especially during the
second half of the seminars.
2 Integration with the whole programme
One of the main reasons why the Council attempted and promoted liturgical
reform is that in the course of time the liturgy had frozen into particular forms
and rituals and did not any longer express and celebrate the living faith of the
assembled community. The NBCLC liturgies and prayers are intimately connected
with the spiritual journey of the seminar participants and fully integrated with the
whole programme. Although the participation in the morning and evening prayer
sessions is optional, the participants soon experience that they are so much part
and parcel of the whole programme that very few voluntarily miss them. The
whole programme is so arranged that the lectures, workshops and other sessions
lead to prayer and that the prayerful celebrations celebrate and deepen the 'more
secular' activities.
3 Initiation, preparation and animation
One of the weaknesses of the post-conciliar liturgical renewal has been that
changes were often introduced without adequate initiation. Even when liturgical
and theological explanations were given, the emotional and devotion-oriented
needs of the people were often not sufficiently taken into account. In the Centre
we never conduct a liturgical celebration or prayer service without adequate initiation and explanation, however famUiar the participants claim to be with these forms.
Secondly, the Director and the staff- in particular the sacristan and the animator
of music - see to it that everything is carefully prepared and meticulously arranged, so that all the services can go off smoothly without the least disturbance.
Great care is also taken that the bhajans and hymns really suit the celebration
and are sung with deep devotion. The vestments, vessels, other liturgical utensils
and decorations manifest taste and simplicity and sollicit devotion. Finally, all the
ministers, i.e. those who play an active role, are trained and have practised
beforehand, so that they can fulfil their task with confidence and devotion. It goes
without saying that the animator, celebrant or president fulfils a key role. Over
the last 15 year DSA himself has set a great example in the praxis of animation;
he carefully supervises his collaborators so that they too preside with skill,
devotion and inspiration. During the second half of the seminars priest participants are tactfully prepared to preside. An important task of the animator/president is to observe silence at the proper moments and enable the participants to experience and deepen that silence in which God begins to communicate, the Word was made flesh and is born again and again in us.
4 Variety in liturgical celebration and community prayer
The fact that the celebrations of the Eucharist and the sacrament of Penance are
often monotonous and stereotyped without any variety and involvement of the
congregation make them in the eyes of many uninspiring, boring and irrelevant.
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Since they have been composed, prescribed and are, therefore, 'valid' for all
occasions, places, and peoples, they actually fail to appeal and touch the heart of
any person or community. Vatican II resolutely broke through this streamlined
pattern, this rigid uniformity. The vernacularisation was a first step into that
direction, because it made people experience how badly the liturgical texts
expressed and celebrated their faith. The great variety of liturgical celebrations,
prayer services and meditations, offered at the Centre after adequate initiation
and preparation, is in itself a liberating experience; it motivates and inspires
participants to lead and animate in their own communities and parishes a similar
variety in liturgy, prayer and meditation.
In the course of a ten-day seminar the participants generally receive an initiation
to and get an experience of the following forms of liturgical celebration and
community prayer:
A THE EUCHARIST
• (Con)celebration of the Eucharist according to the Roman Rite
• (Con)celebration of the Eucharist according to the Syro-Malabar Rite
• (Con)celebration of the Eucharist according to the Syro-Malankara Rite (when
there are priests of that Rite)
• (Con)celebration of the Eucharist according to an Indian order (long form)
• (Con)celebration of the Eucharist according to an Indian order (short/simple
form)
• Group Mass according to: i) workshop groups, ii) language groups.
N.B. The theme of the celebration is determined by the programme of the day
and the dynamic growth of the participants, usually linked with the morning
prayer/meditation.
в
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MORNING PRAYER/MEDITATION (Morning Samdhya)
Bible meditation
Dhyana: a Hindu form of meditation
Vipassana: vibrations of love, a Buddhist form of meditation
Bhajan meditation
Samdhya: sunrise meditation
Meditation on the life-experience of the struggle for justice
Morning Prayer of the Church (Lauds), often integrated with the Eucharistie
celebration of that morning
• The Office of Readings
• Meditation with slides on the Beatitudes, as depicted in the window grills of
the Lecture Hall, and/or the architecture and grills of Saccidananda
• Meditation in workshop groups.

С
•
•
•

EVENING PRAYER/MEDITATION (Evening Samdhya)
Evening Prayer of the Church (Vespers) with arati
Evening Prayer with bhajans
Evening Prayer with namjappa
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Marian Devotion
Group Prayer (in workshop groups)
Evening Samdhya: sunset meditation
Community celebration of the sacrament of Penance
Charismatic Prayer Session
Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament
Holy Hour.

D MIDDAY SAMDHYA

During the last few years 15 minutes of silence have been introduced for Midday
Samdhya before lunch. Most of the time the participants are left free to choose
how they wish to spend these 15 minutes of silence. On other days one of the
following forms is chosen: the Midday Prayer of the Church, religious music for
inspiration in the Saccidananda chapel, a meditative way of praying the Angelus
before the statue of our Lady, a meditation on the Paschal Mystery before the
Icon of the Risen Christ, etc.
E PRAYER BEFORE THE FIRST MORNING AND AFTERNOON SESSION

The inaugural session of a seminar usually begins with a short prayer service
which consists of: an Indian invocation, a reading from the Indian Scriptures, a
meditative bhajan or silence, a Bible reading, silent meditation, a trinitarian
bhajan, 'Om shanti'.
The other ñrst morning and afternoon sessions normally begin with about 5
minutes of prayer, the first few days by a member of the staff, then by one of the
participants; the biblical prayer is taught and highly recommended.
F

INITIATION INTO PARTICULAR FORMS OF PRAYER, MEDITATION AND
LITURGICAL CELEBRATION7

i

The sign-language in liturgical celebrations, particularly the Eucharist. We are
very particular that all our celebrations are real community celebrations,
celebrations with an optimal active participation and a proper distribution of
the liturgical functions. Hence this initiation (with a brief singing practice
- people come from all over India!) is always given before the inaugural
Eucharistie celebration. The postures and gestures of the faithful, concelebrants and other ministers are explained, so that the whole celebration
can go smoothly and is conducive to an authentic God-experience.
ii Biblical Prayer, how to compose a simple prayer in the light of a short reading
from the Scriptures, suitable for that occasion.
iii Biblical Meditation: as the Christian community was the matrix of the New
Testament, the best way to receive that Word is the Christian community. In
a community meditation on God's Word this is facilitated and enacted through
the participants' sharing on the understanding and experience of that Word.
iv Liturgy of the Hours: although most of the participants are usually familiar
with the Prayer of the Church,8 many experience it more as a burden than as
a privilege or blessing. The initiation shows what form of praying the Liturgy
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of the Hours is most helpful to facilitate experiential and effective community
celebrations and suggests certain aids which may make it more relevant and
fruitful.
Samdhya: at the choice moments of the day, the primary ones: sunrise and
sunset, and the secondary ones: midday and midnight, people all over the
world and of many religions thirst to meet their God; hence these are
privileged moments of prayer. The recommended forms of prayer are: total
silence or a prayer of praise. We usually speak of the tri-samdhya: morning,
noon and evening. At the NBCLC the tri-samdhya is observed as much as
possible. In the Indian tradition the tri-samdhya refers to:
- the time
- the rituals performed and the mantras and chants recited
- the wholeness, convergence and togetherness of the total reality then ex
perienced.
Dhyana: an Indian form of meditation. There are various kinds of dhyana;
some techniques, however, are common to all, others may vary. We may
distinguish several stages and different traditions. At the NBCLC the par
ticipants are familiarised with some basic techniques and with the relatively
simple structure:
- making the Eternal Shabda (Word) resound, often a slokha or invocation
or bhajan;
- sravana: listening;
- mañana: assimilation;
- nidhidhyasana: intériorisation and personalisation;
- samadhi: communion with the Divine in contemplative bliss.
Progressive silence accompanies these stages. In the Christianisation of Indian
dhyana the climax is our total surrender at the very moment of our deepest
communion with the Divine.
Bhajan, concluding with arati, is a session of community worship or prayer in
song. Through the rhythmic, repetitive singing, in which the community
repeats what the solo singer chants, the bhakta (devotee) is led to a deep
experience of or communion with God. The bhajan session usually ends with
the solemn, triple arati (threefold homage) of flowers, incense and light or
fire and a blessing.
Namajapa or name prayer: as the name is an expression of the Ml mystery
of the person, name prayer (the ongoing chanting of the name or names of
the person) is a pilgrimage towards the depth of the person we love, above all
God or Jesus Christ. Name prayer is an authentic form of contemplation, a
mystical experience. We enter into communion with God, the ineffable
Mystery, either by calling Him by as many names as possible or by railing
Him by the same name as many times as possible.
The new Rite of Penance. As private and individual confessions are rapidly
decreasing and very few people are aware of the new (post-Vatican II) Rite
of Penance, its liturgical and theological background, we make it a point to
teach our participants the revised rites and give them an experience of a well-

conducted community celebration of reconciliation with the facility for in
dividual confession.
χ An indigenous celebration of the Eucharist. After lectures on inculturation and
its theological bases the participants receive an elaborate explanation of the
postures and gestures, the symbols and objects of the celebration of the
Eucharist according to an Indian order. They are clearly shown how the
officially approved 'Twelve Points of Adaptation' are integrated in the
Eucharistie celebration, creating to some extent an indigenous form of the
Eucharist. This initiation is often concluded with a slide show on the night
before the first 'life' celebration.
xi Group Prayer and Group Mass. Although quite a few participants are already
familiar with group prayer and mass, initiations to both are given, because
many are not clear about the basic structures and do not use these two forms
to their full advantage. Many do not know how these two forms of prayer
should be animated and what pitfalls should be avoided and how.
xii Charismatic Prayer. As there exist quite a number of apprehensions and
misunderstandings regarding the Charismatic Movement and Charismatic
Prayer, this initiation is necessary to make the participants truly open for a
positive experience of charismatic prayer, to remove some one-sided insights
among members of the Charismatic Movement and to stress the need for
indigenisation in the context of the Movement.
Just before or during a particular prayer session or celebration the par
ticipants are briefly initiated to the other forms of prayer, meditation and
celebration that are conducted during the seminars.

Subjects treated at almost eveiy NBCLC Seminar
Some subjects are treated at almost every seminar, because participants cannot
really enter into the spirit of post-conciliar renewal, unless they really see how
and why the old understanding of reality determmed their life; subsequently they
have to see how God's revelation and our response in faith is conditioned and
contextual. Finally they have to draw conclusions from the new, biblical vision
they have discovered. The rest of the seminar is built on this foundation, but
before the participants enter into their particular subject they have to become
aware of the two most powerful determinants of the contemporary Indian reality
and analyse them in the light of the new vision, hence almost all seminars have at
the beginning an initiation into both the social and cultural reality of India and
our mission there. This is shown in the following scheme, after which every item
will be explained in a few words:
a General introduction and background
1 Our Christian World Vision:
• The Old World Vision (Model 1)
- The Biblical/New World Vision (Model 2)
2 The Church's Mission as Prophetic and Hermeneutical (Revelation and
Faith)
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3 Practical Conclusions and Obvious Consequences of a new understanding of
our Christian World Vision, Revelation and Faith for our Pastorale and
Spirituality
b The struggle for and commitment to social justice
4 Tools to understand the Indian reality (social analysis)
5 The Indian situation analysed with the above tools and a case study to work
with the tools of social analysis
6 The Church, social change and liberation
с The right to and need for Inculturation
7 Cult, culture and Indian culture
8 History and theological bases of inculturation
9 Inculturation of all aspects of Christian life, i.e. worship, spirituality, theology
and life-style
10 A new understanding of our relationship to other world religions and
evangelization.
General introduction and background
1 OUR CHRISTIAN WORLD VISION - MODEL l '

The first model of our Christian world vision has emerged from a reflection on
and analysis of the people's reaction to the Vatican Π call to renewal. Our positive
or negative reactions to renewal are practically determined by our vision, which
in its turn is greatly determined by the position of our heart or our mental struc
ture. Our vision is structured by and constituted of four major and basic realities:
God, the world, (wo)man and the Church. In thefirst,pre-Vatican II model, our
reflexes and attitudes manifest the static inter-relationship between these four. God
is 'up', 'in the heavens'. Compared to Him (wo)man is considered insignificant;
he/she is seen in his/her essence, that is, in what is common to all people, in all
places, at all times and in all situations; his existence and dynamic growth receive
hardly any attention. The world is a 'God-forsaken place' which should be shunned.
The Church is God's privileged body in the world. While the world is labelled
secular, profane, worldly, natural, material and 'pagan', the Church is considered
holy, sacred, heavenly, supernatural, spiritual and Christian; through the priests and
religious the Church transmits what is given by God for the world's salvation. This
Church is self-complacent, self-sufficient and clerical, and in its relation to the
world it is triumphalistic, dominant and obsessed with a superiority complex.
2 THE BIBLICAL, 'NEW' WORLD VISION - MODEL 2

In the 'new*, biblical world vision, which Vatican Π 're'-discovered in its 'resourcement' and which we simply call 'World Vision - Model 2', we find that the same
four realities (God, (wo)man, world and Church) are related, not as four separate
and opposed realities, but as immanent to one another, forming - in spite of their
distinctness - a single whole in a dynamic, synthetic and coherent relationship.
God, (wo)man and the Church are all involved in one and the same world, its life
and history, trying to bring about the Kingdom where God will be all in all10 and
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all people will find the fullness of life.11 The Christian community (the Church)
lives from its Christ experience and realises that communion with God calls for
deeper fellowship with all humankind irrespective of race, color, condition of life
or religion.12 This means that it is committed to the building up of a human
community where every human person's dignity and equality are recognised,
where justice prevails and where love will rule all relationships. This is liberation;
this is salvation; this is bliss.
3 THE CHURCH'S MISSION AS PROPHETIC AND HERMENEUTICAL13

In the light of the new world vision, the emphases in our understanding of
revelation and faith change radically. From an impersonal, objectivist, individualistic, static and over-essentialist understanding, we come to a personal, subjective,
historical, dynamic and existential one. Only in this latter 'new* (we may also say
'earüer' or biblical) understanding revelation becomes revelation, i.e. it becomes
relevant, it reveals reality to a particular human group and - in its dynamism brings about a change of attitudes in persons and a transformation of society, for
it is impossible to meet persons, to communicate in depth, without transforming
others and being transformed oneself.
Faith, the response to revelation, is a personal encounter with God in the midst
of our life and history. Communication between persons and hence revelation
requires signs and media. The Word Incarnate - God made man - Jesus Christ
is the greatest sign, the perfect model of communication and the supreme
medium of revelation. Though the Christ-event happened in a way long ago, once
for all, revelation is in a certain sense a process, that still continues, personally
involving people of all ages. In and through the Risen Lord God's revelation
continues for us, here and now, in our own life-situations. To recognise His
presence and discern and interpret His designs is the prophetic and hermenéutica!
task of the People of God under the guidance and animation of the Magjsterium.
4 PASTORALE AND SPIRITUALITY IN THE LIGHT OF THE 'NEW' CHRISTIAN WORLD
VISION14

The pastoral ministry of the Church is to facihtate and animate the continuation
of the revelation and faith process in all ages and all situations through evangelization (for those who do not (yet) believe in Christ) and catechesis (for the
baptised). This service is rendered through the proclamation of God's Word in
meaningful human words. This ministry should lead to and culminate in an always
new and ever deeper experience of God and a greater zeal to share and Uve this
experience in our life-situations. This means that greater attention is to be paid
to Adult Catechesis and Community Education of Faith with the new catechetical pedagogy, through which all will gradually get deeper involved in and committed to a radical transformation of society, thus announcing and accelerating
the coming of the Kingdom.
The best definition of an authentic evangelizer/catechist is to consider him/her
a guru, that is, a person who has experienced God and guides others to the same
experience by a testimony of word and deed in concrete life-situations. Then the
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person becomes him/herself the very sign of God's on-going revelation. Evangelizers/catechists play their prophetic role by discerning and interpreting the
significance of God's on-going revelation and guiding their community to respond
in faith within the community of the Church, the reflection of the communion of
Father, Son and Holy Spirit.15
The struggle for social justice
5 TOOLS TO UNDERSTAND THE INDIAN REALITY: SOCIAL ANALYSIS

Societal or social analysis is a method to discover what are the components of a
social organization, its structures, systems and institutions. What are the laws
which govern and direct the interaction among the different groups in society?
Since injustice in India and the whole world is structural, an analytical, scientific
approach is necessary in order to discover its root causes. 'Sociology and other
sciences provide us with tools to analyse the reality and to identify the existing
oppressive structures. Class conflict and struggle are not a marxist invention.'16
6 THE INDIAN SITUATION ANALYSED WITH THE ABOVE TOOLS

The massive, de-humanising poverty of India is described and then it is shown
that the unjust structures of the Indian and international society are the real cause
of this poverty. The causes of these unjust structures are both historical and
structural. Ultimately the poverty is caused and maintained by the economic
system of production, consumption and distribution, called the capitalist economic
system, in which a small rich echelon in the world and in India itself owns and
controls the financial and material resources and the means of production. The
participants are also given a case-study, through which they learn to use the tools
of analysis in a concrete, micro-situation.
7 THE CHURCH AND SOCIAL CHANGE

Unfortunately - as institution - the Church in India belongs to and supports the
privileged class, which solicits most of its services and silently dictates its values.
Entangled with the rich and upholding middle class values, the Church generally
plays in the name of Christ a domesticating role, legitimizing the status quo,
instead of taking a prophetic, revolutionary stand in favour of the poor. The
charities and even the developmental involvements of the Church only take care
of the casuahties of the unjust system. To follow Jesus Christ who radically opted
for the poor means to fight consistently and effectively the structural causes of
injustice and thus to contribute to the building of a new society by inserting the
Gospel values into all human relationships, personal and structural.
Inculturation
8 CULT, CULTURE AND INDIAN CULTURE17

We are heirs to both Indian culture and Christian faith. The question is: how to
make both interact and integrate them into a living synthesis? To be incultured or
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indigenous is as important as to believe and be 'Christian'. Although India is a
mosaic of races, cultures, religions and languages, comparable to the European
continent, there is a basic and dynamic core common to all branches and forms
of Indian culture. The relationship between Gospel and culture is complex. The
split between Gospel and culture is without doubt the drama of our times
(Pope Paul VI). Every effort must be made to ensure a full evangelization of
cultures.
9

HISTORY AND THEOLOGICAL BASES OF INCULTURATION18

The issue of the first crisis in the history of the Church was inculturation (Council
of Jerusalem); the Gospel broke out of the narrow confines of a particular
culture, the Jewish culture. Soon the Greco-Roman cultures shaped to a certain
extent the development of the Church; this process of inculturation was so
thorough that 'Roman' and 'Christian' became almost identical. Later the Church
was greatly influenced by the Franco-Germanic cultures. In the course of the
second millennium inculturation almost came to a standstill due to a whole range
of factors; Vatican II, however, opened the door for a new understanding of
culture, especially in Gaudium et Spes, which for the first time in history devoted
a full chapter to the development of culture.19
Since God created the world in and through the Word, the first step of inculturation is to discover in this world the divine realities that are already there from the
very beginning. When sin had cast its shadows on this world, the process of
inculturation became in Christ a redemption, a transformation of this world,
understood as incarnation of the Word. The Church continues Christ's redemptive
and transforming incarnation. It will do this through structures, traditions,
customs and gestures taken from the cultural heritage of all nations. Thus the
Church becomes what it is called to be: a community of witness and service in
love. Its mission will continue till the universal community has been brought
about, till the Lord returns and the Kingdom of God emerges as the heavenly
Jerusalem, the new heaven and the new earth.
10 INCULTURATION OF ALL ASPECTS OF CHRISTIAN LIFE20

Inculturation is not a process that only affects a part of our life and that of the
Church; it embraces and penetrates into the totality of life. It implies that we
know the language and literature and have at least a basic knowledge of the
cultures and religions of our region, that we opt for social inculturation by
following the social customs regarding dress, food, habitation and participation in
the celebration of the major events of Ufe: birth, marriage and funeral, by
identifying ourselves with the people and inserting ourselves into the mainstream
of national life: socio-political, cultural and religious, by promoting Indian art:
dance, drama, music, painting, decoration, sculpture and architecture, that we try
to make our prayer life, liturgy, spirituality, theology and religious life fully Indian
and authentically Christian. This also implies that we give sufficient importance
to indigenisation in the formation of the clergy, religious and lay people, to
indigenous forms of preaching and faith-education, of ministries and services, of
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organisation, institutions and structures, of patterns of leadership and life-style,
and finally that we work for self-reliance in finance and other matters.
11 A

NEW UNDERSTANDING

OF OUR RELATIONSHIP TO OTHER WORLD

RELIGIONS AND EVANGELIZATION21

'As there is a universal providence leading all people to their ultimate destiny
and salvation cannot be reached by human effort alone, but requires divine
intervention, the self-communication of God also takes place - in different
degrees and ways - through other world religions within the one economy of
salvation. This does not at all undermine the uniqueness of the Christian
economy, to which has been entrusted the decisive Word and the means of
salvation instituted by Him. This forms the basis for a positive relationship to
other world religions, but does not lessen the urgency of evangelization.'22
'It is the Church's privilege and duty to proclaim Christ... She has a double
reason to do so: intrinsically, due to the saving experience she herself had
with the Risen Lord and which creates in her the urge to go forth spontaneously and to share this experience with others so that others too may
have the same saving experience; extrinsically, it is the command of Christ
who commissioned this as a result of his universal Lordship: "All authority in
heaven..." (Mt 28:18-19).·23
Historically there has been, by and large, a divorce between evangelization and
inculturation. In reality they are so intimately connected that they should constitute a single whole. Inculturation should be part and parcel of the very process
of evangelization.24
We have already treated the seminars that clearly focus on one of the subjects
particularly entrusted to the Centre: Bible, Catechetics or Liturgy.25 We will now
take up the seminars and other formation programmes that spring from the
Centre's more general commitment to post-conciliar renewal: Prayer/Praying
Seminars, Semmars on Indian Christian Spirituality, Leadership Seminars for
Local Superiors of (men and women) religious, Diocesan Seminars animated by
the NBCLC Mobile Team, and the Intensive Training Institutes.

Prayer/Praying Seminars
In the seventies we witnessed in India an extraordinary, steadily increasing
interest in prayer; this manifested an almost universal anxious search for authentic
God-experience. This explained why at that time a large number of persons from
among all the sections of the People of God were keen to participate in prayer
seminars and to experience how helpful, exciting and liberating it is to pray in a
community of sisters and brothers from all over India and even beyond its
boundaries. Between May 1974 and May 1981 the NBCLC organised ten
prayer/praying seminars, most of them attended by more than 300 participants.
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There would have been more partiäpants, if the Centre would have been able to
provide more accomodation. Most of the participants were particular about
staying in the Campus in order to gain the full benefits of the seminar, because
the programme begins early in the morning and often ends late at night.
Dates and participants

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

5-15 May
6-16 Jan
30 April-10 May
28May-7June
21 April-1 May
27April-7May
26April-6May
9-19 May
14-24 April
22April-2May

1974
1975
1975
1975
1976
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981

Total no. of participants

Tot.no.

Pr

br

si

ip

St

di

con

315
295
378
288
419
320
357
317
215
145

63
66
65
46
65
25
34
35
27
16

14
39
45
32
81
47
40
58
50
28

232
189
241
193
233
213
235
107
113
79

6
1
27
16
40
35
48
37
25
22

18
19
17
16
17
19
20
18
17
17

54
65
62
56

32
39
48
40

71
69
78
55
56

56

3049

442

435

1915

257

59
45
42

A few observations may be in order: i) These seminars are truly 'national';
sometimes there are participants from more than 15 states and 60 or more
dioceses, ii) I feel that the increase in lay participation is significant: from 2% or
less to 10% or more. Almost 175 of India's religious brothers and 4% of India's
sisters and priests participated in these prayer seminars, iii) Through these
seminars 3000 persons came for the first time into a somewhat systematic contact
with Vatican II renewal, experiential prayer and inculturation.
Programme and timetable
More than in any other semmar the interaction between theory, practice and
experience is vital. Many wonder how so many participants could attain a deep
experience of prayer in so short a time. Would it not have been better to work
with and for smaller and more homogeneous groups? Perhapsl However, the
great number of participants, especially in the years 1974-1978, shows the demand
to which the NBCLC tried to respond. The dynamics were such that many
experienced immense benefits for their prayer life. Because the lectures, workshops, initiations and an elaborate timetable have been published in the book
Praying Seminar, edited by the organiser and animator D.S. Amalorpavadass26, we
limit ourselves to the 'sample programme', which gives the reader a fair insight
into this seminar and the seminar procedures of the Centre.
ARRIVAL DAY
18.30: Optional Eucharistie Celebration
19.30: Community Evening Prayer after a brief initiation
20.00: Dinner
RRSTDAY
6.30:
Initiation to the sign-language of the liturgy and singing practice
6.50:
Inaugural Eucharistie concelebration according to the Roman Order
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7.45:
9.00:
10.20:
10.45:
11.15:
12.00:
12.30:
14.30:
15.25:
16.35:
17.00:
17.45:
18.15:
19.30:
20.00:

Breakfast
Inaugural session: invocation, bhajan, readings, prayer words of welcome, inaugural address
Coffee break
Background and suggestions of the participants
Hints for group discussion; group dynamics
Practical announcements; community life at the Centre
Lunch
Lecture 1: Liturgical Prayer
Workshop 1: Difficulties and problems experienced in prayer
Tea
Forms of prayer(l): Initiation to yoga
Community recreation
Closing of the session
Evening Prayer Bhajan and arati
Dinner and free time (facilitators and secretanes of workshops meet to review the day and
consolidate the reports)

SECOND DAY
6.00:
Lauds and community meditation
7.00:
Concelebration of the Eucharist according to the Syro-Malabar Order
7.45:
Breakfast
9.00:
Announcements
9.10:
Lecture 2: Our World Vision, Old and New Vision
10.10:
Coffee Break
10.30:
Lecture 3: Prayer within the New World Vision - Interval
11.30:
Report of Workshop 1
12.30:
Lunch
14.30:
Lecture 4: Biblical Prayer Prayer of Jesus
15.25:
Workshop 2: Prayer and World Vision
16.25: Tea
16.50:
Panel 1: Prayer Experience of Religious
17.45:
Forms of Prayer(2): Dhyana
18.15:
Closing of the session
18.30:
Yoga (optional)
19.30:
Evening Prayer Bhajan and arati
20.15
Dinner and free time
THIRD
6.00:
6.45
7.45
9.00:
9.10:
10.10:
10.30:
11.00:
12.20:
12.30:
14.30:
15.25:
16.30:
16.50:
17.30:
18.00:
19.15:
19.45
20.30:
21.30:
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DAY
Yogic community meditation
Concelebration of the Eucharist
Breakfast
Announcements
Lecture 5: Universal Call to Contemplation
Coffee Break
Forms of Prayer(3): Initiation to Group Prayer
Report of Workshop 2
Midday Prayer
Lunch
Lecture 6: Initiation to Indian Liturgy
Workshop 3: Experience of God (the members are asked to recall an event or situation in
their life where they experienced God to be very near and to share this with the other
members of their workshop in a prayerful atmosphere)
Tea
Practical explanation of the postures, gestures, symbols, etc. of the Indian Liturgy
Entertainment
Closing of the session/Yoga
Evening Prayer. Group/shared prayer
Dinner
Panel 2: Workers' Prayer
Closing of the session

FOURTH DAY
6.00:
Bhajan singing
6.15:
Concelebration of the Eucharist according to an Indian Order
7.45:
Breakfast
9.00:
Announcements
9.10:
Lecture 7: Behavioural sciences and Prayer Sociology and Prayer
10.05;
Coffee Break
10.30:
Sharing in community on the experience of God (see: workshop 3)
12.30:
Lunch
14.30:
Lecture 8: Behavioural sciences and Prayer Psychology and Prayer
16.30: Tea
17.00:
Forms of Prayer(4): Initiation to bhajan
17.30:
Community recreation
18.00:
Closing of the session/Yoga
19.15
Evening Prayer Marian Devotion or Bhajans
20.00:
Dinner and free time
FIFTH DAY: Holiday
SIXTH
6.00:
6.30:
7.45;
9.00:
9.10:
10.10:
10.30:
11.20:
11.30:
12.30:
14.30:
15.00:
15.45:
16.40:
17.10:
17.30:
17.45:
18.30:
20.00:
20.45:

DAY
Dhyana in small groups
Concelebration of the Eucharist with integration of the Lauds
Breakfast
Announcements
Lecture 9: Discernment of God's Presence and Interpretation of our God-experience
Coffee break
Lecture 10: Prayer in Indian Tradition: i) Bhakti Marga
Interval
Panel 3: The priests' experience of Prayer
Lunch
Prayer bhajans
Guidelines for the celebration of Group Masses
Workshop 4: Action-Prayer-Contemplation, or 'Ourselves before God'
Tea Break
Forms of Prayer(5): Initiation to Nam Jap
Forms of Prayer(6): Initiation to Samdhya
Evening Prayer: Sunset Prayer/meditation on the terrace
Closing of the session/yoga
Dinner
Preparation for Group Masses

SEVENTH DAY
6.15 to 7.45: Group Masses with or without meditation
Breakfast
7.45:
Announcements
9.00:
Lecture 11: Prayer in Islam
9.10:
Coffee Break
10.15
Forms of Prayer(7): Initiation to Charismatic Prayer
10.45
11.25
Interval
11.30: Lecture 12: Prayer and Penance
12.30: Lunch
14.30: Prayer Nam Jap
15.00: Lecture 13: Prayer in Indian Tradition: ii) Karma Marga
16.00: Tea
16.30: Initiation to the artistic synthesis at the NBCLC
17.15:
Community celebration of Penance
18.00: Closing of the session/Yoga
19.30: Evening Prayer: Bhajans and arati
20.00: Closing of the session/Yoga

EIGHT
6.00:
6.45
7.45
9.00:
9.10:
10.10:
10.30;
11.20:
11.30:
12.30:
14.30:
16.00:
16.30:
17.30:
18.00:
19.15:
20.15:
NINTH
6.30:
7.45:
9.00:
9.10:
10.10:
10.30:
11.50:
12.00:
12.30:
14.30:
15.30:
16.30:
17.00:
18.00:
19.30:
20.15
21.00:
21.45:

DAY
Meditation in groups
Concelebration of the Eucharist
Breakfast
Announcements
Lecture 14: Prayer and Art
Coffee Break
Lecture 15: Prayer in Indian Tradition: iii) Jnana Marga
Interval
Workshop 5: Jnana, Bhakti and Karma Margas
Lunch
Lecture 16: An audio-visual presentation of: Science, Creative Intelligence and Inner
Unfoldment
Tea Break
Panel 4: Prayer in the Family
Community Recreation
Closing of the session/yoga
Dinner
Charismatic Prayer Session
DAY
Concelebration of the Eucharist
Breakfast
Announcements
Lecture 17: Prayer in the efforts towards Indian Christian Monasticism and Christian
ashram life
Coffee Break
Report of Workshop 5
Interval
Questions and Answers
Lunch
Lecture 18: Prayer and the Youth
Workshop 6: Enrichment of Christian Prayer by other Religious Traditions
Tea
Panel 5: The Youth's experience of Prayer
Closing of the session/Yoga
Evening Prayer: Evening Prayer of the Church, bhajans and arati
Dinner
Prayer in Dance: a slide show
Good Night

TENTH DAY
6.30 to 7.30: Meditation in groups
7.30:
Breakfast
8.30:
Announcements
8.40:
Lecture 19: Praying with members of other religions
9.35:
Interval
9.45:
Panel 6: Sharing of prayer experiences with followers of other religions
10.45: Coffee Break
11.00:
Report of workshop 6
12.00:
Concelebration of the Eucharist in language groups
13.00: Lunch
14.30: Lecture 20: Prayer in Indian Tradition: iv) Buddhist meditation - vipassana
15.30: Workshop 7: Follow-up Action in region-wise workshops (reports to be handed over in
time for cyclostyling)
16.30: Tea
17.30: Lecture 21: Synthesis of the Seminar, or The NBCLC as the embodiment of Indian
Christian Spirituality
18.00: Benediction of the Blessed Sacrament
18.30:
Closing of the Session
19.30:
Dinner
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20.30:
22.00:

Final community recreation
Good Night

CONCLUDING DAY
6.30:
Office of Readings and Meditation
7.30:
Breakfast
8.30:
Announcements
8.40:
Report of the workshop on Follow-up Action
9.40:
Coffee Break
10.00: Concluding address, evaluation of the seminar, Director's final remarks
11.15:
Concelebration of the Eucharist
12.30:
Lunch and departure.

This pattern remained substantially the same in all the ten Prayer/Praying
seminars. There was greater emphasis on the experience of prayer (hence some
preferred: praying seminar) than on communicating the theory of prayer. Still
there were so many lacunae in basic knowledge and understanding that many
lectures were necessary too. New features in later seminars were (in the Ught of
observations by the participants and our own experience):
• Prayer with reference to the social reality of India
• Prayer as an expression of our culture/inculturation of spirituality
• Liturgy as Prayer
• The Eucharist as Prayer
• Prayer in the Indian Tradition; Christian interpretation of Hindu Scriptures and
their use in Christian Prayer
• Prayer and Work: to pray always or the universal experience of prayer
• The quest for God as a quest for freedom.
Clear and explicit initiations were given to: the basic pattern of Christian Prayer,
Bible Meditation, the Liturgy of the Hours. Year by year greater and more
explicit emphasis is put on the integration of prayer and concern for justice, and
consistence in inculturation and spirituality. That explains why the NBCLC began
to organise seminars on Indian Christian Spirituality instead of the prayer
seminars, especially because the semmars on Biblical Spirituality pointed into the
same direction27 and Prayer Seminars were also organised elsewhere. The
NBCLC then preferred to shift its attention to the development and promotion
of an authentically Indian Christian Spirituality.

The Seminars on Indian Christian Spirituality
All the efforts of the NBCLC towards a creative interpretation and implementation of Vatican II, the renewal of the Church and the fulfilment of its mission in
the Indian Society and the world at large, can - in a way - be summarized in its
dedicated commitment to the articulation and promotion of an authentically
Indian Christian Spirituality. The NBCLC as the chief animator and promoter of
church renewal at the national level, therefore, considers the development and
spreading of Indian Christian Spirituality one of its four main thrusts and is
determined to integrate in it its other concerns such as the 'struggle for liberation
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and the creation of a just society, all-round inter-religious dialogue and collaboration, inculturation in all aspects of Christian life and Church renewal for
service to society.'28 The dynamics sprang from this dear vision. A full description
of all the procedures, many meditations and celebrations included, have been
published in the book Indian Christian Spirituality* The main outlines of the
programme are:
1 Introduction to spirituahty: What is Spirituality? Spirituality and World Vision.
Towards a holistic Spirituahty
2 Biblical Spirituality; history of Christian Spirituality
3 Christian Spirituality within Indian cultural and religious traditions and context:
inculturation, spirituality and social justice, theology of world religions, the
Sacred Scriptures of other religions
4 Initiation to Hinduism and its elements for Indian Christian Spirituality: jnana,
bhakti, and karma marga, yoga
5 Initiation to Islam and its elements for Indian Christian Spirituality
6 Synthesis of Indian Christian Spirituahty; art and music as sadhanas, the basic
and constitutive elements of an Indian Christian Spirituahty, ashram as a lifestyle and concrete expression of Indian Spirituahty.
Two such seminars were held:

1 20-30 June
2 14-24 April

1981
1982

Total number of participants

Tot.no.

pr

br

si

ip

St

di

ron

119
166

18
16

23
24

63
107

15
19

17
45

15
14

32
45

285

34

47

170

34

One of the participants evaluates the seminar as follows:
'We have spent ten days in a deep and enriching discovery of our Indian
Christian Spirituahty. As I look back on these ten days, the image that comes
before my eyes is one of a long-winding road whose end is not visible. It
reminds me of three references often made by Fr. Amalorpavadass: i) We are
constantly on a journey, moving towards the one Reahty - God. We meet
with several signboards, all of which are meant to direct us to that one
Reahty. ii) Every spirituahty is the work of the Spirit who takes the initiative.
Our response is only in faith, iii) Revelation comes from God through Jesus
Christ and our response is also through Jesus Christ.
It is important that we realise we are pilgrims, and I was happy to experience
the theme oiyatra run all through the seminar. We began our journey, as it
were, by trying to figure out where we were going and what exactly Indian
Christian Spirituahty meant... As we carried on our journey, we were led step
by step along the different aspects of spirituahty... As we passed through these
various stages of our journey we could say, we were actually experiencing the
three margas.
We have not come to the end of this journey. We have still a long way to go,
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but I think that at this point, we have been really fortified for the road that
lies ahead. In spite of all this, we may be still uncertain, afraid, doubtful. This
brings me to the second point that I mentioned above, viz. that every spirituality is the work of the Spirit who takes the initiative. Our response is only
in faith. I think that this has been a visible sign during these days. Perhaps we
would not have been here if the Spirit had not taken the initiative, and we
have seen how this has been visible at every turn. Our very effort to listen,
assimilate, share and contribute shows that we have responded in faith... The
different forms of prayer, the Eucharist and the samdhya were never at
tempted without an initiation so carefully prepared. All this helped us to have
a really deep experience of the Lord.'30

Leadership courses for (local) superiors of (men and) women
religious
Time and again we were told during seminars and All-India meetings and also
when we met or heard from former participants that initiatives to implement the
Vatican Π renewal were often not honoured or seriously hindered and even
totally jeopardized, because they themselves were not in a position to implement
and practice what they had learned and experienced regarding Vatican II renewal.
Priests then often blamed their bishops, religious their provincials. This putting
the blame on the bishops was certainly not always, and perhaps not even often
justified. Still a great number of priests felt like that and expressed it often and
strongly, some perhaps to excuse themselves, others only to communicate that
bishops and provincials did not take the initiative to nor encouraged the imple
mentation of the Vatican II renewal. This being the situation the NBCLC or
ganised 2 seminars exclusively for bishops, and 2 exclusively for major superiors
of women religious.31 The participation on the part of the bishops was not very
encouraging, though those who did participate (those who perhaps did not need
it that much!) expressed great satisfaction.
1

Refresher course for the bishops
in Sacred Sciences
1-10 July 1974
2 Idem
21-31 January 1975
3 Refresher course in
Sacred Sciences for
major superiors of
women religious
8-18 September 1975
4 Idem
6-17 March 1976

10 participants
11 participante

60 participants
107 participants

Total number of participants: 188, 21 bishops and 167 rel. superiors

Our own experience particularly during these seminars and the feedback from the
bishops and superiors themselves told us that they in their turn were practically
stifled and even muzzled by the immediate superiors, respectively their parish
priests and local superiors. Moreover, the major superiors of women religious had
repeatedly requested the NBCLC to organise leadership courses for local super117

iors. As local superiors are regularly changed, these courses became an annual
feature of the Centre's programme from July 1976. The main objectives were: to
facilitate the renewal of spirituality and to increase the ability, self-confidence of
the superiors or animators of communities of religious and to deepen their spirit
of leadership in service. At the repeated requests of men religious and in particular of the provincials of the Congregations of brothers, the leadership courses
became also open for brother and priest superiors of religious from 1981. The
Centre tried to fulfil these objectives through a programme of lectures, initiations,
workshop, panels, sharing of experiences, meditations, prayer sessions and
liturgical celebrations. A special highlight is the creative way in which the community recollection day is 'celebrated'. The course includes lectures and workshops on theology, scripture, religious life, the religious and social justice, liturgy
and prayer, and initiations to and, whenever possible, actual sessions of various
forms of prayer, meditation and liturgical celebration, so that the superiors, can
animate and guide these forms of prayer and celebration in their communities or
at least encourage and support those who take initiatives in these fields in their
communities.
The number of participants already shows the need for and popularity of these
courses:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

5-15 July
13-24 Febr
19-30 Aug
9-20 Jan
20-31 Aug
13-24 Aug
17-28 Aug
17-28 Aug

1976
1977
1977
1978
1979
1980
1981
1982

Total number of participants

Tot.no.

sis.

St.

281
187
164
127
258
140
159
219

281
187
164
127
258
140
125
165

16

1535

1447

14
12
17
16
18
18

dio.

con.

58
47
64
43
61

35
38
57
32
45
50

That 1535 local superiors and 75% of the major superiors of women religious
have at least received a basic formation in Vatican II spirituality and leadership
allows us to look forward with hope.

Seminars exclusively for Lay People
Introduction
The Church in India is exceptionally clerical; lay persons hardly play any role.
People from other countries are often surprised to see how many 'secular',
worldly posts and functions are held by priests and religious. A good number of
principals of Catholic schools and especially colleges are priests and religious. The
top positions in the financial administration of Catholic institutions, development
agencies, dioceses and even technological or agricultural enterprises are often in
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the hands of priests. Most of the parish priests handle the financial affairs of the
parish all by themselves. Within the Church lay people form the voiceless mass
- they have, as it is often cynically remarked, to 'pray, pay and obey*. This
situation obviously contradicts all that Vatican Π intended and taught on the
32
vocation and mission of lay people. Even ten years after Vatican II hardly any
organised attempt had been made to remedy this situation till, in 1977, the
NBCLC made it one its priorities to conscientise and equip the lay people to take
up their rightful place in the Church, shoulder their particular responsibilities and
involve themselves as conscious Christians in the building of a more just and
authentically human society - the Kingdom.
During these ten years the NBCLC, as mentioned earlier, organised many
seminars open to all, but the number of lay people who availed themselves of
these opportunities was dismally low and when they came, most of them were
silent out of reverential fear for clerics; in the midst of clerics and religious, they
underwent the course more than that they participated in it. On the other hand,
particularly priests and bishops often shielded and excused themselves for the
non-implementation of the changes and renewal of Vatican II with: 'The people
do not want it!' How do they know? Did they ever inform the people and
adequately explain the changes? Realising finally that hardly anyone in power
freely shares this power with others, the NBCLC decided to give the 'voiceless' a
voice and to commit itself to the formation of lay people, in order to enable them
to discover their apostolic responsibilities and tasks and claim their rightful place
in the Church and its mission. It did this by organising the seminars on leadership
in society and church, hoping and facilitating that those trained at the Centre
would organise and mobilise themselves in their regions, dioceses and parishes
and become a powerful force for the renewal of church and society. At the same
time the CUI (Catholic Union of India, later AICU, All-India Catholic Union),
the only officially recognised All-India organisation of lay people in India, ap
proached the Director of the Centre regarding the formation of its cadre. Hence
the Centre worked in close cooperation with this organisation.
The rationale of the seminar
The brochure on the semmar clearly describes its theme and objectives:
'Today, in spite of the gigantic progress and marvellous achievements, we
experience a leadership crisis at all levels both in society and in religions, not
only in the developing countries but also in the so-called developed nations.
There is a dearth of persons who can give meaning to the present situation
and correct orientation for the future. The failure of leadership, the stagna
tion we notice everywhere and the growing awareness of the people call for
the emergence of a new and authentic leadership today.
The leader is a man/woman of vision, a global vision of the total reality, a
vision of the goal and the process towards it. Leadership is a facilitation of
the response of a group to realise the vision. It implies leading the people
towards the desired goal by guiding and challenging them, by channelling
their resources and keeping alive their hope.
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Christianity is interested in a double leadership: the leadership of the Church
in the world and the leadership within the Churches and Christian Communities.
The first should have a priority over the second, as Christianity has no other
raison d'être than to exist for, and to serve the human society. Two or three
decades ago a fresh awareness dawned on the Church about its leadership
role. This led to the convening of II Vatican Council and to the mapping out
of a blueprint for reform and renewal, based on a return to her sources and
a relevance to the time. The very first condition for assuring leadership is to
improve the relationship with the society and initiate a new dialogue between
Christianity and the world. This was not meant to be a strategic move to
recapture her lost position in the world but to assure the world of its selfeffaced presence in total solidarity and by concrete involvement.
Christian leadership is not a domination of society or a religious interference
in secular affairs. Authority and leadership in Christianity are translated as
humble service in love through self-donation by self-emptying, self-effacement
and self-sacrifice (kenosis, suniya), offered from within and not imposed from
without. It is placing oneself and one's resources at the disposal of the wider
human community. This service should be rendered by Christianity not in
isolation and for a show, but in dialogue and collaboration with other religions,
ideologies and agents for the common good of all. On the one hand, Christians should become ever more "worldly^secular) by one's involvement in the
secular city and by participation in the affairs of the world; on the other, their
involvement in society should be imbued with the vision and spirit, values and
goal of Christ('Christian').
Now the Church's presence and leadership to the world by humble service is
assured mainly by lay people, as they are the ones who can Uve and permeate
family life, social milieux and professional groups with the spirit and values of
Christ and render whatever service is required of them. Christian leadership,
therefore, challenges Christians to involve themselves in various areas and activities of the temporal order.
TTJ/'J Seminar is a serious study on Christianity and its leadership in society. All
important topics connected with the theme will be dealt with scientifically. It
will be a fresh call to Christians to live their Christian discipleship and play
their Christian leadership role. For others, it will give a theological understanding of what Christianity professes to be and to do for the progress of
society and how it invites all to collaborate with it, in rendering this service.
Christian leadership in society can be summed up in two sentences of Christ as
found in the gospel: 'The Son of Man came not to be served, but to serve and
to give his life as a ransom for many* (Mark 10:35-40). "If I, the Lord and
Master, have washed your feet, you should wash each other's feet" (John
13:14).'33
As usual the course consists of lectures, workshops, panels, question and answer
sessions, initiations, prayers, meditations and hturgical celebrations; it begins with
the customary background lectures of the NBCLC on the Old and New World
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Vision, Revelation and Faith, Analysis of Society, the Church's Mission in a land
of many cultures and religions, and continues with a brief synthesis of key
theological issues, particularly on the place and mission of lay people, Christian
leadership in various fields: family, women, liberation, politics, etc., functions and
skills of lay leaders and ends with a reflection on the specificity of Christian lay
leadership in the contemporary world.
Because the Centre is convinced that there are no second-class citizens in the
Church, lay people are generally offered the same initiations to and sessions of
prayer, meditation and liturgical celebration as the other sections of the people of
God. Also lay people should live from a personal God-experience and constantly
deepen it. Initially some lay people feel that there is too much prayer, but soon
many begin to enjoy the prayer sessions and celebrations, in which they are
involved and form an integral part of the whole seminar. Lay persons have as
much right as others to choose from the many ways in which God's people can
relate to Him, celebrate his love and deepen their relationship with and their
commitment to Him and his people, for He should be distinguished but can never
be separated from his people.
Participation
The first courses on lay leadership were conducted in English; they were meant
for lay persons from various professions and social milieux, particularly those who
were playing a leadership role: doctors, lawyers, engineers, business people,
government employees, social workers, politicians, etc. English, the language of
the first courses was unavoidably a limiting factor. From May 1977 till May 1982
the following courses were conducted:

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

18-28 May
3-13 Oct
24 May-3 June
18-28 April
6-16 June
25 Sept- 5 Oct
21-31 May
15-25 Jan
20-30 May
5-15 May
19-29 May
Total number of participants

1977
1977
1978
1979
1979
1979
1980
1981 (Tamil)
1981
1982 (Tamil)
1982

participants

states

127
124
131
108
61
148
199
223
201
343
165

10
11
14
9
11
12
14
2
16
3
14

dioce:

30
34
32
33
44
13
44
15
48

1830

Although quite a number of participants sometimes came from the same region
and diocese, many - anxious to launch into action - still felt that their knowledge
and skills were inadequate to take up the promotion of renewal work. They asked
for further formation and training which would enable them to share what they
had learned and experienced with other lay people. The Centre responded to this
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felt need by organising so-called 'Widening and Deepening Seminars' for lay
leaders who had successfully completed the basic seminar on leadership in society
and Church. Five crucial areas were selected for formation in depth:
• guidance and animation of Bible reading and study,
• study of the Vatican II documents on the place and mission of the laity Church
and Society;
• the contents of our Christian faith;
• integral development and promotion of justice;
• skills for the exercise of leadership.
Throughout these seminars great emphasis was put on correct and effective
communication to others of the Vatican II teaching on Church renewal and the
laity's mission in the world of today. The following Widening and Deepening
Seminars were held:

1 6-13 July
2 4-11 Sept
3 8-15 Aug
Total number of participaras

1980
1981
1982 (Tamil)

participants

states

dioceses

109
28
83

12
8
2

41
21
13

220

Evaluation
The 127 participants of the first lay leaders' seminar felt the need to share their
experience with others, bishops, priests, religious and other lay people. Their
statement is too long to be quoted in full, hence we limit ourselves to a few
extracts34; the reader should note that they find experience far more important
than strict knowledge:
'Although we arrived as strangers, we gradually grew into a living community.
Sharing our life-experiences, we became more dearly aware of our varied
cultures and our unity in diversity. The initiations into different forms of
Eucharistie celebration, meditation and prayer - in accordance with our
Indian traditions, cultures and the challenges of the contemporary situation gave us a new experience of the living Christ and deepened and enriched our
faith. Christ who is actively present in the world and in history makes us, lay
people, aware of our belonging to and solidarity with the world. There lies
our task, our commitment. There He needs our presence; there we find His
presence. This is an important aspect of the new vision presented by Vatican
II. Through the lectures (and workshops) we learned ... the 'sin' of the
existing structures in addition to our personal sins. Christ calls us to transform
these structures in order to create a more just and human society (2)...
Clergy and lay persons are brothers and sisters in Christ, constituting together
the one people of God. The Church is a communion of service in which, even
though there is a variety of functions, all persons are equal, co-responsible
and interdependent. Vatican II recognised the importance of the laity. Our
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bishops and priests should help us to create an atmosphere of confidence and
understanding, so that we will discover our identity, play our specific role and
work together for the new order inaugurated by Jesus Christ (4)...'
The statement then stresses the Christian integration with the whole nation, the
importance of inculturation, the attention to the weaker sections of society in our
education, and the equality of women. Active involvement in politics is 'a necessary and indispensable means to work for the society we want... Since it is
unrealistic to organise a political party on our own, we have to associate ourselves
with those political parties that best promote Christian values, and most effectively work for a better society, where human dignity and rights are respected
and promoted, and where all join hands for the liberation of all.' (19) The statement concludes:
'Many of us came to this seminar with a narrow and confused vision. ... we
came nearer to Christ, our Leader, and underwent a change of heart and
vision. A new light has dawned on us. We are determmed to translate this
new world vision into action. We, lay leaders, are called to serve Christ and
our fellowmen through our very milieux and professions, because we have become aware that He is present in every individual and the world of
today.' (29)
The participants of the first lay leaders' seminar in Tamil were impressed by the
emphasis on three issues: i) lay leadership has to emerge by all means in the
Indian Church; ii) this leadership has to be Christian and secular, indigenous and
inculturated, and based on social justice; iii) this calls for union and unification of
all the lay people, tapping and pooling of all available resources for the cause of
renewal and lay leadership. Again we find their great emphasis on experience:
'The life-style of the participants and the way they moved about in and
around the campus only added beauty and meaning to the already prayerful
and meditative atmosphere at the Centre. Some of them had come with
prejudices and they said on the last day: "Now we understand that the values
cherished and explained through various symbols are only 'the Indian Christian expressions' of our own culture and customs leading to the Ultimate
Reality, viz. God. We are neither hinduised nor paganised but rather we feel
more enlightened and committed to our own faith."
Thus, from the beginning to the end of the seminar, it was, indeed, a unique
'experience', an experience that calls for action.'35

Diocesan Seminars for the Clergy (at times also for Religious and
Lay People) on Church Renewal and Self-Renewal animated by
the NBCLC Mobile Teams
To gauge the importance of this activity of the Centre we begin with the record:
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diocese
1
2
3
4
5
6

Calicut
Kumbakonam
New Delhi
Mysore
Alleppey
Ahmedabad/
Baroda
7 Poona
8 Jabalpur
9 Ajmer-Jaipur
10 Lucknow
11 Jhansi
12 Meerut
13 Allahabad
14 Belgaum
15 Bellaryl
16 Thanjavur
17 Trivandrum(D)
18 Kottar
19 Madurai
20 Bombay
21 Mangalore
22 Madras-Mylapore
23 Vijayawada
24 Chandigarh Pun/Наг
25 Quilon
26 Vellore
27 Bangalore I
28 Kohima-Imphal
29 Dibrugarh
30 Tezpurl
31 Shillong
32 Tura
33 Hyderabad
34 Bangalore II
35 Jullunder
36 Goa-Daman I
37 Mangalore II
38 Tellicherry
39 Silchar Assam/Miz
40 Bhagalpur
41 Goa-Daman Π
42 Chikmagalur
43- Cuttack-Bhubaneswar44 Berhampur
45 Tezpurll
46 Verapoly
47 Raigarh/Ambikapur
48 Jalpaiguri
49 Raipur
50 Indore
51 Kottayam
52 Ernakulam I
53 Emakulam II
54 Trichurl
55 Trichurll
56 Bellary
57 Daltonganj
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pr

state

date

Ker
Tam
Del
Kar
Ker
Guj
Guj
Mah
MP
Raj
UP
UP
UP
UP
Kar
Kar
TN
Ker
TN
TN
Mah
Kar
TN
AP
HP
Ker
ΓΓΝ
Kar
Nag/Man
Assam
Assam
Meg
Meg
AP
Kar
Pun
Goa
Kar
Ker
Tri
Bih
Goa
Kar

24-31/8
31/8-2/9
3-16/11
31/1-3/2
7-9/2
11-12/2
12-13/2
14-17/2
20-23/2
25/2-1/3
2-4/3
2-4/3
6^/3
9-11/3
14-18/3
19-24/3
19-21/6
10-12/7
13-15/7
18-2/9
14-16/2
27/2-3/3
5-9/3
14-16/3
19-23/3
26-30/3
11-13/4
9-13/7
28/1-2/2
4-6/2
12-15/2
16-19/2
21-23/2
26-28/2
15-19/7
30/12-3/1
16-22/2
4-7/3
17/-21/3
1-7/7
4-8/8
28/9-V10
6-10/10

'69
50
'71
60
'71
30
'72
30
'72
30
'72
25
'72
5
•72
40
'72
30
'72
20
'72
30
'72
40
'72
20
'72
100
'72
25
•72
22
•72
70
'72
50
•72
100
'72
50
'73
70
'73
120
•73
40
'73
70
•73
15
•73
50
'73
50
•73
70
•74
20
'74
10
•74
17
•74
20
'74
6
•74
50
•74
50
"H/nS 10
•75
60
'75
132
•75
70
•75
15
'75
34
•75
95
'75
45

Ori
Assam
Ker
MP
W.Ben
MP
MP
Ker
Ker
Ker
Ker
Ker
Kar
Bih

26-30/10
3-7/11
9-14/11
9-13/2
16-20/2
16-20/2
22-27/2
29/3-2/4
27/6-1/7
23-29/1
12-18/6
7-13/8
11-14/9
11-18/11

75
'75
•75
•76
76
76
76
76
76
77
'77
•77
77
'77

70
27
117
38
12
20
20
45
60
110
102
75
21
27

br

20

20

9
30

sr

1p

80
50
40
50
25
120
40
160
40
100
40
150
40
50

50
10

80
20

50
5

70
30
100

10

10
60

20

20

30
40
32
100
9
30
80
10
5

2
3

7

1

48

18

total
50
60
180
90
70
75
50
240
70
200
70
150
60
300
79
72
70
150
100
80
70
120
140
70
60
50
50
70
50
60
49
180
15
80
50
90
70
132
70
20
34
95
45
70
27
117
40
12
20
30
45
60
110
102
75
88
27

diocese
58
59
60
61
62
63
64
65
66
67
68
69
70
71
72
73
74

Cuddapah
Mananthavady
Ootacamund
Port Blair
Berhampur
Ambikapur II
Bangalore III
Jammu&Kashmir
Chanda
Pune II
Kottarll
Palayamkottai
Cochin
Trichy
Coimbatore
Vellorell
Sambalpur
Total number of participants

state

date

AP
Ker
TN
And&Nic
Ori
MP
Kar
J&K
Mah
Mah
TN
TN
Ker
TN
TN
TN
Ori

13-17/2
20-24/2
5-10/3
11-18/7
6-9/6
15-20/10
6-10/8
20-25/7
9-13/2
16-20/2
23-26/2
23-27/3
6-9/4
8-12/2
14-20/2
3-6/3
5-10/9

pr
•78
'78
•78
•78
'78
78
'79
'80
'81
'81
'81
'81
'81
'82
'82
'82
'82

30
56
45
16
35
32
31
12
20
45
92
25
30
55
80
85
25
3404

br

SI

ip

20
5
1

37
20

37

16
166

1694

295

tntfll
30
56
45
36
40
32
31
87
40
45
92
25
30
55
80
85
41
5559

Seventy-four Diocesan Seminars in various dioceses with five and a half thousand
participants is an impressive record in a country as vast as India, with a relatively
small qualified staff, a great number of engagements at the National Centre itself
and an extraordinary heavy schedule of the Director both within the country and
abroad. However, as we mentioned earlier,36 these mobile seminars were one of
the Centre's priorities, for they were one of the most effective ways to promote
the post-conciliar renewal and in a way indispensable in view of giving support
and encouragement to those who had been formed through the fortnightly and
other seminars and courses or awakened at the All-India Meetings. The only condition for such a seminar on the part of the Centre was that the bishop himself
should participate together with a seizable number of his clergy, if not all of them.
Only by listening together to the Spirit Christ's ministers are able to discover God's
demands here and now and plan effectively for the immediate and further future.
God's servants, in the first place the clergy in a highly clerical church like the
Indian one, but as soon as possible together with the religious and lay people, need
one another to animate and promote, to guide and correct, to inspire and support
the implementation of the Vatican II renewal, especially in the sensitive fields of
catechesis and liturgy. These seminars animated by the mobile teams of the
NBCLC have proved to be effective in bringing about a common 'renewed' vision,
to make all the clergy (and religious and some educated lay people) experience
the spirit of Vatican II, to take decisions together, as presbyterium, priestly college
united around the bishop, and to share the skills that are needed to celebrate,
catechise and evangelize according to the demands of the Council and the new insights of theology and pastorale.
These diocesan seminars usually last four or five days. Participants arrive after
fulfilling their week-end ministry and are able to return to their parishes before
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the next week-end. This facilitates the participation of the maximum number of
active pastors.
The programmes and timetables are prepared and adjusted according to the
needs and wishes of the participants. When the seminar is exclusively for the
clergy, the emphasis usually lies on a change of heart (attitude) which frees and
enables the pastors to experience and see their ministry in a new light. This
motivates them to accept and introduce many of the changes of Vatican II. After
this change of heart the seminar takes up some important subjects of the Council,
mostly in the field of liturgy, catechesis and priestly leadership/ministry; this is
combined with sharing and practising the new ways of liturgica] celebration,
preaching, catechesis and parish ministry. Some seminars focus on liturgy, others
on catechesis, and again others on parish/community building or evangelization.
Inculturation is hardly ever left out, because also the opponents are curious to
hear the arguments of those who promote it; many have never received the
correct information. The whole seminar is always conducted in a community
setting of living, praying, meditating, celebrating, listening, working, studying and
relaxing together and tries to include one or more experiences of more indigenised forms of worshipping without imposing any form on anyone.
The most important item comes perhaps at the end of the seminar: participants
together with their bishops draw up a concrete pastoral plan, discuss it and finally
accept it and commit themselves to it in general assembly. Then they decide also
on the concrete steps that are necessary to realise what has been decided and
who will be responsible for the implementation. The mobile teams are fully aware
that 'experience' is the best teacher. They show - through celebrating - how to
celebrate lively and meaningfully and how to organise, for example, a community
celebration of reconciliation to enable the participants to experience the blessings
and advantages of such a community celebration. The whole procedure is a
celebration of the common responsibility and mission of the bishop and his
presbyterium, co-workers in the Lord's vineyard.

The Intensive Training Institutes (I'll) in Self-Renewal and Church
Renewal
Although these Institutes do not strictly fall under the heading 'seminars', it is
quite in order to describe them here, because in spite of their about 10 times
longer duration the ITI's are a macro-edition of the ten-day seminars. The aims
and objectives are basically the same. The ITI's deal with the important issues of
the seminars at length and in depth. The special aims and objectives are clearly
spelled out in the brochure, from which we quote the following.37
Aims and Objectives of the ΓΠ
'The National Centre of the CBCI, as the official organ of the Commissions
for Biblical Apostolate, Catechetics and Liturgy, aims at preparing leaders/
promotors/animators for nation-wide and all-level (especially regional and
diocesan) Church Renewal in India, and formators in religious orders and
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congregations through a powerful Biblical Apostolate, an effective catechesis
and a meaningful liturgy.
The Centre tries to achieve this
• through courses communicating scientific and technical knowledge
• through pedagogical laboratories giving practical training
• through spiritual formation, orientation and experience facilitating a
process of inner renewal and attitudinal change.
All this integrated into a vital synthesis by the interacting inspiration and
transforming atmosphere of a genuine Christian community life.
The graduates of the Institute should go forth renewed in spirit and vision as
effective leaders of Church Renewal and Social Change under the pastoral
guidance of the hierarchy in general and the local bishop in particular because
• they have obtained deeper insights into the mystery of God revealed in
Jesus Christ, a global vision of today's world and analysis of the Indian
reality, a better understanding of the Church's concrete mission in the
current historical processes
• they have been initiated into an Indian Christian spirituality
• they have been equipped with the basic tools and skills necessary to meet
the formidable challenge of Church Renewal and Service to Society
• they have been provided with resources and motivations, conviction and
courage to initiate into action, to rally people round and to coordinate
their charisms and efforts
• and they will follow an integral approach to the Indian Reality and the
Church's Mission.'
The Programme
The first few Institutes were mainly catechetical and of shorter duration (2
months) than the later ones (3-4 months). The programme may be summarized
as follows:
A THE COURSE

i Lectures
a • A synthesis of theology: mystery of Christ, mission of the Church in the
Modern World and India, theology of the Word, of catechesis and evangelization
• General catechetics: history, renewal movement, sources, subject, object,
aim,present situation
• Holy Scripture related to catechetics
• Liturgical initiation
• orientation to spirituality and religious formation
b • Human Sciences: religious psychology of children, adolescents and adults.
Religious sociology, pastoral anthropology, group dynamics, Indian
mentality and Hindu perspective of existence
• Human Approach in catechesis and other pastoral activities
- approach to believers of other religions
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- evangelization, integral development through evangelization and catechesis
- adult catechumenate
- an elaborate and practical course on the catechetical pedagogy of
children, adolescents and adults
- counselling and guidance
- audio-visual aids in catechesis
- film appreciation
• Technique of administration and organisation, drawing up a syllabus,
composing or adapting text books for catechesis, organization and
coordination of catechesis in schools, parishes, dioceses, religious orders
and congregations.
ii Workshops, group discussions, general discussions, panels
iii Preparation, teaching and critical review of model catechesis
• for various age groups
• team preparation and review of homilies
• composition of Bible Services and commentaries.
В A DEEP EXPERIENCE OF CHRISTIAN COMMUNITY LIFE AND SPIRITUALITY

•
•
•
•

with normal, human, inter-personal relationships
living a basic evangelical and ecclesial spirituality
making acquaintance with co-workers from all over India
informal sharing of views, experiences and problems and engaged in a common
search for solutions
• experiential concelebration of the Eucharist and Group Masses
• frequent celebration of Lauds/Vespers/Office of Readings with meditation in
community
• community celebration of the sacrament of Reconciliation
• occasional Bible Services
• Indian forms of prayer, meditation, celebration
• refreshing community recreation.

Participation
No Date
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Aug-Sep
14 Nov-17 Jan
30Jan-25Mar
1 Oct-19 Dec
6 Jul-30 Oct
8Aug-28Nov
10 Aug-28 Nov
12 Aug-28 Nov
15 Aug-4 Dec
18 Sep-8 Dec
15 Sep-5 Dec

tp
1969
1969-1970
1970
1970
1971
1972
1973
1974
1976
1978
1980

Total number of participants

128

Pr

br

si

ip

_
-

40
62
43
41
71
74
70
66
63
89
83

20
24
9
16
37
34
33
24
26
34
28

1
6
3
8
3
3
3
7
3
6
7

19
32
30
16
29
35
30
33
33
48
28

1
1
2
2
4
2
1
1
20

702

285

50

333

34

St

di

con

10
11
11
13
17
16
15
18

29
35
24
28
37
33
40
40

13
16
18
18
27
25
31
30

-

24
16

-

49
41

-

32
28

Evaluation
Going through the assessments of the participants during this period we notice
that they emphasize again the experience of learning, living and celebrating
together. Though there is a rather heavy academic schedule, the transformation,
metanoia, change of heart seems to take place through the integration, the
wholeness of every item of the Institute, eating and teaching, celebration and
recreation. The common meditation is as important as the workshop, the scho
larly lecture as washing dishes. Let us listen to a few extracts:
'This concentration of scholarship and service, combined with the perfect
organisation of the course (a course is worth its preparation and we all know
the intense preparation and labour this course has received), and this has set
the tone for the high standard of the Pastoral Institute, which, when it opens
in the near future, will be second to none. It will take its place among the
Pastoral Institutes of the world - humbly - yet with the conviction that it can
give the best in both: Formation and Scholarship.
What have we experienced? A truly living Christian life, an ecclesial life,
where the liturgical services, performed with such reverence, inspired us to
genuine worship. It was a thrilling experience to participate in the Indianised
forms of the Liturgy which, we hope, will soon prevail throughout India.'3*
Practically every participant was happy with the ΓΠ he/she participated in. Many
mentioned in particular: the life-style at the Centre, the synthetic character and
incarnational approach of the course and the systematic feedback, but many also
mentioned that the two-month course was too intensive, too crowded. Fr. Edward
Daly sj. mentions four reasons why the two-month course should last at least
three months, because: i) three months would afford more time for personal assim
ilation, reading, reviewing; ii) there would be more time for workshops and sample
class demonstrations, to ensure that theory can be boiled down to practice; iii)
there would be leisure to make necessary emotional adjustments to the new theolo
gy which does at times seem to threaten our old concepts and touch our central
nervous system; iv) there would be a chance to go into the highly sensitive and vital
problem of articulating a positive Christian morality to be taught in catechism
gradely. This truly Christian ethic would be antidote to the two extremes of
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moralism and pure subjectivism both of which damage especially our teenagers.
This plea was heeded and from the end of 1970 we have ITI's of three or even
almost four-month duration; thus it became a more all-round, comprehensive
course in Self-Renewal, Church-Renewal, and the Renewal of Society. Now the
liturgical, catechetical and scriptural formation can go deeper. We give the broad
outlines of the 12-week course:
1 (week) Initiation into the Liturgy and the community life at the Centre. This
includes an understanding of the 'new*, biblical world vision.
2 The world and India Today in the historical processes. This means an analysis
of and reflection on: the socio-economic-political reality of India, the educa
tional, cultural and religious situation, the just and human society that is to be
created.
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3 A synthesis of updated theology and pastoral anthropology. This section takes
up: revelation and faith, the prophetic mission of the Church, (wo)man as the
centre and crown of creation, the human approach and religious pedagogy in
our pastorale, theory and practice of yoga, becoming an authentic human and
Christian community.
4 Inculturation of Christian Life and all the Church's activities; theology of the
Word and ministry of the Word; education to love.
5 Scriptural hermeneutics, which includes the modern use of the Bible and
biblical spirituality; theological hermeneutics, where the participants hear
about the efforts at inculturation of theology and the various approaches to
theologising in the Indian context. Finally the history and theological basis of
the liturgy are taken up.
6 Catechesis of children: psychology, pastorale and catechetical pedagogy of
children, sacraments of initiation, preparation for First Communion.
7 Sacraments of Christian Initiation and healing. This section includes: confir
mation, eschatology, pastoral care of the sick, rite of funerals, sacrament of
reconcihation or penance, formation of conscience and 'first confession'.
8 Scripture: study of a Pauline Epistle, Johannine writing with special emphasis
on discipleship, the psalms, Indian Spirituality.
9 Religious Life and its future, inculturation of this way of life, leadership of the
laity in Church and society, the Eucharist, organisation and communication at
the diocesan, regional level.
10 Pastorale of Youth (formal, informal, non-formal education), pastorale of
adults, lay apostolate organisations and movements, parish councils, selected
questions of moral theology.
11 Evangelization, inter-reUgjous dialogue, hberation, Christian initiation of
adults, AV Language and low-cost media, Indian art.
12 Selected topics: liturgical year, blessings, liturgical use of the psalms, ecu
menism, ministries, ashrams. Follow-up.
One of the most promising features of the 11th ΓΠ (15 Sep-5 Dec 1980) was that
for the first time almost one fourth of its participants were lay people, sponsored
by the AICU. This marked a definitive breakthrough in the highly dericahsed
Church in India, because the ITI was meant to train, form and equip them to
implement Vatican II as lay people (full-timers) in their region. We listen to a
few extracts from an evaluation by one of them:
'The course was designed in order to give a genuine experience in spirituahty
that would enable one to have a real transformation and renewal at the core
level of one's existence. The course communicated the richness and various
dimensions of the Christian faith; without adequate knowledge we cannot
contribute to the building up of a strong and relevant Church...
In general we can say that Self-Renewal is nothing but liberating ourselves
from certain feudal realities and playing a prophetic role, wherever we are,
proclaiming the Gospel values...
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The renewed Church is the Christian community, which has rediscovered that
her original and true nature is to belong to the world, to live in the world
with a definite mission, and to serve the world according to Gospel values in
and through the unfolding and fulfilling of God's plan for man and for the
world... The Church is on pilgrimage with the whole universe. But she has the
mission to direct this historical movement towards the salvine path of Jesus
Christ and thus bring about the New Heaven and the New Earth...
During the last phase of the course we received particular attention as lay
people and we were given the opportunity to concentrate and specialise on
our role in the lay apostolate of the Church. Great emphasis was put on the
fact that, unless there exists a laity, worthy its name and working along with
the hierarchy, the Church cannot be truly established nor can it be fully alive.
The very existence of the Church depends on a mature lay force... In keeping
with the tradition of the NBCLC, the course was highly comprehensive,
precise and intensive, opening new vistas, creating greater dynamism to
launch out on our noble mission. All the prayer sessions, meditations, Indian
forms of worship, liturgy, etc. laid the basis for experiencing God's presence,
his life and intimacy in a more concrete manner.'40
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6 Research Seminars

Introduction
The fact of the four canonical Gospels tells us that one and the same mystery of
Christ can be legitimately expressed in four unique and different ways. This was
already done in and by the Early Church. Four Christian communities, four
different socio-cultural and religious milieux, became the matrices, the wombs of
four different articulations of one and the same Christ experience. This differentiation led within a few decades to the birth of four, later five Patriarchates
with their own liturgy, catechesis, theology, art and Christian living. Pluriformity
was an officially recognised development and fact; it did not happen without
tensions, but these tensions never questioned the legitimacy of pluriformity. It was
the abundant hovering of the Spirit during the most creative and dynamic epoch
of Christ's Church.
Due to a whole gamut of factors - many of them by no means theological, but
social, economic, cultural and political, with the great schism of 1054 as perhaps
the most significant, but also saddest event - the Roman Patriarchate developed
into a monolythic Church, overshadowing, side-tracking and casting suspicion and
aspersion on other ecclesia! expressions or forms of being-church. This development found its most articulate legitimation at the Council of Trent, and it was
confirmed and concretised further at the First Vatican Council. Through the
missionary expansion in the latter part of the second millennium the Church of
Rome became geographically a world Church, but almost wholly monolithic: not
only one Lord, one faith and one baptism, but also one theology, one liturgy, one
creed, one catechesis, one law, one culture, one language, one art and architecture.
But 'since reality, the medium and milieu of God's revelation varies according to
place and time, and since this reality is constantly changing', we cannot limit
ourselves to 'one form of being church' and 'one single theology*.1 The Church in
any given culture and milieu has the right and the duty to experience and express
the one, universal and unchanging reality of the Risen Lord according to the
genius, culture and religious traditions of its people. The experience, also the
faith-experience of any people are greatly determined by their historical and
socio-economic and political context. 'Hence only those Christian communities
which are involved in the life of contemporary society... can fashion an authentic
and relevant theology.' Such a theology cannot but reflect and articulate the
genius, culture, religious traditions and the socio-economic and political context
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of that people. Hence we may say that an authentic theology, the sign and responsibility of a living and dynamic Church, demands:
i that those who theologize - by no means only professional theologians and
research scholars - are involved in the total reality of their milieu and take an
active part in the concerns and tasks in contemporary society and
ii that they must reflect in faith on their Christian experience in that total reality.
'This is the reason why a living theology cannot but be pluriform and why
neither a theology for India nor an Indian theology can ever be developed
or formulated by non-Indians abroad, however competent, eminent or
venerable they may be in theological erudition. However much we may
profit by their insights and contributions, it is ultimately only the members
of the Local Church who can solve its problems and decide its issues, by
being conscious of constituting the Church in a particular locality and
period, by getting involved in the tasks of the society, and by reflecting
upon it in faith.'2

NBCLC Research Seminars
The NBCLC's concern for the development of a relevant, authentic theology and
the articulation of its contribution to the Universal Church permeated through
everything it undertook and was the solid basis of all its activities. It came
explicitly and systematically to the fore in the four Research Seminars it organised:
1 The Asian Seminar on Religion and Development
2 The Research Seminar on Non-Biblical Scriptures
3 The Research Seminar and Pastoral Consultation on Ministries in the Church
4 The Research Seminar on the Indian Church in the Struggle for a New Society.
When it theologises the Indian Church confirms itself as an adult Church;3 it
recognizes also the necessity of doing theological research, for it knows all too
well that without doing this research it will never be taken seriously as an adult
Church by the older Churches - a reality which the older Churches still find
difficult to accept, especially because they cannot any longer impose their way of
understanding 'scientific' on the rest of the world. Our research in theology,
however, really stems from the necessity to go ahead in the pastoral field, in
liturgy, catechesis and the 'cura animarum' which demand initiatives and actions
that were not and could not have been foreseen in Western theology and Roman
legislation. These Research Seminars illustrate, therefore, the interaction between
pastoral experience and theological research.
In the NBCLC Seminars we notice the following characteristics:
A INTERDISCIPLINARTTY

No science is any longer the king or queen over other sciences. Vatican II
affirmed the legitimate autonomy of human culture and especially of the sciences,
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already pronounced at Vatican I.4 This does not mean that the positive and
behavioural sciences cannot contribute to theology. For its Research Seminars the
Centre always invites scholars of other disciplines, because it is convinced that all
the findings and experiences of modern men and women can help Christians
discover their challenges and responsibilities. The developments in philosophy and
psychology have greatly contributed to the articulation of the uniqueness and
absolute value of every person; personalism in its turn needed correction from the
findings of sociologists who give us a deeper understanding of the power of the
structures and systems which so greatly determine the behaviour of the men and
women of today. Theologians are anxious to benefit from all the sciences and
beginnmg to learn the praxis of interdisciplinarity.
В INDIAN CONTEXT

As India is the cradle of several world religions which greatly influence our
society, our Research Seminars, recognizing their riches, have always given
importance to India's religious heritage, thus following Vatican IPs teaching on
developing a positive relationship with these religions, for God's revelation is not
limited to the Jewish and Christian media, however unique these media are.
The other factor that dominates the Indian context is the massive poverty that
keeps almost the whole developing world in its paralysing grip. It has been taken
up explicitly during the first and fourth Research Seminar, but it affects every
deliberation in the Centre.
С THE CHURCH AS THE PEOPLE OF GOD
The Research Seminars consistently try to break through the hierarchical way of
functioning of the Church; they themselves are a manifestation of the reality that
the Spirit freely distributes his gifts among all people. As the Spirit is at work in
all 'ranks' of the Church5, representatives from all these ranks have something
specific to contribute. Naturally this is a slow and gradual process as particularly
lay people have hardly had the opportunity to receive a basic theological forma
tion, equipping them to articulate their findings and experiences in a theological
setting. Particularly the Lay Leaders' Seminars, and other training programmes
and facilities slowly begin to bear fruit and we notice an increase in lay par
ticipation and contribution.
D PRAYERFUL SETTING

Although the primary objective of a Research Seminar is naturally 'research', the
Centre clearly and purposely manifests that this research takes in a faith com
munity and is carried out by a community of believers as a community of belie
vers, that is, of persons for whom faith is a committed way of life. This way of Ufe
of the Christian community seeks expression in praying and celebrating together
in a relevant manner. The prayer life during a Research Seminar is usually
structured according to the three samdhyas. Every morning there is a morning
prayer or meditation and a Eucharistie celebration on a theme pertinent to the
seminar. At midday the samdhya is either through community silence or an
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Indian form of midday prayer. In the evening there is often a form of bhajan
prayer with triple arati to the Blessed Sacrament. Finally the whole setting of the
Campus is conducive to prayerful reflection and enables the participants to study
their subjects in the light of faith. This prayerful atmosphere was always greatly
appreciated. The Statement of the Research Seminar on Non-Biblical Scriptures
explicitly mentions:
'In the midst of this serious intellectual work a deeply prayerful atmosphere
was maintained. All those days were permeated by a spirit of prayer and
reflection at the daily Eucharist celebrated in different rites, in the chanting
of bhajans, and meditation on selected passages from the Bible and from
Scriptures of other religions... For everyone these days were an experience of
God meeting him through Christ and the Spirit with the desire to make this
experience more truly Indian.'6
This happened during all the Research Seminars and made them unique.
E THOROUGH PREPARATION

Although Research Seminars mean a great enrichment for the participants, they
are result-oriented. All the participants have to qualify themselves by writing a
research paper on the subject; this guarantees that all come well-prepared and
have something worthwhile to contribute. Before their arrival all the participants
are supposed to have read and studied all the research papers. So during the
Seminars no time is wasted on reading papers or listening to lectures. This
naturally leads to the question of the scientific procedure in these Research
Seminars.
The general procedure of our Research Seminars7
a Inauguration, keynote/inaugural address, introduction, clarification and
discussion of the scientific methodology, procedure and objectives of the
Research Seminar. Expectations and suggestions of the participants.
b Discipline-wise highlighting of the main contents of the research papers;
questions and clarifications.
с Discipline-wise workshops, in which the most important insights that are
pertinent to the objectives of the seminar are discussed and systematically put
on paper.
d Presentation and general discussion of the findings of the various disciplinewise workshops.
e i Selection of the subjects/concerns that need further study, discussion and
clarification in order to arrive at a scientifically sound statement either
through a small committee or a brain-storming general session;
ii Election of a drafting committee to work on the final statement of con
clusions of the seminar/research.
f Interdisciplinary workshops on special subjects/concerns.
g Presentation of the results of the interdisciplinary workshops in the General
Assembly, followed by general discussion.
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h Presentation of the draft of the Final Statement (or of conclusions) of the
Seminar; approval of the draft in general; final approval of the draft after going
point by point through all the details.

The Asian Seminar on Religion
and Development,
16 July - 4 August 1973e
This Seminar was jointly organised by the NBCLC, Bangalore, and FERES (The
Internationa] Federation of Institutes for Socio-Religious Research, Louvain). The
idea was to give a tool of analysis and reñection to religiously inspired social
activists on the role of religion in the transformation of society and at the same
time to discover together the role of religion in Asia and particularly India (50
participants came from India and 30 from other Asian countries). The combination of education and research was a particular feature of this seminar.
Apart from the workshops, the general sessions for reporting and discussion and
the conferences in which several participants shared their experience in several
Asian countries or specific issues of the Indian reahty, there were three courses.
The first course was given by Canon Houtart and Prof. Matthes.9 They showed
the relation between religion and society and the role of religion and Church in
different types of societies. Then they looked into the social teaching of the
Church in order to discover the type of society in which the Church has been
living through the centuries, and the type of system, structure or institution which
has influenced the thinking and activity of the Church and which the Church has
upheld and supported, consciously or unconsciously. In the second course Dr.
Surindar Singh Suri10 critically analysed the socio-economic, political and cultural
situation of India and Asia. Finally DSA and Dr. Sebastian Kappen11 gave a
general theology of the Asian Reality, redefined the Church's mission in the fast
changing Asian situation and showed that the proclamation of the Gospel implies
a radical social and political commitment. Their theological reflections may be
considered the beginnings of an Indian theology of liberation.
The participants were most active in the workshops, where everyone could make
his/her own contribution. All the workshops took a specific aspect of the main
theme, analysed it further and tried to come to concrete and practical conclusions.
The titles of the workshops indicate what the participants considered most
important and relevant:
• The relation between sociology and theology
« The relation between sociology and catechetics, particularly the structural
relevance of the catechetical books currently used in India
• The social doctrines of the Church
• Hinduism and development
• The impact of development projects on social, political and cultural structures
(2 groups)
• The role of priests in development
• Marxist movements in Asia
• Paulo Freire's Pedagogy of the Oppressed (two groups)
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• Conscientisation: a tool for development (two groups)
• The Church and the challenge of radical and rapid social change.
The statement
At the end of the three weeks the participants summarized their findings in a
Final Statement, in which they first express their soüdarity with the poor and
oppressed all over the world and particularly in Asia (no. 1-3). Then they continue:
'We have realized all the more vividly ... that our concern is a consequence
of our Christian faith which for many of us has been a great struggle as our
involvement with the oppressed, such as landless and unorganised labour and
slum dwellers, and our analysis and understanding of the present demands of
God's Kingdom evolve new meanings, new ideologies, consequent conflicts
and often painful choices.'12
'The Church is part of society and in it she has to spell out her mission. She
has therefore to be aware of how society is functioning and of her role in it.
We were particularly sensitized to the latent functions of the organized
religions in the course of history and realized how with the best of intentions,
while rendering innumerable services, the Churches consciously or unconsciously have often upheld a situation of injustice.'13
This, the Final Statement reads, shows the importance of reliable methods to
collect valid data, which the decison-making bodies and the theologians must
respect. We must get accustomed to work with scientific social analysis (no. 5),
animate and guide the process of conscientization towards transformation (no. 6),
and identify ourselves with the oppressed in spite of the fact that we - who are
mostly from a middle-class background and have received a middle-class English
high school education - more readily associate ourselves with the oppressors
because of the historical links with the colonial groups and the dominating social
classes of today; moreover, practically all our institutions by and large tend to
support and perpetuate ehtist values (no. 7).
'As we progressed in our critical analysis of society and of the inevitability of
surfacing latent conflicts, we discovered the usefulness of the Marxian
approach to the analysis of social reality. From experience we know that there
is a tendency to marginalize and brand as Communists those Christians who
become involved in conscientization and organisation for radical social change
even if they do not adopt an an atheistic ideology. In the light of the Gospel,
the message of liberation and source of our faith, we do not oppose this
tendency, but declare that we should as a Christian Body, take a more
positive approach towards our Marxist brethren at the social, political and
ideological levels.'14
Persons from other religions and secular ideologies also cooperated during the
Seminar. Thus all learned that we can be inspired by the values in the reUgious
Scriptures and traditions of others (no. 9). Before the social sciences had been
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developed, pioneers were often unable to analyse the effects of their developmental projects. Now, with their help we may classify them into two main
categories:
i projects with an individualistic ideology and increased production as the primary motive, and
ii projects geared to conscientization, to surfacing latent conflicts, which may
result in a change of the social and even of the political order.
In the first type the project-promotor emerges as a dominant individual operating
in a pyramidal model, while in the second he is seen as a temporary animator and
initiator who initiates and directs the process of conscientization. Our development work in cooperation with political or religious groups must serve to increase
the power of the people and not extend the power of the Church...
Hence priests must get involved as conscientisers and catalysts and, if necessary,
even organise the oppressed; the formation of the clergy and religious has to be
developed in that spirit. They should be trained in attitudes that help them to
function within a truly democratic model of organisation. Adequate exposure
programmes are to help future priests and religious during their years of formation. Then 'their commitment and theological reflection may flow from involvement in and analysis of the situation.' Lay people must be helped not to contribute to the increase of power of the Church, but to exercise authentic Christian
prophetic leadership in their milieux.15 The statement concludes modestly, but full
of hope:
'We are aware of our human condition as a pilgrim people that is journeying
towards the realisation of the Kingdom of God as the eschatological goal of
mankind. This journey entails an ongoing dialectical process of liberation and
alienation, involvement and detachment. The Kingdom already present in this
process of liberation cannot be identified with any particular society, historical
period or ideology. It will emerge in its fulness at the culmination of human
history.'16
Evaluation
The impact of this Seminar was great. Within a few years social analysis was part
of every serious meeting. Every ten-day Seminar at the NBCLC devoted two,
three or more sessions to social analysis of the Indian reality and placed the
mission of the Church in that context. This Asian Seminar gave the orientation to
and provided the tools for a soul-searching reflection on the mission of the
Church in the particular social reality of India that found its culmination in the
4th Research Semmar The Indian Search in the Struggle for a New Society (19-24
October 1981). For an evaluation of this Asian we rely on Fr. H. Volken, sj., at
that time Director of the Training Centre of the Indian Social Institute at Bangalore.17 He first observes that the Seminar succeeded in bringing together the
best of sociology and theology, in other words, it was a fruitful exercise of the
inter-disciplinary approach. Till the Semmar began, the tools of analysis were
hardly brought to bear upon Christian Life and pastoral planning in India. The
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two religious sociologists, therefore, began with analysing the actual social
functioning of religion in general and the Church in particular. The analysis was
done both at the macro- and at the micro-level. It was a kind of shock-treatment
for many, because it looked 'as if societal forces, especially the interests of the
dominant groups in society, were too strong to allow religion, Christianity included, to make an impact from its own resources on society.' Only recently
religious groups began to act prophetically and critically with regard to dominant
groups in society and to take the side of the poor. How can the Church become
a prophet of justice in our society? To enable the participants to discover this a
scientific method of social analysis was taught; rather than the results of the
analysis the teaching of a scientific way of analysing the social reality was the
purpose of this seminar and this purpose was 'admirably well achieved'.
The theologians readily admitted that they needed the empirical sciences to know
the Asian reality. Interaction between human sciences and theology is the need of
the hour. The practical implications are far-reaching. Volken quotes DSA:
Thus our seminaries, theological institutes and renewal centres can no more
be places where routine, stale and abstract theology will be taught in the
name of orthodoxy, where mediocrity and dullness will prevail, and from
where colourless and spiritless men will emerge as theologians and prophets.
But they must be like the heights of Carmel where the one carried away by
the spirit of Yahweh will be a scourge and challenge to Ahab and to the
prophets of Baal, and where, as at the cave of Horeb, the one filled with
great zeal for Yahweh will have a reassuring encounter with God and will feel
impelled to return to the social reality to continue to prophesy at the risk of
one's own life. From this double experience will gush forth vigorous and
stimulating words of a new theology for the new times.'
Presenting Christ as the Liberator of men and women from all their alienation
enables us to integrate sociological analysis into theological reflection. Christ has
come not only to liberate the oppressed from all that alienates them from thentrue self, but to free also those who are being alienated from their own true
existence by their egoistic pursuit of wealth and power. This holds good of the
Church too; the Church cannot become its true self, unless it frees itself from 'the
alienations inherent in her present historical realisation'. Volken then states:
'The Asian Seminar made one thing very clear: we can no longer afford to
keep religious sociology at the doorsteps of our pastorale. In the formation of
priests and even more so in the pastoral planning of the dioceses, much of
our efforts are defeated by the almost complete absence of tools of analysis.
Moralists speak of good intentions, but sociologists point out latent functions
(unintended results) of good intentions. Because we have not subjected our
increasing number of development projects to a sociological study, we still
ignore many far-reaching negative effects resulting from them... Sociology tells
us that all action on society has to pass through an ideology. Pastoral planning
without a conscious spelling out of our ideological option is today simply not
good enough. A sociological approach helps the local Church to free itself
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from high-sounding principles and look critically into "what we actually do"...
A faulty analysis does not become true by looking at it with the eyes of faith...
Without equipping ourselves with the tools of correct factual analysis, efforts
of inner renewal cannot take us far/
Critical social analysis implies involvement and identification, as Paulo Freiré
says: you cannot understand the Word of God unless you are involved in the
liberation of the masses. The time has come that we who are the Church 'die to
the educated and dominant elite class, in order to experience resurrection on the
side of the victimised masses. The challenge is dear, but it is also very disturbing
to all of us.'
Volken was perhaps the best person to 'evaluate' this seminar that paved the way
to break through vague slogans on the Church of and for the poor, and to
discover the real forces at work in society and Church. A fire had been kindled,
the torch of social analysis, the interaction between sociology and theology,
lighted by Canon Houtart and his team, was passed on and small fires began to
burn in dioceses and institutions, in religious congregations and movements. A
Church began to wake up to the social reality! A long and though struggle had
begun, not only in India and Asia, but all over the world. The struggle still goes
on...

The Research Seminar on Non-Biblical Scriptures18,
11-17 December 1974
Introduction
At the First General Meeting of the CBCI after Vatican II as early as 1966
liturgical adaptation in the spirit of Sacrosanctum Concilium was taken up and
the suggestion was made to prepare texts 'from the religious heritage of India,
well selected and explained and officially approved for use in para-liturgical
functions. This would be a concrete example to show that the Church has not
come to destroy, but to fulfil.'1' At the Second All-India Liturgical Meeting, 2731 January 1969, the Liturgical Commission took up this suggestion and proposed
that
'the use of Indian Sacred Scriptures be permitted:
a As a source of inspiration for the songs (Introit, Meditation Song, Offertory and Communion, and acclamations, greetings and responses of the
people;
b As a source from which the celebrant can draw for the presidential prayers
(orations).'20
At the Third All-India Liturgical Meeting Fr. J. Dupuis mentions in his report of
the subcommission on the Christian Celebration of Indian Feasts that an
evening service for 15 August had been prepared 'to show what use could be
made (as is allowed) of Non-Christian Scriptures in such para-liturgical
celebrations.'21
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The same meeting appointed a subcommission to prepare texts for the indigenisation of the Liturgy of the Hours with the explicit task to select texts from
the Non-Biblical Scriptures as an alternative for the second or third reading in
the Office of Readings and for the hymns.22
At the Fourth All-India Liturgical Meeting this subcommission reported that it
had limited its work to the Office of Readings and succeeded in composing and
publishing two volumes, one for the Lenten and another for the Christmas
Season. 0 During the discussion on this report, which also mentioned some
adverse comments received after the publication of the first volume, the burning
question was raised again: 'Is the use of Indian Scriptures in the Liturgy justified
from the point of view of Catholic Theology and Liturgical Tradition?' This
question pressed even more, because the Commission had already approved at
that meeting two Indian Orders for the celebration of the Eucharist for submission to the CBCI. A good number of consultors felt that the first reading could
be taken from the Indian Sacred Scriptures. The secretary then promised to
organise a consultation to study this question in depth.24
Preparation of the Research Seminar on Non-Biblical Scriptures
In the course of hardly five years, as can be seen, for example, from the many
articles on the use of Non-Biblical Scriptures in Word and Worship, the question
of the inspiration of Non-Biblical Scriptures and their usage had become a
burning and urgent question.25 Many readily agreed that inspiration from these
Scriptures could be sought for the composition of hymns and prayers; the same
held good for the preparation of an Indian Anaphora, 'but the proclamation of
texts from Scriptures of other Religions in the Liturgy itself, especially in the
Mass, was the crucial issue.'26 In response to the pressing request of several participants of the Third and Fourth All-India Meetings and in view of the importance, challenge and urgency of the question itself DSA began to organise the
interdisciplinary Research Seminar on 24 January 1974 by sending a first circular
with an appendix in which the issue and the methodology were explained. Originally five disciplines were visualized: Bible, patrology, history of liturgy, theology,
comparative religion. Two disciplines were added later: Christian spirituahty and
philosophy of language. Apart from the experts several bishops and priests were
invited to bring in the wealth of their pastoral experience; finally two representatives from the Holy See also joined the participants, because the Seminar
touched upon the very understanding of liturgy, the Church's approach to world
religions, and the relation between the Church in India and the Holy See. The
experts had to send in their papers by the end of August so that all could study
them beforehand.
The 32 research papers were divided in six sections or disciplines: Bible (3),
theology (4), liturgy, patrology and spirituality (5), comparative study of
religions with Hinduism (14), comparative study of religions with Islam (3) and
philosophy of language (3). Since all had ample time to study the papers in
advance, six scholars, everyone representing a particular discipline, briefly
summarized the papers of that discipline, identified and clarified the important
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issues and suggested the subjects that the participants should take up for
further study.
This was followed by six sessions in workshops composed according to the six
disciplines. It enabled the participants to delve deeper into the issue from the
specific angle of their own discipline. In nine general sessions the findings of these
discipline-wise workshops were shared and discussed. The great value of the
Indian Non-Biblical Scriptures for the development and celebration of our Chris
tian faith clearly emerged; hence the participants were unanimous in articulating
that Non-Biblical Scriptures should be integrated in the life of the Church in India
and in its liturgy, since they manifest in their own specific way the universal
salvation offered by God to humankind and received by us in and through Christ.
As certain issues needed further study and precision, both as regards their
theologico-liturgical dimension and implications and their practical consequences
for the life and worship of the Christian community, three interdisciplinary
workshops were organised on: theology, liturgy and pastorale. The reports of
these workshops were again presented to and discussed by the General Assembly.
The fruits of all this work, both in the workshops and in the general sessions,
were put together in a provisional statement, which was offered to the General
Assembly for discussion and final approval. The draft as a whole was enthusiasti
cally accepted and after serious consideration and sometimes discussion of all the
details,finallyand unanimously approved as Statement of the Research Seminar on
Non-Biblical Scripturers.
This important document may be divided in three parts:27
I Introduction:
A Historical background (1-3)
В Proceedings of the Seminar (4-9)
II Interdisciplinary synthesis of the preparatory research papers (10-44)
ΠΙ Actual Statement of the Seminar, from which we summarize and quote some
important sections:
A Theological Basis (45-57)
В The Structure of the Liturgy and the place of the Scriptures of other
Religions in Christian Liturgy (58-62)
С Pastoral Guidelines (63-77).
A

THEOLOGICAL BASIS

Life with believers of other Religions invites us time and again 'to recognise the
striking resonance of the same ineffable mystery which their Religions embodied';
this urges us to discover new and astonishing dimensions in our Christian Faith
(47).
The variety of religious experiences that characterises the Indian religious
situation springs 'from the action of the Spirit' in spite of all the inadequacies.
'The Spirit of God is mysteriously leading all these religions to an ever growing
realisation of their inner dynamism and their inter-relationship.' The recognition
of this mysterious leadership of the Spirit must find expression in the way we
relate to the believers of other religions and in particular in our recognition of
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the value of their Scriptures, the specific topic of this research (50). The par
ticipants stated:
'In non-Christian communities of India Scriptures are considered as privileged
and authoritative means of salvation. Through a living contact with these
religions we are coming to realise in our Christian experience that the Holy
Spirit is operative in them and that they are manifesting in diverse ways the
one mystery of God. The working of the Holy Spirit which makes these texts
reflect the experiences of these communities and thus makes them authorita
tive for these communities is expressed in such terms as vision, insight, divine
speech, etc.'
Though the working of the Spirit does not guarantee complete adequacy of the
teaching in these Scriptures, His presence gives these Scriptures a religious
authority for these communities; for them they are a 'God-given means, leading
them to their ultimate destiny' (54).
The more we. Christians, grow in our understanding of these Scriptures, the more
the Spirit will lead us to 'a progressively fuller realisation of the Mystery of God'
and a deeper and perhaps fresh understanding of our Christian faith. From this
perspective we must consider the use of Non-Christian Scriptures in our life and
worship (55).
'It is clear that Christian reflection on this topic in the new context of
ecclesial dialogue with other religions is just beginning, and hence we propose
these following reflections only tentatively:
a The presupposition of this proposal is the behef that the ineffable Mystery
of God has graciously given itself in various ways and modes to various
peoples of the world and that the experiences by religious men of that
contact with God are partially yet authentically recorded in their sacred
books.
b In acknowledging the special value accorded them we recognise that the
respect given them is an expression of the respect and attention which the
communities from which they emanate deserve. Ultimately therefore we
think that the respect and openness given to those scriptures is a form of
our openness to the Holy Spirit speaking in them.
с At the same time we feel that the unction of the Holy Spirit given to every
Christian and to every Christian community has an importance in recog
nising the way in which the voice of the Spirit is speaking in these texts
(56).'
Some may give greater importance to the religious value of the texts in them
selves, others to the discerning function of the Christian community, both con
siderations play a role in our position with regard to the first question: the record
of God's gracious reaching out in their Scriptures. This makes a more intense
dialogue with them more enriching. Hence 'this dialogue aspect of the Church
should find its expression in the heart of the Church actualised to the peak of her
consciousness, i.e. in the liturgy.' (57)
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В

THE STRUCTURE OF THE LITURGY AND THE PLACE OF THE SCRIPTURES OF
OTHER RELIGIONS IN CHRISTIAN LITURGY

'... Because the Non-Biblical readings embody a living God-experience;
because this God-experience has been expressed in a language that has been
sanctioned by the community that adopts those Scriptures; and because that
language may be recognised as an expression of the mystery which is pro
claimed in Jesus Christ, these readings would fulfil the function of articulating
the basic faith experience of the community in the dimension of the ex
perience of God. It can also liberate our own language for the sake of the
proclamation of Jesus Christ. In this structural function proposed here we
may distinguish a double aspect:
i as religious language such a reading articulates an aspect of the Christian
experience (e.g. the interiority of God)
ii as sacred scriptures,
• it is the embodiment of the faith not of an individual but of the com
munity, and as such acquires the depth of genuineness that a long
tradition of religious life gives to it;
• it opens the Christian community to a living contact with the authentic
religious experiences of the non-Christian community and relates this
experience to the Christian faith expressed in the liturgical celebration.
Thus it assumes that experience in Jesus Christ. This may be done both
by the person who is personally heir to the tradition in which that ex
perience is expressed and embedded, and by the person who under the
inspiration of grace has opened himself in dialogue to that tradition;
• it educates the Christian community to a dialogue in depth with other
communities.' (60)
Introducing Non-Biblical Scriptures into the Eucharistie celebration does not
affect in the least the central place of the Gospel or the Lord Jesus in the Liturgy
of the Word. 'Normally the proclamation of the Gospel should be accompanied
by its immediate context, i.e. the actualisation of the faith-experience of the
Apostolic community.' The reading of the Non-Biblical Scriptures will provide 'a
wider anthropological, theological and cosmic perspective of the mystery of Jesus...
Its normal place would probably be the first reading.' It is not just a preparation
for it, because it also contributes to the creation of the faith-experience context
of the celebration. Composers of liturgical hymns, prayers, acclamations, and even
of the Anaphora find in the Non-Biblical Scriptures an inexhaustible source of
inspiration. When we use, for example, the Upanishads for meditation, they may
lead us into a deeper experience of the cosmic Christ. The statement discourages
the usage of the formula: 'This is the Word of the Lord' after a Non-Biblical
reading and warns us to respect the authentic meaning of these Scriptures. (61)
С

PASTORAL GUIDELINES

Most striking is the following part:
'The use of Indian Scriptures would ultimately result in a radical reorientation
of the Indian Church and so help her to become a unifying force in the pluralism
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of India's religions and cultures... The Indian Church to be herself must be
woven into the life of the nation, so that she becomes its 'soul' and be able to
inspire it with the Spirit of Jesus Christ. Indian Tradition is enshrined in its
Sacred Books which contain not merely spiritual and religious truths, but an
entire outlook, the thought-patterns, accepted values of Indian society. Never
can the Church be truly Indian without imbibing her religious and humanistic
traditions, without being familiar with, and feeding on her Scriptures.'
In order to be truly and fully Indian, the Church 'must be guided by priests,
brothers and nuns who are equally mtegrated into India's culture and religious
patterns'. Such a priest will have to be
'formed both through the Bible and Indian Scriptures. From the Bible he
would learn the Spirit of Jesus Christ and be constantly renewed by it. In
India's Sacred Books he would find his life-style, the frame of his mind and
thought, the ways of prayer and meditation, the path of interiority and Godrealisation, the forms of asceticism, the Indian ways of dealing with people
and of teaching them.' (71-74)
Postnotandum
In spite of the presence of the Rt. Rev. Msgr. Pietro Rossano, secretary of the
Vatican Secretariate for non-Christians, and the serious and scholarly level of the
whole Seminar, it was felt that Rome might object to the publication of its
proceedings, mainly because the participants, though modest and humble in their
presentation, courageously faced the challenges of religious pluriformity and the
new approach to 'other' religions authorized by Vatican II. Hence DSA published
within a few weeks the full record of its history and proceedings, 32 research
papers, the 6 presentation papers, the 9 reports of the discipline-wise and interdisciplinary workshops and the Final Statement under the title: Research Seminar on
Non-Biblical Scriptures, edited by D.S. Amalorpavadass, NBCLC, Bangalore 1974,
708 pp. The reaction from the Vatican came in the form of the notorious letter
of Card. Knox, in the light of which the Standing Committee forbade the use of
readings from Non-Biblical Scriptures in the Uturgy.28 However, the scholars
continued to reflect on this issue and the use of the Scriptures of other religions
for private reading, meditation and prayer services, for the composition of hymns
and bhajans and for conferences and reflections during retreats increased. Thus
the Christian community grew stronger in its conviction of the value of these
Scriptures for the deepening and enrichment of its own faith, not to speak of their
positive influence on the national integration of Christians and the dialogue with
their sisters and brothers of other faiths. Hence the participants of the Sixth Interdisciplinary Research Seminar on Sharing Worship, 20-25 Januari 1988, stated and
pleaded: 'Liturgy is the most appropriate place to listen to and resonate with the
promptings of the Spirit through the Scriptures of other rehgions. Hence it is of
paramount importance to review the earlier decision of the authorities of the
Church and the negative attitude of some Christian communities regarding the
use of the Scriptures of other religions in the liturgy.'29
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Research Seminar and Pastoral 30Consultation on Ministries in the
Church, 2-7 and 9-13 June 1976
Introduction
The Church exercising its mission to proclaim the Good News to the whole world,
has from the very beginning entrusted its members with various ministries
according to their charismas. Apart from the sacramental ministries of Episcopate, Presbyterate and Diaconale, the Church recognised various other ministries. Some gradually disappeared, other shrivelled into mere steps towards
priestly ordination, because those who received them hardly had an opportunity
to exercise the functions proper to them.
In the post-Vatican II Church there is a new awareness of the responsibility of
all the members for the well-being of the whole Body. The Church is not the
clergy, nor the clergy and the religious, but the people of God with different
charismas, functions and responsibilities; the laity are not just the absolute, but
silent majority. Lay men and women have their own responsibility in and for the
Church, but their first task is to be the Church in the world, the salt of the earth.
'The laity, by their very vocation, seek the Kingdom of God by engaging in
temporal affairs and by ordering them according to the plan of God. They Uve
in the world, that is, in each and in all the secular professions and occupations... They are called by God that by exercising their proper function and
led by the Spirit of the Gospel they may work for the sanctification of the
world from within as a leaven. In this way they make Christ known to others,
especially by the testimony of a life resplendent in faith, hope and charity.
Therefore, since they are tightly bound up in all types of temporal affairs, it
is their special task to order and throw light upon these affairs in such a way
that they may come into being and then continually increase according to
Christ to the praise of the Creator and Redeemer.'31
As all share in the ministeriality of the Church this should be manifested in
granting ministries to all: clerics, religious and laity.
With the publication of the Instruction Fidei Custos on 30 April 1969 the universal
Church took a very modest first step towards the institution of extraordinary (lay
or religious) ministers for the distribution of Holy Communion. On 15 August
1972 Pope Paul VI took a more significant step by publishing Motu Proprio two
apostolic letters Ad Pascendum ana Ministeria Quaedam, reforming the diaconale,
as was urged by the Council Fathers,32 restoring it as a proper and permanent
function, open to both married and unmarried men, and instituting two lay ministries, open to all the faithful, those of lector and acolyte. Ministeria Quaedam also
requested the local Churches to study the question of (lay) ministries in their
regions and to take the initiative to institute new lay ministries, if that would
enable the Church to fulfil its mission better.
The Church in India at the representative gathering of the All-India Liturgical
Meeting (2-8 December 1973) recommended after due reflection and deUberation:
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'i That the CBCI appoints to study in depth:
a the ministerial priesthood and its exercise at different levels: the liturgical, prophetic, the administrative and others, as well as the training
necessary for such a diversified ministry;
b the possibility of establishing new lay ministries in accordance with
document Ministeria Quaedam, especially with reference to trained
catechists.
ii That concrete steps be taken to establish the permanent diaconale in India,
so that the benefit of all the services enumerated in LG 29 may be made
available to all those in need of them.
iii That for each community, especially for those without a resident priest,
lay lectors and acolytes be duly trained and instituted and thus be entrusted
with the responsibility to care for the Word and the Eucharist in these
communities.'33
The CBCI responded to these recommendations, when at the Standing Committee of April 1974 it set up a committee to study the question of ministries and
appointed Bishop J. Rodericks, sj. as chairman and Fr. D.S. Amalorpavadass as
convener. From June till December 1974 the study committtee worked mainly by
correspondence. It held its first meeting from 8-10 December 1974*' at which a
preliminary draft was prepared, and a concluding meeting35 on 1 and 2 February
1975, at which the earUer draft was revised in the Ught of a further study of
episcopal and priestly ministry. Bishop J. Rodericks presented that text to the
members of the Standing Committee of the CBCI at its meeting in Bombay, 2021 March 1975.
In the meantime, the Central Committee of the Federation of Asian Bishops'
Conference (FABC) had proposed to conduct an Asian Symposium on Ministries
in the Church in February 1977. In view of that Asian Meeting the Episcopal
Conference of each country had to conduct a study at the national level. Bishop
Patrick D'Souza of Varanasi, chairman of the FABC Commission for Mission and
also responsible for the Asian Seminar, was requested to see to the study in India.
He invited DSA to organise a Research Seminar and pastoral consultation on
Ministries in the Church in India at the national level for bishops, priests,
brothers, sisters and lay people.3*
Preparation37
Almost immediately the Director and staff of the Centre flung into action. In
order to mvolve the whole Church in the process of study and reflection a survey
on ministries in the Church in India was composed and widely circulated. The
questionnaires were sent to all the bishops and major superiors of religious to be
distributed among priests, religious sisters and lay people. Although we did not
have the means to check how many questionnaires were actually distributed,
taking into account the unfamiharity of most of the people with the subject, we
were quite happy with the results in spite of the fact that only 450 were returned.
The results were presented and commented upon at the Pastoral Consultation.38
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Initially 40 persons were approached for the Research Seminar and they were
asked to suggest the names of others who should also be invited. In this way the
organisers came to a list of 80 persons. The strict condition that every participant
had to present a research paper finally reduced the total number to 40. The list
included 3 bishops and 2 scholars from abroad: Archbishop A.G.P. Datubara and
Bishop G. Monteiro (Indonesia) and Bishop Stephen Hamao (Japan), Fr. J.
Kerkhofs, sj., secretary-general of 'Pro Mundi Vita'(Belgium) and Fr. M.P.M.
Muskens, secretary-general of MAWI (Indonesian Bishops' Conference). 32
Research Papers were written and circulated before the Research Seminar to all
the participants; they were categorised according to six disciplines: i) Holy Scripture, ii) Liturgy and Spirituality, iii) Theology, iv) Church History, Canon Law
and Ecumenism, v) Sociology, Psychology and Anthropology, and vi) Indology.
The Research Seminar
Against the background of the sucessful organisation of the Research Seminar
on Non-Biblical Scriptures this Seminar practically followed the same procedure
with minor adaptations suggested by the participants. After the introductory talk
of DSA, in which he also clearly explained the purpose, methodology, procedure,
dynamics and mechanics of the Seminar and its relationship with the Pastoral
Consultation that was to follow, Bishop Patrick D'Souza delivered the inaugural
address. This was followed by a preliminary sharing and the presentation and
clarification of the summaries of the Research Papers; then the main issues were
identified from the point of view of each of the six disciplines. Since all the
disciplines were not represented equally, there were only five discipline-wise
workshops: i) Human Sciences and Theology, ii) Church History and Ecumenism,
iii) Bible, iv) Liturgy, v) Theology. The whole second day was spent in these five
discipline-wise workshops. On the third day there were five general sessions, one
session for the workshop of every discipline. It was interesting to see that certain
questions, raised in the research papers, had now been studied at greater depth,
for example, what is the precise role of a deacon, why are we suddenly concerned
about lay ministries, the need for a new understanding of the presbyteral ministry,
what is the ministerial role of women in the Church. It also appeared necessary
to agree upon a common understanding of certain basic concepts like charisma,
service and ministry also posed itself very clearly.
Both the clarification of concepts and the main issues that were raised formed
the agenda of the second part of the Seminar. The issues taken up by the four
inter-disciplinary workshops were: i) Lay Ministries, ii) A permanent Diaconale
and Women in Ministries, iii) New forms of Priestly Ministry and revitalising
existing Ministries, iv) New Ministries and Team Ministry. The results of these
workshops were again placed before the General Assembly. It became evident
that the restoration of the diaconale as a ministry of service, of social concern,
was urgent. The assembly also stressed the need of women in ministries, and the
institution of lay ministers in the liturgical and non-liturgical life of the Church.
The form and contents of presbyteral ministry needed rethinking and also the
conditions for admission to that ministry. All this was carefully formulated in the
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Statement of Conclusions that - after thorough and detailed discussion - was
unanimously passed at the final session of the Seminar.
The Pastoral Consultation on Ministries in the Church, 9-13 June 1976
The Pastoral Consultation started one day after the Research Seminar. 6 Bishops,
60 priests, 1 Protestant minister, 18 religious sisters, 4 religious brothers, 17
laymen and 12 laywomen took part in it. Though all the sections of the people of
God were not adequately represented, the dynamics of the Seminar were such
that all the sections could share their experiences, insights and expectations
regarding ministries.
The input was given in three ways: i) the presentation of the conclusions of the
Research Seminar; ii) the presentation of the survey report and an interpretation
of its results by a layman, a laywoman, a rehgious sister, a priest and a theolo
gian; iii) a panel of lay persons and religious on ministries.
Ample time was given for clarification before the assembly broke up in workshops
to discuss the following topics: i) Lay Ministries; ii) Diaconale; iii) Women in
Ministries; iv) Diversification and revitalization of Presbyteral Ministry; v) Impact
of New Ministries on the existing ones. In the light of all their findings the
Pastoral Consultation made a Statement of Recommendations that naturally
shows many similarities to the one of the Research Seminar; still it has its own
emphases. Both were presented to our bishops.
We will first give the scheme of the Statement of Conclusions of the Research
Seminar and then quote a few important pasages; whenever relevant we also refer
to the Statement of the Pastoral Consultation, especially in the notes.
STATEMENT OF CONCLUSIONS39

Preamble: relevance of the subject, recent history, preparatory steps (1-9)
Part I Interdisciplinary synthesis of preparatory research papers
• Introduction (10-11)
• A Framework for the rethinking of the Church's ministries (12-16)
• В Ministry in the History of the Church (17-23)
• С The Church and Ministries (24-32)
Part II Conclusions of the Seminar
• A Jesus Christ, the Church and Christian Ministry (33-38)
• В The early Church (39-43)
• С The Indian Context (44-47)
• D Notions and definitions (48)
• E Forms of Ministry:
1 Lay Ministries (49-55)
2 Sacramental Ministries (56-57)
a New forms of presbyteral Ministry (58-66)
b The Diaconale (67-71)
с Women in Ministries (72-79)
d Revitahzing Existing Ministries (80-83)
Conclusion (84)
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We limit ourselves to the second part. After bighlightîng Jesus' servanthood, the
statement turns to the local Church:
'Historically conditoned as Jesus of Nazareth himself was, the Church has to
fulfil her mission in each particular situation and culture. This is to say that
her mission is bound by the same law of incarnation as is implied in the
mystery of Christ himself which she signifies. Universal in intent, the Church's
mission needs to be actualised by becoming incarnate in particular human
situations. Since each local Church should embody in her own way the task
entrusted to her by the servant Lord, she has to discover time and again what
ministries and ministerial structures she requires in order to fulfil her mission
to offer to the world the salvation brought about by Jesus Christ and to
enable all men and women to become what God intends them to be. However, since Christ's mission is universal, all local Churches are called to live
in communion with the other Churches; this bond of unity, visibly expressed
in the college of bishops presided over by the Bishop of Rome, implies that
the search of each Church for ministries adapted to her needs is subject to
verification and testing by the other Churches. In this bond of union lies the
guarantee of the true apostohcity and catholicity of every local Church; the
same bond will ensure that she will never depart from the basic ministerial
structure given to the Church by her Founder.' (38)
Everyone is called to represent and express the ministeriality of the Church in
his/her own life; the servant mission belongs to everybody, but everyone has to
realise it in his/her own distinct way.40
The Seminar also went into the question of the flexibility of the structures in the
early Church as a paradigm for our own creativity:
'While preserving the essential structure of a ministry of leadership and
authority, the early Church showed a great adaptability and variety. Even as
regards the primary function in the Church, that of apostleship, what one
finds in the NT is the trajectory of a living tradition moved by the creativity
of the Spirit and not a modelfixedonce for all with the rigidity of the letter.
It follows that we are not to look in the history of the Early Church for a
detailed blueprint of church organization, but for various examples of how
authority and freedom are to be combined in the ongoing development of
Christian ministries. This creativity in the Spirit shown by the Early Church
remains with the Church for all ages and places.'41
In no. 47 the participants state that 'the Church's ministry in India must be so
renewed that it responds effectively to the threefold challenge' (worked out in
the previous paragraphs on the Indian context) 'of the proclamation of the
Gospel, the struggle for justice and inter-religious dialogue.' In no. 48 they agree
on working definitions, mainly based on sociological categories, of the following
key terms: charisma, ministry, office, power, leadership and authority.
Lay participation in the Church's mission is very diversified. The kind of participation depends on the charismas and professional qualifications of individual
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persons and the needs of the community. Through their installation into official
ministries by the leader of the community the community recognises the services
of lay people and commissions them to the same; the persons concerned will
derive from this installation 'a greater sense of dedication and responsibility, and
a greater acceptance on the part of the community.' Any form of 'clerification' of
these lay people or making them a kind of auxiliaries of the priests must be
avoided. Lay persons are ministers in their own right; hence they deserve a great
measure of autonomy, well integrated in the total mission of the Church.42
The Seminar then proposed some forms of lay ministries that it considered urgent
in the context of the Indian Church with the understanding that these are open to
both men and women: evangelist, catechist, animator for prayer, minister of
healing, minister of social concern.43 Neither the Research Seminar nor the
Pastoral Consultation were in favour of official ministries in the socio-political
field, though lay people in virtue of their 'apostolic secularit/ should be engaged
in political action. They felt that further study was required to come to a decision
on this issue. (55)
The participants of the Seminar and the Consultation clearly stated that ordained
ministers who continue to belong to the community as its members, also stand
over against it, representing Jesus Christ, the Head of the Church, and exercising
their office in his name and authority.'44 The functional character of priestly
ministry requires that the way in which priests fulfil their role is regularly examined 'in the light of the pastoral requirements of the community which they are
called to serve."45
The participants were also bold enough to state that in rural areas with a real
shortage of ordained ministers and hence without a regular celebration of the
Eucharist married lay ministers, installed because of their charisma for Christian
leadership, can gradually become ready for the ordination to the presbyterate, for
without the Eucharist a Christian community has not really reached maturity.
Such a presbyter 'could well be a married man who normally will continue to
exercise his secular profession.'46
A priest is 'the visible sign of the unity of the community5; in his spiritual leadership he 'signifies and represents the Headship of Christ over his Church.' He
animates and encourages the ministries and services of others, exercising his
prophetic, sacramental and pastoral function. His presidency at the Eucharist
symbolises best his basic function of unifying leadership.47
Both the Seminar and the Consultation fully agreed that the restoration of the
diaconale in India would only be meaningful, when its original significance as an
office of social concern, of service of the poor, is restored.
'This service of the Church to Indian Society is more than a merely human
commitment to social uplift and liberation; it is the contemporary embodiment of Jesus' serving mission to make men and human society whole - a
mission transparent to the divine mystery of God's creative love which brings
about a new heaven and a new earth. As an ordained member of the community, the deacon also has his special place in the celebration of the Eucharist; but the significance of his office lies not in prerogatives belonging to the
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liturgical and sacramental realm but in the sphere of service. The deacon's
office both pledges and embodies the Church's own commitment to the
urgent task of the building up of a new society.' (70)48
The Pastoral Consultation suggests two types of diaconal ministry that would be
helpful in view of the needs of the local Churches:
'a Deacons as representatives of the Church in her social concern: those who
are permanently, competently and responsibly involved in the social
services of the Church could be ordained deacons and made responsible in
those fields.
b Deacons as leaders of basic communities in rural areas: though they cannot
substitute priests, Deacons could exercise spiritual leadership corresponding to their function in the basic Christian rural communities; e.g. a
catechist who has proved to be a true leader of the community could be
ordained a Deacon.
When we speak of Deacons we include both men and women, married or
unmarried, who may be full-time or part-time ministers, depending on the
needs and circumstances of particular Christian communities. Deacons of
whatever type should not be ordained unless they have been tested and
accepted by the community in whose midst they will exercise their ministry.'49
It follows that the deacon will be in charge of the social/liberation activities of
the diocese or parish, and/or, when lay people are already very much involved, to
coordinate these. It goes without saying that he will have to raise or deepen the
social awareness of the community.50
Vatican II rejects all forms of discrimination31 and teaches that 'since in our times
women have an ever more active share in the whole life of society, it is very
important that they participate more widely also in the various fields of the
Church's apostolate'52, but we actually see that the same Church positively
excludes women from all official ministries, simply because they are women. (73)
Does the Church's commitment to equality not imply that it admits women to the
ministries that are best suited to them, especially because they already render and
excellently render ministerial functions? (74) The Research Seminar was careful
and yet strong in its formulation:
'No reason whatever can be adduced to exclude women from lay ministries.
As for the diaconale there is no theological reason why it could not be
conferred upon women; rather the ancient Christian tradition (to which some
Churches have remained faithful even to this day) offers a precedent in as
much as, at least in some Churches, the diaconal office was conferred on
them. Hence it would hardly seem right to continue to exclude women from
ordination to the diaconale. With regard to their ordination to the presbyterate, further biblical, theological and sociological research is required.'
(75)*
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It goes without saying that all these steps with regard to ministries have a great
influence om those who in our hierarchical Church almost have a ministerial
monopoly. That is why both the Seminar and the Consultation also reflected on
the revitalization of the existing ministries stressing both team work and indigenisation. We quote from the Consultation:
'The Christian community in India must fulfil her mission in the context of
the diverse cultures and religious traditions of the country. The process of
indigenisation, inculturation and dialogue must be reflected in the new
ministries which will be introduced and the existing ones which must be
revitalized. For example, the priest whom we have described as the spiritual
leader of the community could aptly be conceived along the lines of the
traditional 'guru' - a man established in God and learned in the Scriptures.
At the same time the differences between the Christian and Hindu guru must
not be overlooked: for in the Hindu tradition the guru is chosen and recog
nized as guru because disciples come to him; the Christian guru is also
different from the Hindu guru in so far as he is essentially one who serves
and is not served. The insertion of the Church's ministries into the cultural
and religious heritage of our country is a vital factor for their effective
renewal."54
The participants of the Research Seminar are very modest about their con
clusions; at the same time they show the urgency of looking for new responses in
the fast changing world:
'The conclusions we have arrived at during this research seminar are not
meant to be final, as has been stated repeatedly during the course of the
proceedings. Though seeing clearly the need for new ministries and the
necessity of revitalizing the existing ones, all the participants realised that on
several points further research must be done, taking into account the realities
of the various pastoral fields of the Indian Church, and utilizing all the
different sciences bearing upon the subject...' (84) я
Two final observations
1

COMMUNITY EXPERIENCE

A spirit of prayer, deep reuection and openness animated the participants both
of the Seminar and of the Pastoral Consultation. The daily Eucharist concelebrated in various forms and rites gave a special spiritual tone to each day. Whole
days spent together in workshop discussion led the group to a better under
standing of one another and consequently to a greater warmth of human and
Christian relationship especially among the members of these groups. This found
a climax in the celebration of the Eucharist in groups. The evening services in
Sadcidananda, in the form of bhajans, namjap, evening prayer, penitential service
and other forms of prayer, gave the participants the feeling that their work was
not a mere academic discussion of problems, but a prayerful reflection on the life
and activity of the Church in India. The spirit of fraternal love and cheerfulness
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which was present among the participants throughout the Seminar and consultation, made everyone experience the love and fellowship that are characteristic of
authentic Christian communities. This spirit helped all to work hard with joy and
enthusiasm.
2 THE ASIAN COLLOQUIUM ON 'MINISTRIES IN THE CHURCH'

An additional reason why the Church in India held the Research Seminar and
the Pastoral Consultation was that the Federation of Asian Bishops' Conferences
(FABC) had planned an Asian Colloquium, at which all the delegates were
expected to come duly prepared. This Colloquium was held at Hong Kong, 27
February-5 March 1977. It falls outside the scope of the present book to report
on that Colloquium. We limit ourselves here to a small section of the report of
James Dupuis, sj., personally involved in the Bangalore Research Seminar and
the Hongkong Colloquium. The quotation directly bears upon the 'homework' of
the Church in India:
'India had much to report, though, it must be admitted, more by way of ideas
than of actual pastoral experiments and realisations. The Bangalore Research
Seminar and Pastoral Consultation ... had done a thorough investigation of all
the forms of ministries, old and new, ordained and non-ordained, which the
present self-understanding of the Church as a communion of service and the
concrete situation of the country and its people seemed to recommend.
In the two Bangalore meetings the Church had seemed to derive its universal
ministeriality, as an obvious consequence, from the Vatican II theology on the
participation of all its members in the Christian mission. The principles were
firm, the thinking clear and consequent; the applications to various forms of
ministries followed with vigour. They led to clear recommendations, some of
which could appear daring if judged by the present legislation, but all of
which were made out of a sense of realism, urgency and responsibility. There
is no doubt that the thinking done in Bangalore made an impact on the Hong
Kong Assembly.'56
This is very clear to anyone who compares the Conclusions from the Bangalore
Meetings with the 'Conclusions of the FABC Colloquium on Ministries in the
Church'.

Interdisdplinaiy Research Seminar on The Indian
Church in the
Straggle for a New Sodety, 19-24 October 1981s7
Introduction: a common concern - a common project
In his first circular Fr. D.S. Amalorpavadass, unanimously elected coordinator of
the project and organiser of the Seminar, aptly described the origin of the project:
'The IV All-India Biblical Meeting held at the NBCLC, 10-15 December
1980, decided on a new orientation in biblical apostolate for the next decade
(1980-1990) to set in relief the prophetic and liberating character of God's
Word and to permeate biblical apostolate with it. Among the various tasks
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entrusted to the National Centre, one is to organise an in-depth study on the
theme 'Kingdom of God' with its implications for the mission of the Church
in India and biblical apostolate in particular. Guidelines and a collection of
biblical messages related to the new orientation, etc. were also requested.
The Catholic Biblical Association of India (CBAI) which met on the afternoon of 15 December 1980, wanted to re-vitalize itself and undertake more
challenging projects, particularly research in the Indian context following
Indian approaches and scientific methods with reference to the social reality
of India and bringing out the social dimension of the Bible.
The CBCI Commission for Labour in the process of its national survey on
domestic workers wanted a study of this type to inspire and orientate the lay
leaders and animators of the Workers' Movement.'
The convergence between these three projects became clear on the 15th December itself. Hence, as DSA relates in his circular:
'Instead of these 3 agencies undertaking 3 separate and parallel projects, we
thought it would be better to work together and to undertake a common
study. This mil result not only in avoiding wastage and duplication but also
in better interaction, greater enrichment, and witness of team-work and
ecclesia! fellowship.'58
Preparation
Representatives of the three agencies of the project (NBCLC, CBAI and the
CBCI Commission for Labour) met on 4 January 1981 to work out the rationale
of the Research and planned seven stages in which they hoped to carry it out.
A

THE RATIONALE OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT

Today there are in India individuals and groups among workers and students,
employers and employees, craftsmen and business people, religious and priests,
who seriously reflect on their Christian existence and commitment. Progressively
they are involved in actions for development and justice, hoping to create a better
and more just society. Christians among them are convinced that by getting
actively involved they are working for the realisation and manifestation of God's
Kingdom ushered in by Jesus Christ.
Such Christians and Christian action groups, however, feel often marginalised
and even ignored by the official Church and its authorities. Though they feel
guided and even impelled by the Gospel, other sections of the Church reproach
them as being misled by ideologies contrary to the teaching of the Church. Their
apprehensions are strengthened when these socially committed persons and
groups do not manifest a deep prayer life, direct their actions against institutions
and activities of the Church, create awareness among the oppressed, organise
them and teach them strategies of action. Because they surface conflicts and do
not avoid confrontations, they are believed to resort to violence and incite others
too. The situation worsens, because many in the Church do not know or are not
convinced of the new understanding of the Church's mission in the world; these
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Christians do not accept that precisely as Christians they are called to work for
the Kingdom of God on earth as much as in heaven. This causes a lot of tension
in the one Church. The basic issue seems to be the relation between the Church,
the society and the Kingdom of God. That is why a clear understanding of what
is meant by the Kingdom of God in the New Testament is urgent. How are the
Church's mission and the struggles of many for justice and liberation related to
the full and final coming of the Kingdom. A project of research, community
reflection, leading to a practical strategy for liberation is imperative, so that more
and more Christians will become inspired to participate wholeheartedly in the
great struggle for liberation, the building of a new, more just society"
В

THE SEVEN STAGES OF THE RESEARCH PROJECT

1 Preliminary consultation of the three agencies that form the core-group or
organising committee: the CBCI Commission for Labour, the Catholic Biblical
Association of India and the NBCLC. On 4 Januari 1981 they work out the
research project.
2 The second meeting on 28 February and 1 March is between representatives
of action groups and scholars of different disciplines, a meeting between ex
perience and expertise for mutual exposure and interaction in order to finalise
the details of the research and the papers that were to be written.
3 The research papers are to be written during the months of March and April
1981. There are 4 categories: i) socio-political and historical, ii) biblical, iii)
the teaching of the Magisterium, iv) other relevant documents.
4 The fourth stage was two-fold:
i In May the research papers are to be cyclostyled and sent to other experts;
ii During the months June-August a synthesis of the research papers is to be
prepared and distributed for study at the local level; a feedback both from
the experts and from the local study groups should be received by the end of
September.
5 The Research Seminar is to be held during the third week of October 1981
with discipline-wise and interdisciplinary workshops and a synthesis of the
documents in the form of a statement.
6 An All-India Consultation is to be held during the fourth week of October,
when various groups will come together to study and reflect on the Church's
mission and role in the Indian Society of today.
7 The phase of implementation depends on others too. At the ecclesial level on
the CBCI, the Regional Council of Bishops and individual bishops; the reli
gious can work for common action through the CRI (Conference of Religious
in India) and lay people have to act through the national, regional and local lay
organisations and the respective CBCI Commissions.60
The meeting for mutual exposure and interaction between experience and
expertise took place as scheduled and that meeting provided sufficient material to
plan the writing of research papers. 'Since the proper understanding of the
Biblical message as regards social involvement was indispensable', the organisers
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decided to have a meeting of Bible specialists to facilitate the mteraction among
themselves and the organisers and 'to evolve some common understanding about
interpreting the Bible in the context of the India of today.'61 This meeting on the
4-5 July proved very helpful to give a common thrust to all the biblical papers. At
that meeting the organising committee also felt that the research papers should
not be limited to socio-political and historical ones with an emphasis on social
analysis, scriptural studies and an examination of relevant documents of the
Magisterium, but should also include papers on Indology, theology, liturgy,
spirituality and catechetics. Experts in these fields were immediately contacted
and within two months most of them were able to send in their research papers,
so that the Research Seminar itself, as scheduled, could take place in October.
During the remaining months the NBCLC secretariate cyclostyled and circulated
the research papers, a team summarized the studies on the socio-political and
historical reality of India, on the biblical understanding of society, and on the
social orientation of the Church as unfolded in the magisterial documents62 in
order to send these summaries to grassroots action groups for their study and
feedback. The organisers also decided to invite a select group of persons, unable
to write a research paper, to participate in the Research Seminar so that all
categories of the People of God would be represented at the Seminar. The first
condition for participation, the writing of a research paper, was replaced by the
contribution of a serious reflection on the theme of the Seminar, if possible in the
light of the person's own involvement.63
This whole process shows how much care was taken to make the Seminar
scientific and representative, for many legitimate concerns had to be taken into
account: adequate representation of the various regions of India, of all the
sections of the Church, of persons engaged in action groups and experts. Quality
had to be maintained and a command of English seemed also indispensable.64
19-24 October 1981 — the interdisciplinary Research Seminar
The closer the third week of October came, the more intense and even hectic
the activities of the secretariate. Due to the comparatively late notice, research
papers kept pouring in till the last minute, but on 18 October the NBCLC was
ready to receive the 95 participants: 2 bishops, 52 priests, 6 religious brothers and
15 sisters and 21 lay persons. Like all other activities of the Centre, also this Research Seminar was embedded in the unique atmosphere of prayer; the organisers
considered this as important as the quality of the research papers. 'In keeping
with the Indian Tradition, morning, noon and evening were special moments of
prayer. One had the experience of different forms of prayer, the themes of which
had been prepared to suit the Seminar.'65
1 d a y : Archbishop Leobard D'Souza inaugurates the Seminar on what he calls
'the in-topic all over the world'. This interdisciplinary Seminar, however, is
unique, because 'a theme viewed from various angles not only promises to bring
out in depth and in richness all that the theme has in itself but it is natural when
disciplines come together and search together that they should lead towards
sobriety, balance and a sense of proportion.'66 He asked the participants to build
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up genuine Christian communities and to make a firm option in favour of the
poor. DSA presented the entire research project, reported on all its stages and
asked all the participants to keep in mind the scope and the scientific character
of the Seminar. The presentation of a discipline-wise synthesis of the research
papers was preceded by a brief expose on social analysis and its tools, so that all
would speak a common language. Apart from the necessary clarifications these
syntheses of the research papers were meant to pose the problems and identify
the issues, so that the discipline-wise workshops would have a common focus.
The synthesis of the socio-political and historical studies pictured the Church in
India as a Church in a society where power and wealth are unequally distributed.
The stance of this over-dericalised Church, where lay people and particularly
women play only subordinate roles and theologies and spiritualities that reflect
the concerns of the rich and the West are nurtured, is 'one of maintenance,
adjustment, support and compromise rather than one of confrontation, conflict
and radical challenge.'*7 Grassroots groups, working for a radical transformation
of society from a Christian inspiration are our hope for the future. It was stressed
that cultural analysis should complement sodai analysis.
The synthesis on Indology showed that there are various currents in our religious
culture that offer an Indian approach to liberation; hence we should exploit our
own resources and make a unique contribution to a fuller understanding of
liberation.68
The sythesis of the biblical studies brought out that the Bible, depending on the
circumstances in which particular books have been written, calls for a change both
of heart and of structures.®
The synthesis on the social teaching of the Magisterium noted an evolution in the
sodai doctrine of the universal Church and the Church in India. However, from
1974 the emphasis shifted to caution, stressing the spiritual and discouraging
direct involvement and action for justice, and a growing apprehension about
groups working with the people for justice.70
The synthesis on liturgy, spirituality, theology and catechetics pointed out the need
to work for a liturgy that springs from the people's struggle for liberation. The
very fact that there was not even one paper explicitly dealing with theology
showed the indifference and even suspidon of a number of theologians; all the
same a new approach to theologizing arose from the very dynamics of the
Seminar. Ashrams promote justice by offering inspiration and formation and by
working for justice in their environment.71
2 d a y : this day was fully spent in workshops according to the various disciplines. The reports were typed and cyclostyled before the General Assembly of
the 3rd day.
3 d a y : Listening to the reports of the workshops one could feel a certain
convergence. The sodo-political group warned that the struggle for a New Sodety
was on and that it would continue with or without the Church. Hence the question is: how is the Indian Church going to join? The indologists felt that a
secularistic socialism is not going to deliver the goods in India; we should work
for a sodalism imbued with the concept of dharma and animated by integral
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humanism. The Bible scholars analysed the vision of a new society at work in the
Bible and felt that belonging to the Kingdom meant making a radical and
unambiguous option for the poor. The theologians considered the pilgrim model
most suitable for a Church involved in the struggle for a new society, the basic
ecclesial communities are its cells and agents for involvement. Those studying the
documents of the Magisterium came to the conclusion that the Church's denun
ciation of evil should also include its own structures and institutions; the Church
in India should not be over-dependent on Rome with regard to the solution of its
local problems.
After listening to and discussing these reports a brainstorming session in the
evening identified the major issues that needed further interdisciplinary reflection
and discussion: church structures, role of the laity, role of women, conscientization and liberation, new ecclesial groups, socialism and social justice, towards a
theology conducive to a New Society.
4 d a y : the participants worked the whole day in interdisciplinary workshops.
5 d a y : the reports were read out and discussed. A representative group was
formed to draft the Final Statement that would include all that the participants of
this Research Seminar wanted to share with the Church authorities, their fellow
believers and all interested in the emergence of a New Society.
6 d a y : The Final Statement was read out, systematically discussed, and,
following a strict parliamentary procedure, almost unanimously passed with quite
a few amendments.
Conclusions of the Interdisciplinary Research Seminar72
The forty-page document has 120 paragraphs and is divided into four parts after
an introduction that gives the historical background:
Introduction (1-8)
I Socio-cultural analysis of the crisis in India today (9-32)
Π Vision of the New Society (33-60)
HI Orientations from the Teaching of the Church (61-70)
IV The Mission of the Church (71-119)
Conclusion (120)
I SOaO-CULTURAL ANALYSIS OF THE CRISIS IN INDIA TODAY73

Like many other countries India today is going through a critical period. A crisis
in society is a moment of decision towards a qualitatively new orientation or a
tenacious upholding of the present oppressive and injust status quo. The most
glaring fact that sharpens the crisis in our Indian Society is the massive, dehuman
ising poverty of the vast masses of people. The real cause of this poverty are the
unjust structures of our hierarchically stratified society, like the layers in a cake
every layer lies on top of the other: on the top about 13 million rich followed by
about 80 million who are comfortably well off, this group lies on top of about 297
million struggling to remain above the poverty line, at the bottom we find the
great mass of about 300 million below the poverty line. The causes of these unjust
structures are historical and structuraL The main historical cause was the colonial
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exploitation, which also undermined the values of the joint family, the caste and
the village, while the main structural cause remains the economic system of
production, consumption and distribution: the capitalist system, prevalent in the
world and within India itself.
By manipulating the economic, political and cultural structures, the international
and national elites use their power to maintain their privileged position and
assure a steady drain of resources from the masses who produce them, to the rich
elite who enjoy them. Both in the world at large and in India in particular the gap
between the neh and the poor is thus increasing. This situation breathes violence
and counter-violence. To the extent that the rich nations and rich elites within the
country use and manipulate the economic, political and cultural systems and
institutions to their own advantage and oppress the poor, they institutionalise
violence. The present unjust structures not only institutionalise but also proliferate violence. Therefore, a radical transformation of these structures is imperative, all the more so, because this capitalistic economic system embodies a cluster
of values that aggressively confront the prevailing human values of the Indian
ethos.
We may cherish hopes to meet the present crisis, first of all because capitalism
and the economic system it generates suffers from its own internal contradictions.
While it creates and promotes needs for all, it can only satisfy those of a few.
Thus the masses feel cheated and frustrated. Secondly, the values of the Indian
cultural and religious traditions, particularly its integral humanism and holistic
approach, pose a powerful challenge to the superficial values or rather 'nonvalues' of the capitalistic system.
At this moment of crisis the Indian Church is called to embody and contribute
to a radically new type of society. In this society persons within their commununity will have primacy. Hence the needs of all will replace the profit of a few,
cooperation will prevail over competition and love will defeat aggression. QuaUty
will have primacy over quantity in the sense that aesthetics, not mere usefulness,
will be the criterion for judging goods. Freedom will be realised in self-giving and
justice will permeate the system itself. The products of labour will have value only
in the measure in which they are sacraments of human togetherness, and the
materialism of consumption will give way to a humanism of communion. In this
society the openness of each person to the other will foster openness to the
Absolute, to the dimension of Transcendence.
Can the Indian Church search for the well-spring of this new society both in her
Judaeo-Christian past and in her Indian ethos?
II THE VISION OF A NEW SOCIETY74

This extremely important section forms the heart of the document; all that follows
ultimately goes back to this foundation. Of course, the Bible does not give a clear
blueprint or a programme of action for the realisation of an ideal society, valid
for all times and places, but it provides a vision that has to be interpreted and
implemented in the concrete Indian situation of an oppressed and exploited
people, struggling to overcome the unjust structures that enslave and dehumanise
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them. In the Bible, both ОТ and NT, we notice human situations similar to ours,
in which the people experienced the liberating and saving interventions of God
which made them a community of persons and propelled them to search and
struggle for a better society. Hence we turn to the Bible in order to draw from it
inspiration and orientation. It is in this concrete reality of the world and people
that the written Word becomes the vivifying and liberating Word of God.
Jesus made an unambiguous and uncompromising option for the oppressed and
stood by them, defying authorities and challenging structures that doomed people
to poverty and misery. Seeing that the greed of the few were throwing the many
into poverty and hunger, he denounced the economic system, challenged the
prevailing oppressive political structures and continued his liberating activity even
at the risk of his life (Lk 13:31-33). The options and actions of Jesus created a
movement which the authorities considered subversive (Lk 23:5), became it had
the potential to topple all existing oppressive systems and structures.
Confronting the people with the call to the Kingdom of God, Jesus challenged
them to produce fruits of repentance by turning towards God which is at the
same time a turning towards one's fellow human beings. The Kingdom Jesus
proclaimed is essentially a fellowship and communion among people who accept
the reign of God and its demands. The call to the Kingdom is by its very nature
communitarian. Hence the option for freedom, equality and justice for all people
becomes a necessary condition for belonging to the Kingdom. A purely individual
istic understanding and practice of religion is incompatible with the Kingdom
Jesus proclaimed. The Kingdom is the loving and liberating presence of God,
incarnated in Jesus. The love of God for people transforms men and women and
makes them capable of responding to it, by making a clear option for the poor,
the oppressed and the marginalised as Jesus did. In this way the Kingdom has
already come; it is growing in the world wherever, whenever and in whatever way
people make a radical option for justice, equality and freedom.
The vision emerging from the NT is that those who receive and respond to the
Spirit of Jesus and become a community of disciples, are at the service of the
world to herald and bring about the full realisation of the Kingdom.
The hope for the 'Kingdom' is also found in Indian religious traditions, for
example, in the Gita Krishna teaches that whenever unrighteousness gains the
upper hand in the world he appears in human form in this world to re-establish
righteousness. This closeness of God to man is realised not only historically and
spiritually, but also typically and sacramentally. Popular festivals like Dusserah,
Durga Puja, Deepavali, bear witness to this. The conflict between dharma and
adharma (justice and injustice), and the victory of the former over the latter is
seen as an on-going, also contemporary one and is celebrated as such. Gandhiji
spoke of the Kingdom as the ideal society as Ram Rajya. The Bhagavad Gita is
the ideal place to find this hope for the 'Kingdom' expressed in its cosmic
conflictual perspective. The victory of good over evil is seen as a present reality,
to be reached through a struggle from which no one can escape. This hope for
the 'Kingdom' also becomes alive in the movements for social reform and
political independence during the last hundred years. The Kingdom Indian people
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have been hoping for from time immemorial has always been seen as one of
righteousness, where good has triumphed over evil, ushering in an era of peace
and prosperity, justice and brotherhood. Righteousness or dharma indicates all
the values necessary for the harmonious life of the person in the community. Any
attempt to motivate the Indian people for a New Society must seriously take into
account this hope that is still so much alive in their hearts as evidenced by the
symbols and festivals still popular among them. Gandhiji evoked all these rich
associations when he spoke of the Ram Rajya, to which we referred earlier.
HI ORIENTATIONS FROM THE TEACHING OF THE CHURCH75

The Church as the People of God is the prophetic witness of the universal quest
for the New Society or the Kingdom. Its magisterial documents, however, have
lost much of their impact because they were issued behind times and not widely
pubUcized and implemented. Why are documents pertaining to sexual matters
spread in no time all over the world, while social documents like Mater et
Magistra, Pacem in Terns, and Populorum Progrerssio receive little or no attention? This is all the more regrettable because these documents have raised
issues like a definite stand in favour of labour over capital, private ownership,
human rights, the process of modernization, the depressed classes, all issues that
vitally affect the lives of millions of people. It is a great pity that the leaders of
the Church in India have not done much to popularise this social teaching of the
Church.
IV THE MISSION OF THE CHURCH76

The world is in travail and groaning to be set free and to March on to its destiny
with renewed persons to become a New Society. With or without the Church, the
person of the third millennium is being shaped and a New Society is emerging.
What part does the Church play in the genesis of the New Man and in the
emergence of the New Society? Its mission goes far beyond a mere transmission
of the truths of salvation. The Church is sent not merely to be a narrator of
salvation-history, but to spell out and embody salvation in the history of today.
The Risen Lord calls us to continue his mission, for in Him the Kingdom of God
broke into the world. We are involved in God's adventure in our history; men and
women are his partners in this enterprise. The Kingdom of God to which Jesus
referred as being established by his ministry consists in ordering our human
society according to God's rule. The Church must always witness to this; it must
be its sign and instrument. This mission demands that it embodies within itself, in
its own life and structures, the Kingdom values of freedom, fellowship and justice.
It also demands that it contributes to the promotion of these values in the
ordering of every human society. The struggle for a New Society is, therefore, a
constitutive element of the Church's evangelizing mission.
'Her specific contribution to a new society will consist in inserting the values
of the Gospel into human relationships, personal and structural. Negatively
this will mean denouncing whatever structures militate against human
freedom, fellowship and justice. Positively, it will mean joining with all people
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of good will in promoting those values in society which Jesus has commissioned the Church to announce. The new society fondly hoped for will be
characterised by a humanizing level of material well-being, with a dignity in
social life and a voice in political decision-making; a society in which liberation from all forms of oppression and exploitation will be a permanent
feature; a society in which men and women are enabled to live in fraternal
community. This would mean that they exercise a continuing vigilance against
the erosion of human freedom; that they articulate their ideals in words; that
they be 'actors' through a praxis in the ushering in of an ever increasingly
human society. All humankind is the Church's arena and a New Society is her
agenda. It is at once the privilege and the obligation of the entire people of
God to bring about such a new society.'77
The Church needs the Spirit of discernment and has the great responsibihty of
sifting the main issues which affect our own society and fixing an order of priority
among them. The main areas of struggle are: land reform, child labour, bonded
labour, the oppressive caste system, the exploitation of the tribal people, the elitist
educational system, strengthening the status quo and the unjust national and
international structures.
The Statement then explicitâtes how the ministries of Word and Worship and the
whole formation should be focussed on these areas of struggle. For example,
'if the Eucharistie Christ is "Bread broken for a new World", as the 42nd
Eucharistie Congress at Lourdes (1981) proclaimed, the whole Eucharistie
celebration should breathe our involvement in the struggle to heal all broken
persons and to break the structures that are responsible for it. If the Eucharistie Memorial fails to sharpen and deepen our social sensitivity and commitment, it tends to become a mockery of the Lord who struggled till his violent
death for the poor and the voiceless.'78
In this struggle for liberation each section of group of Christians according to their
status in the Church and opportunities in society is called to play its specific role.
The document then briefly works out the mission of the laity, youth, women,
religious in general and women and men religious in particular, priests and
bishops. As the group of religious in the Indian Church is relatively numerous, we
quote what the document challenges them to do:
'In virtue of their vocation they should embody the eschatological dimension
of the Kingdom and the radicality of the Gospel. They are the group called
especially to be most daring, restless and in the vanguard, embodying and
ushering in the new society with its values of freedom, fellowship and justice.
Having experienced at a deep personal level God's loving choice of them for
his mission, they divest themselves of all attachments to goods, persons and
preferences so as to freely commit themselves to a community of fellowship
that strives for God's justice in the world. Having personally experienced the
freedom of God's gratuitous love for them they call God Abba - Father and
struggle for a more just society where all can really Uve as brothers and
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sisters in community. This is their contribution to the full irruption of God's
Kingdom in our society.'79
To respond to these challenges the Church needs ultimately a New Tbeology and
New Structures. This new theology is most aptly described as an 'Indian Theology
of Liberation', born out of the Church's struggle side by side with men and
women of other faiths and ideologies and in the midst of mass poverty. This
theology is to be holistic, experiential and concrete. It will render the service of
delinking socialism from atheism and of developing a Christian involvement in the
great class struggle. It will take into account that ahimsa positively means respect
and concern for life and that the decision for or against violence is a religious
discernment based on a holistic approach to reality.
'Any critical analysis shows that the present pyramidal Church structures
prevent her from an authentic participation in the world's struggle for a new
society. At all levels the decision-making lies in the hands of a few or even
a single person and not in those of all the faithful who constitute the Christian community. Although the power and authority of priests and bishops,
conferred as these are by ordination, are termed 'sacred' and 'spiritual', the
very accumulation of all power in the hands of a few facilitates domination
tending to stifle all initiatives from below. As long as these feudal structures
continue, the institution of different consultative bodies (Synod, Diocesan
Pastoral Council, Parish Council) in the wake of Vatican II seems a mere
palliative.'80
Is not all voting consultative to the present day? The existing structures breed
subservient persons incapacitated to participate in Christ's great liberation
movement, leave well alone animate or lead it. When we look at the Early
Church, we see that authority meant service. Major decisions (think of Acts 15:on inculturation!) were taken by the community of disciples.
'As the early Christian communities guided by the Spirit created the structures and ministries that best promoted Christian discipleship and their
liberating mission, today's Christian communities and local Churches should
- under the inspiration of the same Spirit - be free to create the structures
and ministries that best facilitate their evangelical thrust; to set the downtrodden free. Christian groups or communities that are really involved in the
struggle for a new society are the proper milieu for such creativity. Hence
such groups deserve all freedom, encouragement and support.'81
If the Indian Church is really committed to the struggle for a new society, it has
to identify genuine people's movements and enter into critical collaboration with
them. The Statement then describes such 'genuine people's movements' and
notices that the institutional Church shuns them because of its vested interests in
the status quo in which it enjoys middle class privileges, power and rights. While
the Church can strengthen these 'people's movements' through non-formal and
adult education, of which the main objective is conscientization and organisation
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of the voiceless masses, the grassroots action groups are called to play a catalyst
role and bring the whole Church to a new awareness of its mission in spite of the
fact that they are often misunderstood and even harassed because of their
prophetic actions.
The Statement concludes with realism and hope:
'The cost of Christian discipleship is indeed great (Mt 10:-), but imbued with
the Spirit of Jesus Christ who is the Lord of History and impelled by the
conviction that God is the future of man and that He is one with us in our
struggle (Ex 3:-) we forge ahead struggling with the people for full humanity.'82

Conclusion
The training or formation Seminars at the NBCLC are generally better known
than its research seminars. Still these Research Seminars have made a great
impact, not only on the life of the Church in India, but even on the life of the
world Church. The Seminar on Rehgion and Development confirmed and pushed
the Church's commitment to development and liberation. The tools of analysis
make the anthropological approach realistic and effective, while the antropologjcal, incarnational or human approach means a definitive breakthrough from the
dichotomic world view that dominated the Church for centuries and made it often
neglect the matter, the body, the 'secular' world in name of the Spirit of the Word
who became flesh. Social analysis became a 'fixed' item on the agenda of the
NBCLC whatever the topic or subject. The Seminar on Non-Biblical Scriptures
was highly original and showed how seriously the Centre took the task of adaptation and inculturation entrusted to it by the bishops when they decided to found
the Centre, and it showed to the world the far-reaching implications of the
teaching of Vatican II on Non-Christian Religions. In many ways this research
came too fast in the eyes of Rome, but the research on 'communicatio in sacris',
taken up about 10 years later clearly showed that what had been set in motion in
obedience and was experienced as a call by his Spirit could and should not be
stopped.83
The Research Seminar on 'Ministries in the Church' showed that a subject
important for the European, North-American Churches need not be of great
interest for the Churches in Asia, although they studied the subject at length,
depth and a certain amount of originality. However, the Asian contribution was
not taken up, though many other Churches from all over the world faced similar
issues: various ministries for lay persons, men and women, and the need for the
priestly ordination of married men who emerge as Christian leaders from their
people. However, the Seminar did make a contribution as it challenged the
clerical nature of the Indian Church and pushed the conscientization of lay
people.
The Research Seminar on 'The Indian Church in the Struggle for a New Society*
went into the questions that arise, when one uses the 'tools of analysis' and gets
involved in conscientization. It also links the Indian Church with its Latin-Ameri166

can and African brothers and sisters fighting for liberation. The specifically Indian
contribution is that the socio-cultural and religious factors prove to be more
decisive determinants than many Latin-American analyses seem to suggest. That
makes the Asian contribution so important in the human quest for wholeness and
harmony. Two months after this Research Seminar the entire proceedings in
preparation for and during the Seminar, all the research papers, short reflections,
a general report and the Final Statement, totalling 1104 pages, were edited by
D.S. Amalorpavadass, the coordinator and organiser of the Seminar. It forms not
only an impressive documentation, to which many refer, but is also an important
source of inspiration, animation and defense in the hands of action groups that
feel threatened in the name of the same Christ in whose name they have opted
for the poor.
Last but not least, the Research Seminars show that the Indian Church is not
only entitled to, but also capable of creative theologising, 'a fresh scrutiny to bear
on the deeds and words which God has made known, which have been consigned
to Sacred Scripture, and which have been unfolded by the Church Fathers and the
teaching authority of the Church' (AG 22). In this way does the Indian Church
not only prove its maturity, but also contribute to a richer catholicity of the
Church of Christ.
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7 The NBCLC as Animator

Introduction
Through its concern for Vatican Π renewal and its work for biblical, catechetical
and liturgical formation the Centre came into contact with many persons, move
ments and associations. Not in the least due to the personal charismas of anima
tion and organisation of DSA, the Director, the Centre was sometimes asked or
took itself the initiative to start or animate matters that did not directly fall under
its jurisdiction. Sometimes such an initiative was implied in the very commitment
to Vatican II renewal; at other times the CBCI entrusted a particular task to one
of the CBCI Commissions, of which DSA was the secretary, or to the NBCLC.
Whatever may be the case our brief survey of the history of the Centre would be
incomplete without a few words about:
1 The project 'Jagruti'
2 The National Convention on Christians of Scheduled Caste Origin
3 The Charismatic Movement
4 The ashram fellowship or 'ashram aikya'.

The project 'Jagruti'
From its beginning the Centre was convinced that lay people needed special
attention in the highly clerical milieu of the Indian Church. Of course, lay people
were welcome at most of the semmars and even seminars exclusively for priests
and religious included lectures on the place and role of lay people in the Church
and in the world and the need to involve them in the decision-making processes.
But that was not sufficient! In order to enable them to participate meaningfully
and confidently, lay people badly needed a distinct and special formation. Hence
the NBCLC began to organise seminars exclusively for lay people from 1977
onwards.1 And not only that, DSA also found a way to solve the financial prob
lems of the organisation of lay people. Thanks to Missio, Aachen, West Germany,
the Centre could offer deserving lay persons free boarding and lodging. This
special concern for lay people was also appreciated by the Holy See. The Sacred
Congregation for the Evangelization of Peoples wrote on 11 August 1977:
'... this new venture is to be commended even more since it is designed for a
specific group which has to bear so much of the work of evangelization in
India, and which has shown such a deep dedication to the life and work of the
Church and the Propagation of the Faith. Consequently, Propaganda would
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like to express its gratitude to you and all your collaborators in this work
which like all the other undertakings of the Centre has the approval of the
Catholic Bishops' Conference of India.'
The letter then praises the programme and the sponsorship of Missio, which it
calls 'a testimony to the soundness and usefulness of this very important work of
preparing key persons to assume more and more their rightful role within the
Church.'2 However, even the 'Widening and Deepening Seminars' for further
formation did not create the lay leadership that was needed. Hence the AICU
(All-India Catholic Union) which from the very beginning had been giving great
support to the Lay Leaders' Seminars at the NBCLC, especially through its late
President, Mr. G.S. Reddy, M.P., and which expected a revitahsation of its own
organisation through the NBCLC-trained leaders, requested DSA to think of a
long-term project by lay people and for lay people, through which further lay
leadership would be fostered and break through the ecclesiastical (ecclesial would
be the wrong word) domination of the clergy (and religious). As many officebearers of the AICU had experienced themselves the NBCLC formation, they
heavily relied on DSA in developing what would later be called the 'Jagruti'
(awake, wake up) project.
DSA was committed to the building up of a strong lay leadership in the Church.
He often referred to Ad Gentes 21, that says that 'The Church has not been truly
established, and is not yet fully alive, nor is it a perfect sign of Christ among men,
unless there exists a laity worthy of the name working along with the hierarchy,,' He
considered the AICU, the only officially recognised Catholic All-India organisation for lay people, the instrument to mobiUse the lay people all over India. Hence
he tried to galvanise the AICU leadership, among whom a number of 'settled',
'established' CathoUcs, to enter into the life of the Church, the struggle of the
people and to play as committed lay people an active role in the implementation
of the Vatican II renewal. He created among them a deeper awareness of the
socio-economic situation of the people and stated that the AICU and the entire
lay leadership had to play a unique role in nation-building. Hence they had to
overcome the lethargy, inertia, ghetto mentality and internal church rivalries and
become agents of renewal in Church and Society by creating Christian communities
alive to the world and its needs. He urged the AICU to enter into the main stream
of the life of the nation. As the AICU had a national infrastructure, it had the
potential to rally all the lay organisations and enable them to become a people's
movement at all levels - national, regional, diocesan and parochial. Through DSA
the NBCLC pledged itself to be at the service of the emergence of lay leadership.
From the beginning the 'Jagruti Project' was meant to be action-oriented; hence
two kinds of programmes were planned:
i seminars and workshops to update the laity, making them aware of their
important place and responsibility in the Church and the world;
ii programmes that enabled lay people to promote socio-economic development.
Missio and the IGSS (Indo-German Social Service Society) came forward to
finance the programme. It was expected that the Lay Leaders' seminars would
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equip a sufficient number of lay persons to begin. Every two trained lay persons
would be responsible to organise two training courses of five days for at least 25
lay leaders in 1980. The expectation was that it would happen in about 25 places
in the vast country. The 1980 summer seminar for lay leaders was adjusted for
that very purpose and the participants therein, quite a number office-bearers of
AICU, even formulated a modest programme of action in their parish and
diocese, but in the end they felt diffident, not sufficiently equipped.
That is the reason why the NBCLC and AICU decided to hold the Widening and
Deepening seminars, open to all who had participated in the Lay Leaders'
seminars; their specific purpose was to equip them to conduct renewal seminars
or programmes for socio-economic development. After their training they would
organise training programmes at the parish, diocesan or regional level under the
supervision and guidance of the AICU vice-presidents of their region. Slowly Lay
Leaders' seminars and other renewal seminars, organised and conducted by lay
people, began to take place.
Still the need was felt to have lay persons who would be full-time engaged in
extension service of the 'Jagruti Project'. The AICU, therefore, invited applications from volunteers who were ready to take up Jagruti extension service full
time after completing a 3-month Intensive Training Course at the NBCLC. 15
from the 500 applications were selected for the ITI3 that was meant to equip them
to start socio-economic and renewal projects, enabling people to better their lot
and to awaken especially Christians about their rights, role and responsibility in
Church and society.
After the completion of the ITI 8 persons were selected as JEO's (Jagruti
Extension Officers) and given the following tasks: to establish units of AICU, to
contact resource persons in their region and organise developmental or aggiornamento programmes. Apart from revitalising old and starting new units of
AICU, they organised 16 development seminars (7 in Kerala, 4 in Tamilnadu, 2
in Kamataka/Goa and 3 in Madhya Pradesh) with 535 participants, and 6 renewal
seminars (one in Kerala, Tamilnadu, Karnataka/Goa and Maharashtra respectively, and 2 in Madhya Pradesh) with 573 participants. It should be noted that it
seemed much easier to organise development seminars than renewal seminars,
while the interest for the renewal seminars was actually greater. One of the
difficulties that the JEO's experienced was that the clergy did not consider them
qualified to conduct renewal seminars and to speak about a theological subject.
The average participation in renewal seminars was almost hundred and in
development seminars not even 35. This suggests that lay persons were more
seriously interested in church renewal than in the renewal of society. However,
the number is too small to draw any definite conclusions.
Though in the background DSA was the heart and soul of the Jagruti programme.
He was instrumental in getting the necessary funds for the formation of lay
people, the salaries of the JEO's and the extension programmes and saw to the
efficient execution of these programmes through intensive correspondence,
quarterly meetings for mutual sharing, inspiration and evaluation.
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All this has led to the waking up of lay people in a clerical Church; in some
regions there are signs of a grassroots level movement. Lay persons assert their
rights and play their part in parish, milieu of work and diocese. The future of the
emergence of lay leadership will depend on the way in which the forceful lay
leaders will be understood, accepted and guided in our clerical Church. Since
some lay people have now discovered that they are agents and subjects in the
Vatican II renewal, they are becoming a strong force with the potential to awaken
and mobilise many lay people at the grassroots level. Many efforts are still to be
made to discover their hidden potential and to organise the scattered forces at
work, galvanising and mobilising them to be the Church of the people. A peoples'
Church will be a movement of the people for the liberation of all people in
imitation and continuation of the movement of Jesus Christ. The future of the
Church in India will depend on the shape of lay leadership that is now springing
up in many places. The NBCLC has been a powerful instrument in initiating this
movement and it should remain a sign of hope for them. The NBCLC already is
a movement; it should become a movement of the people. We may hope that it
will one day become the sign and embodiment of this great revolution - the
Church's becoming a peoples' movement fully committed to work selflessly for
India's future.

National Convention on Christians of Scheduled Caste Origin,
15-19 June 1978
The promotion of justice has always been one of the priorities of the Catholic
Church in India during the post-Vatican II period. All renewal should ultimately
contribute to the realisation of the Kingdom of Justice and Peace. The creation
of a just and human society also belongs to the three-fold thrust of the NBCLC:
'The second important concern is awareness and identification with the reality
of India and to be genuinely committed to social justice and to contribute
through everything to the creation of a just and human society.'4
It may not have been mere coincidence that just before this convention the AllIndia Consultation on Ashrams (8-11 June 1978) took place, preceded by the GetTogether of ashramites (5-7 June 1976), for God and man can and should be
distinguished, but can and should never be separated.5 Word and Worship shows
the intimate connection between both:
'The latter (ashram consultation) is the embodiment of the soul and the
perennial value of India's relentless quest of God, far beyond and above all,
a pilgrimage that will never be given up till one arrives at the Supreme, the
Absolute, the one Reality without a second, Paramatman. This is the real
wisdom, gnana, the real knowledge and experience, vidya, the only reality,
sad. The Ashram is the typically Indian institution, an ever old and an ever
present sign having its core in the heart of the guru.
This quest is an effort to break all fetters and to transcend all other realities
and to experience total freedom: mukti and moksha; the spiritual freedom.
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This is a process of liberation, having its expression in the socio-economicpolitical fields and this should be supported and facilitated by the same. It is
in this perspective of a struggle for social justice and a process of liberation
that the plight of Christians of Scheduled Caste Origin (CSCO) draws our
attention and challenges us to committed action. They are victims of double
discrimination and injustice (originally based on caste, discriminated against
in the social, economic and political areas, and subsequently based on
religion, today discriminated against for being Christians).'6
The Convention was in many ways unique: it was a truly national convention,
Christians from most states and Christian Churches of India were represented,
all the sections of the People of God were actively involved, associations of SCO's
and other interested groups and movements came for the first time together at
the national level to work for a common cause. All were determined not only to
share and discuss, but to arrive at effective follow-up actions. This should be
possible, because, though all the Churches and the Centre are concerned about
justice in its totality for all to whom it is denied, this Convention dealt with only
one section of the people and one aspect of their problems. At the same time the
struggle for justice for the CSCO's was situated within the global concern for
justice. This concern is part and parcel of the Christian mission in today's India,
for
'discrimination against a section of the people in a secular state on the basis
of religion is a clear case of injustice. This is a fragrant violation of the
fundamental rights guaranteed by the Constitution, namely freedom of
conscience, freedom of religion and secularism. As such the Convention is
addressed to the Central Government and not so much to the State Governments for the redress of grievances, for rendering of justice on a permanent
basis. We are aiming at nothing short of an amendment of the Constitution
(Scheduled Castes) Order no. 19 of 10 August 1950, para 3.
It is also indirectly connected with caste. It is a paradox! Christians as such
have no caste system. Yet Christians of Scheduled Caste Origin have suffered
and continue to suffer from the oppressive system of system of castes...
It is a Christian Convention. We shall maintain a Christian perspective, have
a Christian vision of reality, evaluate and interpret events and situations with
Christian values, approach the question in a Christian manner and offer
Christian hope to one another and to others.
Hence it will be done in an atmosphere of silence and prayer, in listening
and reflecting, theological consideration and sharing, all celebrated and
proclaimed in worship. This Centre known for such an atmosphere was
explicitly chosen as the venue of this Convention precisely for this reason.'7
Originally the initiative to organise the Convention was taken by the Joint
Committee of the CBCI and the AICU, but in January 1978 it was felt that all
the Churches could be involved and the National Christian Council of India
(NCCI) was contacted and from March onwards it became a truly ecumenical
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venture for the cause of justice. It should be noted that this Convention became
for many also a truly pentecostal experience because of the prayerful atmosphere
already mentioned above. The Bible meditations and Eucharistie celebrations, as
well as the midday and evening prayer sessions were well-attended and fully
participated in by the delegates.
One of the first palpable results of this Convention was that under the able
guidance and animation of DSA the representatives and friends of Scheduled
Caste Christian Associations, working in various States, resolved to form a national
level federation of such associations in order to forge a unified thinking, expression
and action in the future regarding their common causes and aspirations.
The work of the Convention culminated m a 'Statement of recommendations'
and a 'Message to the Churches', approved by the whole Convention. The
Message to the Churches underlined the structural dimension of injustice and
justice and affirmed the mission of the Church in terms of struggle for justice:
Ч е do recognise that the principalities and powers of this world continue to
alienate man from man, and perpetuate structures which allow oppression of
man by man in the name of caste, class, sex and religion. We believe that
such oppression is a violation of God's will and negation of the work of
Christ. Therefore we pledge to be true to the mission of the Church and fight
against all such oppression and for the human dignity for all.'8
The Message also contained a bold confession of the Churches about their share
in the perpetuation of injustice to the marginalised even in the Church:
'... we have failed to manifest the unity and fellowship in Christ which
transcends all man-made differences and to commit ourselves to fight all
discrimination and oppression that dehumanise people. We see that the evil
and divisions in society are reflected in the Church structures weakening the
fellowship and witness of the Church and its commitment to justice. Only so
can we account for the fact that, though Christians of Scheduled Caste Origin
form more than half of the total membership of the Church - though this
percentage varies from State to State - they are, to a great extent, marginali
sed in the Church itself. We call the Churches in India to address themselves
to this question seriously with a sense of urgency.... In this matter we cannot
afford to do less than we expect the Government to do for the people, if our
concern for them is genuine.'9
The Message ends with situating the concern for the cause of the Christians of
Scheduled Caste Origin within the whole commitment to justice that is an
essential dimension of our Christian life and mission.
The Statement and Resolutions of the National Convention of Christian Leaders on
10
the Plight of Christians of Scheduled Caste Origin firstdescribe the preparatory
steps towards the National Convention, but focus on the follow-up and the
resolutions. All forms of discrimination and segregation against CSCO's must be
overcome by really accepting them as equals in friendships, social gatherings and
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even inter-caste marriages, giving them adequate representation in church bodies,
making special reservations for them in Christian institutions and encouraging
their children to join seminaries and convents.11 In order to realise this a whole
process of education of all Christians and mobilisation of leadership from CSCO
is urgent and indispensable.12 However, political action should not be shunned:
'Our deliberations have convinced us more than ever that denial by the
government of the benefits to those of Scheduled Caste Origin who have
converted to Christianity and other religions of the Minority Communities is
a clear case of discrimination and injustice perpetrated against them on the
basis of religion and is therefore a fragrant violation of the Fundamental
Rights guaranteed by the Constitution and the secular character of our
Republic. This, therefore, is not a communal issue. It is a human problem
and is directly connected with justice for all and for each section of the
population. The whole Church is called to rally round this common cause to
launch a united front of action... Direct action both at regional and national
levels like processions and dharnas, strikes and closure of Christian institutions, picketing, fasting and hunger strike and boycott of elections may not be
ruled out as a final resort.'13
The convention then resolved that a follow-up action committee be set up to see
to the implementation of the recommendations, that the sponsors of the Convention should see to it that similar follow-up action committees are set up at the
regional and State level, and that these committees organise a convention on the
plight of Christians of Scheduled Caste Origin at the regional/State level. The
follow-up action committee will also fix and prepare material for the celebration
of a Social Justice Sunday with particular attention for the CSCO's, prepare a new
type of Memorandum to be presented to the President, Prime Minister and other
concerned Government officials and move the Members of Parliament to support
any bill to remove discrimination on the basis of religion, and finally to take all
the necessary steps to assure discrimination against CSCO in Church and society.
It is recommended that an adequate quota of admissions and appointments be
reserved for CSCO and that every effort be made to encourage vocations to the
priesthood and religious life and other leadership functions from among CSCO.14
The Statement concluded forcefully:
'... We realise that our fidelity to Jesus Christ, the liberator will be only in
the measure in which we are instruments in bringing about a new order of
society, based on the gospel values of justice, freedom and love.
This leaves us no other option but to start a more intensified struggle
however hard and prolonged it may be for the eradication of discrimination
against CSCO as the first step in the realisation of the larger objective of a
just society. This struggle of ours is a patriotic service to our country for the
preservation of its secular character and for the promotion of the lofty ideals
enshrined in our Constitution. It is a struggle that we shall wage in collaboration with all men of good will, irrespective of caste and creed.'15
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The Convention was the culmination of a long struggle for justice. Since her
Independence Mother India has been entrusted with the enormous task of setting
the millions of the marginalised free. The Convention pleaded for a particular
group among them, those who are more oppressed than others because they are
oppressed in two ways: first, becasuse they belong (with many others) to the
Scheduled Castes, secondly, because they miss the privileges and provisions made
for those belonging to the Scheduled Castes, and the reason for being bypassed
in secular India is: they have become Christians. The ultimate value of this
Convention lies not in its statements, resolutions and recommendations, but in
what will be achieved for the millions of Christians of Scheduled Caste Origin.

The NBCLC and the Charismatic Movement
Ever since the Charismatic Movement appeared on the Indian scene, DSA and
the NBCLC took keen interest, for the Movement was considered one of the
providential signs of renewal in the Church. In April 1976 the Standing Committee of the CBCI gave the CBCI Commission for Liturgy the additional task of
promoting, animating and guiding the Charismatic Movement.16 The first step
which the Commission took was that it officially appointed Fr. Fio Mascarenhas
as a consultor of the Commission in order to facilitate interaction, mutual
inspiration and challenge. The Centre then encouraged the II National Convention of the Catholic Charismatic Renewal that was to be held in Bombay, 21-24
October 1976. DSA, in his capacity as secretary of the Commission, participated
in the Convention and in his address he outlined the significance of the Charismatic Movement for India, stressed that serious discernment and on-going interpretation in and by the community17 are necessary to assure the right orientation
to the movement and continued:
'The Charismatic Movement has come to India precisely at a time when we
are making a concerted and systematic effort to return to our sources - the
sources of our cultural and religious traditions, to appreciate and experience
Indian forms of prayer, and to promote an authentic Indian Spirituality
coupled with indigenous theology and liturgy, supported by an Indian atmosphere and life-style. Now the core of the Indian Spirituality is interiority or
deep experience of the Spirit, the Spirit who dwells in our hearts and who
permeates all reahty...
Not only does the Charismatic Movement join our pilgrimage to the sources
of Indian Spirituality, but it has come to India which is a land of the Spirit. In
all modesty we could state that no other country, no other people has so
deeply and universally experienced the Spirit and expressed this experience in
its religious literature, religious practices, worship and prayer as India.'18
DSA then elaborated upon the convergence of the two movements, the Charismatic Movement and the discovery and promotion of Indian Spirituality. Both are
centered in and focussed on the Spirit, came up after the Council and gather
momentum in these seventies, and stress experience. The Spirit has always been
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working in the depths of India's existence. At this juncture the Charismatic
Movement challenges the Church in India
'not merely to continue to co-exist with our countrymen of other religious
traditions, but to get ready for a peak experience of encounter and communion. She is called to become, to be and to appear as a Spirit-filled
community.*19
Then the Church will recover her authenticity and true personality. The Spirit's
presence will be recognised, as soon as the Church experiences 'the Spirit in the
depth of her heart and radiates this experience on her face and in her life.'20
The Charismatic Movement is called to guard and animate the Church's sensitivity to the Spirit of Jesus Christ, enabling it to raise its prophetic voice and,
therefore, the Charismatic Movement itself must guard and deepen its prophetic
character. 'The Charismatic Renewal is worth what its prophetic character is
worth, what its ability to heal the brokenness and sin of the world is worth,
besides healing body and mind.'21 Thus DSA challenges the Charismatic Movement to be committed to inculturation, liberation and evangelization.22
At the end of his address he makes three practical suggestions, I would rather
say, he poses a concrete challenge to the Charismatic Movement, a threefold
challenge that springs from his understanding of and commitment to the future
of the Church in India:
'1 Subject to correction it seems to me that the Movement has been largely
limited to urban areas, educated people, middle class, English speaking and
so on and so forth. We cannot dictate to the Spirit where to begin; but join
Him where He is. We have to begin somewhere. But I would like that in
addition to these groups which are important indeed this renewal should
reach the rural areas, the illiterate, uneducated, rural sections of our
Society. Then only we can call it national. Further the Spirit movement has
to be fully ecclesial, and fully national. A challenge is placed before us this
morning at the Second National Convention, to take a new turn and to
move towards new horizons in our outward thrust.
2 The second suggestion follows the first one: If the Charismatic Renewal
should spread all over the country, reach all regions, and be acceptable to
all sections of the people, we should present it in a variety of forms. Today
a healthy pluralism is accepted and called for in everything. This applies
also to the Charismatic Renewal. I refer particularly to the various ways of
celebrating our meetings, different expressions of our praise and forms of
our prayer. What we have now is a good and inspiring one. But I wonder
whether all the sections of people in India, especially those in rural areas,
will be able to identify themselves with these forms in expressing their joy
of the Spirit. To be more precise every element of our meeting and prayer
should be culturally indigenous and socially acceptable, and meaningful to
our non-Christian neighbours. For this we have to be creative and inventive, we have to be open and pluralistic so that everyone will be able to join
us. If we import a particular form and stick on to that one form, it will
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automatically keep away several sections. Serious and urgent efforts must
be made in this regard.
3 Thirdly, the Movement will depend to a large extent on the quality of its
leadership... Much depends on the person who is conducting the meeting
or session, though the Holy Spirit is at work and most decisive. The
reaction of the people to charismatic prayer is very much determined by
the type of meeting they happen to attend and the quality of experience
they have. In the coming years we have to concentrate on the formation of
leaders.'23
The Centre further expressed its responsibility and concern for Charismatic
Renewal in India by giving proper information about the Charismatic Renewal
and an initiation into and experience of charismatic prayer in practically all its
seminars. Whenever possible, the lecture was given and the prayer session led by
a leader of the Charismatic Movement. Moreover, the Centre regularly published
articles and information about Charismatic Renewal,24 and in February 1977 it
devoted a special issue of Word and Worship to Charismatic Renewal.25
From 13-23 April a full-fledged seminar on Charismatic Renewal was held:
Seminar on Sacraments of Healing and Charismatic Renewal. 190 persons from
all walks of life and different regions in India took part. DSA was the chief
animator and had the help of the National Team for Charismatic Renewal, led
by Fr. Fio Mascarenhas. They shared with the participants about the impact of
the movement on them and explained in a simple, but rather comprehensive
manner the different issues connected with the movement: gifts of the Spirit,
baptism in the Spirit, speaking in tongues, healing, etc. The sacraments of healing
were explained from the broader perspective of the healing of a broken world.
The participants had ample opportunity to experience charismatic prayer and
healing sessions. A community celebration of reconciliation was one of the
culmination points of the seminar. The seminar was planned in view of an
interaction between the renewed theology and praxis of the sacraments, on the
one hand, and the Charismatic Renewal on the other; many felt that this interaction brought clarity and gave new inspiration.
During the Fifth All-India Liturgical Meeting, 11-16 December 1976, a panel
session was organised to evoke suggestions for the promotion and guidance of
Charismatic Renewal in India. The panelists shared their rich experience in the
Movement and the potential it had for the spiritual growth of the people. They
expressed their concern about the soundness of the biblical formation of some of
the leaders and the need to dispel fears and clarify misunderstandings about the
Movement. The following points emerged from the general discussion (we quote
from the report):
'It would be helpful to the growth of Christian Life if our bishops would
recommend the Charismatic Movement and send their views to Rome. The
Movement gives all a love for prayer. It is a good opportunity for ecumenical
experience.
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The Commission should ûnd ways and means of integrating indigenous
elements into the Movement. The help given should be oriented towards its
healthy growth, without prejudice.
The CBCI should dispel fears among people regarding the Charismatic
Movement. Some forms of sentimentalism and expressions foreign to the
culture of India be avoided. Certain elements like the gift of tongues, baptism
of the Spirit, etc. be adequately explained and that exaggerations be avoided
in this regard.'26
On the agenda of the Official Meeting of the CBCI Commission for Liturgy, 2628 October 1977 we find again an evaluation of the Charismatic Renewal in India.
DSA again spoke of the Commission's task and Fr. Silas, cmi. brought out the
many blessings of the Charismatic Movement.27 After a thorough discussion the
house came to the following conclusions regarding the orientation and promotion
of the Charismatic Movement:
'The Commission for Liturgy feels that it should give encouragement and
inspiration to the Charismatic Movement in the country.
It has several positive features to its credit. It encourages a deeper prayer
life, a greater devotion to the Eucharist, love for the Scriptures, community
sense, prayer groups, loyalty to the Church, intercession for the various
categories of the people of God, prayer of praise and worship, and loyalty to
ecclesiastical authorities.'
'To assure the Charismatic Movement greater efficacy and wider acceptance,
some sort of orientation seems to be necessary.
1 The Charismatic Renewal Movement should reach all sections of Christians, the rural areas, the illiterate, uneducated rural sections of our society.
2 Hence the need to present it in a variety of forms. Its elements, gestures
and forms of expression should be culturally indigenous and socially
acceptable.
3 Much attention is to be given to the formation of leaders as the quality of
leadership is an important aspect for any movement.
4 Charismatic elements are to be balanced with the liturgical, especially the
sacramental celebrations. The sacrament of Reconciliation, the sacrament
of healing par excellence, and its comprehensive dimensions are to be
emphasised.
5 The tendency to a fundamentalist approach to the Holy Scripture when
noticed should be rectified.
6 To give real depth to prayer experience, more emphasis is to be given to
both interior and exterior silence.
7 More discretion is to be exercised in the matter of giving testimonies of a
personal nature.
8 Undue preoccupation with one or other particular charism should be
discouraged.
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9 The charismatic hymns seem as a whole to give over-emphasis to evangelistic fervour. A content analysis seems to be called for.
These are mentioned only to guarantee the Charismatic Movement, the
solidity and the inner vitality it requires as a genuine element of ecclesial
renewal.'2*
The role played by the NBCLC for the promotion of the Charismatic Movement
accorded with the main thrust of the Centre in post-conciliar Church Renewal
characterised by concern for justice, inter-religious dialogue, inculturation of
spirituality, prayer and the entire Christian life. Hence all that the Centre has
contributed to the Charismatic Movement is to orientate it in the spirit of the
all-round renewal initiated and spearheaded by the NBCLC. In that sense it was
a prophetic guide to the Charismatic Movement, challenging it to be a movement
in tune with the spirit of India, bringing about total liberation of the people who
are groaning under the weight of oppression. Then it can become a sign and
instrument of the Kingdom of justice, peace and fellowship. It is still too early to
gauge the impact of this prophetic challenge to the Movement in general and in
its various self-expressions in the different regions of India. One thing is rather
dear: in the era of inculturation it is impossible to take with impunity a movement from one culture to another. I have the impression that even in independent
India some high/middle class people in the Church and in the world are too
anxious to transplant something that is successful in the West to India. In this
context I wonder whether the dynamism of the Spirit should and will not find
other more Indian and authentic forms and expressions.

The Ashram Fellowship/'Ashram Aikya'
Ashram is a typical Indian reality; it embodies the age-long, perennial quest of
India for mukti and moksha. It incarnates in a unique way the relentless quest of
India's soul for the Absolute in its pilgrimage towards the 'One Reality without
a Second'. The Church in India is becoming alive to the ashram ideal and several
persons and groups are trying to give it particular Christian expressions. Several
Christian Ashrams have sprung up. It goes without saying that the NBCLC with
its consistent commitment to inculturation and the promotion of Indian Christian
spirituahty was interested in the 'Ashram Movement'. It became officially involved, when at its meeting of April 1976 the Standing Committee gave the
Commission for Liturgy the official mandate to animate and promote the Ashram
Movement in India.29 The interest in ashrams and the practice of ashram life
began much earlier.
In the Declaration of the All-India Seminar on 'The Church in India Toda/ in
1969 we already find:
'In our understanding of the Christian fellowship as the People of God on
pilgrimage, bearing witness to the message of Christ, we must foster the
prophetic spirit within, so that individually and in groups we may constantly
remind each other and our fellowmen of the radical demands of the Christian
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vocation, by the example of our life. In India today we should also encourage
the monastic vocation and the setting up of the ashrams both in rural and in
urban areas. Thus in various ways we must project the true image of the
Church, which is the sacrament of God's love and not merely an efficient
welfare agency.*30
Later it is stated:
'In the spirit of Vatican II which exhorts us 'to acknowledge, preserve and
promote the spiritual and moral goods found among these men (followers of
other religions, Ed.) as well as the values in their society and culture' (NA 2),
we recommend:
that immediate steps be taken to promote an authentic contemplative and
monastic life in keeping with the best traditions of the Church and the
spiritual heritage of India, and all encouragement be given to those who show
signs of a special vocation for the life of prayer and silence, or prayer and
service, in an ashram setting, even if they are already leading a priestly or
religious life.'31
Once more the very authoritative All-India Seminar recommends Christian
ashrams:
'It would be a great help to have more small ashrams, houses, or centres of
dialogue, closely integrated in their respective milieux. To make this dialogue
more effective, it would be useful to train the Christian community to know
and appreciate the spiritual wealth of other religions by means of anthologies
of their Sacred Writings with proper explanations.'32
At the Fifth All-India Liturgical Meeting (11-16 December 1976) the Commission
expressed its responsibihty by organising a study on the ashram way of life with
a panel discussion during which some ashramites shared what they experienced in
their search for authentic Indian Christian ashram life. Several basic features and
characteristics of ashram life and its relation to the Christian monastic tradition
were explained.33
At the meeting of the CBCI Commission for Liturgy, 26-28 October 1977, DSA
himself introduced the discussion on ashrams and ashram life. He highlighted
the questions of the autonomy and juridical status of the ashrams within the
Church and the influx of often Christian foreigners seeking spiritual enlightenment in India. Since they go indiscriminately to any ashram and then are often
misled, get cheated, robbed and sometimes get lost altogether, we have to render
a service, that is, give them proper information before they come to India and
provide for adequate guidance in Christian and reliable Hindu ashrams.34
At the end of an solid presentation Sr. Vandana, rscj.,35 who had almost 10 years
experience of ashram life, summed up the issues that needed immediate attention:
'Christian ashrams which are growing in number have come to a stage when
they seek to know their status in the Church. They realise that however
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unpalatable juridical structures may be, and however much first importance
is to be given always to the spontaneous, flexible, charismatic nature of
ashrams, they need to obtain an independent and recognised status in the
Church... Whether the ashrams receive immediately a recognised and secure
status in the Church or not, what I consider urgent is that their autonomy be
recognised and safeguarded. (Perhaps the two questions will go together.)
This, I would suggest, is the all-important and urgent task the Liturgical
Commission could undertake to secure from the CBCI far more than any
other CBCI Commission, it is their concern i) to secure "laboratories for
christian experimentation" - without which the life in any country cannot grow
- and ii) to ensure springs of Indian Christian contemplation dotted ... all
over this ancient land; from where would flow "the streams of living water"
throughout the country.'36
After an inspiring discussion the CBCI Commission decided:
'1 that it should organise a get-together and sharing of ashramites and a
wider All-India consultation of those involved in the ashram way of life
for a deeper study of the matter and formulate certain guidelines.
2 With regard to the many foreign seekers of God who come to India, it was
felt necessary to guide them on Indian spirituality and prayer, and supply
information as to which Christian ashrams and Hindu ashrams they could
profitably and reliably visit and stay in.
3 Information material on ashrams may be made available to them on arrival
in India through the tourist offices.
4 Through the CBCI the episcopal Conferences of the countries from which
such people come may be contacted and with their cooperation the
required services may be rendered.'37
The Agenda of the General Meeting of the CBCI, 9-17 January 1978 included
the following report regarding the ashram movement, the care of which was
entrusted to the CBCI Commission for Liturgy:
'In view of the spontaneous and charismatic nature of this movement, the
fact it is still in its infancy, and the need to clarify the juridical status of
ashrams, and the number of foreigners who flock to ashrams, it was agreed
- in the light of papers written by some ashramites for 1976 and 1977 meetings and the discussions that followed - that a national consultation should be
held next year in two stages viz.
i a preliminary meeting of those actually involved in the movement with a
view to mutual sharing of experience, enhghtenment and encouragement,
and
ii a wider consultation involving other members of the Church in India and
possibly also others with experience of ashram life.
It is hoped that this will provide clarification regarding:
a the specific nature of a Christian ashram as distinct from other forms of
Christian community.
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b the relationship which should exist between ashrams and ecclesiastical
and/or religious authorities - in view of the degree of freedom demanded
by the very nature of an ashram.'
The Agenda also included the main characteristics, agreed upon at the 1977
meeting of the Commission for Liturgy:
'It should be a community of God-seekers who give contemplation the priority
in practice (even while they may do part-time work) centered around a Godexperienced man or woman.
It is an open community welcoming men and women of all faiths, status, races
who come for deepening their prayer experience. For this the life-style must
be simple and Indian.
Measures should be taken to help large numbers of God-seekers who come
from Western areas in search of ashram life. For this purpose the CBCI
could dialogue with Episcopal Conferences of other countries and offer some
services.
The live-together of ashramites (5-7 June 1978) was conducted in an ashram
(life) style and embedded in an atmosphere of deep prayer. After three days of
deep sharing that made the 20 participants a closely knit family, they decided to
form an association of Catholic Ashrams, the Bharatiya Kristashram Sangha. The
Sangha should see to a regular exchange among the ashramites through newslet
ters and annual meetings.
Also the All-India Consultation on Ashrams, 7-11 June 1978, followed an ashram
life-style and was conducted in an atmosphere of prayer, silence, listening and
sharing. The more than 100 participants, among whom bishops, priests, religious
brothers and sisters and lay men and women from all parts of India, joined in a
common quest to understand the ashram tradition and interpret it in the Ught of
the Christian, and in particular the religious and monastic tradition - this was to
be done in view of the place of the ashram and ashram life in the present and
future of the Church in India. The in-put came from DSA's preparatory paper,
three short papers by Sr. Vandana, rscj., Bede Griffiths and X. Irudayaraj, sj.,
panels and workshops. The result was formulated in the 'Statement of the AllIndia Consultation on Ashrams', 7-11 June 1978. This Statement first recalls the
concern for ashrams, expressed at the All-India Seminar on 'The Church in India
Toda/CMay 1969) and the All-India Consultation on Ashrams (June 1978) and
then gives the description, not definition, that evolved from the Consultation:
'An ashram may be called a place of an intense and sustained spiritual quest,
centred around a Guru, man or woman (usually one - sometimes more such
persons) recognized by others as a person of deep spiritual experience. In an
ashram primacy is given to this relentless quest through sadhanas or specifi
cally Indian spiritual practices. It is a place where above all people can
experience God, and live in an ever-deepening awareness of His Presence.
This is fostered by renunciation and detachment and an atmosphere of
silence, peace and joy. (З)'39
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This is the most fundamental characteristic. The next feature is: openness to all,
irrespective of religion, status, race of sex, provided they are in search of peace
and enlightenment (4). It goes without saying that its life-style is simple in
keeping with the Indian tradition and context (5), and inspired by the Indian
religious and cultural heritage (8). Ashram life will normally have elements of the
three margas, jnana (knowledge), karma (action) and bhakti (devotion), though
usually one will be predommant; therefore, all kind of services are possible,
provided they come from a genuinely religious inspiration (6). In a Christian
ashram the God-experience in Christ stands central, for Christ is the Sadguru,
towards whom the gum or acharya has to lead the ashramites-, the Spirit of Christ
will deepen the ashramites' concern for needy people (7), but 'the very purpose
of an ashram puts limitations on the range of its involvements. Ashrams are not
primarily pastoral centres, apostoHc communities, etc... By the very witnessing of
their life they proclaim Christ (9).'
As the appreciation for an ashram life-style is spreading, several communities
have adopted to some extent a kind of ashram setting and some elements of
ashram life, but they are not ashrams in the full sense (10). The vocations to
ashram life will increase, when the appreciation for contemplation is better
fostered in the religious education of the laity and the formation of clergy and
religious (11). Then the Statement continues:
'Ashram life is of recent origin in the Church. It is an on-going experimentation in living this spiritual quest, and hence requires sufficient freedom and
creative initiative for its growth ... we wish to stress the need for the ashram
life to have a status of its own in the Church, and for recognition and support
by the Hierarchy and Major Superiors. (12)'
This paragraph is very important. Independence belongs to the very nature of an
ashram. Hence the ashramites have been pleading for a recognised, but independent status in the Church. This creates problems for priests incardinated in their
diocese and religious belonging to a religious congregation. What kind of recognition and approval is needed from the bishop or major superior? The conditions
they put may be incompatible with the creative freedom of the Spirit in an
ashram. Hence the persistent request for an independent status.40 Moreover, some
ashramites felt uncomfortable with the CBCI putting the ashram movement under
the umbrella of the CBCI Commission for Liturgy.
The Statement finally reports the constitution of the ashram fellowship or 'ashram
aikya', an association to foster unity among the ashrams, for mutual animation
and support and as a body to present the specific needs of ashrams and ashramites to the bishops and religious superiors (13). It caUs the widespread appreciation for ashram values as a prophetic soign of the awakening of a new charisma
in the Church today (14).
The entire programme could be compared to a satsang. The reflections and
sharings were interpersed with regular samdhya, community prayer, personal
prayer, community celebrations of bhajans, namjaps or liturgies. There was time
for yoga too. A deep contemplative spirit was kept alive in the midst of relentless
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pursuit of clarity and achievement of goals. The 'ashram atmosphere' that characterised everything about the consultation was most conducive to the whole
process. The ashramites with their captivating simplicity, depth of interiority and
the silence that was pervasive in all activities and places contributed much to
making the consultation a great experience and event. It was an ashram in action.
Christian ashrams may play an important role in the creation of an Indian
spirituality and theology. Let us listen once again to Mataji Vandana:
'It may even be recognised, at a future date, to be of significance even for
the Church Universal. For today one hears of Ashrams, Gurus even in
Europe, America, Australia and Africa. Ashrams have a significant role to
play in the evolution of an Indian theology since an Indian theology will
necessarily have to be thought of in terms of contemplation or mystical
experience.41
It is surely from ashrams that we can dream of an authentically indigenous
theology, spirituality and liturgy emerging, because the life-style and prayerlife - which is the "nerve-centre" - are Indian. If so far the efforts made at
indianising our theology and liturgy seem feeble, sporadic, and, to the
uninitiated or westernised mind, quite incongruous, may it not be because
life and liturgy, or life and theology are dichotomised?"42
Ashram life may in itself be an ecclesiology in action, an integration of the
unencumbered, spontaneous quest for God and living in radical Gospel simplicity
with an for others. The consultation brought to the fore the longing of the Indian
Church to be authentic to its sources. It also made everyone appreciate the
preciousness of ashram values. It is high time that Basic Christian/Human
Communities43 emerge that embody the spirit of contemplation and renunciation.
It was for the first time that the Christian ashramites, some groping in the dark,
others stifled from every side, again others alone in their struggle came together
to experience the power of fellowship in their common search; this took shape in
the foundation of the 'ashram aikya', which should, above all, give inspiration and
strength to the pioneering pilgrimage of the ashramites into the unknown land.
One great issue was not at all settled. It was a consultation of like-minded and
like-hearted people. The ashramites' contribution to the liberation of the millions,
struggling for life below the poverty line, was not seriously taken up. What is the
ashramites' task with regard to the structural change that is needed to enable
India's millions to live a truly human existence? The research seminar 'The Indian
Church in the Struggle for a New Society* wrestled with this issue. M. Amaladoss,
sj. contributed a research study on 'Ashrams and Social Justice',44 that challenged
many a participant. The issue continues to cause tension in persons and communities, but this tension may prove to be creative and fruitful as it shapes our
faith in and strengthens our hope for the coming of the Kingdom.
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PARTII
THE THEOLOGY OF D.S. AMALORPAVADASS

After studying the history of the NBCLC, of which D.S. Amalorpavadass was the
founder and first director, we look at his theology, the articulation of his faith
that, indeed, 'moved mountains'. What he did for the NBCLC, the orientation he
expressed in the overall plan, its architecture, its constitution, its long-term
programme and short-term projects, was based upon and moved by afirmconviction of faith, a well-founded, synthetic, dynamic and existential theology. He laid
the foundation for his theological vision during his studies at St. Peter's Seminary,
Bangalore, put it into practice and tested it during his years on the staff of the
Regional Catechetical Centre, Tindivanam, deepened and widened it during his
theological, catechetical and pastoral studies at the Institut Catholique, Paris, that
by and large coincided with the Second Vatican Council; one might say that this
Council both directed and confirmed his theological vision.1 This soUd foundation
enabled him to give Indian flesh to the Word that had spoken through his Spirit
in the Scriptures, the traditions of the Church, the directions of the Magisterium,
etc., but in the nineteensixties very particularly and emphatically in the constitutions, decrees and declarations of the Second Vatican Council; last but not least
this foundation enabled him to experience the Spirit at work in his own country's
cultures and religious traditions. The NBCLC, which in many ways was DSA
during thefirstfifteenyears, became under his directorship a concrete expression
and embodiment, an 'incarnation' of the Council, a 'conciliar incarnation'.
Time has come to take up a few features of his theology:
Chapter 8 : One history of Salvation
Chapter 9 : The Local Church, Incarnation of the Mystery of the Church
Chapter 10 : Other Providential Ways of Salvation
Chapter 11 : Towards a Healthy Secularity
Chapter 12 : Evangelization: Sharing a Unique Experience.

1 See p. 215, note 1.
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8 One History of Salvation

Introduction
The date and dedication of DSA's first book in French L'Inde à la rencontre du
Seigneur speak volumes. His dedication reads: 'A humble token of gratitude to
our God and Father who has sent his Son Jesus Christ to lead us through the
Spirit to his eternal life!'* The date that DSA finished his introduction was:
Epiphany 1964. Its first three sentences read: 'The whole life and mission of the
Church evolves between the resurrection of the Lord and his glorious return.3 In
between the Church orients itself on both at the same time and with the same
dynamism. From the beginning India has been involved in this dynamic movement'.4 When we listen to DSA or read his writings, it strikes us that he puts
almost every issue or problem in the perspective of salvation history,5 asking
himself and his listeners or readers: what does the Lord tell us at this moment
(kairos) of history through this or that situation?6 I feel that this is the main
reason why he considers it providential to finish his book on Epiphany, because
the liturgical celebration of the first Manifestation to the Magi, representing all
humankind, invites us to look forward to the last and final Manifestation at the
glorious return of the Lord.7 That will be the fulfilment of the hidden plan made
in Christ from the beginning: 'to unite all things in him, things in heaven and
things on earth' at the fullness of time (cf. Eph 1:10).8

A global vision, the cosmic-historical context
In the past many of Christianity's initiatives or responses to a particular situation
offered a temporary solution, a kind of First Aid, an emergency treatment. It was
concerned about the individual, his or her salvation, and further back only about
the destiny of his or her soul. On the contrary, DSA operated from a vision, a
Vue d'ensemble' which gradually shaped in the course of his theological formation, priestly ministry at Tindivanam, and his higher theological studies in Paris.
He found this vision in the discussions and later in the teaching of Vatican II.
DSA's vision9 or model structures the relationship between the four main elements that constitute the (Christian) reality: God, (wo)man. Church and world.
Such a vision - the great majority of people are not aware of the vision from
which they operate - explains why one acts or reacts in a particular manner, it
manifests one's attitudes, the position of one's heart. Hence both the Gospel and
Vatican Π call for a change of heart and, unless there is a change of heart, the
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implementation of 'changes' will only be superficial, diplomatic, opportunistic or
unacceptable. In the pre-Vatican II vision, which is dualistic and dichotomic, God
and (wo)man, Church and world stand against each other. God rules from far and
above. Compared to Him (wo)man is nothing, dust and ashes. The world, due to
sin, has become a 'God-forsaken place' and every (wo)man has somehow to sail
unspoiled through this wicked world in the ship of the Church (bark of Peter),
left behind by Jesus, who after his life, death, resurrection returned to the Father
in heaven. The greater the number of people we get into the bark of Peter the
better, for those outside and the world are lost... Bad luck!
DSA describes - the synthetic version of such a negative model or vision always
tends to become a caricature, but it structures the many reactions to Vatican II
- the relationship between the four constituents of our reality as follows:
'God has communicated and entrusted to the Church what is necessary for
the salvation of sinful mankind in this godless world. This is called God's
revelation of truths. This revelation is addressed to the Church alone. As a
result, within the Church are supposed to be found all truth, goodness,
beauty, holiness, salvation and their source, God's presence. Outside the
Church, in the world are encountered only error and falsehood, sin and evil,
corruption and wickedness, absence of God, conditions for damnation.
The world and its realities are labeled, as secular, profane, worldly, natural,
material and pagan in the pejorative sense, while the Church and its realities
are called holy, sacred, heavenly, supernatural, spiritual and christian.
In this relationship the Church is supposed to fulfil her mission by transmitting to the world what is revealed by God for the world's salvation. The
people of the Church are supposed to go forth from their ghettoes, move out
from 'their' world to the pagans in the 'other' world, shout out the revealed
doctrines, persuade the people to abandon the wicked world and enter the
Church. As men are transferred from the sinking boat of the world into the
safety of the Church compound, the mission of the Church is supposed to be
fulfilled, men saved, and the Kingdom of God established.'10
In the Bible wefindanother vision, of which wefindtraces throughout the history
of the Church, and which has been re-affirmed by Vatican II; foundations for this
vision had been prepared by the theologians during the earlier decades.11 In that
vision the four basic elements of the one reality: God, (wo)man, the world and
the Church, remain distinct, but form a single whole, they are not any longer
opposed to one another, but dynamically interrelated; dialogue, interaction and
collaboration contribute to the fulfilment of history: the fullness of life for all in
God (cf. 1 Cor. 15:24-28). This vision is comprehensive and holistic.
'It starts from and ends with cosmic harmony, universal community
fellowship and personal integrity, all making a single whole. This is similar
to the Hindu world-view in which wholeness and all-dimensional selfrealisation and liberation are experienced at reaching the ultimate goal...
The Spirit is in the depth of one's being which is the ground of God and
the ground of others. As the undercurrents in a river all realities are
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interrelated in depth. Where the spirit is there is freedom and wholeness:
moksha and shanti.'12
Vatican II repeatedly rejects dualistic and dichotomic views, both at the level of
the human person, not only his/her soul, but the whole person,13 and at the level
of the human society, humankind: all men and women are to be saved.14 Hence
the vision of Vatican II places our mission in a cosmic-historical context: we have
to be concerned about the future of humankind and all creation; it stresses,
therefore, that the future of the Church is inseparably linked with the destiny of
humankind.11 Vatican II breaks through individualism, western personalism,
discrimination in any form and on any ground.16 God cares for everyone who
fears him and does what is right and it has pleased him to save men and women
'not merely as individuals without any mutual bonds'; the Church has, therefore,
to serve as 'a lasting and sure seed of unity, hope, and salvation for the whole
human race' and it is used by Christ 'as an instrument for the redemption of all'.
During Vatican II the Church was taught by the Spirit to have the cosmichistorical context in view: 'Missionary activity is nothing else and nothing less than
a manifestation or epiphany of God's will, and the fulfillment of that will in the
world and in world history.'18 It is very clear that the Council Fathers looked
beyond the frontiers of the Church: what really mattered was God's plan for the
world and in the world. Christians Uve in 'pro-existence'; the Church does not
exist for itself, but for others: in and through the world all should experience that
God is love, that he always hears the crying and sighing of his people and sees
their oppression and suffering. Hence there is only one history, a history of
salvation, in which God, (wo)man, the world and the Church are intimately
related, but play a distinct role.

The one history
In this one history we may distinguish the following stages:
1 The time before Christ: the theology of creation
2 The Word in the flesh: the theology of redemption
3 The time from Easter, Pentecost to the Parousia: the theology of the Church
or missionary apostolate, the time to realize the salvific plan of God for all
people and the whole world.19
1 Theology of creation
The first foundation for DSA's wholistic global vision is his theology of creation.
God created everything through his Word (cf. Jn 1:1-3). On the sixth day he 'saw
everything that he had made, and behold, it was very good' (Gen 1:31). This basic
and fundamental goodness of the world, called into existence by His Word under
the hovering of the Spirit, revealed His features and never lost His stamp. The
same Word through whom He created everything is also the purpose of His
creative activity: 'all things were created through him and for him' (Col 1:16).
Hence the Son is the firstborn of creation and holds all things in unity (Col
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1:15-17).20 This universal plan of salvation that began with the very act of creation
has never been cancelled or given up, for He 'desires all men to be saved and to
come to the knowledge of the truth' (1 Tim 2:4-5).
In this plan God gave special responsibilities to the crown of his creation work:
(wo)man, male and female, created in his image and likeness, as a community.
Only when the sixth day is over and man has been installed as his partner and coworker in the world, the biblical author comments: 'And God saw everything he
had made, and behold, it was very good' (Gen 1:26-31). Psalm 8 powerfully
communicates both the smallness and the greatness of man, the latter because of
God's action. Irenaeus beautifully captures God's creation plan: God's glory is
(wo)man fully alive. DSA emphasizes the dynamism in God's creation. The world,
man and woman were not created asfinishedproducts. DSA underlines that with
creation began the 'historical adventure of mankind'. (Wo)man, the human family
or community and the world have to realise their full potential step by step.
'This movement is what is called 'life', 'histoiy. In this movement humankind
is engaged in deploying its potentialities, exploiting its resources, actuating its
faculties, developing its talents, inventing new tools for its evolution, mastering nature and transforming the world.'
It is important that all humankind, all peoples and nations are involved in a
common movement of dynamic growth, have 'above all one single goal, just one
single origin and history*.21 God is not looking at what is happening from a
distance, but He is present in the 'cave of the heart' of every person and in the
heart of the world and its history. He is master of creation and history. It is a pity
that Christians are often not aware of and sensitive to this presence of God in
every human person and every reality of His creation. Then one surely overlooks
the 'semina verbi' or 'seeds of the Word' in other world religions, which are such
an abundant manifestation of God's universal presence. Ad Gentes speaks of 'a
sort of secret presence of God',22 a presence based upon the inseparable link that
binds the Creator with his creation, the Maker with what he made, the Artist with
his art.
When (wo)man instáis him/herself as king of creation and history, desiring to
'be like God, knowing good and evil' (Gen 3:5), the reality of sin stultifies the
sense of God's presence. Then 'one is responsible for the reality of sin and evil...
everyday in selfishness and greed, exploitation and oppression of our brothers and
sisters, injustice and hatred, conflict and war.' Time and again God appeals to his
partners, especially through the prophets and finally through his Son;23 he is
determined to see his plan through.
2 Theology of redemption
'Though the world is affected by sin and bears its imprint in all realities', writes
DSA, 'the first creation through Christ's work of reconciliation and redemption
has become good again.'24 DSA is fascinated by the broadness of Paul's vision on
God's plan. Repeatedly25 he refers to Eph 1:9-10, 2:11-22 and Col 1:15-20. Christ
has revealed the great plan of love, at work from the beginning, but hidden for
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our eyes. DSA speaks here of 'incarnation' as the 'visibilisation, intensification and
totalisation of God's already existing presence and action in the world and
histoiy.26 God's plan was to bring everything together under Christ as head (Eph
1:10). When the Word becomes flesh, He enters human history, assuming all that
is human and the whole created world in order to redeem and unify it. In this
context DSA appeals to the patristic principle: 'nothing is saved unless it is
assumed'. Hence Christ assumed everything created.
'On the cross he destroyed hostility and broke down the barriers and reconciled God with man, and men among themselves (2 Cor 5:17-21; Eph 2:11-22;
Col 1:20). Now the recapitulation of everything in Christ or the universal
action of Christ includes not only the salvation of souls, but also of the whole
man and all men, not only cultures but abo religions, all that is religious and
cultural; in short, everybody and everything in the whole of creation (Rom
8:18-25):"
Through his death and resurrection Christ has become the Lord of the universe,
saviour of mankind. Everything has been subjected to him till he himself will be
subjected to the Father and God will be all m all (1 Cor 15:28). There is no
limitation to his Lordship. He assumed all, redeemed all and reigns over all, over
Noah and Abraham, over Jews and Gentiles, over Christians, Hindus and Muslims, over blacks and whites, over Asia and Europe, over villages, towns and cities.
How does it become visible everywhere that the Word is incarnate, that God is
present and active? The poor and marginalised experienced and recognised their
Redeemer and Lord, while the rich and powerful failed to discover God in Him.
Through his kenosis, his self-emptying, his identification with the voiceless and
powerless Jesus redeemed them and he became in fact master and king of all
those who have discovered the divine sparkle even in the 'lowliest' (Tagore) and
have become life-giving and liberating through their own involvement with people
and creation.
DSA stresses that 'Jesus Christ has to be understood starting from his death and
resurrection... He is God being visibly present to men in the world...' He reconciled us and all people with the Father and made us ambassadors of the reconciliation he brought about (cf. Rom 8:14-16; Eph 2:13-18; 2 Cor 5:18-20). How do
we prove ourselves ambassadors of this reconciliation?
'This is to be shown and extended to the point of dying for another; for it is
in death that our total gift and our total belonging to others are made secure
and authentic, our radicality and totality become definite and irrevocable;
death makes us belong to God and others as Jesus himself belonged. We
cannot do any better. Each one giving himself to others to make the others
exist; each one dying to himself is the basis of the resurrection of others... It
is in him that we can also offer a new form of existence to others by giving
ourselves away... The resurrection of others and ourselves in this way and this
change of order is the dawn of a new creation, the process by which we can
build up a truly human community. This is the new humanism, the pattern of
a new humanity, revealed by Jesus Christ, in which we find a new meaning to
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human existence, a new orientation to history and a new means to fulfil all
men's aspirations, and through which this process of reconciliation, liberation
and relationship of man is realized.'28
Thus the Word becomes flesh today and the incarnation continues to take place
beyond the frontiers of the Church. Later we will see the implications of this
theology for the role that the other world religions play in the one history of
salvation (chapter 10).
3 From Easter to the Parousia
'With the Pasch of Christ, the last period of the History of Salvation has been
ushered in and everything tends towards the Last Day of his total Presence Parousia'.29 This era is the lifetime of the Church, the community of Jesus' disciples. The Church is, according to DSA, first of all 'a community of the Spirit',
that is, 'in all openness, and docility, gathered, united, animated and led by the
Spirit, experiencing the Spirit and living under his constant influence'.30 DSA is
not very much concerned about the juridical definition of the Church, though he
acknowledges its validity and usefubess; he stresses the experience of the Spirit
(of Christ) as the most important characteristic;31 the presence of this Spirit is
inseparably connected with the practice of charity: 'By this will all men know that
you are my disciples if you love one another' (Jn 13:35)32. As regards the Church's
catholicity, its universality, he often points to the teaching of the Council:
'Many elements of sanctification and of truth can be found outside of her
visible structure. These elements, however, as gifts properly belonging to the
Church of Christ, possess an inner dynamism toward Catholic unity.'33
This implies that the Church is not yet truly Catholic, but is still in the process
of becoming Catholic and universal.34 That is one of the reasons why inculturation
is important and absolutely necessary. Christ asks us to become Catholic, to
radiate and embody his fullness. Meeting with other cultures and religions gives
the Church the opportunity to enrich itself and become more Catholic. Since God
has also been present and active in these cultures and religions, the Church does
not need to be afraid to borrow from them and to acknowledge its insufficiency
rather than to stress its (abstract) perfection. In this context DSA likes to refer to
Ad Gentes 20:
'From the customs and traditions of their people, from their wisdom and
their learning, from their arts and sciences, these Churches borrow all those
things which can contribute to the glory of their Creator, the revelation of the
Savior's grace, or the proper arrangement of Christian life...
Particular traditions, together with the individual patrimony of each family
of nations, can be illumined by the light of the gospel, and then be taken up
into Catholic unity.'
However, DSA stresses that it is not right to call this 'borrowing', because
whatever appears to have been borrowed from others already belongs to Christ.
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His reason is that everything has been created through him and for him and since
his resurrection He is even more Lord of the universe. The community of Christ's
disciples in India, therefore, gathers and claims what already belongs to the
Church.35 DSA then concludes: 'As Indians, we can claim all that is Hindu and
Indian as our own; as Christians we can state that whatever belongs to Christ
belongs to us. So we borrow nothing'.36 Hence he challenges the Indian Church
with the courageous words of Isaiah: 'To this people it was said in prophecy:
enlarge the space of your tent, spread out your tent cloths unsparingly* (34:2) Γ
The history between Easter and the Parousia may be called the period of the
Holy Spirit. Especially when we define the Church in terms of being gathered,
united, animated, energised and led by the Spirit, it is high time that we acknow
ledge that this does not mean that the Church 'owns' or 'possesses' the Spirit, still
less that it is able to imprison the Spirit within its own frontiers. It still holds good
that the Spirit blows where he wills (Jn 3:8) and that the very life of the com
munity itself is the first sign of the Spirit's presence in the community.

The interpretation of the one history
From the experience of the Spirit in their own life and history Jesus' disciples
should be able to discover the working of the Spirit, in the world, in the everyday
events, in the frustrations and aspirations, the sorrows and joys of the people, in
religions other than our own, in the hearts of all the people of good will. Today
we recognise the presence and animation of the Spirit particularly in those who
work and struggle for justice and search to create structures, where the human
dignity and the integral well-being of every person and all persons are experien
ced and practiced. However, we are well aware that 'other spirits' (false spirits)
are also active in our own community, our own history and world. In order to
recognise, therefore, the action of the Spirit, we need to ask ourselves whether we
are really listening to the Spirit or to our own wishes, desires or aspirations, the
spirits of the world. In other words, we need to read the 'signs of the times',
which is the Vatican II expression for 'the discernment of spirits'. It refers to the
hermeneutic task of the whole Christian community, its responsibility to interpret
the situation in which it is involved in the light of God's Word in the broad sense
of the word, in order to discover the Christian response. Gaudium et Spes often
speaks about the importance of this prophetic task of the Church:
'The People of God believes that it is led by the Spirit of the Lord, who fills
the earth. Motivated by this faith, it labors to decipher authentic signs of
God's presence and purpose in the happenings, needs, and desires in which
this people has a part along with other men of our age. For faith throws a
new light on everything, manifests God's design for man's total vocation, and
this directs the mind to solutions which are fully human.'38
DSA discusses the hermeneutic task of the Church in the context of the dynamic
relation between revelation and faith. Since Jesus of Nazareth, the Risen Lord,
contmues to be active in the world till the end of time, we have to discover what
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He is doing now and what He expects from us now. In that sense revelation has
never been closed, for authentic interpretation is a process in which the following
elements play an important role:39
i The subject: The Church itself, the People of God, the whole Christian com
munity, should be involved in the process of discernment, interpretation,
decision and action. Therefore, all those connected with this service of inter
pretation and communication, are to be in communication and communion
with the rest of the community. This communication and communion needs
institutions, organs and structures, that pool the resources and stimulate the
charismas of the whole community for the building up of the community and
the service of the world. Lumen Gentium ascribes the judgement regarding
the genuineness and proper use of the charismas in the community to the
hierarchy ('those who preside over the Church') and states that it belongs to
their 'special competence ... not indeed to extinguish the Spirit, but to test all
things and hold fast to that which is good'.40 In DSA's words: 'It is for the
Magisterium to recognize their charisms, bring them together and to profit by
them; it is a service to the Spirit, the author of the charisms'.41 This process
of discerment is neither a shareholders' meeting nor a parliamentary session,
but a common listening to the Spirit, hence a prayerful atmosphere is essen
tial. Finally since the purpose is to discern God's will in the concrete reality
of today, the prophetic function can only be exercised by those who are in
volved in the world and speak its language. Dialogue especially with lay
people is an indispensable part of the Church's hermeneutic service.
ii The action itself and its object Gaudium et Spes uses a great variety of words
to describe the prophetic responsibility of the Christian community: 'to scruti
nize the signs of the times', 'to interpret these in the light of the gospel', 'to
decipher authentic signs of God's presence and purpose in the happenings,
needs and desires' of the people of today, 'to assess the values most higly
prized today*, 'to hear, distinguish, and interpret the many voices of our age,
and to judge them in the light of the Divine Word'.42
iii The medium and milieu: Where do we see these events, hear these voices? In
the many events of today, the needs, aspirations, values and counter-values,
joys and sorrows of the people and present-day society, the various relation
ships and factors, positive and negative, that determme or influence human
existence.
iv Light: As Christian community we assess and interpret 'the signs of the times'
in the light of God's Word that comes to us in various forms, first and fore
most, our Sacred Scriptures, the teaching of the Church Fathers, liturgical and
catechetical traditions, the teaching of the Church, in one word, the faith
experience of God's people, the past revelation. This protects us against
43
individualism, subjectivism, rationalism, modernism.
ν Means: Through prayerful study and reflection and relevant communication and sharing. This means that we speak the 'language' of the people, that is,
contemporary, intelligible language, in our family, neighbourhood, social and
professional milieu.
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vi Purpose: To discover oneself and to enable others to experience God's presence, action, consolation and challenge in today's world, and in this way to
deepen one's own and other's commitment to constant self-renewal and the
transformation of society.
vii In a dialectical process: The decision-making process takes place in the present
in faithfulness to God's and our own past and God's and our own future,
faithful to the living traditions and the demands of a human future for our
children. The immediate needs of today often threaten the hope for tomorrow, and a getting lost in or being absorbed by the future makes us easily lose
our essential moorings in the past. Hence there is a dialectical tension
between the past, the present and the future. We have to be open to the past,
because:
'The Word of Today can only be understood in the perennial Word already
resounding: openness to the past. Interpretation should be done in the light
of God's Word aheady revealed and incarnated in Jesus Christ, in the
history of Israel, in the life of all nations, in the life, worship and teachings
of the Church over the centuries.'
Openness to the future is equally important:
'We should not make of today the absolute and categorical in our language,
nor should our present decisions be considered and acted upon as final. For
the Word is a living one, and revelation is on-going. Hence there is need
to be open to the movement of history and changes in our society, to new
manifestations and challenges of the Spirit. For the Spirit leads his Church
only gradually into the full reality till the Lord appears in full light.*44
viii The Magisterium: In Approach, Meaning and Horizon of Evangelization DSA
calls the role of the Magisterium in the communication, translation and interpretation of God's Word a very complex and deUcate question, the object of
much controversy. After describing the whole decisionmaking process in which
the entire community is involved he concludes:
The role of the Magisterium is precisely to enable the whole Church to
render this service. Theirs is a service of animation and leadership. It is
part of this service to formulate and articulate and to officially teach this
common understanding of the whole Church through an authority given
to them by Christ.'43
In this context DSA shows the inevitability and indispensability of pluralism in
theology, pastorale and evangelization. Such theological pluralism which alone
can make the one faith relevant in very different life-situations all over the world,
calls for mutual understanding and tolerance, criticism and support among those
who officially, those who professionally and those who charismatically guide the
understanding and interpretation of God's on-going revelation.46 Such a theological pluralism does not break the unity of faith: a common conviction and confession of what unites the Christian community. Though he firmly rejects even the
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possibility of a relevant common formula, because every concrete Christian
community is historically conditioned, he agrees with Rahner that any spelling out
of the contents of the Christian message should at least include the following:
• a commonly intelligible statement about God;47
• a statement about God's involvement in the world from the very beginning,
for all humankind writes one common history which fmds its culmination in
Jesus Christ, not only the messenger, but the very content of the Christian
message;
• a statement about the Christ mystery need not be the Chalcedon formula, but
one that common people understand;
• a statement about the Church, the community of those who believe in Jesus'
message.
Referring to Rahner's address at the World Congress of Theology on the Future
of the Church,48 he elaborates that the community of behevers must be a socially
institutionalized reality, that this community, historically contingent in many ways,
must be accepted for what it is, but that the greatest possible clarity in the
continuity of its history vouches for its origin from Jesus.49 The above implies that
orthodoxy is not guaranteed by the repetition of age-old credal formulas, but by
the relevance and meaningfulness of the authentic, but often fresh articulations of
the Christ experience for the people of today. Moreover, our only and primary
concern should not be orthodoxy, but orthopraxis: the witness of life. DSA concludes: 'This calls for originality and creativity in theology. This pluriformity is not
something to be tolerated, much less a luxury which we cannot afford to have, but
a necessity for its orthodoxy and universality on the one hand and for its pastoral
relevance and efficacy on the other'.50
It goes without saying that (wo)man plays a key role in that great historical
venture of humankind, the realisation of God's eternal design, in which his love
and life 'overflowing from the Trinitarian fellowship, made visible and incarnate
in Christ are to reach all people through the living testimony of all Church
members'51, whose love and life should be so expressive and committed that
others will be drawn to join the community of Jesus' disciples. DSA states:
'In the Spirit the Church gathers and reconciles the people from the four
winds, forms and guides them, and becomes a community of those reconciled
to God and to others in mutual acceptance and self-gift. This gathering of the
Christian community is nothing less than the visible expression of the reconciliation which Christ accomplished in his body on the cross and which his
Spirit continues to realise. As minister of Christ's salvation, it tries to be the
sign and instrument of God's saving love made visible and operative in each.
As promoters of a new relationship of brotherhood of all men in Jesus Christ,
it tries to realize peace and harmony among men and with God, the supreme
sign of the kingdom, the gift of the Spirit. Rightly therefore Lumen Gentium
opens with this crucial statement that the mission of the Church concretely
consists in effectively bringing about and signifying the union of all men with
one another and of all men with God (no. I).*52
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Since men and women stand in the centre of God's plan, our involvement in
God's plan is always focussed on the people in their relationships and total
context,33 in their world, for the world 'is the theater of man's history* (GS 2).
That is why what is called the anthropological, human or incamational approach
is so important. When God's Word is interpreted for a particular people in a
particular, concrete situation, this faithful interpretation of God's Word must be
a meaningful, intelligible, truly human word through the one who proclaims or
shares: preacher, catechist, theologian or whoever else leads or animates the
interpretation of God's Word in a particular situation.
'The word of God, to reach man, must be a meaningful human word; though
transcendent, it reaches man by being immanent to him. A human word which the word of God should be - does not fall like a bolt from the blue, it
does not come from without, it is not imposed by someone. It is a word that
comes from within, that reaches man at the interior of his life-situation, that
he understands through is own language and category of thought and that he
discovers progressively in the course of his human experience. Such a word
starts from man, takes man seriously and accepts him where he is and as he
is. Understood in this sense Jesus Christ or his Gospel will be a revelation of
God by being first and foremost a revelation of man, of his existence and life
situation, of his problems and aspirations...
Christ does not come only at the end; namely, where we pass from the human
to the religious or spiritual; he is present and operating already from the
beginning. When we converse with men about any of their problems and
difficulties, their desires and aspirations, their projects and ambitions, we
must see God operative through them. We must acknowledge God's presence
in the secular world and his saving operation in human activities.'54
The invisible God does not enter human history from the outside. He is present
in its very midst. In and through the human He becomes visible. We have to
resist the temptation to jump to the religious or Christian dimension without
exhausting the human, for otherwise the divine comes as an addition to the
human. Especially the incarnation has taught us the integration of the divine and
the human. Even God will not and cannot reach out to us except through the
medium of his creation, the human55, the visible, because only visible signs,
sacraments of the invisible, existentially touch human persons. That is why DSA
concludes: 'Jesus Christ will not be the revelation of God unless and until he is
also the revelation of man'.56 That is why we can join hands with all people of
good will for the building of the Kingdom, the fulfilment of the one plan of God
that includes all men and women and the whole creation. In the Third World this
primarily means: development and liberation, which has to be achieved in
cooperation and dialogue with persons from various ideologies and different
persuasions. In Mother India, where religion permeates every aspect of life, the
latter category deserves particular attention (chapter 9, 10 and 11), we will first
look at the former: moksha or liberation as the ultimate goal of God's plan.
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Development and liberation
It was almost natural57 that soon after his return to India and his appointment as
Director of the NBCLC DSA got involved in the burning issues regarding
evangelization. Certain questions had already dominated the Indian scene for
several years especially after the Eucharistie Congress in Bombay (1964).5S These
issues became particularly articulate during the preparation for the Synod of
Bishops in 1974, which had 'Evangelization of the Modern World' as its theme
and for which DSA himself was appointed Special Secretary.59 In thefirstbooklet
of the 'Mission Theology for our times Series', entiteled 'Purpose and Motivation
of Missionary ΑΛίνίΙ/, he lists the following major issues:
1 The possibility of salvation through the socalled Non-Christian religions and
their place in the economy of salvation.
2 If salvation is possible in other religions, what then is the purpose of mission
ary activity?
3 What is the relation between development, liberation and evangelization?
4 To whom should we give priority in India: tribals, harijans or caste people?
5 What attitudes and approaches should we take in our missionary work?60
We will now take up the question of development and liberation; the other issues
will be taken up in later chapters.
Repeatedly referring to the Vatican II documents DSA stresses in this context
once again God's concern for the whole person, every person, all men and women
and the whole creation; a renewal of the whole temporal order, 'perfecting it by
the spirit of the gospel' is, therefore, the responsibihty of all God's People,
particularly the lay people.61 This insight corrects or rather deepens or completes
our earher understanding of salvation: the total liberation of the whole person,
every person and all persons62 from sin and all its forces and consequences;63 the
forces and consequences are wellknown: massive and stark poverty, hunger, sick
ness, economic underdevelopment, social injustice and inequality, oppression and
exploitation of the poor by the rich, discrimination on the ground of sex, race,
nationality or religion, war, etc. In the sixties and early seventies this was usually
called development or integral development to indicate that God's concern
embraces all aspects and dimensions of human existence; from the late seventies
liberation or integral liberation became the common term of those who wanted
to stress the material as well as the nonmaterial aspects of salvation.
The Indian term is moksha or тики which literally mean 'release', release from
all that prevents a person from reaching and experiencing the Ultimate Reality.
To reach that Ultimate Reality one has to be liberated from the endless cycle of
life: an ongoing recurrence of birth and re-birth, a state of slavery and compulsion
{samsara), which manifests itself in persons whose life has stagnated in meaning
less routine, a kind of purposeless drifting, a state of merely biological survival or
a being totally absorbed by mechanical and efficient functioning without much
concern for the fact that society is constituted by men and women, not by dead
parts of a machine.64 Human life is a pilgrimage towards that Ultimate Reality.
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One has to pursue this goal in a relentless quest, as an arrow that leaves its bow
to reach its target: 'the realisation of self as well as the realisation of the Absolute
in the discovery of the one unchanging Reality beyond all forms and names,
beneath the changing modes of human consciousness, in the ultimate unity and
awareness of all'.65
In Indian thinking human life is considered a pilgrimage (yatra) towards the
ultimate goal: liberation, total freedom. Actually we are pilgrims towards a fourfold goal: purusharta. Three are proximate objectives: justice, wealth and enjoyment (dharma, artha and kama), while moksha is the Ultimate Goal. DSA
considers this the radicality of Indian Spirituality and the core of religious
experience and sees here a link between God-seeking, liberation, renunciation
and sharing, and continues:
'The 'spirituals' are those who for the sake of pursuing and reaching the goal
detach themselves from all other realities. They renounce everything in the
single-minded pursuit to reach the goal, mobilising and channelling everything
towards it. The process of concentration at the core and the gathering of
oneself at the ground of being leads to total interiority and experience of the
mystery of being. These gnanayogis are in an all-round wholeness and in
fulness (pumam) possessing God and achieving liberation. This is silence
(maunam) and peace (santi).'66
'(This) ultimate and supreme goal (moksha) is to be reached by the pursuit
of three proximate goals: dharma (social justice), artha (wealth) and kama
(pleasure). The means to reach the highest goal is the practice of dharma
both in the acquisition of wealth and in the enjoyment of pleasure. Wealth
and pleasure are good provided they are in keeping with dharma. It is a
triptych and hence all the three should be held together as one. If done with
responsibility and justice they will lead to sharing of oneself and one's goods,
to practice of poverty and social justice and to promotion of community
fellowship. Hoarding and accumulation of wealth and unbridled and unrestricted enjoyment of pleasure should be controlled by and subordinated
to social justice (dharma). In other words, artha and kama should be so
regulated and transcended by dharma that they all become conducive to the
attainment of moksha (artha-dharma-kama and moksha). One cannot think
of possessing wealth or enjoying life independent of the universe, forgetful of
society and unconcerned about one's sisters and brothers.'67
DSA is sad that the unity of word and deed that is in God and that was in God's
incarnate Word, Jesus of Nazareth, 'the definite, ultimate, total and supreme
revelation of God'68, broke down further and further in the course of time. He
explicitly refers to the many social encyclicals and even to Gaudium et Spes no. 1
which he calls 'a marvellous charter of full solidarit/,*9 but the world is far ahead
in action, while the Church often merely indulges in words; our deeds lag so
much behind that its speaking and preaching appears hypocritical.
'The institutional Church thus appears as having vested interests, as being
one with the established order. The Church seems clearly as an institution
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not for development but for retardation, injustice and exploitation. The
Church in this way is a counter-sign; it appears to the common man as
holding back the currents of liberation, development and progress.'70
Since God spoke and revealed himself primarily in deeds and events, the people
of today may encounter God in all actions that contribute to the salvation,
liberation, wholeness of humankind. DSA rejects the distinction between 'direct'
and 'indirect' evangelization, which was one of the burning issues in the sixties
ands seventies.71
Social, educational and medical activities were often considered to be 'secular',
'profane', 'indirect' evangelization, a preparation, accompaniment or consolidation
of 'direct' evangelization, 'hol/ because of the good intention of those who
carried out these activities instead of preaching the Word and planting the
Church. As God meets his people wherever they are, in their aspirations and
struggles, in their nation-building and their fight for free, human dignity for all,
Christ's disciples have to join their fellow pilgrims in whatever helps towards the
building up of a new heaven and new earth. DSA stresses that the refusal to work
with others for the common well-being, taking up the vital and burning issues of
human existence at the micro- and macro-level, makes the Church a countersign, while joining hands in solidarity is already announcing the good news of
salvation.
He wholeheartedly subscribes to the statement of 'The Church in India Today*
Seminar on the promotion of an integrated development by joining the mainstream of India's development:
'A new spirit has to animate us: one that is open to every human value, to all
that is good and noble in our people, our history and tradition, and in our
age. We seek to cooperate genuinely with other Christians, believers of other
religions and all persons who value this common cause. We Christians in
India resolve:
1) to commit ourselves once again to work wholeheartedly and without
reserve for the common good of our country. We rededicate ourselves to
serve the people of India so that we may enjoy freedom and the opportunity
to live a decent human life, liberated from hunger, illiteracy, poverty, and
other social evil...'72
This commitment to development must be placed in its historical context: the
national leaders of the young nations with a rich cultural and religious heritage
'conceive their national destinies not as isolated currents but as part of a worldwide upward thrust by mankind pursued by millions of years'. We are subjects
(not objects) of the great adventure of mankind building a human future for every
person and all persons. 'If Christ, his Gospel and his Church are to transform the
world, orientate history and lead them to fulfilment, they have to enter into this
process, this adventure, this historical movement.' DSA feels that despite our faith
in the incarnation, we have not yet fully accepted God's mcarnational, the-andrical
pedagogy, for we still consider preaching the Word and administering the sacra206

ments somewhat higher than to work in great solidarity and fellowship with and
for people of other faiths and ideologies, to foster genuine and warm human
relationships, building communities where all can be themselves, experiencing
togetherness, sympathy and solidarity,73 and to promote selfless service, dialogue
and collaboration. Only against this background the proclamation of the Word
and the celebration of the sacraments is meaningful and will bear fruit, for 'the
human' is the milieu and medium of God's revelation. Hence DSA stresses:
'The announcement of Christ and His Gospel (evangelisation) will not be a
revelation of God, unless it is first and foremost a revelation of man, an
interpretation of his human existence and an answer to his problems and
inspirations... Jesus Christ will not be the revelation of God unless and until
he is also the revelation of man. When Christ reveals man to himself, it is
then that the kerygma, the Word, the verbal proclamation of the Gospel of
Jesus Christ will become necessary. It is then that it will appear as a word
that has been expected, as an intelligible word, as a word, that serves as the
key to all the rest of human existence.'74
He then explains that the so-called secular activities like education or social work
are not indirect, but direct evangelization, a particular form of fulfilling the
mission that Christ entrusted to his followers, a living witness to Christ's Lordship
over the world. DSA prefers to speak of two ways of evangelization, that are
intimately and inseparably connected. The first way is enabling people to realise
a fuller human existence and the second way - the ministry of Word and Sacrament - reveals to them 'the deepest, the ultimate meaning of development, and
gives to it a dynamism which is no longer a merely human thing.'75 He rounds of
his reflection:
'Within this incarnational milieu, we may not properly speak of either 'direct'
and 'indirect' evangelization, of either evangelization proper or preparation
for evangelization, of christianisation and humanisation. There is but a single
reality within which there is room for an approach, procedure and stages. The
reality is the presence of the Lord in our world and His saving action in the
activities of men, through the course of history.'
He concludes by quoting Ashoka Metha: 'If you, Christians, really believe that
the agony of Christ is extended in the sufferings of the masses, you must show it
in action.' That is why all our actions that help people grow towards their fullest
self are a proclamation of the Good News.76
In his inaugural key-note address at the International Theological Conference on
Evangelization and Dialogue in Asia, Nagpur, 6-12 October 1971, DSA uses for
the first time the terms 'conscientization' and 'liberation'.77 In his theological
Orientation Speech to the All-India Consultation on evangelization, Patna, 3-8
October 1973, he devotes a whole section to liberation and development, because
together with the plurality of religions, the struggle for development and liberation constitutes the Indian reality. He starts with a reference to Sheikh Mujibur
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Rehman, the Father of Bangla Desh, that the world is realistically divided in
oppressors and oppressed. The oppressors dominate and enjoy most of the goods
of the world; they are about 15%; the 85% oppressed are the dommated; many
of them are even deprived of the essentials for human survival. Of India's 690
million (in 1981; it is expected to cross the 1000 million before the year 2000) 300
million live below the 'poverty line', 297 live on or just above the 'poverty Ime',
about 80 million have decent food, clothing and shelter and a meagre 13 million
call the tune and can afford almost everything they want. Only a structural change
can remedy the situation and bring liberation, but the chances are bleak, because
the top 13% have vested interests in preserving the status quo. Their
'brand of socialism, in spite of all tall talk and radical language, is in fact a
camouflaged form of state capitalism with a view to neutralise and absorb
leftist tendencies. In this situation, it is obvious that work for development
and liberation implies commitment to bring about a radical change in the
structures of society and this calls for structural changes also in the Church.'78
He then notes that the Church, especially the bishops and priests are still confused and divided regarding the relation between evangelization and development,
and that even among those who see development and liberation as part of the
mission of the Church, there are quite a few who think that involvement in
development and liberation does not belong to the task of priests and religious.
DSA's response is a description of the salvation which Christ the Liberator in the
India of the seventies lived and died for. Referring to Eph 1:3-12,1 Cor 3:23 and
15:29, and later to Is 52 and 53 and Mk 10:41-45, he holds:
'This salvation of the whole man and of all men and the re-creation of a new
earth consists in the humanisation of man in the whole gamut of his relationships within family, social, economic, political and cultural spheres, in liberating him from all forms of alienation, psychological, existential, social,
ideological and cosmic and in the redemption of all the realities of the
temporal order. In this way, everything will come under the cosmic leadership
of Christ, everything will be imbued with his Spirit and orientated to the
Creator, towards the eschatological unity and fulfilment of God's Kingdom.'79
The Church is challenged to be the living sign and instrument of Christ's liberation by its total involvement in the struggle of the common people, its identification with the suffering masses and the fight against the oppressive structures.
Once again DSA stresses that Christians should work with others, from within
and not from the outside, for integral human development. The Church has to
become really prophetic and he expects it to take seriously Julius Nyerere's wellknown speech to the Chapter of the Maryknoll sisters:
'The Church should accept that development of peoples means rebellion.
Unless we participate actively in the rebellion against those social structures
and economic organisations which condemn men to poverty, humiliation and
degradation, then the Church will become irrelevant to men... Unless the
Church - its members and organisations - express God's love for man by
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involvement and leadership in constructive protest against the present
condition of man, then it will become identified with injustice and persecution... The development of peoples at this time in man's history must imply a
divine discontent and a determination for change. What this amounts to is a
call to the Church to recognise the need for social revolution and to play a
leading role in it.'80
The promotion of development and Uberation, bringing about the required change
in the unjust structures, implies participation in politics, though other forms of
involvement should not be neglected.
It is in this context that DSA establishes the need for'conscientization' of all those
committed to liberation. He understands conscientization as 'a method and
strategy of liberation ... in a society divided ... in oppressors and oppressed. Its
ultimate aim is to realize the humanization of dehumanized man caught up in
dehumanizing structures, and to bring about the Uberation of the oppressed
culminating in the Uberation of the oppressors themselves by unleashing the
power that is in the oppressed masses to change their situation and to convert the
oppressors themselves by a process of love.'81 As 'conscientization is the process
whereby one leams to perceive the social, poUtical, economic, cultural and
religious contradictions and begins to take action against the oppressive elements
in one's environment through critical involvement, total identification and committed action in favour of the poor, the destitute, the outcaste, the victimized, the
voiceless'82, everyone involved in evangelization should be famiUar with it, for this
enables the evangelizer to reach out effectively in the name of Christ where the
Good News is needed most. AU that does not contribute to humanisation, the
formation of communities and nation-building becomes irrelevant and ineffective.
DSA then concludes:
'This new type of participation in nation-building, far from being a romance,
will call for a total identification with Christ and his cross, and hence will
make demands on our generosity, cause us suffering, leading us to risk our
Uves and even to face failures. This itself is part and parcel of the process of
Uberation as weU as its authentic sign and pledge; for it is by dying to our
selfish comforts and personal security that we can rise up with the masses to
a new life of freedom and brotherhood of all men.'
The two constituents of the Indian reality: its rich and living reUgious heritage
and its struggle for development and Uberation
'are not contrary and mutually exclusive concerns; modern India's relentless
and all-out effort for development and Uberation is nothing but a modern
expression of her age-old spiritual quest for moksha and mukti, by a process
of self-realization, by discovering in the depth of one's being the identity of
one's self ... with the self of the universe.'85
In his review of the Episcopal Synod of 1974 on Evangelization, where he served
as special secretary, DSA clearly states that the work of human development and
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überation is 'an integral part of evangelization, even a constitutive dimension of
evangelization itself,84 referring to the statement 'Justice in the World' of the
1971 Synod of Bishops: 'Action on behalf of justice and participation in the
transformation of the world appear to us as a constitutive dimension of the
preaching of the gospel, or, in other words, of the Church's mission for the
redemption of the human race or its liberation from every oppressive situation.*85
Then he notes that 'the 1974 Synod renews the statement of the preceding Synod
on the participation of the Church in the task of transforming the world in the
light of the Gospel, towards justice, the true liberation of men and peoples,
towards brotherhood and peace.'86 He underlines that, though human, intrahistorical liberation is a constitutive dimension of liberation, it cannot be identified with it and then explains:
'The participation of the Church in human liberation everywhere, but especially in the midst of men who are in conditions of poverty and multiform
under-development, is not only a sign or condition of the credibility of the
Gospel, nor is it only the privileged locus where Christians and other men
(whether believers or unbelievers) can meet in dialogue, in solidarity and
collaboration, but the Church's participation in the struggle for human
liberation itself, in manifold ways, proclaims the Gospel of Jesus Christ and
the total salvation we find in Him, and opens the way to the coming of the
Gospel in the hearts and minds of men.'87
When the Church is really involved, it shows the fuller dimension of liberation,
revealing that God's plan of love already fulfilled in the life, death and resurrection of Christ, is already being realised in the world. Thus it can proclaim and
radiate the light, energies and dynamism that spring from the Gospel in the
struggle for liberation, in which it joins all humankind. Following the Liberator
and Lord of history, it is called not to exist for itself, but for others, for the
fulfilment of God's plan in the world and world history.88 This imphes that the
Church has to begin to remove the injustices within itself and denounce those in
the world. It has to expose and analyse their causes and show that these are
rooted in sin and its consequences: sinful structures and relationships within itself
and the world. The Church cannot do anything, unless especially the priests and
religious share the poverty of the poor and the marginalised in the footsteps of
the one who 'though he was rich, became poor for our sake' (2 Cor 8:9), as the
Council Fathers teach us: 'Just as Christ carried out the work of redemption in
poverty and under oppression, so the Church is called to follow the same path in
communicating to men the fruits of salvation.'89 As he stressed earlier, words of
the Church will not do, it has to join other people in searching and building new
structures that better promote justice and the dignity of all men and women.
Special attention should be paid to the defence of human rights, in particular
religious freedom, about which it spoke so boldly at Vatican II.90
It remains difficult to focus one's attention simultaneously to liberation and to
inculturation, even when one holds that both are constitutive of the Indian reality,
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as DSA continues to stress. In Gospel and Culture in which DSA gives a rather
concise, but fairly comprehensive theology, explanation, defense of91 and plea for
inculturation, many will read over or bypass the following paragraph:
'Indigenisation should address itself to both ancient and modern culture in so
far as the values, elements and aspects of the ancient culture continue to be
in vogue today and permeate the modem form of one's national culture.
Therefore indigenisation does not refer exclusively or unilaterally to traditional cultures and religions. It is not a mere going back to the source, it is
not a mere recognition of one's heritage. It means, above all, being present
today and looking to the future, being taken up in the very dynamism of
personality development, group life and historical adventure; though always
rooted in one's past. Indigenisation takes account of all the realities that
constitute human existence today, that shape the life of societies and nations,
and that mark the history of the world: problems of hunger and disease,
ignorance and illiteracy, unemployment and frustration, struggles of men for
world peace, social justice and integral development of man, contemporary
culture and its all-pervading effects. Indigenisation means solidarity with men
and involvement in all issues and problems, and entry into the dynamism and
adventure of human history with all that they imply, and in all that they
demand. It means the Church being present everywhere with her humble
diakonia in testimony of the Gospel and the Kingdom. Thus indigenisation is
a concern for the contemporary reality and integrated in the culture and life
of today's man. The present may have its roots and moorings in the past, its
dynamic orientation may be towards the future, but the Church is indigenous
in so far as it is relevantly present to the living, moving and actual reality of
today.'92
DSA clearly holds the two issues together; in this way he stands in the tradition
of the 'Father of the Nation', who in his commitment to social justice and India's
Independence never failed to appeal to the 'religious soul' of the Indian people.
Gandhiji knew that the people he led were formed for centuries by the great epics
Ramayana93 and Mahabharatha and interpreted their struggle as the war at
Kurutchetra of the Bhagavad Gita. With Mahatma Gandhi DSA was convinced
that the deepest ground for a radical commitment to radical change and social
justice is to be found in religion and, therefore, inculturation is an indispensable part of liberation, while liberation is a constitutive dimension of inculturation.*4
This comes clearly to the fore when DSA speaks in particular to the religious
about the praxis of poverty. Above95 it was shown that their pilgrimage to the
Ultimate Reality implies a radical commitment to liberation: full release (moksha
or mukti) is reached by working for the three proximate goals: the pursuit of
a/t/ia(wealth) and kama (pleasure or enjoyment) is moderated by the concern for
dharma (justice, a harmonious social order, that is, a social order in which
everyone experiences justice). In the relentless pursuit of that ultimate goal, the
one Reality without a second, everything that does not enable people to reach
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that one goal, the Ultimate Reality (sat), is unreal, illusion, maya. Religious
(Christian)96 renunciation finds a firm basis here.97
DSA finds this integral or holistic view confirmed in the Vedic and Upanishadic
World Views. According to the Vedas the universe is a structured, harmonious,
well-ordered totality (rta). The harmony of the universe is the model of the just
order in society (dharma) and personal integrity (atman) through awareness of
self, others and God. Real social solidarity among the inhabitants of the world
(lokasamg-aha) reflects the eternal cosmic harmony. The world order is regulated
by rta, the social order by dharma. (Wo)man is called to enter into that cosmic
order, maintain it and contribute to it through the practice of dharma and the
performance of kharma (cultic practices). Social concern is an essential human
responsibility, work for social solidarity in view of the welfare of all (lokasema).
Then DSA works out what happens when this threefold harmony is disturbed or
broken.
'Whenever and wherever this social order is disturbed, adharma9S prevails
and society is in disharmony with rta, one should change it or restore the
harmony by practice of dharma and the performance of his duties in a
disinterested way (niskama karma). This is poverty, or detachment, this is
social solidarity (lokasamgraha); this is justice, this sharing and communion
with others. This is also the core and origin of karma marga? This is humanisation and liberation of all peoples, all becoming brothers and sisters, ushering in of a dharmic (jasl), human and fraternal society of sharing, and
realising moksha hereafter and even already here and now.
To understand it better we need to situate this ideal in the Hindu world-view
which is expressed through a triptych: rta, dharma and atman: cosmic harmony or ecological balance of the universe, social order or a just society and
personal wholeness and integrity. This defines and emphasizes man's integrity
and totality as covering individual (or personal), communitarian and cosmic
dimensions.'100
DSA then points out that this three-dimensional salvation cannot be reached in
an individualistic or selfish manner, the social dimension and solidarity with
others and even with the cosmos (ecological concern) are essential to reach
salvation, liberation, self-realisation or wholeness and he concludes: T o pray and
to meditate, to Usten to God and to respond in faith to His revelation, to receive
God and to give himself to God, man should be whole and integral.'101
In the Upanishadic world-view the unity and totality of the Reality are expressed
both by the pair: Brahman or Paramatman, the ultimate ground of being, and
Atman or Jivatman, the subjective reality or consciousness; the allpervading Spirit
and the indwelling Spirit are to be experienced as one. 'The awareness of the one
leads to the awareness of the other in a dialectical relationship. Salvation or
moksha is connected with the attainment of that state when one transcends all
dualism and arrives at the awareness of the identity of both.'102 This one reality is
also experienced and described as sat-cit-ananda: reality, awareness, bliss. In
Christian circles this triad is sometimes used for the Trinity, in whom there is abo
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no duality.103 This transcendence of duality forms an important basis for overcoming the tension between action and contemplation with which both the Hindu
and the Christian sages wrestled for centuries. A great step forward was taken by
Mahatma Gandhi and Rabindranath Tagore, who succeeded in maintaining the
absoluteness of Brahman, the one reality without a second, the all-pervading and
indwelling ground of all reality, but showed the vital link between contemplation
and action through their existential and creative response to the question: 'How
do we come into contact with this Brahman?' This is the originality of Gandhi
and Tagore: through our action and involvement in the world we become aware
of Brahman as the one Reality. Thus Tagore and Gandhiji motivated persons to
become fervent social activists by appealing to the religious quest hidden in the
cave of their hearts. DSA concludes that we need two things for moksha: 'communion with Brahman by being aware of him as the one Reality; and mediation
of the world and our involvement with the world by our action without which one
cannot become aware of Brahman.'104 In this way action is needed for contemplation and contemplation is needed to acquire the ability to discern and identify
God in his hiddenness, in the ambiguities of life, and to discover again and again
his will in and for this world. 'If we are aware of God both our formal prayer and
work can lead us to an experience of God and ultimate salvation and universal
harmony (God's Kingdom).'105 Both contemplation and work for others liberate
us from selfishness and self-centeredness and enable us to grow into our true self,
a self that communicates with the divine in the 'cave of our heart', recognizes the
divine in others and Uves from communion with God, the One Reality without a
second. Such a person has overcome all brokenness and experiences that wholeness and fullness, which we pursue in relentless quest.

Conclusion
DSA likes to describe freedom as 'the ability to respond to self, to the Other and
to others'.106 Only a person who is whole can give such an adequate three-dimensional response. In order to discern how we have to respond, the issue has to be
placed in the context of salvation history, in our yatra, the common pilgrimage of
all peoples, but often along different paths, to the Kingdom. This yatra of all
nations and peoples is energised by the Spirit and where the Spirit is, there is
freedom, the freedom from bondages to realise one's wholeness, the freedom to
pursue the goal of the common yatra, the Kingdom197, not only in the future, but
also in the present. Particularly in his reflections on poverty he stresses two points:
i The Kingdom and the liberation proclaimed and inaugurated by Jesus and the
poor for whom he opted, should neither be spiritualised nor eschatologised.
'The strongly thisworldy character and the evidently social thrust of Jesus'
preaching should not be blunted. Nor should it be so unilaterally emphasised
as to make it exclusive of the other. For they are both historical and heavenly,
this-worldly and other-worldly, spiritual and material, personal and social. Let
us therefore 'de-spiritualise' the Bible and the professed poverty of the reli-
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ii What we find and experience is often scattered, fragmented, disintegrated,
broken, inauthentic; what we search for is healing, oneness, integrity, authenticity, harmony and wholeness.
'This wholeness is realised at three levels: cosmic, communitarian (social)
and personal... one must really integrate oneself from within ... be an integral
person, not a split personality... The second level is our solidarity with others,
with its communitarian dimension and social concern... The third level ... of
wholeness is ecological balance, environmental condition, or cosmic harmony.'109
With his integral vision, for which he finds firm ground in both the Christian and
the Indian tradition, DSA discerns his response to every historical situation and
analyses the questions and issues that come his way, deeply convinced that there
is only one God and one history, which in Jesus has become once for all and
definitively110 a history of salvation. The importance of his unitary vision is well
summed up in his position paper, presented at the Open Session of the Executive
Committee of the World Catholic Federation for Biblical Apostolate, 20 April
1983:
'Each Indian Christian experiences within himself two streams flowing and
merging into one: the stream of Judeo-Christian experience communicated
through the biblical Word and continued through twenty centuries of Christian experiences and then the stream of 4000 years of Indian religious life
articulated by Indian Scriptures. These two streams do not flow in parallel
lines as two separate streams but both merge at the depth of our being as a
single river and become an ocean of single experience. Christians benefit from
the Indian Scriptures for a deeper understanding of the biblical word and the
Hindus benefit by the biblical word to re-interpret their scriptures and to
discover the unknown riches and facets. In Mahatma Gandhi we have a
beautiful example of one who made not only an intellectual synthesis of
Bhagavadgita and the Gospel (especially Sermon on the Mount) but also an
inspirational synthesis for social reform, religious renewal and struggle for
political independence on the rock of authenticity of personal renewal and
holiness.'111
DSA is very excited to be involved in that one history of salvation. Time and
again he praises the Lord for a particular 'kairos', a concrete 'now", and every
particular 'kairos' and every concrete 'now* is at the same time a challenge, a call,
a divine task in the world, for which (wo)man is responsible. In a typically Indian
manner he communicates his concept of history, which is neither adequately
described as linear nor as cyclic, but perhaps better as spiral,112 in almost poetic,
exuberant style:
'While a Christian missionary may consider it as part of his mission to
inculcate a sense of history among the people to whom he is sent, he should
be aware that those whom he approaches are in a given period and situation
of their historical venture and have behind them, whether they are aware or
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not, a history of several thousand years. When one asks a Chinese boy how
old he is, he may say that he is 6000 years old! An Indian may say as much.
This is not simply a naive expression, nor a patriotic boast. It is a fact. A
Chinese boy or girl, man or women, is 6000 years old. He is at the culminating point of a six thousand years old Chinese culture and religious tradition to enter into another historic period, more marvellous and glorious than
the other, as he hopes. Apart from the cyclic or linear notion of history,
purposeless or purposeful movement, the reality of history is there. This rectilinear has also other dimensions. And therefore it embraces not only Western
Europe and America but all the continents and nations of the world. It is a
world-wide adventure pursued for millions of years.
In this great historical adventure, mankind, nations and peoples, men and
women, young and old, heading towards a consummation, under the dynamic
impulse of creation engage their whole being and marshall their energies and
resources to work out a better life and to prepare an ever brighter future: this
can only be achieved, they know, by transforming the world, and in the
process of it, by transforming themselves: integral development of the whole
man and of all men and complete mastery over and renewal of the whole
universe. Thus conceived, the historical adventure is essentially mankind's
becoming, devenir.'113
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Pushparajan quotes some very convincing texts of the Mahatma:
'What I want to achieve - what I have been striving and pining to achieve these thirty yean
- is self-realization, to see God face to face, to attain Moksha. I live and move and have my
being in pursuit of this goal. All that I do by way of speaking and writing and all my
ventures in the political field, are directed to this same end.' (An Autobiography, Ahmedabad 1927, reprinted 1976, x)
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'I could not live for a single second without religion... I go further and say that every
activity of a man of religion must be derived from his religion because religion means being
bound to God, that is to say, God rules over your every breadth.' (quoted in: The mind of
Mahatma Gandhi, B.K. Prabhu and U.R. Rao, London 1945, 70)
'I could not be leading a religious life unless I identified myself with the whole of mankind
and that I could not do so unless I took part in politics. The whole gamut of man's
activities today constitutes an indivisable whole. You cannot divide social, economic and
purely religious work into watertight compartments.' (Ibid., 71)
'I count no sacrifice too great for the sake of seeing God face to face... The whole of my
activity whether it may be called social, political, humanitarian or ethical is directed to that
end. And as I know that God is found more often in the lowliest of His creatures than in
the high and the mighty, I am struggling to reach the status of these. I cannot do without
their service. Hence my passion for the service of the suppressed classes.' (Selections from
Gandhi, Nirmal Kumar Bose, Ahmedabad 1948, 45)
(Launching the struggle of satyagraha - passive, non-violent resistance, but literally 'reliance or
firmness on Truth' - at Transvaal in South Africa against 'apartheid')
'No matter what may be said, I will always repeat that it is a struggle for religious liberty.
By religion, I do not mean formal religion, or customary religion, but that religion which
underlies all religions, which brings us face to face with our Maker. If you cease to be men,
if on taking a deliberate vow, you break that vow, in order that you may remain in
Transvaal without physical inconvenience, you undoubtedly forsake God. To repeat again
the words of the Jew of Nazareth, those who follow God have to leave the world, and I call
upon my countrymen, in this particular instance to leave the world and cling to God, as a
child clings to its mother's breast.' M.K. Gandhi. An Indian Patriot in South Africa, Joseph
J. Doke, Publication Division, Ministry of Information and Broadcasting Govt, of India,
Delhi 1967, 100)
All these texts were quoted by Pushparajan, a c , 317-318.
Stanley A. Wolpert hits the nail on the head, when he writes:
'For Gandhi there was no dichotomy between religion and politics, and his unique political
power was in great measure attributable to the spiritual leadership he exerted over India's
Hindu masses, who viewed him as a sadhu ('saint') and worshipped him as a mahatma
('great soul'). He chose satya ('truth') and ahimsa ('non-violence' or love) as the polar stars
of his political movement because the former was the ancient Vedic concept of the real,
embodying the very essence of existence itself, while the latter, according to Hindu(as well
as Jain) scripture was the highest religion (dharma)... His mystic faith magnetized millions,
and the sacrificial suffering (tapasya) that he took upon himself by the purity of his chaste
life and prolonged fasting aimed him with great powers, (in: Encyclopaedia Britannica,
Macropaedia, Chicago 1984, 15th Ed., Vol. 9, 418)
95 See: p. 204-205.
96 If, in this context, one defines religious life as a radical form of Christian living, the two terms
'religious' and 'Christian' may be used as synonyms. Both terms are used here to indicate that
the 'religious poverty, we are discovering in the Indian tradition, can and should not only be
practiced by 'institutional' religious, but by all who - consciously or unconsciously] - follow the
Lord who renounced himself to the point of death in his relentless pursuit of moksha (See: Mk
8:35; Mt 10;39; Lk 9:24; Jn 12:25; Phil 2:27). People of other faiths and ideologies may
'practice' radical discipleshipl (See: Ия'ои of Religious Life in Future and the Future of Religious
Ùfe, D.S. Amalorpavadass, Bangalore 1980, 3-4)
97 See: Poverty, o.e., 13-23.
98 The opposite or lack of dharma, that is, unjust situation, social disorder.
99 In the Indian tradition there are three ways or paths that one can follow to reach one's destiny,
mttkä or moksha:
i piana marga: the path of (right) knowledge;
ii bhakü marga: the path of devotion, self-giving love;
iii karma marga: the path of (right) action with emphasis on and the ideal of niskama karma:
disinterested performance of one's duties without attachment to the fruits of one's action.(/m£<vi Christian Spirituality, o.e., 155, 227 and especially DSA's article 'Karma Marga
and Spirituality of all-round presence and awareness', in: Ibid, 170-177; Poverty of the
Religious, o.e., 27.
100 See: Poverty of the Religious, o.e., 26; Indian Christian Spirituality, o.e., 154.
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101 See· Poverty of the Religious, o.e., 24-26; Indian Christian Spirituality, o.e., 153-154. This section
of Poverty of the Religious is more or less the same as the article 'Mam Categones of Hindu
Philosophy and Spintuality* in: Indian Chnsaan Spirituality, o.e., 151-160
102 See' Poverty of the Religious, o.e., 27 Indian Christian Spintuality, o.c , 155.
103 Sec- Towards Indigenisaaon, o.c , 96. Saccidananda is also used in original Indian anaphora with
the following commentary
'From the Upamshadic texts down to the theological commentanes, 'Sadcidananda'
desenbes the (nirguna) Brahman in His absolute attributes. God is by himself (sat), in
himself (cir), for himself (ananda), this doctrine, primarily philosophical in character, seems
strictly identical to that of Christian metaphysics, it applies to God in the infinite degree the
transcendental perfections of being: esse, verum, bonum. The Hindu metaphysical formula,
however, as that of the Christian metaphysics, can become a valid enunciation of the
Christian Trmitanan dogma in a twofold way. First the process of appropriation of God's
transcendental perfections esse, verum, bonum (in themselves really identical) to the three
divine persons respectively, is entirely legitimate and is thus found frequently in the
Christian Tradition. Thus, in view of their personal character in the divine life, a specific
role in the order of creation and salvation is applied, by theological appropriation, to each
of the divine persons respectively creation (sat) to the Father, revelation (cir) to the Son,
sanctification (ananda) to the Spirit. Moreover, understood in a Christian way, Saccidanan
da becomes a valid expression of the Trinitarian life itself: Sat refers then to the Father as
the Person from whom the other two proceed (pnncipium sine principio); CU to the Son as
one who proceeds from the Father per actus mteUecttoms (the fruit of God's self-know
ledge); Ananda to the Spint as proceeding from the Father through the Son per modum
actus anions (the fruit of God's love of Himself, the divine Bliss, the togetherness of Father
and Son).'
104 See: Indian Christian Spintuality, o.e., 175.
105 See: Ibid, 176 The Upamshadic view and its long historical after-math are treated quite
elaborately m DSA's article 'Karma Marga and Spirituality of All-round Presence and Aware
ness. Solution to a Problem both Ancient and Modem, Hindu and Christian' in: Indian
Christian Spintualty, oc., 170-177.
106 See Indian Christian Spirituality, о с , 229
107 When DSA speaks about 'the Kingdom', he is particularly indebted to two outstanding,
scholarly articles by Georges M. Suares-Prabhu, sj.:
The Kingdom of God: Jesus' vision of a New Society and 'Good News to the Poor! The
Social Implications of the Message of Jesus'; they are published in: 77гг Indian Church in the
Struggle for a New Society, D.S. Amaloipavadass (Ed.), Bangalore 1081, 579-608 and 609-626.
108 See Poverty of the Religious, o.e., 48.
109 See: Indian Christian Spintuality, o.e., 230-231.
110 See: Kerk en Sacramenten, Karl Rahner, Hilversum 1963 (Freiburg 1960), 14-18.
111 See: The Bible m Self-renewal and Church-renewal for Service to Society, D.S. Amaloipavadass,
Bangalore 1984, 15.
112 See. Our Christian World Vision, o.e., 15: The history of humankind 'is neither cyclic nor
rectilinear, but a combination of both, namely spiral, hence it rises higher and higher and thus
progresses in spite of the ups and downs and zigzags.'
113 See. Approaches, o.e., 18-19.
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9 The Local Church: Incarnation of the Mystery of the
Church

Introduction
Only one paragraph of the Dogmatic Constitution on the Church (LG 26) is
devoted to the local Church, but that one paragraph states very clearly that the
'Church of Christ is truly present in all legitimate local congregations of the
faithful which, united with their pastors, are themselves called Churches in the
New Testament. For in their own locality these are the new people called by God,
in the Holy Spirit and in much fulbess (cf. 1 Th 1:5).' Time and again DSA
returns to this subject which is of vital importance for radical inculturation,
adaptation or better indigenisation in the spirit of SC 40, because an authentically,
for example, Indian liturgy can only emerge from a Church that has become as
fully incarnate as the Word who became flesh in Palestine.1 In his two doctoral
studies and also elsewhere DSA often expressed his gratitude and admiration for
missionaries from abroad and the Churches, congregations and families that sent
them;2 at the same time he does not shy away from pointing out a great number
of obstacles to renewal and effective evangelization, obstacles for which the same
zealous missionaries were, often unconsciously, responsible. Most of them came
from colonial countries (economic imperialism), did not question the limitations
of Roman centralism (ecclesiastical imperialism) and were convinced of the
superiority of Western (Christian) civilisation (cultural imperialism).3 One the
conclusions DSA reaches in L'Inde à la Rencontre du Seigneur is that the Church
has not really been established in India in spite of the fact that it practically has
its own hierarchy and clergy. He ends with pointing out the favourable and unfavourable factors.4 His second book in French Destinée de l'Église dans l'Inde
d'aujourd'hui almost starts where the first one ended. Two questions that speak
for themselves divide the book into two parts: I. Is India (Christians form less
than 2% of the population) waiting for Christianity? II. Is the Church in India
ready for its mission? DSA is convinced that the Good News of Jesus Christ
offers what India badly needs; in the second part he points out that the Church
itself needs conversion before there can be an in-depth encounter between Hinduism and Christianity: at the level of God-experience. The greatest obstacles to
evangelization are the foreign character and the institutional nature of the Church
in India which obscures the fact that it is a community that has been called
together by God whom its members have experienced through the Spirit of Jesus
Christ.
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The Church Universal
One of the verses in the Bible that are very dear to DSA is Jn 1:14: 'The Word
became flesh.' The mystery of the incarnation is one of the focal points of his
theology. From his first publication he continues to stress that the Church has to
take flesh wherever Jesus' disciples go and that the disciples should never implant
a Church from elsewhere even with the best of intentions. Salvation is a reality of
the Spirit which is quite different from being a purely spiritual reality. As the
Incarnate Word was visibly and publicly present among his people as the universal
sacrament of the Father's love,5 so the Church, 'the sacrament of Christ who is
himself for us the sacrament of God',6 has to be visibly and publicly present. This
makes DSA immediately raise the question: what kind of impression does the
Church make? Modestly but firmly he states
'at the moment the Church is too institutionalised to be dynamic, too heavy
to give effective testimony, too juridical to get across its mystical dimension
of communion in the Spirit, too authoritarian to give shape to its diakonia in
Christ. In the terms of Lumen Gentium 8 it shows itself more 'as a visible
structure established and ceaselessly sustained here on earth' and 'as a visible
assembly9 than as 'a holy Church, the community of faith, hope and charity
through which Christ communicates grace and truth to all', as 'the spiritual
community1, as 'a living instrument of salvation' and as 'enriched with heavenly things'.'7
As both his doctoral studies are written in view of effective evangelization in
Mother India, legitimately proud of her recently acquired Independence, her rich
cultural and religious heritage, her great resources and potentialities, and especially the great variety of her beautiful people, DSA is particularly concerned about
the Church's missionary impact:
'The missionary Church is considered as a foreign body, as an alienating force,
as a state within state, as a pressure group, as a marginal group or as a ghetto
whose interests do not tally with the common concerns of society, whose eyes
are not directed towards their fellow citizens, but towards foreigners and
themselves ... new converts are cut away from the mainstream of their
national, cultural, and social life. It means stripping oneself of everything old
in order to accept unreservedly the Christian message with its western cultural
expressions, formulations, thought-patterns and systems, religious practices
and forms of prayer and worship.'8
Unfortunately, the Church that we experience and that is still being exported and
imported all over the world is very different from the community filled and
energised by the Spirit of the Risen Lord that was launched on the first Pentecost.
Trying to work out the motivation for missionary activity, DSA starts from the
communion between the three divine Persons. The love and life of the Trinity
became visible in Christ, the Word who became flesh, incarnate. The Passion,
Death and Resurrection of Jesus were the supreme manifestation on earth of
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divine love, the communitarian love of the Father, the Son and the Spirit. That is
why DSA calls the Church a paschal community, that is the commimity of the
redeemed in Christ, animated by the Holy Spirit, the assembly of the People of
God, constituted by the salvific events of Easter and Pentecost. The Church is,
therefore, a paschal people and a paschal institution; its mission is to continue the
paschal salvific action of God beyond time and space in order to build up the
Body of Christ, to reassemble all people in the community of the redeemed in
Christ through the Holy Spirit.9 It belongs to the nature of this community of the
redeemed to be also a redeeming community.10 In the light of the unfavourable
reaction of the Indian religious genius to the (CathoUc) Church as it presents
itself, DSA feels that in spite of the fact that they are often made to appear
contradictory or mutually exclusive, the complementarity of the following two ecclesial aspects should be worked out:
'the aspect of communion, mystical, divine, heavenly, dynamic and interior;
and the aspect of institution, visible, human, terrestrial, juridical and exterior
... it is dangerous to exaggerate one at the cost of the other. If priorty has to
be given to one, it should go to the mystical, dynamic and interior, that is, to
love and communion, to witness and service; these need institutionalisation to
become visible, effective and permanent. At any rate, both are inseparable,
constitutive and complementary aspects of the Church of Christ.'11
In his concern for the incarnation of the salvific mystery and, therefore, a truly
incarnational Church12, DSA is greatly concerned about warm relationships
among the members of the community of Jesus' disciples. They should love one
another as He did; that is the real distinguishing mark of Christianity (Jn 13:35).
'(Christians) have experienced God through the Spirit of Jesus Christ, in one
another and in the world and in the midst of their life. They have had an
interpersonal relationship with God and with one another in Jesus Christ.
They feel reconciled and saved. They experience the joy and peace of fellowship with God which results in the fellowship with men. They yearn to realise
this reconciliation and fellowship with all men. This is Christian experience.
They have this experience not simply as individuals, isolated from others, but
in the community of those who have had similar experiences. Now, this
community of all those who have experienced God in the Spirit of Jesus
Christ by word and faith, sacraments and service of love in the heart of their
experience in the world is called the Church ,'13
The personal encounter with Jesus Christ, the animation by his Spirit, the articulation, deepening and sharing of the Christ-experience in the proclamation of
the Word, the coming together for the celebration of the Eucharist and other
sacraments, and the commitment to share this experience with others weld the
disciples of Jesus into a well-knit community, the Church. Before Vatican II the
impression was often given that God's will was fulfilled when as fast as possible
the greatest possible number of people would be saved by making them through
baptism members of the visible society of the Church.14 DSA stresses that God's
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primary concern is the realisation of his plan in the world. Reflecting on revelation and faith in a post-conciliar perspective, he holds that the very personal
communication of God (revelation) is social and communitarian, that is, addressed to a living community of people, not to individuals. The very communication that evokes faith in the men and women that listen, builds them into a
community of faith, the Church. DSA firmly rejects all individualism and isolationism, even ecclesiastical egoism.16 God is a God of communion and interpersonal relationship.
'God relates himself to men in communication and communion, as members
of a living community so that the inter-personal relationship between God
and man may be the source and climax, the pattern and model of the interpersonal relationship among men, so that the human community in which
revelation takes place may gradually be liberated from all forms of slavery
and alienation, from isolation and division, and be built up and transformed
into a community of faith and love, witness and service, a community of
salvation.'17
Later DSA states that Jesus lives on in the community of the Church which
animated and guided by the Spirit 'becomes the historical and social prolongation
of Jesus, his dynamic agent in the world and history, the leaven of human society
and the vanguard of a new race'.18 This Church that continues and embodies the
Risen Lord's presence and mission, is as visible as the incarnate Word was visible.
DSA emphasizes again and again that the basis for this visibility is 'experience'.
Disciples of Christ and members of the Church are those who have 'experienced
God through the Spirit of Jesus Christ, in one another and in the world and in
the midst of their life.'19 Unfortunately, in the course of time the importance of
up-to-date baptismal registers, economic security, social acceptability and an
identity 'over against' others began to prevail over the experience of Jesus Christ.
Hence it concentrated on its own well-being instead of on the plan of God, the
historical adventure of all humankind.
At Vatican II the Council Fathers tried to break through this isolationalism and
taught that all that concerns people and their future is also the concern of the
followers of Christ. This basic thrust expressed in GS 1 is worked out in the
whole document, the theological foundation is laid in the Part I; the practical
application is worked out in Part II: the family, cultural, socio-economic, political
life and ultimately the fostering of peace and the building up of an international,
universal community of nations. Universality is the thrust of the Church, intimately related to its eschatological and missionary nature. The universality of
God's sovereignty and the universality of salvation calls for the universality of
missionary action.
'To realise this task, Apostles and missionaries are sent forth all over the
world... Universality is, therefore, the ambition of the Church; universality
flows from her very nature; and universality is inscribed in her very eschatological character.'20
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The universality of the Church becomes real, dynamic and rich through the
particularity and authenticity of Local Churches all over the world. 'The universality of the Church is realised not by remaining abstract and dwelling in the
realm of ideas and notions, but by incarnating the mystery and reality of the
Church in every people and culture.' The universal Church is not visible; it lies
in the world of ideas and notions. The Spirit brings about unity and uniformity
in a great variety of concrete, local and cultural expressions of the one faith.
'Universality cannot be realised by spreading a single particularity and
uniformity through dictatorial edict. It would amount only to imposing a
particular cultural expression on all peoples and on all cultures. If done so, it
would be nothing but an imperial imposition and colonial domination of a
particular culture on all peoples in the name of Christian unity and faith (in
this case, western culture/hence neocolonialism).
Unity and universality are to be found at the core of realities: God, Spirit,
the Gospel and faith. They will spontaneously manifest themselves in a variety
of expressions and signs. Pluriformity and variety are necessary requisites for
Catholicity or ecumenicty which the true Church of Christ claims as one of its
marks.'21
DSA directly links universality with the issue of inculturation:
'By inculturation the Church is not only able to fulfil her mission but also to
realize her catholicity or universaUty. The contribution of the Local Churches
consists precisely in this. The Church becomes universal not only when the
Gospel is preached to all men and when all are saved but also when the
spread of the Gospel permeates and purifies, perfects and unifies the realities
of the temporal order and all religions. Thus, for example, for Indians, to be
Catholic or ecumenical means also to be fully Indian and Christian.'22
23

DSA often refers to the teaching of Vatican Π that the Church is the universal
sacrament of salvation and explains it in terms of the universal plan of God and
the universal mission of the Church. The Church is 'the sign and instrument of
24
total unity through universal brotherhood and fellowship of all men'.
DSA also takes up the universality of Hinduism, a universality that is proclaimed
by the modern Hindu reformers, mainly because of the limitless and universal
tolerance that Hinduism offers. Hence they claim for Hinduism a place side by
side or even instead of Christianity. The Hindu speaks in existential, experiential
terms. To be a Hindu means to participate in the eternal religion, in common wis
dom, Sanatara Dharma. When a person says: 'I am a Hindu', he/she actually wants
to say: 'I am a religious person!' or: 'I believe in spiritual values and live according
ly!' Consequently Hinduism can be presented as a religion for all religious people
all over the world. The great apostle of such a universal religion was the philoso
pher S. Radhakrishnan, President of India from 1962-1967, who invited all religions
and religious people to rally together to face the secularistic and materialistic
aggression. Swami Nikhilananda rejects the eclectic methods of the past to create
such a universal religion, we have to discover it beyond all philosophies, mytholo-
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gies and rituals in the direct God-experience or God-consciousness. The Swami
claims that the ritual, philosophy or mythology of any religion can never become
universal, but only God-consciousness and God-experience that link all religions.
Religious leaders should, therefore, teach their disciples not to change their
religion, to respect all the others and to discover the God-experience in all the
religions, to feel at ease with them as much in a temple, a mosque, a church or
a synagogue. Then DSA points out that this thesis appears universal, common to
all religions and respecting their equality, but it is in fact precisely the universalisation of Hinduism or rather the 'hinduisation' of all the other religions in the world.
While proposing a universal religion, he imposes a 'catholic' neo-hinduism.25
In the context of adaptation DSA returns to the subject of universality:
'Like Christ, the Church has to save till the end of time and the ends of the
earth, not only people, but also all that is human, not only all that is religious,
but all the religions of the world. The Church has to become truly incarnate
in every country and every era... The Church can do this precisely because it
is universal, catholic, supra-national and transcendent. Thus the adaptation of
the Church belongs to the very mission of the Church: the prolongation of the
Incarnation and the Redemption.'2''
That is why the Church recognizes the universal presence of the Spirit of the
Risen Lord27. The Spirit prompts and gives Christians the wisdom and energy to
realise its catholicity or universality by recapitulating everything in Christ through
adaptation.28
'The Church becomes universal or catholic not only when the gospel is
preached to all men, and when all of them are saved, but when each Christian
community or the local Church becomes an event, gets concretised and
incarnate in its soil, enters into the mainstream of its national life, expresses
its faith and worship through signs drawn from its religious and cultural
heritage, tradition and activity, and offers its diakonia through full solidarity
and genuine involvement. Therefore, for us Indians, to be catholic or ecumenical means also be fully Indian.'29
This is a description of what the Church should become; DSA is deeply aware
of the reality of sin and the Church too is subject to temptations and pressures
of economic, political, social, cultural or religious nature. The crave for positions
and power plays its part since Jesus' lifetime. The Christian community is a
divided house. Love which should be the mark of discipleship, is sometimes/often
conspicuously absent. In this context DSA follows the teaching of Vatican II and
points out the pilgrim character of the Church. It is on its journey to the full
realisation in the Kingdom of God. It needs continual conversion and reform, so
that it grows more effective in the proclamation of 'God's liberating and unifying
love in Christ Jesus.' In spite of all its weaknesses and failures the Church
continues to be the Bride of Christ and his Mystical Body.30 This pilgrim character is clearly brought out, when DSA writes:
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'We should distinguish between God and Christ, and between Christ and the
Church. Even though Christ is the total, ultimate and definite revelation of
God, and even though this Christ is present in the Church, one cannot and
should not identify Christ with the Church. Nor can one limit his presence
and gift to the Church alone. He is present everywhere and always as the
word of God, as the Risen Lord and saviour of mankind. He is not imprisoned in the Church. Likewise the one true Church founded by Christ subsists
in the Catholic Church (LG 8) but is not exhausted by it. The Church is the
sign and instrument of salvation for all men: universal sacrament of salvation.
Yet salvation is also possible under certain conditions for those not visibly
integrated with the Cathohc Church (LG 16). In a word, self-sufficiency can
be attributed only to God and to Christ but not to the Church. The Church
has truth and goodness, grace and salvation, but she cannot exhaust them, she
does not have the monopoly of them. She cannot be 'possessive' in an allexclusive sense. The Church is a contingent, historical, temporary and relative
realisation; its period is between Pasch and the Parousia. Like every other
sign, it is less than the reality; the Kingdom is present in the Church, but the
Church and the Kingdom are not identical. That is why the Church is in
continuous pilgrimage and tends towards fullness and total consummation.'31
This dynamic tension is also implied in the expression: the Church is like a sacrament.32 A sacrament is a visible sign of an invisible, divine reality. Modern
theologians have begun to call the Church the primordial or fundamental sacrament. It is well-known that the Council Fathers were especially in the beginning
afraid to use this rather modem terminology, so they formulate it very carefully
'The Church is a kind of sacrament or sign' (LG 1). It is important that the sign
is adequate, that its testimony is convincing. DSA writes the second part of
Destinée in this perspective, analysing in particular the impression which the
Church, its institutions and activities makes upon people of other faiths and
ideologies. He comes to the conclusion that the Church in India badly needs the
conciliar aggiornamento and particularly the implementation of the Council's
teaching on adaptation, inculturation or incarnation. Mother India and the community of Jesus' disciples have to meet at the gut level, in the cave of their heart,
where God is experienced, where God-experience and God-consciousness take
place. In order to facihtate this the Church has to be thoroughly renewed and
especially to become truly Catholic and authentically Indian.
Christ and the Church are both sacraments of God's love. 'Christ is the supreme
revelation, the sign and sacrament of God's saving love' (see: Jn 3:17). All
through his life, and in particular the paschal events reveal God's all-embracing,
redeeming, liberating love. The Church is called to manifest that same love all
over the world till the end of times (Jn 13:34-35). The Church is a pilgrim always
trying to become a more adequate sign or sacrament of the incarnate Word, the
first and primordial sacrament.33 What does that mean in the twofold reahty of
India, that is,
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i living in the midst of the ancient but living world religions and
ii haunted by the oppressive unjust division of its wealth and resources that
dooms its masses to lead a sub-human existence? DSA's convictions are clear
and unambiguous:
'i The Church which like Christ and in Christ is the universal sacrament of
salvation must include the religions of the world in her global perspective,
must envisage them as a place for her incarnation and redeeming action,
must make her universal diakonia available to these religions also.
Her diakonia is a Paschal service; that is to say, she enables everyone and
everything to participate in the paschal mystery of Christ. She has to lead
the religions themselves through the mystery of the Incarnation, death and
resurrection, and glorification and consummation; that is to say, the Church
will render service to the religions by incarnating herself in them, by
purifying and transforming them and finally by leading them to fulfilment
or consummation, giving them a profound unity in the pleroma of Christ.'34
'ii The Church has no other mission but to be the sign of Jesus Christ here
and now, to make present his liberating action in the frustrating situation
of our country, by its own involvement in the common struggle of our
people for liberation, from the unjust and oppressive structures of our
society. Its witness demands that like Christ it identifies itself with the
suffering masses, that it be solidary with the concrete situation of the
society in which it lives, placing itself entirely at its disposal as a servant
and embodiment of God's all-embracing love."35
Time and again DSA points out this twofold reality of India: the active religiosity
of the Indian people and their common struggle for development and liberation,
which are the two major aspects of today's Indian situation.
'These are not contrary and mutually exclusive concerns; modern India's
relentless quest and all-out effort for development and liberation is nothing
but a modern expression of her age-old spiritual quest for moksha and mukti,
by a process of self-realization, by discovering in the depth of one's being the
identity of one's self ... with the self of the universe.'36
This twofold Indian reality is both a starting-point for his reflections on Christian
life and a focal point in his theology of our Christian task and mission.37
It is finally important to note the dynamism and challenge in the teaching of the
Church as 'the universal sacrament of salvation':
'The Church is not only the agent or instrument, but also the sign, in the
sense that she contains what she announces and wants to share; and she must
signify it by what she is. She is a sacrament; a universal sacrament of salvation
must be a sign for all men and an effective sign of salvation... Hence the great
exigency to be and to appear as a group of people who are reconciled, who
are united, who know and follow Jesus, who live the gospel... who manifest
fellowship with God and with men... The Church is in the last period of history... Time is short; salvation must reach the whole of mankind.'38
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The same paragraph implies DSA's agreement with the Nagpur Declaration: 'It
(the Church) is the dynamic agent within the world and the historical expression
of the new humanity being gathered up, liberated and re-created in Christ
through the Spirit.' This is realised and experienced pre-eminently in the Local
Church, about which Vatican II was very modest; in DSA's thinking, however, the
theology of the Local Church plays a prominent role.

The Local Church
Often DSA has brought out that the Local Church is not a mere administrative
unit or territorial subdivision of the Universal Church.40 It is the realisation or
incarnation of the whole mystery of the Church in a particular place.41 'It is the
concrete actualisation, incarnation and localisation of all that we mean by the
Church and in that it becomes an event.*42 Often he refers then to Rahner: 'The
Church alone, in contrast to all other societies, has this unique characteristic that
she can appear as a microcosm of herself in any place.*43 All that has been
ascribed to the Church above becomes only existential when the followers of
Christ express their faith in witness (kerygma and martyria), worship (koinonia)
and service (diakonia)" This happens in the place where they Uve and work.
There the Local Church becomes an event. Christians become aware that they are
a community. Hence DSA writes:
'The Church becomes Church when it is incarnated in a place and this
localisation is called the Local Church. The Church can fulfil its mission only
by being local and incarnated. The Local Church is the realization by which
the Universal Church, the full mystery of the Church, will be incarnated in
each place, will express itself and operate through the social, cultural, religious realities of the place, time and people. The Local Church, as many
imagine is not a division or a part of the Church, nor is it to be considered as
a viable unit of administration within the Universal Church. It must and does
contain the whole mystery of the Church; it is the microcosm of the whole
reality of what is meant by the Church.
The Church as a mystery is first of all something that happens to a group of
people; it is an event that matters for them, it is the actualization of the whole
mystery of the Church in a place, as the dynamic presence of God incarnate
through the Spirit of His Son Jesus Christ in the world and history, gathering
his people from the four winds from among the nations, reconciling them with
one another and with Himself and realizing fellowship of love through a
process of sharing and giving. The Local Church is a dynamic process by
which a Christian community share their Christian experience with their
contemporaries, in the context of the world and history from within, fully in
the socio-cultural-religious milieu.*45
DSA distinguishes four stages in the foundation of a Local Church, the one leads
to the other, but all the four stages also continue till the end of the world:
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i A personal Christ-experience that transforms a person and urges him/her to
share that experience with others. All Apostolate springs from the personal and
community experience of Christ through the working of his life-giving Spirit in
a Spirit-filled person or community.
ii This experience is shared with others through the proclamation of the Christexperience in word and deed. When persons accept this witness they long for
the same experience and begin to form a community of believers.
iii This community of believers celebrates its Christ-experience and their belong
ing together in Christ and his Spirit in the Eucharist and becomes a community
of worship.
iv The deep experience of reconciliation, communion and liberation urge the
members of this community to share in their turn this experience with others.
Thus they become a missionary community that serves with love.
DSA continues to stress that the importance, the indispensability of the personal
God-experience in Christ. One becomes religious through an experience of God;
this should transform one's life; it makes Christians a missionary community, an
apostolic Church.46 A deep Christ-experience enables the followers of Christ,
journeying, on pilgrimage with all humankind, to be aware of and respond to the
needs and aspirations of all the children of the same Father, and face the reality
of sin with all its force and consequences, the root cause of all struggles and
tensions, all alienation, injustice and oppression. 'This community, by the very
force of its solidarity with other men, and under the dynamism of its Christian
experience feels urged to share with others its fresh and special experience about
liberation and reconciliation.'47
The Indian theologian feels confirmed in his conviction by the consensus on the
definition of theology at the World Congress of Theology on 'The Future of the
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Church' , because it points out that theologising is a function of the Local
Church, involved in the burning issues of the society to which it belongs and
reflecting on its mission in the light of its Christian experience. Only then it
becomes relevantly and effectively missionary and Vatican II forcefully teaches
that evangelization, to be missionary, belongs to the very nature of the Church. 49
The Indian Participants in the 1974 Synod of Bishops on 'Evangelization of the
Modern World', in which DSA participated as Special Secretary, unambiguously
subscribe that in each particular human community the responsibility for evan
gelization rests with the Local Church and noted that the 1974 Synod 'could have
well been called the Synod of Local Churches'. я This implies that the Local
Church has to become indigenous in all respects, that full recognition has to be
given to the principle of pluriformity 'without detriment to the unity of faith and
universal communion with other Local Churches and the See of Peter'. Therefore,
initiatives and creativity must be encouraged in the various areas of the Church's
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life and the 'principles of subsidiarity and decentralisation' have to be respected.
In his own account of the Synod DSA formulates it as follows:
'In order that the Local Church may be able effectively to exercise her role
of evangelization, it is necessary that she be able to incarnate the Gospel in
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the community at whose service she is put, in its culture and mentality. This
means that she must be truly indigenous, and that fully and in all things.
Hence it is necessary to give full recognition to the principle of a pluriformity
among the various Local Churches for the exercise of their evangelical
mission. This principle must be recognized as an exigency flowing from the
mystery of the incarnation itself - an exigency which is not opposed to unity
of faith and universal communion.
With regard to doctrine, rectitude and unity of faith must no doubt be
preserved; but this does not preclude a theological pluralism. Rather, since
theological investigation is a reflection in faith, arising from the Christian life
and based on pastoral experience, a theological pluralism corresponding to
the experiences and conditions of the diverse particular Churches is altogether
necessary.'52
Such theological pluriformity need not affect the unity of faith, but should deepen
and enrich it. These diverse theologies should spring from the reflection of the
whole local community on their Christian life and mission, that is lay people,
religious, priests and bishops should play their part; it is particularly important
that bishops and theologians participate and collaborate in developing a relevant
and truly indigenous theology.53 This requires:
i the creativity of the Local Church must be effectively promoted in the various
aspects of its life; we think of liturgy, catechetics, theology, discipline, the
different ministries, the Church's organisation and administration.
DSA is more specific in his report to the Synod:
'The Local Church must be original and mature, and truly relevant. The
Local Church cannot therefore come into its own unless the principle of
indigenisation is fully recognized and pluriformity is applied in all things.
This is especially required with regard to the approach to and methods of
evangelization, to catechetical pedagogy, the pedagogy of faith, to the
creation of a meaningful liturgy assuming signs taken from the local culture
and the religious tradition or traditions of the place in order to become the
expression and the celebration of concrete life and of the world. Indigenous
theologies must also be developed as the varied expressions of the reflection in faith which communities make of their Christian experience in the
world. Communities must be endowed with their own organization, with
regard to institutions and structures of service. Far from stifling the
structure must be the incarnation of the Spirit and at its service. This
implies the setting up of new ministries and the diversification of ministries
according to various charisms. Legislation must be flexible in order that it
may be so conceived and the seminary training so devised that it prepares
ministers well equipped for their tasks. The same is true where the
initiation to the religious life is concerned."54
ii A dynamic relationship between the various Local Churches should be fostered, which should go deeper than a sharing of personnel and resources.
Respecting one another's equality Local Churches should support, encourage
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and inspire one another, manifest true solidarity particularly in times of crisis
and be concerned about one another's well-being like real brothers or sisters
'of one heart and soul' (See: Acts 4:32).^ Once again DSA is more specific in
his report to the Synod:
'There must be no paternalism of some towards the others. The rela
tionship is not correctly described as one of father to son, or mother to
daughter; no distinction should even be made between young and old
churches, a distinction which often does not correspond to reality. The
relationship must be one of partnership, mutual exchange and sharing,
collaboration based on true Christian fellowship. This is expressed in the
sharing of personnel and resources, in mutual help for the work of libera
tion and development.'
He then also points out that the religious, particularly in their pastoral work,
should be 'adequately inserted into the overall pastoral activity of the Local
Church under the leadership of the bishop'. Finally he demands equality for
all liturgical rites, Eastern and Latin, an examination of the difficulties arising
from multiple jurisdiction and their solution with the good of the faithful as
one main concern.56
Ш The principle of subsidiarity, which grants greater autonomy to the Local
Churches and implies further decentralisation of the administration of the
Church, should be recognised and even encouraged by the Apostolic See. The
more ad rem and creative the members of the Local Church are in Onding
their own solutions, the richer their contribution to the communion of
Churches and the greater and inspiring the ministry of the Roman Pontiff 'as
the centre of unity and the bond of charity' among the Local Churches. The
Holy See should, therefore, encourage and stimulate their initiatives, deepen
and strengthen their faith, and inspire and foster their communion. The
autonomy of the Local Churches implies that in communion with the Supreme
Pontiff the bishops do indeed exercise in their diocese 'all the ordinary, proper,
and immediate authority required for the exercise of their pastoral office' (CD
8). The Holy See should reserve for itself only what is absolutely necessary.
DSA pleads for greater freedom in liturgy, theological investigation, discipline
and ministries, even in the matter of the choice of bishops Svithin the limits of
norms to be devised by the Supreme Pontiff, and with no prejudice to unity in
what is necessary and essential'.57 In his report to the Synod he also mentions
that greater authority is to be given to the episcopal conferences to decide
whatever is necessary on their own. 'It is necessary that the emphasis passes
from the Centre to the Local Churches at national, regional and diocesan
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levels.'
He finally states that in conformity with their own tradition and discipline and
the Decree on Eastern Catholic Churches (OE 5, 7 and 9), the Oriental Churches
should be able to exercise their full rights.59 In Gospel and Culture DSA, writing
about the relationship between the Universal Church and the Particular Churches,
calls for an all-round change and for a going back
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'to the pattern of autonomy preserved still in the Oriental Churches... The
principle of subsidiarity must be followed to its last exigencies and implications. This calls also for the recognition of the value of the Local Church and
respect for their freedom, autonomy, initiative and original ways. It is then
that the Church as a whole, and each Local Church in particular, will be
relevant to peoples' life-situations and historic movements and contribute to
the progress and concerns of the local society. By that very fact the Church
will become a meaningful sign of Jesus Christ.'60

the Church in India a Local Church?
It is easy to demand greater autonomy for the Local Church, but in Approach,
Meaning and Horizon of Evangelization, the Orientation Speech for the All-India
Consultation on Evangelization at Patna (3-8 October 1973), DSA observes that
the 'issue is not so much that Rome is unwilling to grant this autonomy as that
the Local Churches be reluctant or afraid to exercise their freedom and responsibility under the pretext of loyalty, obedience and unity.'61 I think that it is
difficult to prove what has exerted greater influence: the Holy See's policy to
'direct' the Local Churches or the Local Churches' fear to exercise their autonomy. There is a kind of interaction between the two. The failure of the Local
Churches to act autonomously strengthens Rome's centralism, while Rome's
reluctance and in certain matters refusal to consistently put the principle of
subsidiarity into practice often kills the initiatives of the Local Churches. I fully
agree with DSA that out of an exaggerated sense of loyalty and obedience Local
Churches have nurtured an
'attitude of merely importing and copying, of passively waiting for orders and
suggestions to come from above, and of simply implementing and conforming
to what is prescribed from the top.'
This must be given up by those who understand and cherish their pastoral responsibihty. Unity does not mean uniformity; concrete issues are most of the time
particular; waiting for a solution derived from abstract principles will often mean
missing the boat and becoming irrelevant. DSA:
'The goal is not uniformity and sameness everywhere; but service and relevance. The latter calls for freedom and autonomy, creativity and originahty.
Each Local Church must take initiatives, become competent and responsible,
have the imagination and intuitive daring to invent forms and patterns,
structures and institutions for its various activities and services so that it may
be relevant to a people's needs and situations. There has to be variety and
pastoral pluralism starting from cultural, ecclesia! and theological pluralism.'62
Several times DSA raises the question: do we have in India a real Local Church?
It was the leading question in the Part II of Destinée de l'Église. He points out
that much still has to be done; he emphasizes the greater importance to the
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interior, mystical, spiritual and charismatic over against the time and energy
invested in the exterior, institutional, material and juridical, and stresses the need
for radical inculturation in all areas of life but in particular in the pursuit of our
quest for God. That will prepare the Christian community to facihtate the
encounter of the Hindus with Christ on the only level that matters in their eyes
- that of God-experience. In spite of all this the Church is truly present in India
and this Church is truly Indian, well organised and brimming with life. The
Church has taken root in our soil, has become flesh (incarnate, why should we be
afraid of that word?) in the Indian society through more than 60 bishops, 6.500
priests, 22 thousand religious,63 all of Indian origin and fully living the life of the
country. If in the past the Church might have given the impression of being
connected with foreign political powers and colonial interests, this impression and
the prejudices it implies have now disappeared or should disappear soon.*4
At Nagpur (1971) DSA clearly stated that although the Church in India is
considered to be well-established, 'she is not yet vital and dynamic enough,
incarnated and integrated enough in the life of the Indian society, she is not yet
mature and adult enough to be original, to take up full responsibility, to re-think
her mission in the context of this particular community, and to re-formulate her
message in order to make it relevant and meaningful to the citizens of this
country.' He feels that the Church in India on the whole is too dependent on the
West to really indianize and contextualize. Some are really involved in the burning
issues of the country, but fail to reflect on these issues in the light of their faith;
others do reflect, but do it in a kind of vacuum; hence their reflections remain
outside the mainstream of Indian life. ^
At the International Missionary Conference at Lyon (1972) DSA takes up the
question of being a Local Church at the global level and holds that there are
territorial subdivisions of the Universal Church, but no Local Churches. There
is only a Local Church, when the Church is experienced as an event that matters
for us,
'as the actualization of the whole mystery of the Church in a place, as the
dynamic presence of God incarnate through the Spirit of His Son Jesus Christ
in the world and world history ... liberating the people from isolation and
loneliness, division and opposition and realising a fellowship of love through
a process of sharing and giving. It is this inner experience that can give elan
and urgency ... for preaching the Gospel ... for sharing one's unforgettable
Christian experience.'
Only when this elan and urgency springing from a deep experience of the Risen
Lord is present, the Local Church has become a reality and the Christ mystery
has become incarnate. To be a Christian is neither accepting an ideology nor
joining an institution but the life-experience of believing in the Person Jesus
Christ and starting a living relationship with Him; this has implications for all
one's relationships. Preaching the Gospel is, therefore, 'initiating people to a Ufe
of personal and community relationship with the Father through the Son in the
Spirit, and with one another in the world of today.'66
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Another reason why there aren't authentic Local Churches is that the particular
Churches have not become really indigenous and genuinely local. This is true,
because 'in spite of the clear policy and sure guidelines given by the the Sacred
Congregation of the Propaganda Fide ever since its inception and in spite of the
official teaching of Vatican II in its various documents', many (bishops, priests
and laity) still hold that the Church should be distinguished from other religions
by its foreign character; however, the only distinguishing mark that Christ gave is
fraternal charity (see: Jn 13:34-35). DSA then refers to the opposition to the
indigenization of the liturgy in India, due mainly to the pastors' own lack of
conviction and their consequent failure to enlighten and prepare the people. If
they themselves would have been convinced and had kept abreast of the conciliar
and post-conciliar developments, they would have introduced it with adequate
catechetical pedagogy and pastoral prudence.67 DSA further points out that Local
Churches tend to isolate themselves rather than joining the pilgrimage to the
Kingdom of the people around them and all humankind. Finally he notes that
Churches in quite a number of so-called mission lands tend to remain exclusively
clerical and masculine. He concludes that the main reason for the non-implementation of the decree Ad Gentes is the fact that many have not yet understood
and accepted the teaching of Vatican II in general and in particular of Lumen
Gentium, Nostra Aetate, Gaudium et Spes, and Apostolicam Actuositatem.6* After
analysing the main problems regarding evangelization in the early seventies within
and outside the Church, he concludes on a note that is so optimistic that it
relativizes his starting-point: in the so-called mission lands we have not yet Local
Churches.
'In spite of these numerous problems, we in the young Churches have a sense
of the Church, work together, move forward and gradually translate the II
Vatican vision of the Church's mystery and mission in the world of today in
openness to the world and in communion with the sister Churches of the
Oecumene.'69
In Approach, Meaning and Horizon of Evangelization DSA treats the question of
being a Local Church in the Indian context and stresses again that the personal
renewing and transforming experience of Christ is essential for becoming a truly
Local and hence missionary Church, a Church committed to evangelization, that
is, to sharing the Good News they have received or rather experienced in word
and deed, salvation or integral liberation. To facilitate the experiential dimension
DSA greatly stresses the practice of contemplation, because the promptings of the
Spirit of the Risen Lord surface 'in times given for silence and recollected prayer.
This implies a life-rhythm of physical withdrawal with concentration on prayer as
well as involvement in life with contact with our fellowmen, varying according to
individual vocation or temperament. Both of them constitute a deeply contemplative experience.'70
According to DSA evangelization supposes three things:
'first, that we have an experience of contemporary life in full solidarity with
our fellowmen; secondly, we have an experience of God in the Risen Christ
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in the very midst of this life; and thirdly, we know how to share this double
experience which after all makes a single whole.'71
Then he higUights again that to be truly a Local Church the Church in India
should give up its almost slavish dependence and takes its own responsibility in
everything 'with no prejudice to unity in what is necessary and essential.'72 The
Church in India as an adult and mature Church must take full responsibihty for
evangelization in India. Great originality and creativity are required to be effective
in the complex Indian reahty. This means that we develop:
'An Indian theology, an Indian approach to methods of evangelization with
reference to Indian context, Indian catechesis, Indian liturgies, Indian spirituality, Indian methods and traditions of formation, Indian structures and
institutions, Indian personnel and self-reliance in finance. We must believe
that first of all we are a real Local Church and we are capable of developing
indigenous forms of evangelization for ourselves; secondly, it is by being
engaged in them that we can develop them; it is by doing and not simply by
talking that the goals will be reached.'73
This brings us to the last subject of this chapter: inculturation, which may be
called the hallmark of being a Local Church, and certainly one of its immediate
and direct implications.

Inculturation, the immediate consequence of Christ's incarnation
Though in his radical commitment to radical inculturation DSA took great care
to always keep a 'vue d'ensemble' and spoke on a variety of issues from that
angle, he focussed his attention in this field mainly on liturgy, catechetica and the
development of an Indian Christian Spirituality. Inculturation is certainly one of
the issues in which the adulthood and the fidelity of the Local Church both to
Christ and his Gospel and to the people among whom and with whom it lives the
Good News, becomes manifest. Without an indigenous liturgy, catechetics and
spirituality we cannot speak of a Local Church. Above we have already shown
how DSA, as Director of the NBCLC and Secretary for the CBCI Commissions
for Liturgy and Catechetics, animated and guided the preparation and publication
of the first 'Indian' series of textbooks and guides for the faith-formation of the
children, from the date they enter school till they have finished their college.74 It
is also DSA who as Founder-Director of the NBCLC created the prayerful
atmosphere and life-style of the NBCLC75 which was both a first expression and
a great stimulus for the development of an Indian Christian Spirituality for the
members of the NBCLC Community, the many lecturers and cooperators, and
thousands of participants and visitors. The Sadcidananda chapel deserves special
mention. The popular Praying Seminars76 and finally the Seminars on Indian
Christian Spirituality,77 of which he pubhshed a full record,78 are another way that
proves his dedication to develop and promote an Indian Christian Spirituahty.
However, DSA is probably best-known for his pioneering work in developing an
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Indian liturgy. As soon as he was appointed secretary of the CBCI Commission
for Liturgy and Director of the NBCLC, he began to organise the faithful
implementation of the Vatican II liturgical renewal at the national level; this led
automatically to the question of adaptation and inculturation, because with the
introduction of the vernacular, the language of the people, we soon discovered
that we were not using the signs and symbols, the myths and world of thought of
the people, nor did we celebrate what really matters to them. Thus the liturgy
remained irrelevant and did not rise to the expectations of Vatican II. Moreover,
had the bishops themselves not spoken very boldly about indigenisation at the
first CBCI General Body Meeting at Delhi in October 1966?79 Finally DSA was
anxious to remove what he himself had concluded to be the greatest obstacle to
effective evangelization in India.80
The Indian theologian reminds us over and again that inculturation concerns
every aspect of the life and mission of the Local Church:
'It is not enough to announce the word, calling men to faith and conversion,
to gather the believers for worship in the celebration of the Eucharist, to
form them for a life of witnessing and service in chanty, but in all this, i.e. at
every stage and in every form of ministry the Church must adapt herself to
the country and region, to the milieux and traditions, to the forms of cultural
and religious expressions, to the present concerns of contemporary society.'
DSA then shows that for a long time it was held that there were two subsequent
stages: first, a kind of imported Christian life and later the adaptation or inculturation of Christian existence; for example, first the home liturgy of the missionary, later indigenisation. Bangalore gives splendid architectural examples. The
style of the older churches and convents clearly manifest the homeland of the
builders; only much later some new churches begin to bear an Indian touch and
a few show the concern for an authentically Indian architecture. DSA rejects the
theory of two stages and holds, appealing to the Vatican II documents and
explicitly referring to AG 11 and 12, that acculturation is part and parcel of
evangelization. Hermeneutics teaches us that the form cannot be separated from
the contents. Effective evangelization must, therefore, be primarily a meaningful
human word or action. In order to be meaningful a word
'should be expressed in the language, categories of thought, in the images
and forms of speech, through the current means and techniques of communication, and according to the pedagogy prevalent in a region and suitable
to a human group. Likewise we do not first celebrate an ethereal, otherworldly or disincarnated liturgy and then adapt it; but in its very first act of
worship the community gives expression to its aspirations and sentiments, to
its relationship with God and man, to its response and attitudes to God's ongoing self-revelation in Christ, to its beliefs and practices, through the signs
proper to its culture and religion, traditional and actual.'
From the very beginning its charity and services should respond to the community's deepest needs and aspirations. Hence DSA concludes: 'Acculturation or
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adaptation is a simultaneous act of every form of ministry, whether missionary or
pastoral activity and an integral part of the whole mission of the Church.'81
When people attend for the first time an Indian hturgical celebration, some get
the impression that it is a going back to the past, to traditional rites and rituals.
DSA emphatically denies this and points out that four phases may be distinguished in the on-going process of hturgical inculturation or mdigenisation of
worship:
i The creation of an Indian atmopshere through postures, gestures, music and
hymns, instruments and other elements in our worship.
ii The translation into the vernaculars, the composition of original texts and
adaptation of the order and flow of the celebration.
iii The use of the Holy Scriptures of other religions in the Christian liturgy.
iv Making the liturgy relevant to present-day life, conscientizing the participants
regarding the burning issues of today, celebrating their involvement in God's
liberation and motivating them to get involved with greater courage and
renewed fervour.
Although the first and partly also the second phase will often come fìrst, the four
phases do not neatly succeed one another. Some may begin with the 4th phase
and end with the 2nd or 3rd, others may jump from the 1st to the 4th, and again
others may take them almost simultaneously. DSA always impresses upon
everyone that no step should be taken without educating and consulting the
people.
Indigenisation means much more than returning to one's rich religious and
cultural heritage.
'It means, above all, being present today and looking to the future, being
taken up in the very dynamism of personahty development, group life and history. Indigenisation takes account of all the realities that constitute human
existence today, that shape the life of societies and nations, that mark the
history of the world. Problems of hunger... Indigenisation means solidarity
with men and involvement in all issues and problems, and entry into the dynamism and adventure of human history with all that they imply, and in all that
they demand. The Church being present everywhere with her humble diakonia
in testimony of the Gospel and of the Kingdom. Thus indigenisation is a concern for the contemporary reality as integrated in the culture and life of
today's man. The present may have their roots and moorings in the past, its
dynamic orientation may be towards the future, but the Church is indigenous
in so far as she is relevantly present to the living, moving and actual reality.'42
In the brochure on the NBCLC Campus DSA briefly summarizes the various
aspects of the inculturation he and the Centre he founded stand for.83 Inculturation
'is the process by which the Church becomes really incarnated in every
human group, society, culture and context as a community of love and
sharing, humble service and powerful witness to the Spirit of the Lord at
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work in the universe and dwelling in our heart. Having no culture of her own,
she communicates with others and expresses herself through the human and
social, cultural and religious signs of the people among whom she is incarnated. Inculturation has three dimensions of history: past, present and future!
While being dynamic in our orientation towards the future and involved in the
reality of the present, the Church should also be solidly rooted in the cultural
heritage and religious traditions of India.84 An equally important aspect of
inculturation is the social concern. Indigenisation and commitment to social
justice, inculturation and liberation are both meant to make the Church in
India incarnated and make her Christian witness meaningful and relevant.
This has to be done not by the Christians alone, in isolation but in a dialogue
of life with all people, at all levels. In this process there should emerge an
authentic Christian Spirituality which will serve as the source of inspiration
for the concrete projects of social justice, dialogue and inculturation as well
as their fruit.'85
At this juncture of history it is impossible to stay neutral or to wait; such a socalled neutrality is actually the imposition of culturally western Christianity,
suppressing Indian culture and alienating Indian Christians from their own
culture. DSA feels ashamed that a quarter century after political independence
and handing over Church leadership many Christians and even leaders are still
by and large hostile to practically all efforts of indigenisation. 'This is another
legacy of the colonial period to which the colonised people even after decolonisation cling on more firmly than the colonisers themselves!!!'86

Interaction between cult and culture
Although DSA distinguises culture and religion, he highlights the interdependence
and interaction between both. 'Culture influences religion; religion influences
culture. In fact culture has influenced Christianity; and Christianity has transformed many cultures. This are data of history and actual daily reality!' This
intense interaction presupposes and strengthens the identity of both. It is particularly important that Christians do not have any other identity than fraternal
love (Jn 13:35) ,87 'The rest is only a cultural identity which is derived from a
particular society and which should be shed in view of a new inculturation in a
new milieu.' When this does not happen and more often than not it did not
happen, we have what Pope Paul VI calls 'the drama of our time': 'The split
between the Gospel and culture is without doubt the drama of our time, just as
it was of other times. Therefore, every effort must be made to ensure a full
evangelization of culture, or more correctly of cultures."88
DSA's theological foundation for inculturation is threefold:
1 THEOLOGY OF CREATION

Because God has created everything through the Word and everyone and
everything has been reconciled through the total self-gift of the same Word,
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that Word has been present throughout the history of humankind. That
explains that seeds of the Word may be found in the whole of creation and in
all religions.w
2 THEOLOGY OF REDEMPTIVE INCARNATION
Because the Word became flesh, assumed all that is human and redeemed it (recall
the patristic teaching: what He did not assume, has not been redeemed!), making
visible, flesh, God's salvine, loving will, the Spirit of the Risen Lord has to take
flesh in every region and culture, making visible all over the world the same salvific,
liberating will in and through every culture. In this context DSA often refers to 2
Cor 3:17: 'Now the Lord is the Spirit, and where the Spirit of the Lord is, there
is freedom.' Just as the Word needed the flesh to become visible, so the Risen
Lord needs 'flesh', that is, the culture of the society where He goes, to become
visible, to be experienced as Redeemer and Liberator in a particular community.
'The visible community dimension, the lived experience, and the tangible
manifestation of life in various spheres and activities - all this is called
integration of the Church in a socio-cultural-religious milieu, incarnation of
the Church in a place, time and people. This is what is called indigenisation
or inculturation.'90
Once again DSA defines inculturation: 'The living Gospel lived by the Church in
a living culture with all the transformations and realities it entails.' No evangelization without inculturation because of the incarnation and redemption. The
founder of the Centre admits that many will probably agree with this theology,
but have plenty of reservations regarding the concrete implementation. Yet this
implementation, this praxis cannot be avoided. Though we can say that the
Word's incarnation began with the very act of creation, the historical incarnation
of the Word was 'the most dynamic and most personal encounter between God
and man. This dynamic event of God-man encounter took place in the very
dynamics of human existence and world history, and in the heart of a changing
world, and in the midst of a concrete socio-cultural reality.'91 The Incarnate Word
started something great; the Church is the community of those who walk in Jesus'
footsteps to the point of dying for the other.92 Once again DSA refers to Evangelium Nuntiandi, which in its turn recalls Gaudium et Spes:
' "What matters is to evangelize man's culture and cultures not in a purely
decorative way as it were applying a thin veneer, but in a vital way, in depth,
and right to their very roots, in the wise and rich sense which these terms
have in Gaudium et Spes."(EN 20) Hence interior and exterior change - which
we call renewal and updating, to which a clarion call was sounded by Vatican
II is implied in every process of creating the Church in a place, and in every
process of inculturation.'93

3 THE THEOLOGY OF THE CHURCH
The Church, as we have seen above,94 is, as DSA writes, 'the embodiment of
Christ's Spirit, the historical and social prolongation of Jesus Christ in time and
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space' with 'no other mission than that of Christ, namely, of recapitulating,
reconciling and unifying all men and things and making them all belong to God
so that God may be all in all (LG 1, Eph 1:3,14; Col 1:15-20; 1 Cor 3:23; 15:2028)... This mission of recapitulation includes ... also all the cultures and religions.'95 Without inculturation the Church cannot fulfil this mission, for without
originality and creativity it can neither meet the needs of the Church nor those
of the Society; that is why 'inculturation in all aspects and activities becomes
natural and indispensable.'96 It goes without saying that this implies ecclesia!
pluralism, based upon social, religious, and theological pluralism and it naturally
leads to pastoral pluralism.97 He concludes this threefold theological foundation
of inculturation as follows:
'With regard to inculturation every Local Church or Particular Church should
take the initiative, enjoy the freedom, and be equipped and committed to
indigenize all the aspects of its life and all the activities of its mission with
reference to its context and culture: contextualisation and inculturation.'98
He then raises the question: is inculturation in conformity with the tradition of
the Church, because many are only familiar with the tradition of uniformity?
Answering that question he distinguishes two traditions: a long and venerable
tradition that follows the principle of the incarnation: Jesus identified himself
fully with the Jewish people, Paul became Greek with the Greek and Roman with
the Romans and the demands of the Judaisers were rejected. Wherever the
Church went, it adopted the language, signs, symbols, customs and practices of
the people of the place.
'The best example of in-depth and all-round inculturation was the transformation which took place in the culture of Western Europe. It was so allembracing that it even went to excess by over-identification with the European culture and society as western Christendom... Due to this inculturation
the Gospel became a living reality; it could fulfil its creative and recreative
function; the Church became more cathohc and was adorned with an ever
richer variety.'99
The over-identification with the European culture gave birth to the second
tradition that suppressed the principle of the incarnation and exported the
cultures of the homelands of the missionaries to the new worlds of America, Asia
and Africa during the period of colonial expansion and conquest. The culture that
came along with the Good News was understood to be 'The Christian Culture'
and left no place for any other culture. DSA concludes:
'Thus the type of Christianity that is found in the Third World is a heritage
of the colonial era. For the western powers using their political hegemony
brought about also a cultural domination, while the Church and the missionaries of the West established the western form of Christianity and
preached the Gospel as already incarnated in the western European cul-
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This approach has made such an impact that years after political mdependence
many Christians and their Church cling to the western cultural model. Uve as
foreigners in their homeland and - often without knowing it - become alienated
from their own cultural and religious traditions.
Let us get it straight once for all. The Christian culture does not exist. What is
often referred to as 'the Christian culture' is only a particular western/Roman
cultural expression of Christianity. There are many Christian cultures and many
more cultures should be 'permeated by the Spirit of Jesus Christ, purified,
enriched, and fulfilled by the gospel values.'101 It is important that we are called
to be faithful to Jesus Christ, not to the cultural expression of the one who
proclaimed the Good News. This does not mean that the Christians of the Third
World should reject the values of their Christian inheritance from the West, but
they should be equally or even more proud of their own culture, because even
there the Word has been active from the beginning. Ad Gentes gives a striking
example that particularly applies to India. We are to 'reflect attentively how
Christian religious life may be able to assimilate the ascetic and contemplative
traditions whose seeds were sometimes already planted by God in ancient cultures
prior to the preaching of the gospel.'102 We may safely conclude that by working
hard for inculturation we are not only reading the signs of the times, but also rediscovering and re-launching the ancient principle of incarnation as an indispensable dimension of evangelization.
Another objection to inculturation that DSA faces again and again is: we agree
with indigenisation, but what we object to is 'hinduisation'. Earlier we already
saw the dynamic interaction between religion and culture. Hence it goes without
saying that the Indian culture was most deeply influenced by its main religion
'Hinduism'. Buddhism, Islam, Jainism, Christianity and others also did not fail to
leave their mark. All the same inculturation in India is incarnation in a largely
Hindu culture. In the next chapter we will take up the place of world religions
other than Christianity in God's salvine plan. At the moment it suffices to state
that the Word, having also been active in Hinduism and other world religions, has
prepared through them a fertile soil for the Good News.103
However, DSA understands that due to previous hostile, condescending and
condemning teaching on other religions a negative attitude has been fostered over
generations. Hence it is only natural that many 'traditional'104 Christians find it
hard to suddenly accept signs, symbols, customs and practices that were previously
considered 'superstitious', 'idolatrous', etc. He hopes to overcome this hurdle by
on-going formation, patient dialogue and by making arrangements for experiential
participation in indigenous forms of prayer and worship.103
Hence he can rightly conclude, referring to AG 22, inculturation, even if it looks
like 'hinduisation' in India, is necessary for the very Catholicity of the Church, to
make it truly Catholic. He loves to refer to Isaiah's text, quoted in AG 9: 'Enlarge
the place of your tent, and let the curtains of your habitations be stretched out;
hold not back, lengthen your cords and strengthen your stakes.' (Is 54:2) Even
today God challenges us to enlarge the space of our tent, to stretch out the curtains and to lengthen our cords, so that all the treasures of the nations can be
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gathered for the Lord to whom they belong. Only then the community of Jesus'
disciples can claim universality and celebrate fullness, a fullness that will only be
achieved when the Word blossoms in particular cultures and nations, and within
specific socio-cultural milieux. Without becoming incarnate in a particular nation
and culture, a Jew, the Word could not become universal; without becoming
incarnate in a particular nation and culture, the Church will never become
Catholic. Unity will be achieved by being open and obedient to the one Spirit of
the one Lord, not by imposing and dictating a uniformity which actually is the
imperialistic, colonial domination of one particular culture.
'Unity and universality are to be found at the core of realities: God, Spirit,
the Gospel and faith. They will spontaneously manifest themselves in a vanety
of expressions and signs. Pluriformity and variety are necessary requisites for
Catholicity or ecumenicity which the true Church of Christ claims as one of
its marks.'10*

liturgical inculturation
Although indigenisation covers all the aspects and the whole of Christian life, it
has proved to be a most sensitive issue in our liturgy, which reaches its climax in
the celebration of the Eucharist, which is, as DSA writes,
'the greatest epiphany of the mystery of the Church and the climactic moment
of the fulfilment of her mission. It is not simply bread and wine that are
consecrated, but the whole of mankind and the universe. All the realities of
the world and human existence that are assumed in Christ and consecrated to
God, become united with Him.'1"7
Do we not say too much when we state that this is also the reason why the history
of the inculturation of the Eucharist may serve as a test case of DSA's, the CBCI
Liturgical Commission's and the Centre's policy and strategy for the implementation of the Council's teaching on inculturation which has been described earlier
in chapter IV?108 The reform of the liturgy, laid down by Sacrosanctum Concilium
and directed by the Consilium, proved its worth at the level of the universal
Church, but appeared insufficient for the Local Church. Many of the universal
signs neither touch the members of the Local Church nor express their faith and
devotion. These signs, meant for the universal Church, are experienced as foreign,
from abroad, especially by the sisters and brothers of other faiths, because they
have nothing to do with their cultural and religious heritage, their actual lifesituation and concerns. Such signs tend to be inauthentic for all except for those
who through their whole education have become alienated from their own roots.
The depth of the Risen Lord's incarnation challenges us to 'create' a liturgy that
is both relevantly and authentically Indian and fully and faithfully Christian.109
This implies that in India with its great cultural variety within a basically common
culture and the diversity of so-called development, modernisation and pastoral
needs within one and the same nation that is almost as vast as Europe, we need
liturgical pluriformity based upon a fundamental dynamic liturgical unity. The
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fears for a total loss of unity and for a rigid uniformity seem both ill-founded.
The Indian ecclesial situation is particularly complex because of the rich Catholicity of its three rites. All the three will have to go through a similar process of
giving up all that is not authentically and relevantly Indian (emptying, kenosis)
and rising from this self-emptying to a fresh and original ritual expression of their
faith and commitment. DSA notes that there is a growing awareness
'within the three main rites that a greater unity - which does not mean
uniformity - would be beneficial to each of them and to the Church and India
as a whole. It is not a question of suppressing this rite and accepting that, but
of tending towards something common in the very process of reforming and
renewing our particular liturgies. As in ecumenism, here too we must work
together towards a common goal but respecting the autonomy and individuality of each rite. This common endeavour towards a common goal will
be expressed and realised through team work in study, research and experimentation among all the three rites... As the results are gathered and
discussed, whatever is found agreeable to all could be introduced into the
respective liturgies as the authorities of each rite may decide. Thus by serious
study in common and open collaboration, though keeping our identity and
autonomy we will gradually renew our liturgies and, by that same fact,
converge towards something common, Christian and Indian: an Indian
Christian Liturgy, in the very process of renewing and Indianising our rites.'
He ends by pointing out that the introduction of Malayalam, the vernacular, has
already brought the three rites closer and the 'One-Rite Movement' should be
understood against this background. For many ordinary lay people language is the
only sign that really matters. Hence the time is ripe to replace some other signs
by local ones and grow towards greater unity.111 A similar procedure may be
followed in order to work at the ecumenical level towards a renewal and indigenisation of the liturgy. A first step is to appoint already now an interdenominational liturgical commission.112
Drawing up the long-term programme of renewal DSA, the secretary of two key
CBCI Commissions and director of the NBCLC, gave top priority to adaptation
and inculturation.113 He emphasized from the beginning that a gradual procedure,
already described above,114 had to be followed:
1 First, the creation of an Indian atmosphere of worship. In his commentary he
stresses the optional character: nothing should be imposed, but no one should
be forbidden to move ahead after proper consultation and instruction of the
people: 'The faithful must be shown that we are by no means bringing Hinduism into our churches, but only adopting the Indian people's own way of
expressing reverence and worship to God the Father and to our Lord Jesus
Christ.'115
2 Secondly, the indigenisation of the Word in the liturgy. This refers first to a
proper liturgical translation of the Word of God enshrined in the Bible and
nourishing God's people more lavishly with that Word as directed by the
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Constitution, implemented by the publication of the new Lectionary, and
broken for God's people in the homily, breaking the Word has now been
recommended for all liturgical celebrations.117 It secondly means the translation
of all liturgical texts. The translators are guided by the Instruction on Translation which stresses that more is needed than a verbatim translation. A faithful
translation of a liturgical text must take into account the total context and the
literary forms proper to the respective language in order that the formula
translated becomes 'the genuine prayer of the congregation' in which everyone
is able to und and express him/herself. Hence it often means 'cautious adaptation' and ultimately 'the creation of new texts.'118 It goes without saying that
special attention should be given to the 'sacramental Word'. Apart from the
need for variety original Indian anaphoras are demanded by the inexhaustible
richness of the Eucharistie Prayer and different needs of the worshipping
communities. Hence DSA animated and guided the composition of two anaphoras based on the Indian religious and cultural heritage, one in the light of the
Latin and another in the light of the Syro-Malabar Tradition. He further
stimulated the composition of texts, including Eucharistie Prayers for Children's
and Youth Masses. Finally a complete order for an Indian Eucharistie celebration was developed and circulated for approval.119
3 The third phase that was foreseen was the use of Scriptures of other Religions
in the Christian Liturgy. Also here several steps:
i using their religious texts and their inspiration for liturgical prayers and
hymns;
ii the composition of presidential prayers according to Indian ways of
praying;
iii the composition of an Indian anaphora inspired by the Indian religious
heritage and
iv taking one of the liturgical readings from the Sacred Scriptures of other
religions. A beginning was made with the publication of texts for the Office
of Readings of the Liturgy of the Hours with optional readings from
Sacred Scriptures of other religions.120
4 The fourth phase which DSA describes is the preparation of texts that are
primarily concerned with the relevance to the present social context or particular groups, for example, youth, workers, etc. Such liturgies are primarily
concerned with the celebration of and inspiration for social action: development, war and peace, liberation, etc.
We already mentioned above121 that, although these four phases may be distinguished, they cannot be separated and do not necessarily follow this order. Often
the fourth phase or concern plays already its part during the first phase. However,
for a clear understanding it is good not to mix up the four phases, for every phase
evokes different (positive or negative) reactions. At the same time a Local Church
cannot shy away from any of the four phases, though it may - for pedagogical or
diplomatic reasons - begin with the first, second (translation) or fourth phase and
move on from there.122
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The Local Church has an important liturgical task, particularly in this long period
of transition, when many continue to look for Roman guidance and support, some
out of a habit nurtured for centuries, others out of a false sense of security.
'Each Local Church should create its own liturgy, since the latter is the
epiphany of the former. From the history of the Church we know that the
Liturgy developed from the Local Churches resulting in liturgical plurifonnity
or plurality of liturgies. Only later on did the tendency appear to centralize
and unify the liturgy. This uniformity at the universal level led gradually to a
loss of relevance.
We are now in a period of transition: moving slowly from centralization to
decentralization, from uniformity to plurifonnity, from a Universal Church
liturgy to a Local Church liturgy. Hence the Lectionary, the Missal, the Ritual
and the liturgical signs should become once again creations and expressions
of the Local Churches.
However, there must also be expressed in the liturgy the unity of faith and
universahty of the Church, a fellowship and brotherhood with all the sister
Churches in the world. The Local Church must give evidence of its communion with the Universal Church; the highest expression and means of
doing so is the Eucharist. A balance must be maintained.'123
DSA did not only make sure that the people concerned were adequately prepared
for every step which he, the NBCLC and the two, later three CBCI Commissions
he was responsible for, took towards indigenisation, but also regularly asked them
to evaluate these steps and Indian liturgical celebrations. Many expressed appreciation, a relatively small, but vocal number of people strongly criticised indigenisation in general, and indigenised Eucharistie celebrations, Indian art and
architecture in particular. Sometimes the proponents of indigenisation themselves
are to blame for imprudently imposing changes without proper consultation and
preparation, but DSA finds that the public controversy
'has unveiled beyond doubt the type of Christianity that we have in India, the
type of theology that is inspiring the action of the Church in India, the type
of catechesis that has formed and educated the faith of our Christians.
It is the touchstone of the mentality of our bishops, clergy and the laity. It
indicates the degree of renewal that has taken place in the Church of India
and it has brought to the fore deeper issues that need to be tackled in our
onward march for renewal.'
DSA considers it a providential occasion to leave a sectarian, static and imported
understanding of the Church and become truly Catholic, dynamic and authentic
in our outlook; mission is not any longer a question of number, but of being
moved by the Spirit of Christ who enables to serve without pretension to the
extent of losing our identity and thus gaining the only real identity we have: loving
as Christ himself did (Jn 13:34-35). Inculturation is a tremendous task and great
challenge. In this context DSA often quotes the following words of Fr. Monchanin,
who pleaded for inculturation in depth, which is impossible without a kenosis:
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'I have not come to India for any other thing than to awaken in some beings
the desire (or passion) to raise a Christian India, not an imitation of western
forms (sensible, conceptual, spiritual), but a creation of Indian forms (sensible, conceptual, spiritual) through which will be expressed the same substantial revelation... We may need centuries - and hves sacrificed - and we shall
perhaps die, before having seen anything of it... It is not a single man who can
undertake such a task, but a group of men united by the same vocation...
Christian India - absolutely Indian and absolutely Christian - can and will be
something marvellous! It is not too much to prepare this from afar, even if it
is by the gift of our lives.'124

Conclusion
DSA's final observations in Gospel and Culture125 help us to bring this chapter
on the Local Church to a fitting conclusion. The Local Church is indeed an
incarnation of the whole mystery of the Church and not a lower administrative
unit of a world-wide multinational. As long as the Risen Lord has not taken flesh
in all the aspects of his disciples' hves as persons and community, the mystery of
the incarnation is still to be completed, the Local Church remains seriously
handicapped and unfit to effectively take up its saving and liberating responsibility
in the realisation of God's universal plan. While the Universal Church has to
follow the principle of subsidiarity, perhaps learning from the pattern of autonomy still practised by the Oriental Churches, the Local Churches, particularly those
in the so-called Third World, must dare to give up their passive mentahty of
receiving, their attitude of dependence in almost everything on the Holy See and
the Churches in the West. They should certainly not be allowed to sell this lack
of initiative and courage under the pretext of loyalty and obedience. Instead it is
high time that they manifest creativity and originality, dynamism and a passion for
relevance at their particular place and at this particular juncture of history. This
implies ecclesial, theological, pastoral and liturgical pluralism, a consistent
implementation of inculturation that began when the preaching of the Good News
left its Jewish confines and moved into the Greco-Roman world, but came to a
practical standstill in the era of western colonialisation. Because they were as
much children of their time as we are of ours, DSA considers it unfair to blame
the western missionaries for this; moreover, they have made up for it during the
last decades and today some of them belong to the most fervent promotors of
inculturation.126 It is far more important that the indigenous leaders of today show
real commitment to the inculturation that started centuries ago in spite of all
odds. Although inculturation is ultimately the responsibility of the whole community, these leaders have to play a unique role, for they not only have to
animate constant consultation and feedback, but also to take care of an adequate
experiential initiation to the various forms of relevant indigenous celebrations; this
means that they should show their conviction and commitment to inculturation by
celebrating themselves in an indigenous way and manifesting that inculturation
affects all the aspects of our life especially by adopting a simple, Indian life-style.
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Since inculturation embraces all aspects of our life and mission, DSA admits that
'None of us is ready to meet such a challenge'; at the same time it is 'a providential occasion' to move from a narrow notion of the Church to an understanding that radiates the Lord's fullness and God's cosmic concern, to loose ultimately
our false and hence unchristian identity and become more authentically Christian
and Indian and hence truly Catholic.
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in India (6-12 October 1971) in: Theology of Evangelization, o.e., 32; this quotation is from no.
19.
40 See: Towards Indigenisation, o.e., 16; Gospel and Culture, o.e., 22-23, 52; Main Problems, o.e., 7:
some think that a Local Church is established when the Church authorities recognise that a
state, province or district has sufficient structures and institutions and numerical strength of
priests, religious and lay people.
DSA holds that the term 'Local Church' or 'Particular Church' should refer to Vhatever level
at which the Church exercises the service of evangelization in a particular human community, in
communion with all the particular Churches which constitute the universal Church. For pastoral
reasons it seems preferable not to restrict the term 'Particular Church' to the diocese only (cf.
LG 23, 27), but to extend it to the Church in a region or nation.' (See: Evangelization, o.e., 50)
41 1/ See: Towards Indigenisation, o.e., 171:
'Our present correct understanding of the Church makes us realise that the full mystery of
the Church is present and operative, incarnated, and concrete in the visible assembly of the
local community: the diocese, the parish or any Christian community. The starting-point
therefore is the Local Church gathered, animated and presided over by the local bishop; it
is the concrete community assembled here and now for worship. Now, when this Local
Church or Christian community is gathered for worship, it should express its Christian
experience in the world, its socio-cultural-political-religious milieu, in its life situations,
through signs taken from its life so that they may be authentic and meaningful expressions
of the group. That is why the ideal and model liturgy described in the Constitution is the
one celebrated by the Local Church in the Cathedral presided over by the bishop' (SC 41,
42).
42 See: Theology of Evangelization, o.e., 17.
43 See: Towards Indigenisation, o.e., 14-15; World Vision, o.e., 18; Theology of Evangelization, o.e., 17;
Approach, o.e., 49.
44
'When the Christian community in a place becomes conscious of its being the Church and
fulfils the main task of its diakonia..., the Church becomes indigenous and its mystery
becomes incarnate. It appears then as a microcosm of the reality of the universal Church
in a given place. The aspect which sets in relief the Church as an event with significance in
its innate dynamism towards incarnation, its need to be inserted into the historical
movement and to be integrated into the contemporary society, culture and religion. It is
kerygma and martyria, koinonia and diakonia in Christ made available and real in a
particular place. It becomes thereby the sign and instrument of God's Kingdom.' (Our
Christian World Vision, o.e., 18)
45 See: Gospel and Culture, o.e., 22-23.
Later DSA links the legitimacy and primacy of the Local Church still more explicitly with the
incarnation. Responding to those who oppose indigenization out of fear for division, separatism,
nationalism, etc., DSA states that universality can only be realised through localisation and particularities:
'Likewise the Word of God who came to save the whole world and all men did not assume
a merely abstract and general human nature but a specific and concrete one as realised in
Jesus of Nazareth. The Word of God was made flesh and became man as a Jew in a Jewish
society and community, in a particular place, Palestine, and time, the first century (Luke).
This particularity is the guarantee for and basis of the authenticity of his incarnation, and
the source of a whole gamut of his total identification with man. It also served as the means
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for realising the universality of his mission. In the same way, the Church has to be localised
in order to be visible and concrete. It has to be incarnated in a particular place and time
and to be an event for a particular group of people. The universality of the Church is
realised not by remaining abstract and dwelling in the realm of ideas and notions, but by
incarnating the mystery and reality of the Church in every people and culture. Hence all
Churches have to be local or particular Churches; but in each of these Churches the full
and universal Church is present and is at work.' (See: Ibid., 44.
See: L'Inde, o.e., 238-263, 343-359; Destinée, o.e., 88-92, in particular 309-324, the chapter on 'An
encounter with Hinduism at the level of God-experience'; Purpose, o.e., 20-21; Approaches, o.e.,
45; Theology of Evangelization, o.e., 21-23; Problems, o.e., 7-9; Approach, o.e., 84, 89-93; Evangelization, o.e., 44-47, 55, 99-100; Gospel and Culture, o.e., 23-24; NBCLC Campus, o.e., 9-12, 15; 77»
Bible in Self-renewal, o.e., 13; Social Communication and Christian communion, D.S. Amalorpavadass, Bangalore 1984, 24-25, 32; Samdtya, Initiation and Experience, D.S. Amalorpavadass,
Bangalore 1984, passim; Indian Christian Experience, o.e., 221-236. DSA begins his 'An synthesis
of basic and constitutive elements of Indian Christian Spirituality9, the concluding lecture of the
experiential course on Indian Christian Spirituality as follows:
'Experience: In all religions experience counts. But for Eastern people it is almost everything
and it holds primacy in their religious life. Though it is basically a common human
aspiration, certain cultures have fostered it more; that is why the people in the East
spontaneously yearn for experience. Indian sages have always been more interested in
experience than in ideas and concepts. Abstract reasoning, speculative thinking and
discursive meditation do not interest them much. They are not typically Indian. Only
mysticism had a great appeal for them. The wisdom taught by Indian sages (wise and holy
men) in Jnana Marga or any other Marga is not primarily philosophical knowledge (though
there is plenty of philosophy in it) but experiential consciousness, or a knowledge experienced and lived. Religion is above all a marga and a sadhana leading to realising
salvation and liberation. So these have developed over the centuries techniques of
concentration and contemplation and not systems of argumentation. There is doctrine in
Hinduism and other oriental religions; but doctrine is secondary. A majority of the Hindus
are not worried about dogmas. They are satisfied with attitudes social, moral and spiritual.'
(Ibid., 221; see also Poverty of the Religious, o.e., 52)
See: Our Christian World Vision, o.e., 18.
Brussels, September 1970; he refers to resolution no. 2.
See: LG 17; AG 1-9.
See: Evangelization, o.e., 38.
See: Ibid., 38.
See: Ibid., 50-51.
See: Ibid., 51.
Though he is grateful to and has great respect for western theologians, DSA feels strongly that
India has depended and is still depending too much on them. He acknowledges that their
research and sharing will always be needed, but India has to stop importing their thinking
instead of reflecting in faith on their life and taking decisions in the light of India's particular
situation. 'We must start theologjsing. And the first condition for it is to be conscious of being
the Church of God here and now for this country, in this decade, and to accept all its implications and exigencies. The Indian Theologians whom I would like to see emerge are not merely
Indian bom, or Indian citizens, or Indian passport holders, but all those who are members of the
local Church by a full and irreversible belonging.' (See: Theology of Evangelization, o.e., 18)
At the All-India Consultation at Patna he pointed out that immediately after acquiring political
independence some Asian countries were rather keen that foreign missionaries left as soon as
the Local Church was established, but that today a more mature attitude should prevail:
Ve should continue our age-long tradition of magnanimity, hospitality and welcome to those
who have adopted our country and people as their own. If we go deeper we can honestly
admit that if the Church of India is and appears foreign, it is not because of the foreign
missionaries, but because of the foreignness of the Indians in their mentality, in their
training, in their life-style, in their craving for foreign goods, etc. We can all humbly admit
that each Indian can still become more Indian by being one with our people, by being
attuned to their needs and dedicating ourselves to their service.' (See: Approach, o.e., 77)
See: Evangelization, o.e., 97. As long as the Local Church is considered merely an administrative
unit of the universal Church,
'the attitude of the Local Church will be one of importing and copying, of implementing
orders and conforming to what comes from the top, in a passive mentality of receiving.
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There will be uniformity and sameness everywhere; but it will be irrelevant and cease to be
a Church. On the other hand, if every Local Church contains the full mystery of Christ and
expresses it in its socio-cultural milieu, then there will be creativity and originality.
Likewise the Local Church to fulfil such a function, can no more be either a duplicate copy
of foreign models, or aping whatever is found in the west, or a perpetuation of them in
terms of organisation, preaching, church structures, ministries, etc.; nor can it be a monotonous repetition in art, architecture, language and music of the model of the countries of
origin from which these Churches emanated. It is high time that we started being ourselves,
started being conscious of what we are, started joining with our fellowmen in full solidarity
and commitment in the historical process, struggling for the same cause. It is high time that
we started reflecting on our faith from this commitment and looked for means to express
our Christian experience and sharing them with our fellow men, in the reality of our life.'
(See: Gospel and Culture, o.e., 52)
See: Ibid., 51.
See: Ibid., 98.
See: Ibid., 51-52.
See: Ibid., 97.
See: aid., 52.
See: Gospel and Culture, o.e., 53.
See: Approach, o.e., 50.
See: Approach, o.e., 50-51.
How flourishing the Church in India is in terms of personnel may be seen that 20 years later
the statistics in the Catholic Directory (1984) records:
• Diocesan priests 7.058
• Religious priests 4.943
• Religious brothers 2.801
• Religious sisters 49.956.
See: Destinée, o.e., 328.
See: Theology of Evangelization, o.e., 17-18.
See: Main Problems, o.c, 7-8.
See: Ibid., 12-14. For the problems DSA came to face regarding inculturation we refer to
Chapter 4, especially p. 79-89.
See: Main Problems, o.e., 9-17.
See: Ш., 26.
See: Approach, o.e., 74-75. DSA often refers here to the Declaration of the Nagpur Conference
on Evangelization and Dialogue in Asia, 6-12 October 1971, no. 41-44.
See both: Approach, o.e., 75 and: Main Problems, o.e., 14.
See above: p. 233-235.
See: Approach, o.e., 76.
See above: Chapter 3, p. 35-41.
See above: Chapter 5, p. 100-105, 108-117.
See: Chapter 5, p. 110-115.
See: Chapter 5, p. 115-117.
Indian Christian Spirituality, D.S. Amaloipavadass (Bd.), Bangalore 1982, 384 pages.
See: Chapter 1, p. 6-9.
See: L'Inde, o.e. and Destinée, o.e. passim.
See: Towards Indigenisation, o.e., 14-19; Gospel and Culture, o.e., 48-50; Main Problems, o.e.,
11-12; Indian Christian Spirituality, o.e., 59-60; Our Christian World Vision, o.e., 19-20:
'In the past many were, and even today many are, under the impression that at the first
stage the Word is simply announced, celebrated and lived, and only at a later stage these
activities are to be adapted to the country and its culture: first evangelization and then
acculturation; first liturgy as celebrated in the culture of the missionary, and then adaptation to the mission country. Historically there has been, by and large, a divorce between the
two. In reality, however both arc so intimately connected that they should constitute a single
whole. Inculturation should be part and parcel of the very process of evangelization... Indigenisation is thus simultaneous with every form of ministry. It is an integral part of the
whole mission of the Church.'
With pain in his heart DSA mentions in this context that in spite of Vatican II several bishops
and priests, of course, followed by lay people, think that the Church should be distinguished by
its foreign character, and that the Church will lose its identity by adaptation. They do not seem
to remember that the only sign of Christ and his Church is fraternal charity to the point of
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dying for others. It is by losing ourselves that we shall find ourselves, like the ferment that is
lost in the dough in the process of transforming it.'
82 See: Towards Indigenisation, o.e., 19; Gospel and Culture, o.e., 46-48. In the light of frequently
made objections against inculturation such as 'returning to an ancient and dead Vedic culture',
'a retrograde, backward movement, while the world is fast moving forward, promoting an
international culture, modem, scientific and technological', DSA holds that culture is a complex
and dynamic reality, in a process of continuous
'growth due to inter-action and change ... in continuous evolution, open to influence both
by assimulating new elements and values and by rejecting some others and thereby realising
a fresh, vital and dynamic synthesis... All will admit that we witness today not only the
emergence and spread of an international culture but the renaissance and growth of
national cultures. The identity of a national culture and an experience of and a participation in it is a necessary condition for one's own national personality and identity as well as
for the ability to relate oneself with other national cultures and to participate meaningfully
and fruitfully in a world culture, just as only a mature person having an identity and personality of his own can relate in an adult way with other persons.
In the same way indigenisation should address itself to both ancient and modern culture in
so far as the values, elements and aspects of the ancient culture continue to be in vogue
today and permeate the modem form of one's national culture.'
DSA also notes that India does not have one monolithic culture, but a variety of cultures and
subcultures, though there is 'a basic core or dynamic unity underlying and inter-connecting all
of them.'
Again others remark that one cannot erase five centuries of westernization with which many
are comfortable and feel it as part of their identity. DSA replies to them:
'Any length of time lapse does not justify us to maintain and to continue with a false
identity. It is part of the total alienation to be ready to accept and to live with it, and to
perpetuate this false identity. Since it is a long-standing false identity we need a more
radical and long drawn-out effort to be liberated from this alienation and to regain
gradually, but definitely our real identity and authentic personality. The means for this is
precisely the process of inculturation. (See: Ibid., 47-48 and also: Towards Indigenisation,
o.e., 22-23; Indian Christian Spirituality, o.e., 98-99)
Chapter 11 below Towards a healthy secularity* will throw further light on the question of
inculturation and indigenisation; secularization and modernization will be taken up explicitly.
83 Inculturation is so essential to the NBCLC that both the Founder-Director and his successor,
Paul Puthanangady, sdb., refuse to lend the Centre's facilities to anyone who is not willing to
follow the Centre's often modestly indigenised life-style. It belongs to the four major thrusts of
the Centre's commitment to the promotion of the Vatican II renewal. DSA describes them as
follows:
'1 commitment to social justice and struggle for liberation in view of creating a new society:
free, just, human fraternal, egalitarian, sharing and participatory; to realise the above with
all people.
2 an all-round Inter-Religious Dialogue, and collaboration with people of all religions and
ideologies.
3 inculturation of all aspects of Christian life and all activities of the Church.
4 an authentic Indian Christian Spirituality to be developed, lived and promoted as a source
and climax of the three other concerns. This will make the Church in India authentic and
relevant.' (See: Indian Christian Spirituality, o.e., 238)
84 From the very beginning DSA has been pointing out that the Church presents itself as foreign,
bypassing and even denying its great religious history and wealth. This is one of the great
obstacles to evangelization. See: L'Inde, o.e., 313-325, 349-353, 363-365; Destinée, o.e., 111-119,
231-246, 301-324; Theology of Development, o.e., 22-25; Approaches, o.e., 24-29; Theology of
Evangelization, o.e., 18; Main Problems, o.e., 9-12, 24; Gospel and Culture, o.e., 11-14; Our
Christian World Vision, o.e., 19-20; Indian Christian Spirituality, o.e., 51-52.
DSA sharply challenges the foreignness and spiritual pride of the Church in the pre-Vatican
II World Vision (see: chapter 5, p. 106-108 and chapter 8, p. 193-195 above) in the following
terms:
The Church's success is understood chiefly in terms of territory with an over-emphasis on
institutions and structures: a spiritual empire. The expansion of the Church is determined
mainly by number and quantity: statistics.
The Church projects a conquering image and breathes a crusader spirit. The tendency of the
Church appears to be to absorb the world and to subordinate the temporal order, in the name
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of her double jurisdiction, and Christ's universal lordship: temporal and spiritual authority
inherited from Christ for ushering in a universal spiritual reign.
Against this background missionary activity or religious instruction is viewed by nonChristians, by the audience:
a as an act of spiritual aggression, as an interference from an outside authority, as a
confrontation between two opposite parties, as a forced imposition of something
unwanted or
b as an act of condescension and paternalism on the part of the 'haves' towards the 'havenots', as an attempt at bringing Jesus to where he is absent, as offering truth, light and
life to those who are in error, darkness and death.
с as an act of pretended fulfilment of the unfulfilled aspirations of people in other
religions.
d and more recently as a recognition and explicitation of the active presence of Christ in
the religions and in realities of the temporal order.
The missionary Church is considered as a foreign body, as an alienating force, as a state
within a state, as a pressure group, as a marginal group or as a ghetto whose interests do
not tally with the common concerns of society, whose eyes are not directed towards their
fellow citizens, but towards foreigners and themselves (introverted or foreign-turned).
Conversion in this context implies a negation of the world, a total break with one's whole
past and abandoning all that one cherished most. The new converts are cut away from the
mainstream of their national, cultural, and social life. It means stripping oneself of
everything old in order to accept unreservedly the christian message with its western
cultural expresions, formulations, thought-patterns and systems, religious practices and
forms of prayer and worship. It becomes an evasion from one's commitment to the world
and task in society. Conversion means proselytism with a concomitant change of religion by
force or compulsion, by persuasion or allurement, by means direct or indirect. This is
exactly what is called alienation.'
That by and large also explains why many Indian citizens are not at all interested in Christianity,
though they praise the Christians for their educational, medical and social work. In spite of this
public praise quite a number look down upon Christians. (See: Indian Christian Spirituality, o.e.,
51-51)
In Gospel and Culture DSA writes:
'Christianity has projected a bad image of itself in the course of its missionary enterprise...
during the last five centuries... The Gospel had a trade-mark of western Christianity. Cor
respondingly it contributed to the elimination or disparaging of the local cultures of the
people evangelized. Its consequence was alienation of Christian people from their own
culture, social milieux and religious traditions, and evasion from their people's historical
adventure and drifting away from the mainstream of national life. The Christians were
considered as aliens or at least as second class citizens and a marginal group living in a
ghetto of their own. They were considered introverted or foreign-oriented, with their eyes
directed either on themselves or on foreign countries, and not on their fellowmen.
The impact of this on the minds of non-Christians was harmful: missionary activity was
looked upon as an act of spiritual aggression; preaching was translated as proselytism;
conversion was considered as a denial of the country, a total rupture with one's past and
social life; and an abandonment of all that one cherished most, especially one's religious
tradition and cultural heritage. The non-Christians have become allergic to mission work
and look upon the evangelizing Church as a foreign body, as a state within state, as a
pressure group and alienating force.'
Because many Christians are still afraid of indigenisation and adaptation 'one could impose
upon the evangelized people a western cultural form of Christianity.' (See: Gospel and Culture,
o.e., 11-12).
Finally he observes with great pain that in spite of the clear policy of the Propaganda Fide and
the official teaching of Vatican Π, many bishops, priests and lay people
'still think, speak and act as though the Church should be distinguished from other religions
by its foreign character, as though the western form of Christianity should be presented and
perpetuated. They identify western Christian culture as the universal and only Christian
culture. They claim western thought-patterns, way of life and modes of worship as the
distinguishing signs of Christianity in many parts of the world.' (See: Main Problems, o.e.,
11-12)
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See: NBCLC Campus. Milieu of God-Experience. An Artistic Synthesis of Spirituality, D.S.
Amalorpavadass, Bangalore 1982, 6-7.
See: Gospel and Culture, o.e., 13-14.
See above p. 225.
See: Evangelium Nuntiandi, Pope Paul VI, no. 20, quoted by DSA in: Gospel and Culture, o.e.,
15-16.
See above p. 195-196; AG 11, 15.
See: Gospel and Culture, o.e., 19-20.
See: Ibid., 21.
See above, p. 196-198.
See: Gospel and Culture, o.e., 21-22.
See p. 225-227: 'God's concern is that God's plan be realised in the world.' See also: p.
198-199; 228-231.
See: Gospel and Culture, o.e., 22.
See: іа., 23-25.
See: Ibid, and above p. 201-202, 231-233.
See: Aid., 26.
See: Gospel and Culture, o.e., 27-28.
See: Ш., 29-30.
See: Ibid., 30.
See: AG 18, see also: 15 and 11: 'Let them (Christians) be familiar with their national and
religious traditions, gladly and reverently laying bare the seeds of the Word which lie hidden
in them.'
See: LG 8; AG 22, 6, 9, 15.
Traditional' need not have a negative connotation; it refers here to all the Christians with the
exception of the recent converts, that is all those who have been Christians for more than
three/four generations.
See: Aid., 40.
See:7bid, 44.
See: Towards Indigenisation, o.e., 20.
Sec above: chapter 4, p. 63-97. Though the whole Chapter is not on inculturation, that issue
is so inextricably connected with the Vatican II liturgical renewal that almost every page of the
chapter and every liturgical aspect of the Centre's life touches upon it.
See: Towards Indigenisation, o.e., 21-22.
See: mid., 23.
See: Ibid., 24-25; see also: chapter 4, p. 95, note 3.
See: Ibid., 25. Since the movement towards unity is an inter-church movement: the unity among
Jesus' disciples as he wills it, the ecumenical movement never got the momentum it received
elsewhere in spite of the fact that it is extremely important in view of evangelization and the
unique feature of the Church of South India and later the Church of North India. See also:
Chapter 4, p. 95, note 9; L'Inde, o.e., 211-229.
See: chapter 1, p. 14, chapter 4, p. 66-71.
See above: p. 240.
See: Chapter 4, 70-73, where in note 15, p. 95-96, the full text of the letter of the Consilium,
approving India's proposals is given. See also: Towards Indigenisation, o.e., 27-44.
See: SC 24, 51.
See: SC 52.
See: Sacred Congregation for Divine Worship, Instruction on Translation of liturgical texts, 25
January 1969, no. 6, 20, 21 and 43.
See: Towards Indigenisation, o.e., 44-50.
See: Towards Indigenisation, o.e., 51-52; see above: Chapter 4, p. 77 (also note 27, p. 97), 80-82.
p. 236-238.
Towards Indigenisation in the Liturg, o.e. contains apart from DSA's account of the develop
ments in (particularly the liturgical) inculturation, the (experimental) texts of:
1 An order of the Mass for India;
2 The Long and Short Version of a Eucharistie Prayer for India, the version submitted to the
CBC1 General Body Meeting at Madras, 6-14 April 1972, and rejected because the presiding
prelate was not abreast of the voting procedure. Since a little later other winds began to
blow in Sacred Congregation for Divine Worship and subsequently also in the CBCI, the
issue was - conveniently for some, annoyingly for others - shelved. (See: Chapter 4, p. 76)
3 Texts for Children's Masses.
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4 Texts for Youth Masses.
5 Texts for Votive Masses for India.
See: Towards Indigenisation, o.e., 172.
Quoted by DSA in: L'Inde, o.e., 355-356 (partly); Destinée, o.e., 324; Towards Indigenisation,
o.e., 58; Indian Christian Spirituality, o.e., 101.
See: Gospel and Culture, o.e., 51-55.
See above: note 53, p. 253.

10 Other Providential Ways of Salvation

Introduction
The growing conviction that all humankind has been involved in one and the same
history and that from the very beginning God has been calling everyone to full
and everlasting life, has compelled the Church in India to reconsider its attitude
towards the venerable religions in its midst. The pioneers of a more positive
attitude received great encouragement from the teaching of Vatican II: Lumen
Gentium 16, Ad Gentes and Nostra Aetate; at the same time many Catholics were
confused about and quite a few remained suspicious of and hostile to believers of
other religions. Never would they enter their temples or join their prayers.
Emotionally many, especially missionaries, could not cope with this change of
attitude that seemed to take away the main motivation for evangelization and
conversion: saving the people from error and superstition now and eternal
perdition and hell in the future.1 One of DSA's greatest contributions to the
Church in India has undoubtedly been his promotion of the new, Vatican II
mission theology, of which the positive value of other religions forms an important section.2
The very adjective 'non-Christian',3 the term with which Vatican II refers to
religions other than the various Christian Churches and ecclesia! communities, is
neither complimentary for the believers of other religions nor theologically
correct. To call other religions 'non-Christian' sounds very pretentious, because
it places one's own grouping in the centre, from which the place of all the other
religions is determined; to call them 'pre-Christian' or 'pro-Christian' communicates the claim that 'one d a / they will become 'Christian'. All these three
expressions in one way or other say that they are not or not yet 'Christian'. Since
God stands at the beginning of history and through his Word and in His Spirit
has made this history a history of salvation for all humankind, the Word (and his
Spirit) have always been present and active among all people and religions; only
then do we justice to Christ as the Lord of the universe and Saviour of all
humankind. This implies that 'other' religions are 'Christian' in some way (rather
than 'non-Christian', 'pro-Christian', or 'pre-Christian'). However, it is not right
to term them 'Christian' either, because, how then do we terminologically
distinguish Christianity from other religions and, secondly, how can we call those
religions Christian, when their members do not like their religion being labelled
'Christian', afraid as they are to lose their own identity? DSA concludes: 'We
decided to call them simply 'the religions', 'the world religions', 'the religions of
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the world' (Bombay Seminar) and 'the great religions of mankind' or 'the religious traditions of mankind' (Nagpur Conference).'4

Saved in their own religions
Since Vatican II no one can deny that persons who through no fault of their own
do not know Christ or the Church or even that God exists, but sincerely seek God
or at least try to lead a good life, can be saved.5 Gaudium et Spes puts it in the
following manner: grace works in an unseen way in the hearts of all men of good
will. 'For, since Christ died for all men, and since the ultimate vocation of man is
in fact one, and divine, we ought to believe that the Holy Spirit in a manner only
known to God offers to every man the possibility of being associated with this
paschal mystery.'6 Twenty-five years after Vatican II we have become familiar
with the teaching that also non-Christians may be saved and enjoy the fullness of
life, eternal life. Fifty years ago almost every Christian was convinced that all nonChristians and even all non-Catholics were doomed. Since such deep-rooted
convictions change slowly, we cannot cease to emphasize even today that the
Church teaches that also non-Christians may be saved, provided they sincerely try
to Uve a good Ufe, because God is a God of salvation and life and human history
is a history of salvation.7 DSA is concerned about the missionaries who feel that
they have been deprived of their missionary motivation, based on the supposition
that non-Christians were not saved, hence he also tries his best to show the
urgency and relevance of missionary activity in spite of the fact that they can be
saved in their own religions.8
This raises immediately the question how they are saved. DSAfirmlyholds that
non-Christians are saved in their own religions,
'for it is within their framework that God's grace reaches them: men do not
live in isolation, but as members of a given social group and members of a
given religion - all of which have an influence on their formation (cl.AG 10).
Hence, the universal plan of salvation implies that God's grace reaches men
in their life-situation and, hence, that their (non-christian) reUgions are for
them channels of grace, and providential ways of salvation, and milieus of
God's saving action.'9
The concern of Christ's disciples should reach beyond the salvation of the millions
of individuals. The cathoUcity of universaüty of the Church springs from the
reality that
'salvation is available at the very heart of the world. By God's intervention
in history, especiaUy by God's openness to the world through the historical
event of God becoming man and rising from the dead, the whole earth has
simply become a place of salvation, the world's history is simply salvation
history.'10
Hence the responsibiUty of the Christian community is the 'salvation of the
world'. The Apostolate cannot be reduced to an increase of Christian individuals.
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This may disappoint us, for it can be foreseen that Christians will become ever
more a minority. Finally it encourages among Christians a Crusaders' mentality
'of sterile confrontation andrivalcompetition, of arrogant condemnation and
despising condescension, or at best, of passive co-existence. On the contrary,
what is required is a universal charity and all-embracing concern and, an
active pro-existence in the midst of the world and its religions...'
DSA has great regard for the individual person and does not in any way advocate
depersonalisation or collectivism, but fights what he calls 'religious individualism
or spiritual selfishness'. Referring to Vatican II and de Lubac he teaches that 'the
care for individual salvation must be situated at the very heart of salvation for
all.'" In God's concern for the salvation of all, all the religions of the world play
an important, decisive role. They
'are not empty rooms to step into or voids to be filled in or heaps of rubbish
to be removed. We are to be aware that God is present not only in the
followers of religions but in the religions themselves. They fall within God's
universal plan of salvation and are subject to the eschatological sovereignty
of God. They are partners to the covenant of Noah and recipients of the
cosmic revelation. Their structures and elements are reached by the saving
grace of Christ and they are related to the Church, the universal sacrament
of salvation.'12
In this context he gives many references to the teaching of Vatican II: AG 4.11,
15, 21, GS 92, NA 2. Because the Word has left his mark in these religions, missionaries do not start from zero. Because the Spirit guides the followers of these
religions in their search for God and this search has found expression in the
structures, writings, rites and practices of these religions, they 'may sometimes
serve as a guidance towards the true God, or as a preparation for the gospel
through the kindly workings of Divine Providence'.13 The proclamation of Christ
and his Gospel does not come as a bolt from the blue; Christ does not come as
a stranger from abroad, but 'as one whom they have always sought for: "quod
igtiorantes quaeritìs, hoc ego annuntio vobis" - "He whom without knowing you
have been seeking, he it is whom I proclaim to you". (Acts 17:23)'14 For many
people and for the great majority of people in India, the religious traditions in
which they have been born and grown up, is the means Providence has provided
them to meet and relate to 'The One without a Second'. The Nagpur Declaration
on Evangelization and Dialogue in India, for which DSA is greatly responsible
and which he fully makes his own,15 states that Christ and His Grace are at work
in the religious traditions of humankind.16 In this context the following two articles
are most pertinent:
'As there is a universal providence leading all men to their ultimate destiny
and since salvation cannot be reached by man's effort alone, but requires
divine intervention, the self-communication of God is not confined to the
Judaeo-Christian tradition, but extends to the whole of mankind in different
ways and degrees within the one divine economy...
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Since man is a social being, concrete religious traditions provide the usual
context in which he strives for his ultimate goal. Therefore the religious
traditions of the world can be regarded as helping him towards the attainment
of his salvation. Since men who are saved attain their salvation in the context
of their religious tradition, the different Sacred Scriptures17 and rites of the
religious traditions of the world can be in various degrees, expressions of a
divine manifestation and can be conducive to salvation. This in no way
undermines the uniqueness of the Christian economy to which has been
entrusted the decisive word spoken by Christ to the world and the means of
salvation instituted by Him.'18
When DSA returned from Europe after completing his doctoral studies, the
controversy regarding the salvific role of other religions had already started: are
they ordinary or extra-ordinary ways of salvation? The terminology was mainly
developed by Heinrich Schiette in: 'Towards a Theology of Religions' and played
a significant role at the international Theological Conference at Bombay, organised at the occasion of the Eucharistie Congress (1964), at which Hans Kiing,
F. Masson, P. Fransen, and R. Panikkar were the main speakers.19 The most
controversial question was: Are the other rehgions ordinary or extra-ordinary
ways of salvation for those those bom in them?

All salvation is through Christ
Before taking up this question it is good to point out that DSA, referring to R.
Panikkar, stresses that even Christians are not saved by Christianity but by God
through Jesus Christ, the only Saviour (Acts 4:12; 1 Tim l-.A-S).2" Similarly, 'the
good bona fide Hindu is saved by Christ and not by Hinduism.'21 So even when
we say that most people are saved in their own religion, we hold on biblical and
concihar grounds that it is God who saves through his Son, whom^d Gentes calls
the Model, Mentor, Liberator, Saviour and Source of life of all.22 How does
Christ save people in their own religions? In the first part of his paper read at the
Symposium mentioned earlier,23 DSA admits that it is a mystery of faith and any
explanation is only a groping attempt; he makes this attempt at the end of his
paper. All human persons, Christians, behevers of other religions and unbehevers
are saved by God who invites them to make a so-called 'fundamental option'. The
grace of God becomes intensely visible - and only in visibihty it can really touch
us; that is why God works with an incarnational economy - in Jesus of Nazareth
who after his passion, death and resurrection has been established Lord of all
people and the whole creation. This Christ, the primordial sacrament, continues
to be visibly present among us in the Church, his Body, the preaching of his Word
and his sacraments through which the Lord enables us to enter ever deeper into
the liberating paschal mystery. 'By the preaching of the word and by the celebration of the sacraments, whose center and summit is the most holy Eucharist,
missionary activity brings about the presence of Christ, the Author of salvation.'24
Thus salvation reaches us particularly through the sacraments that i) signify the
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various historical salvifîc interventions of God that culminated in the paschal
mystery, ii) mystically re-enact the same realities. In virtue of their divine institution Christ himself lovmgly meets and saves us through these sacramental signs
which bring about what they signify.
How does God's grace save the believers of other religions, for only then we can
say that Christ is actively present? God respects human nature, the human need
to experience, that is, to taste, smell, see, hear and touch something before
accepting its reality; that is why, as we already said earlier, we have an incarnational order of salvation, not only for Christians, but for all people. Therefore,
this God also uses the sacred writings, the instructive teaching or preaching,
samskararas, religious disciplines, ethical prescriptions and customs of other religions to save their believers. As the sacraments and sacramentáis of the Christian
tradition only take effect through the faith of those who celebrate them, so the
signs of other religions take only effect through the receptive faith of the celebrating persons, that is, they should be open to the free intervention of God and not
make them magical rites through which they can manipulate God. '... they are not
salvifîc m themselves. They will be so only if they become prophetic, if they refer
to a person beyond them, if they open themselves to transcendence and are
disposed for the intervention of God. They should be signs of a good, free and
transcendent Being (Person) who takes the initiative of coming to man to save
him.'25 Whatever may be our critical assessment of, for example, some of the
Hindu ritualistic structures and systems, millions of devotees have through
them entered into communion with the saving, liberating God, whatever be his
name.
Besides the advaita (non-duality) thinking which deeply influences Hindu religious
traditions and facilitates and promotes the mystical experience of the One
imminent in all reality, including the cave of one's own heart, there is also the
bhakti (devotion) trend or marga:
'which developed into a remarkable movement all over India according to
which the ultimate reality is a personal God with a real relationship with the
world and the soul. Bhaktimarga is the way of loving devotion to the personal
God like the cult of Sivam Vishnu and his avatars, Rama, Krishna etc... This
personal god is love itself, shows mercy to his devotees and bestows grace on
them; the devotees pour out their soul in devotion and loving surrender.
Though at the philosophical level the advaita system dominates, at the
popular level it is bhakti that is the current form of religion for most Hindus.
When we go to temples or centres of pilgrimage and observe the puja
(worship) performed, their expressions of bhakti (piety), the ecstatic experience of devotees in the presence of their God, the moving cry for mercy
and forgiveness and the genuine acts of adoration, love and surrender, we
wonder how we can brand them as superstitious, magical acts or simple
natural rites.'26
DSA then points out that also some Christians practice their devotions and even
receive sacraments, lacking partially or even totally faith and that Christians too
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often expect magical and mechanical effects. Yet he holds that there is a basic
difference between the signs of salvation in Christianity and those in other
religions:
'In Christianity the signs are in themselves (per se) salvific, because they are
essentially prophetic and dynamic; but existentially here and there they may
become merely ritualistic and magical. Whereas in Hinduism, they are not
salvine in themselves, due to its lack of inherent prophetism, dynamism and
openness to transcendence; but existentially, in some concrete persons and
cases they may become prophetic, open out to a personal God and respond
to His interventions and invitations.'27
While the Christian sacraments are as such salvific, but may not bring salvation
in concrete cases, the 'sacraments' of other religious traditions do not have salvific
power in themselves, but may for many believers of other religions be channels
of salvation. DSA admits that some may not agree with this assessment and hold
that some elements of the official Hindu literature and traditions may be prophetic and salvific, but the problem is that there is no competent authority to distinguish between what is authentic or prophetic and fake or ritualistic. Moreover,
historically we cannot verify God's interventions in non-Christian religions as we
can do in Christianity. Once again DSA quotes from Raymond Panikkar: 'It is
through the sacraments of Hinduism, through the message of morality, good life,
through the Musterion that comes down to him through Hinduism that Christ
saves the Hindu normally.'28
DSA concludes by stating that a person is ultimately saved by what traditional
theology calls 'the fundamental option'; this even applies to so-called unbehevers.
The grace of God reaches everyone by the fundamental option that everyone has
to make and makes within the existential framework of his/her life, whether one
is Christian, Hindu, Muslim, or adheres to a particular secular or atheistic
ideology. Persons either shut themselves up in themselves or their own interests,
and hence refuse existence to others (other people, God, animals, creation) or
open themselves to others in various degrees of selfless love. This openness is
actually a 'yes' to God's invitation and God's own intervention in the one history
of mankind. Through this authentic 'yes', which is evoked and deepened in many
ways, people are saved.29
In his orientation speech at Patna DSA briefly returns to this question, frequently
referring to what was earlier discussed at Nagpur:
'Man having a body and living in society, can come into contact with God
and respond to Him and thereby attain salvation only through the historicosocio-religious phenomena, "in the context of their religious traditions"
(Nagpur Declaration, 16). In other words, the beliefs and practices should
have their origin in God. Hence we logically conclude that the reality of
Revelation is possible in their religions and life-situations; their Scripture must
be inspired in some way or other (analogically at least) and their religious
practices (cf. the samskaras in Hinduism) may be visible means of salvation:
Revelation, Inspiration and Salvation should be granted and recognized in
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them in some sense or other, if we are open to and logical with the Vatican
II statements. This is what we declared in Nagpur: 'The different sacred
scriptures and rites of the religious traditions of the world can be in various
degrees, expressions of a divine manifestation and can be conducive to salvation" (Nagpur Declaration 16). The workshop report on the subject was more
categorical in its statement: "expression of divine revelation and means of
salvation" (Nagpur Workshop Report V).'
DSA feels that the time is not yet ripe for a general agreement on the way we
express the active presence of Christ in other religious traditions nor on the
ambiguous character and defects in the 'structures, signs and formulations in a
religion'. However, it is important that we do not deny the reality of Christ's
saving action through the socio-religious phenomena of any religion.
Two things DSA does not accept:
i that other religions are equal or parallel to Christianity; this question will be
taken up later.30
ii that other rehgions are for their respective believers the 'ordinaiy, 'normal'
or 'general' ways of salvation, which makes Christianity for them an 'extraordinary*, 'exceptional' or 'special' way.31
Ordinary or extraordinary
Though a number of theologians, precisely because God reaches out to men and
women in their historico-socio-religious milieu, are in favour of calling the
religion in which one is born and bred the ordinary way, DSA considers this 'an
exaggerated conclusion, going far beyond the conclusion of the Council'. He
reminds readers, however, that we should not speak of 'natural religions' either,
because this term would imply a denial that God's grace is at work in them and
put them 'outside the ambit of Christ's universal saving action.'32 Though he
attaches great importance to the recognition of Christ's active presence in and
working through these rehgions, the Indian theologian finds it difficult to justify
the thesis that for believers of other faiths Christianity is the 'extraordinary way".
'The fact that they come within the covenant of Noah, that they are depositories
or recipients of the cosmic covenant and revelation and that they contain 'the
seeds of the Word' do not lead us to such a statement.'33 He then concludes by
stating again that all non-Christian religions have a place within God's providential plan for the salvation of all humankind and that 'they contain genuine positive
elements, authentic spiritual and supernatural which are the fruits of God's
presence and the action of the Spirit.' God lovingly reaches out to people to save
them within the framework of their religions. DSA considers a part of the
conclusions of the above-mentioned Bombay Seminar a fine summary of his view:
' "To understand well the meaning of the world religions, they have to be
considered from a theocentric point of view: the whole of mankind is embraced by the one salvific plan of God which includes all the world rehgions.
They are not just natural theology, natural piety, natural morality, but are
sharply ambiguous... For the man who is not confronted in an existential way
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with the gospel of Jesus Christ, they can be the channel of Christ's saving
grace. Christian faith represents radical universalism. Every human being and
every world religion is under God's grace. But Christian universalism is
grounded and centered in Christ. Assuming the fact that non-christians can be
saved in their own non-christian religions" the way in which saving grace can
reach the individual man is as follows: (there are) "only two fundamental and
contrary positions of an adult before God: self-centered love or openness to
man and acceptance of God. Man is called by God in this life to a personal
commitment that will determine the basic orientation of his religious and
moral life".'34
In his speech at the Patna Consultation he agam considers calling Christianity
the 'extraordinary way1 for followers of other great religions an excessive and
unwarranted conclusion. Also counting the number of followers in each religion
is not an argument.
'The criterion is not the number of people in a religion or the presence of
spiritual and supernatural values, but the positive and historical institution of
the Church by Christ as the fully adequate means of salvation, as the universal
sacrament of salvation, as the animator and leader of the spiritual movement
launched by Jesus Christ for the renewal and unification of mankind.'35
It is not clear why from the salvation-historical, theological ground for calling
Christianity even for believers of other religions the ordinary way of salvation,
DSA has shifted to the rather authoritarian ground of the historical fact of
Christ's institution. The reason may be that the Patna Consultation served as an
immediate preparation for the Episcopal Synod on Evangelization in the Modem
World and the conclusions of Patna were to serve the CBCI for preparing their
contribution to this Synod.
The strong assertion that all the world religions are providential means of
salvation neither excludes nor exempt them from the redemption and recapitulation of Christ and the saving and liberating mission of his Body, the Church.
What is the diakonia of the Church towards them? DSA emphasizes two tasks,
which may also be called two forms of evangelization, that is, fulfilling the mission
of Christ to proclaim the Good News all over the world: diakonia and dialogue.
I would like to point out that these two tasks are mutually inclusive: our service,
diakonia to other religions includes dialogue with them, while our dialogue with
them is a particular form of diakonia. We distinguish them because in both cases
the emphasis is different and also because DSA initially concentrates mainly on
diakonia, and later on dialogue.

Diakonia to the world religions
In Destinée de l'Église36 DSA asks himself the question: what will save India? His
reply is very pertinent: not Hinduism in spite of the fact that it is enjoying a
renaissance, neither communism nor the Indian government. Only Christ can save
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India, body and soul. Christ's recapitulating incarnation and redemption was allinclusive: all people, all creation, all that is human, all that is religious and all
religions of the world. Everything, all religions too have a forward thrust towards
Christ.37 That is why it is so important that we accept what some Church Fathers
did not cease to stress: the Word truly became flesh of our flesh; He assumed
everything, for what He did not assume, He did not redeem. Radical inculturation
is so important because it manifests that the Risen Lord can take flesh in every
nation, every culture and every religion. Only what He assumes, He redeems. This
gives orientation to our diakonia to other religions.
Because the Church is the universal sacrament of salvation, it has a responsibihty
regarding other religions. The diakonia of the Church is a paschal service, that is,
all religions have to enter into the mystery of Christ that culminates in the paschal
event. The Church participates in the paschal mystery rendering its diakonia to
other religions 'by incarnating herself in them, by purifying and transforming them
and finally by leading them to fulfilment or consummation, giving them a profound
unity in the pleroma of Christ'.38 In this service it will lead other religions in their
turn to their destiny through the one Christ mystery, his incarnation, life, passion,
death, resurrection, glorification and consummation. In order to be saved, every
religion, like every person, has to die to what enslaves it in order to rise to a newness of life. Hence DSA inserts 'and the religions of the world' in Ad Gentes 8:
'The words of Christ are at one and the same time words of judgement and
of grace, of death and of life. For it is only by putting to death what is old,
that we are able to come to a newness of life. This fact applies, first of all, to
persons but it holds good also for the various goods of this world a n d t h e
r e l i g i o n s o f t h e w o r l d (DSA), which bear the mark both of
man's sin and of God's blessing.'
This diakonia is extremely delicate and even dangerous, 'for it is a question of
judging a reügion by the gospel, of proving a culture in the furnace of the word
of God. It is a question of distinguishing the good seed from the cockle, truth
from error, openness from closure, grace from sin, real values from the false
ones...'39 Hence our author first speaks about the attitudes and approaches of the
Christian community that is called to take on this mission.
Reverence
As God is present in the world religions and their followers, we have to approach
them with reverence and dehcacy. Any attitude of superiority or condescension is
out of place. Diakonia is by its very nature humble; such humility is all the more
fitting when we take into account that the world religions fall within God's universal plan of salvation and under his sovereignty. Their followers are recipients of
God's cosmic revelation and partners in the noachic covenant. The grace of the
Word has influenced the structures and elements of these religions. To substantiate the status of the world religions in this context DSA again refers to the
Council documents: Before Christ was glorified, the Spirit, anticipating the
Apostles' action, was already at work in the world, and a fortiori in the world reli267

gions, in which seeds of the Word lie hidden-, through these seeds in the respective religions the same Spirit calls all people to Christ.40 In their traditions
'precious elements of religion and humanity* have been preserved and also their
'ways of conduct and of life', and their 'rules and teachings ... often reflect a ray
of that Truth which enlightens all men.*41
The Word is ahead
The second point regarding our attitude and approach in our diakonia DSA
touches upon is that we should not think that we are landing upon virgin soil.
God and many persons guided by his Spirit have already been working for the
Kingdom and 'seeds of the Word' have generously been sown everywhere42.
Taking a clue from Jn 4:35-38 the theologian writes: 'Yes, "the seeds of the Word"
have already been sown by God there and we have to do the rest, not alone but
with others'.43
Sharing the Good News is a response to the religious quest of other believers
The third aspect of our approach is the fact that we should be aware, even where
the believers of other faiths themselves are not aware of it, that the latter are
looking forward to, waiting for God, in other words, we find in them - and this
is expressed in certain structures, rites, practices and elements of other religions an authentic religious quest. Paul already observed this, when he referred to the
objects of worship of the men of Athens (Acts 17:22-31). Ad Gentes 3 sees this
religious expectation expressed in the multiple endeavours by which men search
for God, which - through the kindly workings of Divine Providence - 'may sometimes serve as a guidance course toward the true God, or as a preparation for the
gospel'. When persons are not aware of their deepest longings for God, the
heralds of the Good News have the extra responsibihty to make them aware of
the religious quest, deeply hidden in them. Otherwise, our diakonia is irrelevant.
Christians are challenged 'to exert themselves lest modern man, overly intent on
the science and technology of today's world, become a stranger to things divine.
Rather, let them awaken in him afierceryearning for that truth and charity which
God has revealed.*44
Three stages of diakonia
What is the content of the dehcate diakonia towards other religions? DSA
distinguishes several tasks in three stages, for which three Christological Mysteries
stand model, that is the Mystery of the Incarnation, that of His Death and
Resurrection, and that of His Ascension and Parousia:45
1 The first stage of the diakonia to other religions is incarnation. The Good
News that is a Person rather than a message must become flesh in every nation
and culture, like leaven in the dough; it must solidly take root and gradually,
but totally, become indigenous. The model is Christ, who became fully, that is,
100% man, a Jewish person. In the same way the Church has to identify itself
with every culture and become part of the society into which it enters. This will
translate itself in a true sympathy for the human, cultural and religious values,
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customs, art forms, ways of thinking and mental structures of every culture.
Otherwise we fall into another form of docetism and the Good News will not
be experienced as such. DSA refers in this context to Nostra Aetate 2: Chris
tians have 'to acknowledge, preserve and promote the spiritual and moral
goods found among them in witness to their Christian faith and life.'
2 The second stage of this diakonia is purification and transformation, of which
the paschal mystery, Christ's death and resurrection, is the model. 'Every
religion, like every man, must pass through this death to the resurrection in
order to be saved.'4* DSA refers once again to Ad Gentes:
'... the words of Christ are at one and the same time words of judgement
and of grace, of death and of life. For it is only by putting to death what is
old that we are able to come to a newness of life. This fact applies first of
all to persons, but it holds also for the various goods of this world, which
bear the mark both of man's sin and of God's blessing... By himself and by
his own power, no one is freed from sin or raised above himself, or
completely rid of his sickness or his solitude or his servitude. On the
contrary, all stand in need of Christ, their Model, their Mentor, their
Liberator, their Saviour, their Source of ϋίε.*47
As Christ became man to save humankind, the Church has to assume the
cultures in order to save them by purifying and transforming them. The Church
does not do this as an outsider, but by fully entering into a particular culture.
By dying with that culture to what is sinful, false, idolatrous, superstitious, it
also rises with that culture. In this process it gets transformed by looking at
Christ, who 'is the supreme norm of existence; an existence for God and in
God; and consequently when other existences come into contact with the
supreme norm they get verified by this norm.*48 Christ himself does not judge,
but everything is judged in the Ught of his Word and his life. It goes without
saying that this is a very delicate and even dangerous operation.
'This judgement must be perceived from inside under the Ught of Christ
that falls upon it. For that we should look at the religions from inside, that
is why incarnation precedes this stage. Hinduism, and for that matter, any
other religion, must undergo 'a passion of the spirit', 'a noetic crucifixion'
in order to pass on to Christie resurrection. This can also be considered as
an act of liberation or redemption. Therefore, this process of judgement is
one of rupture and continuity, rejection and assumption, death and resur
rection. This can also be considered as an act of liberation or redemption:
freeing "from all taint of evil whatever truth and grace is to be found
among the nations", "preserving, healing, ennobling and perfecting whatever
good is found to be shown in the hearts and minds of men, or in the rites
and cultures peculiar to various peoples" and "restoring them to Christ its
maker" (AG 9).*"
3 The third and last stage of this diakonia is fulfilment and consummation. Here
Jesus' ascension and glorification are our model. After crucifying in our culture
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all does not pass the criterion of the Gospel and making it rise afresh after its
crucifixion, it has to be fulfilled and crowned. 'Christ did not come to destroy,
but to fulfil. He came to lead to their goal and consummation all the cultures
and religions.'50 In Destinée, o.e., 266 the author points out that a culture
blossoms and finds its accomplishment and deep unity in the process of its
incorporation into Christianity and the Church. Christ is the beginning and
end. Every culture ultimately comes from God and will find its final unity in
the very principle of all unity, Christ. An indigenous liturgical celebration
consecrates, accomplishes and crowns, as it were, the particular culture. While
everything belongs to us, we belong to Christ and Christ to God; and all glory
and honor should be given to God through Christ in the Spirit. The relation
between Christianity and an indigenous culture is reciprocal: by enriching and
fulfilling the indigenous culture, the Church enriches itself. In the three other
writings, in which he takes up this point, he limits himself to paraphrasing Ad
Gentes 18 and 22 in the following way:
'When all the riches of the nations which were given to Christ as an inheritance (Ps 2:8) are taken up by the Church in an integral exchange, when
all the customs and traditions of people, their wisdom and learning, thenarts and sciences are assumed and lived by the Christians, when Christians
seek for understanding of the faith in the philosophy and wisdom of the
new people, when their customs and attitude on life and social order can
be reconciled with the manner of Christian living (AG 22), when ascetical
and contemplative traditions of the people arc integrated into the Christian
religious and monastic life (AG 18), when their various forms of experiences of God, of prayer and ways of worship are integrated into the
Christian liturgy, when the religious literature of other religions can be
read, understood and lived with reference to the Sacred Scriptures of
Christianity, then we can say that all these have been saved and consecrated to God, and thereby have reached their fulfilment and consummation in the pleroma of Christ.'51
Also here we notice the tension between the 'not yet' and 'already": on the one
hand, in virtue of the creation through the Word everything already belongs to
Christ and bears his stamp, on the other hand, we are really and truly involved
in the dynamics of history: everything must be restored to Christ, who will then
turn over everything to the Father: on that day God will be all in all (1 Cor.
15:28) .S2 On that day also the Church will be truly Catholic and universal.53 Much
is still to be done, for, as already observed earlier,54 'the Church becomes catholic
or universal ... when the Local Church becomes an event, gets concretised and
mcarnate in its soil... and offers its diakonia through full solidarity and genuine
involvement. Therefore, for us Indians, to be catholic or ecumenical means also
to be fully Indian.'55
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Dialogue with the world religions
In the 13th chapter of Destinée DSA first remarks that in spite of the rather
general56 neglect of Indian culture and the negative approach to other faiths by
the leadership of the Indian Church even after India's Independence, dialogue
with other religions did not begin in 1963; dialogue with Hinduism actually started
already four and a half centuries earlier. The name of the famous missionary
Robert de Nobili deserves special mention, because during the first half of the
seventeenth century this Italian Jesuit lived for years as a Brahmin sannyasi and
was highly respected also by high-caste Hindus. The author mainly looks at the
last 20 years that show him that the providential hour of dialogue with Hinduism
has come; what his predecessors often sowed in tears can now be harvested. The
climate has really changed; dialogue should neither be considered an empty
dream nor a deviation from Cathoüc orthodoxy.57
To substantiate his statement that dialogue, in particular with Hinduism, had
already started at the time of Vatican II, DSA first mentions the special supplement on dialogue and related subjects by the renowned review 'The Clergy
Monthly*58 from 1952, the publication of the new review 'Indian Ecclesiastical
Studies' from 1962, and a correspondence course on Hinduism from July 1957 till
June 1959, pubUshed in bookform in 1963.я In the sixties there are several
colloquia, seminars and symposia on various aspects of Hinduism and the way
they may contribute to the enrichment of Christianity, the fullness of Christ.
Especially the ecumenical colloquia organised by Dr. Cuttat, the Swiss ambassa
dor in India, are well-known. Their outcome and message to the world was:
'Hinduism represents ... one of the most important religious pedagogies (in the
Pauline meaning) of humankind and hence that, if we take this as an historical
fact, it must have a place in the economy of universal salvation.'60 DSA also
mentions several Protestant initiatives, such as the foundation of 'The Christian
Institute for the Study of Religion and Society1, Bangalore, the 4th meeting of the
Indian Christian Theological Conference, the foundation of 'The Indian Christian
Theological Association' with as special purpose the study of Christian theology
in the Indian context. The 'Indian Journal of Theology1 was also to focus on this
topic. We may distinguish three stages in the dialogue with Hinduism: i) studies
on Hinduism, made by both Catholics and Protestants, but separately, ii) ecu
menical studies on Hinduism, made by Catholics and Protestants together, iii)
ecumenical dialogue (Catholics, Orthodox and Protestants) with Hindus. There
was a first modest encounter between Protestants and Hindus in Nagpur in 1960,
but the first meeting on a broad basis took place in Kerala, in June 1962. The
workers of the first hour for the organisation of dialogue felt greatly encouraged
by Pope John XXIII, 'the apostle of dialogue and the outstretched hand', and by
Vatican II that encouraged the pioneers and confirmed the orthodoxy of their
efforts. Pope Paul VI, Pope John's successor, created great interest in Hindu
circles by the establishment of the Secretariate for non-Christians and his pilgrim
age to India at the occasion of the Eucharistie Congress in Bombay 1964, where
he touched the soul of India in his ñamaste,61 his humble visits to the sick and the
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poor, his appreciative speaking on the true values of the India nation and his
fervent plea for peace, evoking the happy memory of Gandhiji and praying with
the non-Christians on the texts of the Upanishads. Thus he put into practice what
he taught in his encyclical Ecclesiam Suam: dialogue is a means to exercise one's
apostolic mission, the art of spiritual communion.
Basing himself on the encyclical and Pope Paul's praxis in Bombay, DSA distinguishes the following steps in this dialogue:
i The first step is the concern for the human, for all that concerns the quahty of
human life in this world. On 3 December 1964 he tells the representatives of
the non-Christian communities in Bombay: we must begin to work together to
build the common future of humankind.62
ii The second step in the dialogue is the respectful recognition of the spiritual and
moral values in the different non-Christian religious faiths. Pope Paul VI did
it in an admirable manner in Bombay.
iii However, DSA considers the spirit in which a dialogue is conducted most
important of all. The encyclical mentions four essential characteristics: clarity,
amiability, trust and prudence, but all these four have a common basis:
fraternal love. 'We must approach one another with our hearts, in mutual
understanding, respect and love', says the Encyclical. And in Bombay he told:
'We should not meet one another as simple tourists, but as pilgrims searching
for God, not in buildings of stone, but in the hearts of men... This mutual love
will animate all our efforts, will unite us with an invisible and indestructible
bond with all those who have been gathered in the love of God, and will make
us his children, one family.'63 This does not mean that the Pope is blind or
indifferent regarding the various religious expressions as if they were all equal
and the same, but in this spirit of fraternal love the sharing of our convictions
becomes meaningful and effective. We may be tempted to look and ask for
palpable results. DSA considers the spirit of dialogue already a great result of
the dialogue and concludes this important chapter of his book as follows:
'Moreover we should not forget that during the last twenty years a small
group of priests in India have been engaged in a dialogue with Hinduism.
Up to now they have only received warnings from the Church authorities;
they have been victims of suspicion and misunderstanding and were looked
upon by the Indian clergy as being "in the margin of the Church". All of a
suddden the Pope has now put them wholly in the bosom of the Church;
he has made the approach and attitude tried by this small group his own.
The following fact is symbolic in this connection: a colloquium or seminar
on the relation between Christian revelation and the religions of the world
did take place from 25-28 November 1964 "in the margin of the Congress",
and the Pope has transferred, through what he did in Bombay, this
colloquium from "the margin of the Congress" to the very bosom of the
Congress. In our eyes this is a prophetic gesture; that is "the historical
event" about which several Indian newspapers spoke, although they have
given it a totally different meaning.'"
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DSA works out a kind of preamble on dialogue, which he calls:
Conditions for dialogue
I

CLARITY ABOUT THE GOAL

We must be clear regarding the goal we have in mind. Some aim at a rather
vague but universal humanism, others try to discover some common moral
principles, a universal morality beyond all dogma, ritual and social customs, and
from there to come to a universal religion. Sri Radhakrishnan, one of India's most
eminent presidents, was a great advocate of this universal religion. DSA goes
beyond (not against) all this. He aims at 'an assumption, an integration and a
communion in Christ in view of his fullness.' His understanding of dialogue must
be situated
'in the heart of the mystery of the redemptive incarnation and the catholicity
of the Church, the body and fullness of Christ. Christ has recapitulated
everything, saved everything and takes everything along to the final comple
tion, integrating everything in the dynamics of the trinitarian life. Not only the
people, but all that is human, all that is religious, in brief, all the religions of
the world are incorporated in this recapitulation. Christ has saved and hence
the Church has to save, not only the Hindus, but also Hinduism.'65
Π KNOWING ONE'S PARTNER

The second important condition for a successful dialogue is that one knows one's
partner. Hinduism is our first partner, but what kind of Hinduism? Hinduism is
a living movement, constantly in motion, integrating, re-interpreting, rejecting,
orthodox and modern, philosophical and popular. We cannot decide with what
Hinduism we should start our dialogue, but we should be aware that our partner
is a complex person who is facing a crisis himself, a crisis that began at the end
of the 18th century and in which we can distinguish two main groups:
a the idealists who stress that in spite of all appearances India remains faithful
to its spiritual values; suitable topics for dialogue with them are, for example,
the Indian monastic tradition and mysticism;
b the realists consider Hindu spirituality something of the past; they see that the
country westernizes more and more and becomes ever more materialistic.
Dialogue should take place not on the core of the vedic religion, but on the
melting-pot of modern life; nation-building, for example, is a valuable meetingpoint between Christians and these Hindus. DSA does not consider these two
trends mutually exclusive: it is not an 'either-or', but an 'and-and'. This, he
claims, is the sensible opinion of all those who are actually engaged in a
66
dialogue with Hinduism.
Ill CAN HINDUS PARTICIPATE IN DIALOGUE?

A third question that has to be asked is: Is Hinduism capable of participating in
a dialogue? We cannot answer with a simple 'yes' or 'no'. When dialogue is a
searching for convergence, for a kind of universal religion or moral system,
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Hinduism is probably the best partner. 'Parliament of religions' is an idea
cherished from Akbar and Vivekananda to Tagore and Radhakrishnan. But the
'no' is equally true. Hinduism cannot agree to a dialogue, as soon as it observes
a superiority in the partner, a claim to have a monopoly of the truth, to have a
throne for Christ alone, to designate the Church as the only means of salvation,
etc. Then Christianity becomes a scandal; the dialogue collapses and we fall back
into a polite hostility or peaceful coexistence. This is the crux of the problem.
DSA then concludes that the only meeting-point for a true dialogue is in God,
when all the paths meet at the top of the mountain; till that point there will only
be parallels, a coexistence, perhaps at most an inter-existence (mutual interest).67
Different levels of dialogue
We can enter into dialogue with Hindus at diffferent levels. The first level that
presents itself is that of the externals: the promotion of an indigenous clergy, the
indigenisation of our social and cultural life, the insertion of the Church in the life
of the society etc.; all this in such a way that Hindus feel at ease and discover in
the Church a completion or fulfilment of their religious life. The second level is
that of the conceptual expression, so that we can dialogue in their terminology and
symbol system, in other words, the development of an Indian Christian philosophy
and theology. DSA refers to attempts of Frs. Monchanin, Dandoy and Johanns
and quotes the latter: 'The purpose of the articles To Christ through Vedanta is to
show that we can reconstruct our Catholic philosophy with material borrowed
from vedantic systems.'68 It goes without saying that this is a long way and a great
challenge. As early as January 1958 about sixty rectors and professors of 23 seminaries and scholasticates noted during a meeting at Bangalore:
'The ultimate question of theological studies in India is not a confrontation
neither with the India of the past nor the India of the present. Christianity is
not a system that exists side by side other systems, with which it has to be
confronted and compared, but the universal completion of the human search
for the truth... The result of our attempts should not be a polemic refutation
of other systems, but a richer, deeper and more comprehensive presentation
of the Christian faith, a presentation that includes truly, visibly and convincingly the treasures of the Indian tradition; we have neither borrowed nor
appropriated them from the outside, but the very contact with the Indian
world has enabled us to discover in a fresh and deeper manner the innumerable riches of God and his revelation in Jesus Christ.'*9
DSA mentions a number of monographies and articles particularly in The Clergy
Monthly Supplement and Indian Ecclesiastical Studies that are pioneering efforts
in the field of the development of an original Indian philosophy and theology. He
also relates that it has been said that India will soon have her own St. Augustin
and Thomas Aquinas andfinallyquotes from Fr. Antoine, sj., a missionary, who
dared to say. 'The Church of the West does not have the last word on theology
or liturgy and, on its long road to the full stature of Christ, the Church will find
precious elements of that fullness in Indian spirituality, theology and art.' Frs.
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Daniélou and Monchanin feel that India's special contribution will be the creation
of a definite theology of the Holy Spirit.
The level of God-experience
The third and ultimate level of dialogue is the deepest and most intimate level:
a dialogue in the heart and soul of Hinduism, that is a dialogue on the level of
God-experience, the religious quest. Pope Paul VI, on his above-mentioned pilgrimage to Bombay, hit the nail on the head when he said: we should meet one
another as 'pilgrims who want to search for God'. DSA, therefore, pleads for a
new missionary approach: Christians and Hindus should meet one another in
their quest for God. In Hindu thought we can distinguish between two schools or
trends which to a certain extent are also found in Christianity:
i monistic metaphysics, of which Sankara and his system of advaita (non-duality)
is the most influential representative, and which emphasizes the indwelling of
the divine in the creature, God's immanence. In its radical form it even holds
the union of God and the soul, transcending the maya (illusion) of the difference between both, and
ii the bhakti school, best represented by Ramanuja and his system of qualified
non-duality, in which there is a personal God and a relationship of love and
devotion between this God and the soul. In the Christian tradition we may also
recognise these two trends as also the danger that the one becomes absolute
at the cost of the other which may then become totally subordinate to the first.
Because the bhakti school, that safeguards God's transcendence, appears to be
closer to the Christian understanding and experience, the inter-religious dialogue could start from this platform, taking into account at the same time that
the spirituality of God's immanence, followed by a number of western mystics
too, is also very precious and perhaps the sensitive core of the Hindu tradition.
Self-realisation is God-realisation, for in all people the image of God, in which
they have been created is realised in some way; hence all people long in their
deepest self for God. DSA speaks in this context about the natural mystique of
the Self, which does not only bear witness to the desire for the Absolute, so deep
in the heart of every human being, but also expresses the hope to know the secret
of human destiny whatever the cost. It is called natural because it is something
present in every person; it is also termed unusual because it is realised by total
self-effacement, total inactivity, a disappearance of the self in the Absolute,
Brahman. It is also unusual, because in the act of giving up every act the yogi
reaches the final and full liberation. This natural mystique of the self differs
from the Christian mystique, in which the self and the Trinitarian God remain
distinct persons even in a most intimate, personal and supreme union. This
union cannot be reached by one's own efforts, but is a pure gift of God. DSA
concludes:
'In Christian mysticism there are two poles that complement one another:
intériorisation and extériorisation, closure and opening, immanence and
transcendence, anthropocentrism and theocentrism, enstasy and ecstasy. If
these elements are complementary, they are, well understood, indispensable
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for true mysticism. That is why the absence or the reduction of one damages
the other and the totality.'70
Because the one Holy Spirit is truly present in the one history, we do not take
too much for granted when we hold that He is active in all persons who sincerely search for God, using the renowned Hindu discipline of purification, concentration and asceticism. Grace is already at work in what we are inclined to call
'natural mysticism'; hence it is not merely a launching pad, but a valuable road for
many to meet and enter into deep communion with the one true God: Father,
Son and Holy Spirit.
'What happens in the interior of a soul is known to God alone; at the same
time it is precisely here that Christianity should open the dialogue with
Hinduism. What the Word did for humankind in general,71 Christianity should
do for Hinduism.
Christianity that by itself has the experience of immanence and transcendence,
should first identify itself (that is to say incarnate itself) in the Hindu immanence (that is the first, descending movement) and then carry along this
Hindu immanence by assuming it, to the transcendence of a personal God
(that is the second, ascending movement). 'Going beyond' presupposes that
we have first met at a point of convergence. Hinduism, in its deep unity, will
only arrive at Christian transcendence (and hence at a personal God, a
Creator who gives us his grace), it will only be open for the mystery on the
condition that Christianity shows itself as interior and immanent as Hinduism,
as deep as Hinduism in its experience of God in the deepest depths of its
being. Christianity and Hinduism meet each other in God. Actually even the
term 'dialogue' is not Indian, because it belongs to the category of 'making
and doing', while the Indian genius lies perhaps in the category of 'being'. I
would rather say that dialogue is neither exclusively 'doing' nor exclusively
'being'; it is both: 'being' and 'doing', which are identical in God. Hence
dialogue should take place in God, in a God-experience, in mystical contemplation.'72
DSA then wonders whether that is perhaps asking too much: do we have to be
monks or mystics to start a dialogue with Hinduism? Even Monchanin who was
often asked this question denies this. What is required is to know our Christian
faith in its interiority, because Christian life is actually our dwelling in God and
God's dwelling in us (Jn 17). This interior richness should radiate in all that we
do, especially in our dialogue with Hindus.
The three levels of dialogue complement one another. This distinction is, if you
like, analytical and western, but the Indian normally sees all the three levels at a
glance. Fr. Monchanin, therefore, considered the monastic institution, which by its
very nature envelops these three levels, a providential meeting-place for dialogue
between India and the Church. Consequently, says DSA, hardly anyone has been
so incarnate in India as this missionary. He was aware of the darker side of
Hinduism, but in imitation of Christ who took a body of flesh in order to trans276

form it into a temple of the Holy Spirit, Monchanin wanted first to become incarnate in the Hinduism as it is, in its most specific and deepest institution, in order
to transform it from within through a passion of the spirit, a noetic crucifixion
and a Christie resurrection. In this way Indian Christian monasticism is a privileged (not the only) place for dialogue; Fr. Monchanin has been the symbol and
prophet of this vision.73 DSA considers dialogue at all three levels an unambiguous implication of conciliar incarnation. Particularly in his support of the
ashram movement from its very beginning he showed his faith in the integral,
Indian vision, embodied by Monchanin. He tried to communicate this to participants and visitors of the NBCLC not only through lectures and inculturation at all
levels, but also by inviting persons of other faiths to speak and work at the
Centre, yet even more by urging them to pray there in their own way and inviting
participants and guests of the NBCLC to join their sisters and brothers in the
Ramakrishna ashram in their worship.
Dialogue in an unjust world
In his address at the Sedos Symposium (Rome 1969) DSA gives a wider meaning
to dialogue. The whole of salvation history is a dialogue between God and
humankind.74 Among men and women it is a proof of solidarity and a means of
knowing one another. Thus 'dialogue becomes a condition and form of service ...
a new form of missionary action.'75 It implies active participation in the social and
cultural life, a familiarity with the national and religious traditions, an openness
for the treasures that 'a bountiful God has distributed among the nations of the
earth.'76 Such a dialogue may be about everything that is relevant for people
today: problems, situations, values, aspirations, human, religious or Christian.
However, dialogue is not limited to verbal exchange and sharing of experiences.
Collaboration in various activities that bring the Kingdom nearer is one of the
best ways of dialoguing: education, the eradication of famine, hunger and disease,
socio-economic projects, the promotion of social justice and world peace.77
Formerly the Church was inclined to start its own institutions for all these
services. DSA stresses that it should now learn to serve through other institutions.
'Activities carried out through our institutions create an impression of riches,
worldly power and domination, appear as competitive with secular organisations and make the Church a closed community, while the collaboration given
through other agencies and institutions stand out as disinterested service,
make the Church an open community, committed to a transforming presence
in the world, and provide her with better scope for wider witnessing: "In this
activity", the decree advises, "the faithful should be eager to offer their
prudent aid to projects sponsored by public and private organisations, by
Government, by international agencies, by various Christian communities and
even by non-Christians religions (LG 12d)".'78
In other words, dialogue, both in the stricter and wider sense, means for Christ's
disciples to enter more deeply into the mystery of His incarnation.79 As the Word
totally entered humankind by becoming Jew with the Jews, and started his
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mission Ërom the heart of his own community, so the community of Jesus'
followers reaches out to people of other faiths in dialogue from within.80 That is
why it begins with a presence of togetherness, sympathy and solidarity, not a
structural, institutional, foreign or superior presence, but a humble presence of
fellow-pilgrims, co-citizens, irrespective of sex, race, nation or religion. Dialogue
can only begin and bear fruit, when we imitate Christ
'who came to minister and not to be ministered unto (Mk 10:45). The Church
exists for the world and as such it shall always be at the disposal of the world
to render the service it needs. The All-India Seminar on 'The Church in India
Today" resolved: "As disciples of the Lord, sent forth to serve and even wash
one another's feet, we wish to give ourselves and what we have, to serve
where service is most needed, in the building of a new order, worthy of man
and expressive of God's kingdom".'81
The understanding of dialogue with other religions and particularly its place in,
side by side or even over against evangelization remained for several years a
burning question. In his Theological Orientation speech at Patna, referring to the
international meeting on evangelization (Nagpur ІЗ?!) 8 2 , DSA states that at
Nagpur the participants could not arrive at a wholly satisfactory solution. While
some, though they acknowledged that dialogue is abo valid by itself, considered
it a preparation for the proclamation of the Gospel, others thought that such an
understanding might arouse misunderstanding and suspicion in a country like
India; they spoke about a kind of dialectical tension between evangelization and
dialogue which are distinct activities, though they are often connected in praxis.
This dialectical tension was part of our pilgrim existence. DSA then once again
emphasizes that dialogue is primarily a question of attitude, spirit and mentality,
not of contents and issues; quoting from the Nagpur Declaration he states:
'In our personal relations with men of other beliefs, dialogue will be truly
religious when, however different its object, its partners share a religious
concern and an attitude of complete respect for one another's convictions
and a fraternal openness of mind and heart. Religious dialogue, therefore,
does not necessarily mean that two persons speak about their religious
experiences, but rather that they speak as religiously committed persons, with
their ultimate commitments and religious outlook, on subjects of common
interest.'83
In order to engage oneself fruitfully in dialogue, one needs the humility to be
ready to learn in a process of mutual searching, sharing and enriching. As
pilgrims in the same world and history, dialogue partners are driven by the
common hope that through sharing they will come closer to the truth. Catholics
in particular have always found it very difficult to accept that they can learn from
other religions. Lumen Gentium, Gaudium et Spes, Ad Gentes and Nostra Aetate
have certainly opened their minds and hearts for the values that are present in
other religions, but DSA wants to go beyond this.
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'The Christian wishes to learn of the religious values and experiences of
others. The mystery of Christ is universal, yet this universality is at present
realized only partially, and therefore the concrete life of the Church, and
much more that of the individual is open to continuous enrichment. The
partner in dialogue may also be enriched, and the Christian hopes that he
may be able to communicate to him something of the richness and strength
of faith which is his own.'84
Since also proponents of secular ideologies through the grace of God can overcome their selfishness, dialogue with them on the burning problems of the day
and the future of all humankind is an urgent challenge, and dialogue through
collaboration the need of the hour. Our theologian emphasizes that dialogue is
not a bait to convert people: every form of collaboration that brings the Kingdom,
the final eschatological fulfilment, nearer, is worthwhile in itself.
'From the side of the Christian, the dialogue supposes the standpoint of the
believer accepting Jesus Christ in faith as God's final and full revelation. It is
in this faith that he knows of the bounty of the divine truth and love which
from the beginning of the ages is bestowed on all men in many forms. He
also knows that the fulness of the mystery of Christ will be revealed only in
the end of time when all the treasures of spiritual insights and experiences
will be manifest in the glory of Jesus Christ, that therefore it is his task to
grow in the realization of the mystery of Jesus Christ through sharing with
others.'*5
Finally DSA pleads that dialogue should not be limited to a few in urban areas
(elite), but spread to all Christian communities, so that it becomes a dialogue
between communities, actually fostering the universal brotherhood of all people.86
In his report on the 1974 Synod on evangelization, of which he was one of the
two special secretaries, DSA most clearly brings out his understanding of the
relationship between dialogue and evangelization. After affirming the presence
of the Spirit in other religions, he states that dialogue truly belongs to the
evangelizing mission of the Church in spite of the fact that it is not meant to draw
others to the Church, but to mutually share religious and other experiences and
concerns. He concludes:
'Dialogue is good in itself and should be promoted as belonging to the
mission of the Church. At the same time, Christians who have experienced
Christ and recognized in the Christ-event God's gift of himself to mankind
once for all cannot but proclaim this good news to others. This is what is
called evangelization.*87

Inspiration to develop an Indian Christian Spirituality
Not only in his theology does DSA show how much God's Providence is at work
in other religions and in particular in India's main religion, Hinduism, and how
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active the presence of the Spirit is in the Hindu Scriptures, traditions and religious disciplines; much clearer does he manifest his conviction in the way he tries
to develop and promote an Indian Christian Spirituality. This happened more
emphatically during his last years as Director of the NBCLC, when he had started
to establish the Anjali Ashram in Mysore after his appointment as the Visiting
Professor of the Chair in Christianity, that was erected in 1979. He worked very
hard to establish the Department of Christianity, of which he became the first
Head. This department of Christianity at the University of Mysore as an academic
achievement is an impressive proof of the secular character of the Indian nation.
This unique venture of both the department (academic) and the ashram (spirituality) is an expression of his deep conviction that teaching Christianity at the
University should be integrated with an experience of Christian life in action and
inter-religious dialogue at the level, at which it is most meaningful, that of Godexperience, for which the ashram setting is most suitable.88
In Indian Christian Spirituality, which is a collection of lectures, initiations, prayersessions and celebrations of a 10-day seminar on Indian Christian Spirituality,
edited by DSA, the editor gives a synthesis of the basic and constitutive elements
that the Indian sages, all deeply religious, contribute to and expect from such a
spirituality:89
1 Experience is a most important element in the religions of the East. The sages
of the East do not exclude reasoning, philosophy and even doctrine; they teach
and preach, but religion is primarily a means (sadhana) and a way (marga) that
enable people to attain or realise salvation or liberation. Hence Indian sages
'have developed over the centuries techniques of concentration and contemplation and not systems of argumentation.'90 That is why DSA holds that 'experience should get priority in our spirituality. If we want to call it Indian
Christian Spirituality then the same yearning for experience, providing of
experience and sharing of experience must be given a central place.'91
2 Being is more important than doing. The Mystery of Being is the ground of
all reality, in which one can distinguish oneself, the others and God. 'Once one
reaches the ground of this self and experiences the Mystery of Being in oneself
one can experience by the same fact and at the same time this Mystery of
Being in others and in God, all the three united and identified at the same
depth.'92 Interiority and contemplation enable us to experience this depth and
at this depth we can experience oneness and wholeness.
3 An awareness of the divine presence in all realities of life is the outcome of the
experience of the Mystery of Being; then we are aware of God's presence in
spite of his hiddenness. This presence of God pervades and permeates everything and all reality. The Word through whom everything was made has
revealed this universal presence to us; other religions may also awaken this
presence in people. The all-pervading presence of God is found in all the three
margas. Ahimsa (often translated as non-violence, but actually absolute respect
for all life, because it is sacred) stems from this all-pervading presence of God,
which makes all things manifestations of the Divine. Kamna, compassion or
kindness, so characteristic for Buddhism, has the same ground: 'any kind of
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rudeness is violence.' A last consequence of this all-pervading presence of God
is the rich symbolism found in the East. DSA concludes: 'Symbolism, omnipresence and continuous awareness of God are thus different aspects of the
one reality.'93
4 A fourth characteristic element of Indian spirituahty is interiority, which DSA
considers an essential if not the essential element of Indian Spirituality. He
distinguishes between the Western and Eastern psyche and religions. Religions
originating in India are mystical, those coming from outside prophetical.
Westerners search for God through the outside world, Indians try to reach
God in the depth of their own self. Mystics reach deep communion with God
through interiorization, entering into the depth of their own selves; this leads
them to experience God's transcendence and universal presence. The Indian
mind stresses the synthetic and total, intuitive, mystical, the search or quest,
immanence and interiorization, totahty and wholeness, symbols and stories, the
Western mind the analytical and partial, rational, scientific, research, transcendence and exteriorization, concepts and logic. This enables the Indian mind to
hold together what is contradictory for the Western mind.94
5 Yatra or pilgrimage is another element of Indian Spirituality. Whenever life
and experience are involved, there is movement (a statement can be cut and
dry). We have really never captured the Mystery of Being or embraced the
totahty, we are also never fully aware of God's universal presence or have
exhausted our experience, we are constantly moving and learning, taken up in
an everlasting spiritual pilgrimage. 'Pilgrimage is a life dimension of our
spiritual life.'95 Going on pilgrimage, visiting shrines, holy rivers and mountains,
deepens our awareness that our whole life is a pilgrimage. To get a darshan96
of a holy person makes such a pilgrimage even more worthwhile.
6 A very striking element of Indian Spirituahty is renunciation or rather nonattachment. It may be considered the counterpart of God-experience and
interiority. 'To renounce everything (sannyasa) is the supreme form of Godexperience.' Persons and things often have a grip on us in such a way that we
become 'godless and heartless', unprepared to enter the Kingdom of God. Also
Buddha discovered that the desire to possess, selfishness, is the root of all evil;
hence one should strike at the root by developing an attitude of non-attachment and renounce all possessions. One might add here that the external world
and all that belongs to it passes away; nothing is permanent; why not renounce
all that is transitory and cling to what lasts, as St. Paul already exhorted us. In
the bhakti tradition this renunciation gets a slightly different accent. Once one
has discovered God as the Beloved Lord, one completely surrenders to him in
loving devotion. At some stage one also experiences that certain things pull one
away from this loving devotion and total surrender. Then one has to renounce
all these things, not because they are bad in themselves, but because they block
one's perfect communion with the Beloved. For bhaktas their non-attachment
is the reverse of their total attachment to God, for God is everything. It would
be wrong to understand this renunciation as a running away from the world; it
is rather a victory over oneself, because the root of all evil is selfishness and
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possessiveness, which is removed by renunciation. Referring to the biblical
teaching on discipleship and renunciation, DSA sees 'a converging evidence in
all religions that renunciation is the reverse side of God-seeking; both are one
and the same and they call for each other.'97
7 Sacrifice (yagna) or asceticism of life is closely related to renunciation and is
found in almost all religions. Sacrifices symbolise a denial of oneself, a selfemptying and offering of oneself and consist in penitential practices and
ascetical disciplines. Without denying the value of mortifications DSA pleads
for using the many occasions that offer themselves almost daily, for joyfully
giving or sacrificing oneself in today's society. This, he feels, is more integrated
with our personal development and spiritual quest, because a person only
grows and finds his/her true self in relationship with others and the Other.
Relationship is only possible when one forgets oneself, accepts others unconditionally, and fulfils what others (and the Other) expect from us. Self-fulfilment
is impossible with self-emptying, but it is precisely, as the Gospel teaches us,
in losing ourselves that wefindour true selves. 'Self, community and God need
not be opposed and contrasted, but are to be interrelated. Thus only in
community which implies sacrifice, one can become a person and respond to
God and others.'98
8 All humankind is on pilgrimage to its ultimate goal and final destiny: moksha
or liberation?9 In order to attain moksha as ultimate goal, we have to become
free here and now, a jivanmukti. We already explained that in DSA's view
freedom is 'the ability to respond to self, the Other and others'100; this triple
ability to respond implies renunciation and sacrifice which are, as it were, the
reverse of and condition for wholeness, integrity and freedom. As long as one
is alienated and enslaved, one is broken, incapable of meaningful relationships,
locked up and hence static within one's own self. The Spirit enables us to
move, to become whole through meaningful relationships with oneself (the
core of one's being), others and the Other. There is a kind of paradox: 'in
order to move, one has to become whole; or inversely it is by moving towards
the core of one's being, towards the unity of self that one realises one's
wholeness.' Similarly, free and whole persons can get meaningfully involved in
the great struggle for liberation of all humankind, and by getting involved with
and for others, they become free and whole.101
9 This liberation implies wholeness, transcending all duality, at three levels: the
self, the community, and the universe. At the level of the self a truly liberated
person has overcome all brokenness and enslavements, hence one is healthy
and whole at all levels, an authentic integrated person. This wholeness includes
one's relationships with others, personal integrity through genuine social
concern, radical solidarity and deep-level communion; this builds up a community of persons living in radical solidarity. The third level of wholeness is the
cosmos. Total liberation also presupposes ecological balance and cosmic
harmony, for the state of the cosmos deeply influences the life of the human
person and the community. The Indian tradition has better kept alive the
cosmic dimension of human life than the Western world which is beginning to
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re-discover the damage done to the environment through its lack of respect
and concern for the rhythm and wholeness of the cosmos, called rta. The
harmony of the universe that moves according to eternal laws
'is the model and pattern for social order (dharma) and personal life
(atman). This cosmic harmony should be reflected in the life of society by
justice and should be shared by man through awareness of self, of others
and of God. Corresponding to this cosmic harmony there should be a social
solidarity {lokasamgraha) among the inhabitants of the world... While the
world order is regulated by rta, the social order is maintained by dharma.'
Our task is to respect the world order and maintain the social order by
working for justice {dharma) and fulfilling our duty towards family, caste and
land, which includes the performance of cultic practices (karma); this guarantees the welfare of all.
'Whenever and wherever this social order is disturbed, adharma prevails
and society is in disharmony with rta, one should change it or restore the
harmony by practice of dharma and the performance of his duties in a
disinterested way (niskama karma)101. This is poverty or detachment, this
is social solidarity (lokasamgraha); this is justice, this is sharing and
communion with others. This is also the core and origin of karma marga.
This is humanisation and liberation of all peoples, all becoming brothers
and sisters, ushering in of a dharmic (just), human and fraternal society of
sharing, and realising moksha hereafter and even already here and now...
Man's salvation or self-realisation cannot be realised in an isolated, individualistic or selfish manner but should be social and universal in
perspective and concern. Likewise he cannot have an awareness or fullness
of it unless he realises his integrity and wholeness at this triple level.'103
10 In order to make progress in one's spiritual life, one needs viveka (discernment), especially to recognise God's presence and his plan for us and the
world. Among the three margas and many sadhanas we have to discern what
is most suitable for our liberation. Finally on our yatra we have to discover
every moment what we have to detach ourselves from as also at what speed
we should progress.104
11 DSA holds that both in Indian and in Christian spirituality there is a process
of dialectics. We have been saved by both the death and the resurrection of
Christ, neither by the latter nor by the former alone, but by both, or rather by
the passage of the one to the other. We grow m our spirituality by maintaining
the tension between God's immanance and transcendence, between withdrawal
and involvement, possession and renunciation, emptiness and fullness. Sannyasa means both the renunciation of everything and possessing everything.
Wefindthis even in the New Testament: 'as having nothing and yet possessing
everything' (2 Cor 6:10). The one who is really whole, a truly integrated and
liberated person lives and grows in this dialectical tension and does not allow
him/herself getting polarised.
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12 We have already seen that DSA holds that intenority is an essential, if not the
essential characteristic of Indian Spirituality.105 A gum or teacher communicates sometimes most powerfully through mauna, maunam or silence. 'As such
a spiritual person is called a munih, one who has reached total silence, experiences God in silence and communicates it to others through silence.'
India's great spiritual leaders are not writers or orators, but persons who really
communicate through their silence; a look or even a raising of the head often
have a greater effect than the most modern communication media.106
An Indian proverb reads: 'The pot that is full will not make noise; it is the
half-filled pot that makes noise.' One who has reached fulness in the depth of
interiority, really knows; that depth can be shared without words. God who is
OM (aum), beyond all words and names, ineffable and unutterable. Whatever
we say is partial and hence distorting. Finally pure experience cannot be
expressed; we are capable of remembering some aspects of the pure experience, but we communicate actually at most an interpretation of the
experience. Even
'our own experience we do not understand until and unless we have translated it for ourselves and others. We have to reflect upon it to interpret it.
It is not experience that makes one wise, but the reflection upon it, the
understanding and interpretation of it and its influence on one's later life.
So when we share, it is the interpretation of experience that we share. That
is why we said above that experience itself cannot be expressed and much
less by words. It is best expressed and communicated by silence. In such a
state of silence is found fulness, and fulness is depth. Depth and fulness are
equal to silence.'107
13 All the above elements of an Indian Christian Spirituality cannot be communicated effectively in words and lectures; it becomes manifest in the authenticity
of one's lifestyle, in which all these elements are harmoniously integrated; this
life-style is 'institutionalised' in what is called 'ashram',108 which DSA describes
as follows:
'It is the embodiment of all the ideals of Indian Christian Spirituality in
terms of life-style. It is a state or place of intense and sustained spiritual
quest for the Absolute by a group of persons around and under the
guidance of a guru (recognised by others as a God-realised person and a
person of deep spiritual experience). It is a place where people can, above
all, experience God and live in an ever-deepening awareness of His
presence. This is fostered by renunciation and detachment, in an atmosphere of silence, peace and joy. In an ashram primacy is given to the
relentless quest by following a marga and practising sadhanas, specifically
Indian spiritual exercises. The life-style here is necessary simple, in
conformity with Indian tradition and context and as a genuine expression
of a life of contemplation. It is dedicated to prayer and/or service. It is
open to all and welcomes men and women of all persuasions, status and
races who come in search of peace and enlightenment. Ashramites are
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therefore authentically poor and qualify for the description as powerless
and voiceless. Yet they have a spiritual and moral power, and their lifestyle is more eloquent than their voice.'109
14 Persons who have integrated these elements in their life will experience a deep
peace (shanti) deep within themselves, in the depth of their interiority. This
gives them the experience of a deep, warm joy (onando), which emerges from
deep within,fillsthe whole person and overflows to others. This inner fountain
remains untouchable, however great the turbulence and misery outside. Holy
persons arefilledwith inner joy. That makes their faces and whole personality
radiate with glory, with ligfit (jyoti). It is the peace and joy within that nourishes this light. DSAfindshere an image of the Trinity. 'Christ is radiant with
the glory of the Father. We are expected to reflect this glory and to grow from
glory to glory until we are transformed into the Spirit. This is spirituality.'110

Conclusion
In this chapter we looked at the universahty of God's love who does not only
intend to save all people, but is actually saving many in their own religions. We
have touched upon the mystery of the generosity of his Providence. Thanks to
godly men and women, sensitive to the Spirit of the Word, this mystery is still
being embodied in many religions in whom seeds of the Word have been sown by
the same generous God. The one Word invites his disciples to incarnate themselves in them in order to discover that He himself was already ahead of them, to
purify and transform them from within and facilitate their fulfilment in Christ. A
very concrete aspect of our relationship with the other religions is dialogue,
dialogue on the level that really counts: God-experience. Dialogue is good in itself
and belongs to the very mission of the Church. Christian participants cannot but
share their Christ-experience; the latter is called evangelization. Most clearly does
DSA show his conviction that other religions are providential means of salvation
by integrating several elements in his development of an authentically Indian
Christian Spirituality. Several of these elements may enrich the universal Church.
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single-minded pursuit to reach the goal. It calls for mobilising and channelling everything
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towards it. Renunciation is also a consequence; once we find God, we possess everything in
God: we do not need anything outside him; and the rest is useless. Renunciation is thus
normal and obvious. Losing everything and finding everything. Total renunciation and total
possession: that is sannyasa.'
See: Ibid., 228-229.
See above: Chapter 8, p. 204-213; see also: С Amirtha Raj, Role of Religions and Cultures in
Indian Society Today. Moksha as the Ultimate Goal and Dharma as the Proximate Goal, in:
Indian Christian Spirimality, o.e., 115-118.
See above: p. 204-205, 213.
See: Indian Christian Spirituality, o.e., 229-230. DSA notes in this context that in some Hindu
traditions freedom may sometimes be interpreted as a liberation of the soul from matter, but
that on the whole Hinduism follows a wholistic approach, not accepting a separation of matter
and spirit. See also: Poverty of the Religious, o.e., 16-19; 30-31.
See: Indian Christian Spirituality, o.e., 172-173.
See: Poverty of the Religious, o.e., 25-26; Indian Christian Spirituality, o.e., 153-155, 230-233.
See: Indian Christian Spirituality, o.e., 233.
See above: p. 281, no. 4.
See above: note 96.
See: Indian Christian Spirituality, o.e., 235; Poverty of the Religious, o.e., 22: silence is the
language of munis. 'It is even a total language, a language of plenitude. It is perfect com
munication. It is a fulness of communion and harmony.'
See Chapter 7, p. 182-187.
See: Indian Christian Spirituality, o.e., 158-159.
See: Indian Christian Spirituality, o.e., 236.
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11 Towards a Healthy Secularity

Secularization in India
According to its Constitution India is a secular State.1 It is not easy to describe
the actual secularity of Mother India and the process of secularization in which
she is involved.2 Ramkrishna Mukherjee clearly indicated this when he described
the difficulties of Indian sociologists who try to find an adequate theoretical
framework and methodological strategy. They
'could not evaluate objectively and comprehensively the relative relevance
and efficiency of all available theories ... in order to explain the dynamics of
the Indian social organism. And, consequently they could not produce any
important theory on the basis of a comprehensive appraisal of reality in India
alone or in conjunction with the homologous and analogous societies, like
those in the subcontinent of India, the Third World and so on.'3
This was also felt by the participants in the Research Seminar 'The Indian Church
in the Struggle for a New Societ/, during which the participants were keen to
look at the complex Indian reality from a whoUstic perspective. Hence they had
to examine the ideological presuppositions behind certain tools for social analysis.
'In the first place we have to see in culture (including values and religious
belief) not only the mechanism of legitimizing the economic system, but also
another pole that keeps challenging current structures and proposing a vision
for a new society. Secondly, this bipolar cultural reality enters into a spiraldialectical movement with the economic-political reality that makes transformation possible, so that we do not make culture and religion purely and
simply dependent on economics as its super-structure.'4
A simple example illustrates the complexity of secularization in Asia, even when
we limit ourselves only to India. The late Prime Minister, Mrs. Indira Gandhi,
was generally known to be a-religious, but particularly at crucial moments, new
elections, for example, she visited shrines and holy men. Did she only do this to
please the masses who are very religious? The manifestation of her religiosity
certainly caught much sympathy and, what is more important, votes. Many also
hold that Gandhiji would never have become 'the father of the nation', if he,
deeply religious himself,5 had not succeeded in touching India's religious soul and
in giving her future a religious foundation; he took the lead in working for that
future with means that came from religious inspiration and bore religious sanc292

tion. Finally despite the fact that newly Independent India proclaimed herself a
secular state in 1948 and religious affiliation has, therefore, no bearing on one's
civil or political status, everyone knows that religious affiliation does play a great
role and often exerts a decisive influence on such 'secular' matters as voting and
government and other appointments.6
What is secularization?
a It is the process of separating the religious from political, legal, economic and
other institutions, for example, the removal of religious control over land and
government;7
b It is the process in which an ever greater number of persons gradually give up
attendance of religious celebrations, make less use of the religious rites of
passage and the support of religious organisations. Particularly in the West
Church attendance has rapidly gone down;8
с It is 'the process whereby various elements of human life (such as opinions,
customs, social forms and even things and persons) or the whole of human life
cease to be determined by religion. The result, secularity, then means indepen
dence and adulthood with regard to religion.'9
d Peter Berger describes it as follows: 'the process by which sectors of society
and culture are removed from the domination of religious institutions and sym
bols... This implies that
'secularization is more than a social-structural process. It affects the totality
of cultural life and of ideation, and may be observed in the decline of
religious contents in arts, in philosophy, in literature and, most important
of all, in the rise ofscience as an autonomous, thoroughly secular perspective
on the world... It also implies that the process of secularization has a
subjective side as well. As there is a secularization of society and culture,
so is there a secularization of consciousness. Put simply, this means that
the modern West has produced an increasing number of individuals who
look upon the world and their own lives without the benefit of religious
interpretations.'10
Scharf considers this the most important use of the term.11 In conclusion we
can say that primitive, non-secular persons stand by a supra-empirical defini
tion of reality, but secular people, men and women 'come of age', hold that the
cosmological, political and sociological orders are not a divine creation, but
cultural, man-made situations which can be dealt with and transformed.
Hence secularization is as such a religiously neutral process which implies a
fundamental change in our attitude towards the world around us. The reality in
which we live is not any longer a datum, something 'given', within which and
according to which we have to act, but a datum which we are challenged to
master and conquer, upon which we have to work. In the course of history we
have begun to understand our world and ourselves and to act accordingly. Thus
we can say that the growth of our self-understanding and of our mastery over the
world promoted secularization. Hence Schillebeeckx rightly observes: 'Seculariza293

tion is given with the growth of humanity itself. In this respect, the process of
secularization is clearly a positive achievement.'12 Secularization is as such a sociocultural and historical, not a religious phenomenon.
Secularism, however, which holds that human persons alone are responsible for
the universe in which we live and that there is nothing beyond this scientifically
observable reality, is the ideological interpretation of the religiously neutral
secularization process.13 A.M. Ramsey, the dynamic former archbishop of Canterbury, aptly describes the tenets of secularism, articulating
'the assumptions which are sometimes half-consciously present:
i The temporal world is the only world which exists. Eternity is irrelevant
and meaningless. There can be no ideas or human values which transcend
realisation within time and history.
ii Religion can be dismissed. It involves unscientific superstitions, and can
contribute no authentic knowledge about the world. It has encouraged
people to resist scientific progress, and the practice of prayer and worship
draws into an unreal realm of phantasy energies which should go into the
world's proper business.
iii Man's knowledge is based solely upon observable phenomena. Thus
'positivism', though not an inherent part of secularism, is very characteristic
of it.
iv Finally, the secularist beheves in the autonomous man. Man's own potentialities of knowledge and of the effective use of will suffice for all man's
needs. True, man has his frustrations, but his dignity hes in the power to
overcome them, as he can and will through the right application of the
sciences to his needs. Religion does not help but hinders human progress
as it keeps man in a state of puerile dependence and holds him back from
his maturity.'14
It is now time to proceed to some other terms with the help of which particularly
Indian sociologists have tried to understand, describe and interpret the social
change and its obstacles which are expressions of the faith of the Indian people
and have at the same time deeply affected that faith. They are sanskritization,
westernization, modernization and Indianization or indigenization.
Sanskritization
Sanskritization is
'a process wherein the lower castes attempt to improve upon their status, and
rise up in the caste hierarchy, by emulating the ways of the higher castes like
the Brahmins and other ritually superior castes. This emulation may take
different forms. A non-vegetarian lower caste might give up meat-eating and
take to pure vegetarianism; it may give up alcoholism, give up certain social
practices like child marriage, widow re-marriage ... imitating the Brahmins in
such things as seeking the help of a Brahmin priest to officiate at rituals,
using sanskritic slokas and mantras in prayers, etc...'15
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Bharati points out that hundreds of tribal and other low caste groups have gone
through a phase of sanskntization, meaning the acceptance of the Brahmin and
his rituals as instrumental in the performance of rites of passage and other
ceremonial observances in the process of their modernization. The same author
abo holds that many tribal groups have assumed the ways of their more respected
Hindu neighbour, absorbing so much of the Hindu customs that their tribal lore
has become a part of the local or regional Hindu lore and he considers this
progression from the tribal to the Hinduized way of life a predictable and current
pattern in South Asia, called Hinduization.
Because it is generally accompanied by and often leads to upward mobility, it is
important to take note of this process that takes place side by side with secularization. However, we should also be aware of the fact that such progression
'results only in positional changes in the system and does not lead to any structural change. That is, a caste moves up, above its neighbours, and another comes
down, but all this takes place in an essentially stable hierarchical order, the
system itself does not change.'16 Still - that is why we should pay attention to it sanskntization contributes to 'the collective mobilization of the aspirations of the
lower castes for status ascendancy* by providing a reference model and thus
activates 'class-like structural tensions'.17
Westernization and modernization
Secularization is also closely related to modernization and westernization, concepts that some authors consider interchangeable in the Indian context.18 However, Srinivas, one of the leading Indian sociologists, rightly distinguishes between
the two processes. Modernization does not necessarily mean 'westernization',
because modernization can also come from Russia, Japan or China. What is
Western about a typewriter, a betatron or a plane, except the fact that they
happened to be invented in the West? Gunpowder and paper were in fact
Chinese inventions.
It is interesting to see that countries like India and China and Japan in particular
are at present energetically involved in modernization but at the same time
committed to indigenization: Indianization, Chinization and Japanization. Similar
processes are also visible in western countries, where relatively small ethnic and
cultural groups are asserting their identity. Even in USA we see that certain
groups hallow and nurture not only their African identity but also their different
European identities respectively. Although the process of modernization and westernization is too complex to be analyzed here, we may be justified in drawing the
following conclusions that bear upon DSA's commitment to both secularization
and inculturation or indigenization.
• Modernization and westernization may take place simultaneously, but westernization may also occur with hardly any modernization and modernization may
well coincide with further and more conscious Indianization, especially among
those who suffered under the colonial and neo-colonial yoke and are conscious
of the alienation that the former colonizers caused.
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• Modernization generally leads to a secularization of world-view and life-style,
but the ability to manipulate modem technology does not necessarily mean
that those who use modern techniques have accepted a rational and scientific
world-view.19. Bharati's exemple of the Santhal (one of the North-Indian tribes)
is most interesting:
'In his mind a knowledge of contemporary gadgets, and certain forms of
hygiene is as much a part of being modem as is not acting the way his
kinsmen used to act before the modem age. To him being modern means
being like higher caste people; he does not like them, but he regards thenways as standards which must be emulated.20 In other words, modernization
in one area or level of behaviour does not necessarily result in modernization in another related or unrelated field.'
• Westernization and modernization have initially affected and even deeply
changed the top and middle class of the people of India; to a considerable
extent this holds good even today. However, it is mainly economic reasons that
keep this process away from the poor, rural masses, although the latter try to
climb up as much and as fast as they can. Still, up to now, secularization has
primarily affected the educated higher classes and the conscientized worker
class. The highly competitive and selective educational system is one of the
ways in which the elite can remain an elite and which keep the poor masses in
a state of alienation, oppression and superstition.
We should add here that the same people, belonging to the high and middle class
in urban and industrial areas and the organised, educated, skilled, and relatively
well-paid workers there, generally accept modernization and westernization of
life-style and technology, but at the same time legitimize the existing unjust social
order, opposing any structural change, because this social order expresses the
divine will, is guaranteed by the God-given authorities and derived from the Godgiven moral law.21
Indigenization
Indigenization or mculturation,22 that is, the articulation and promotion of one's
own culture does not mean living in the past, anti-modernization. Culture is a
complex and dynamic reality. Indigenization in our modern era is an equally
complex and dynamic process due to the interaction with past, present and future;
hence indigenization will always mean on-going change and evolution, a process
in which the actors are open to be influenced both by assimilating new elements
and values and by rejecting some others; thus they bring about ever fresh, vital
and dynamic syntheses.
Today we witness not only the emergence and spread of a so-called 'international
culture', but also the renaissance and growth of national and regional cultures.
The articulation of such (sub-)cultures and one's own experience of and participation in it is a necessary condition for one's own national personality and identity
as well as for the freedom and ability to relate oneself with other national
(regional) cultures and to participate meaningfully, creatively and fruitfully in a
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world culture, just as only a mature person having an identity and personahty of
his/her own can relate in an adult way with other persons. Hence
'indigenization should address itself both to ancient and modem culture in
so far as the values, elements and aspects of the ancient culture continue to
be in vogue today and permeate the modem form of one's national culture.
Therefore indigenization does not refer exclusively or unilaterally to traditional cultures and religions. It is not a mere going back to the source, it is
not a mere recognition of one's heritage. It means, above all, being present
today and looking to the future, being taken up in the very dynamism of personahty development, group life and historical adventure, though always
rooted in one's past. Indigenization takes account of all the realities that
constitute human existence today, that shape the life of societies and nations,
and that mark the history of the world: problems of hunger and disease,
ignorance and illiteracy, unemployment and frustration, struggles of men for
world peace, social justice and integral development of man, contemporary
culture and its all-pervading effects. Indigenization means solidarity with men
and involvement in all issues and problems, and entry into the dynamism and
adventure of human history with all that they imply, and all that they demand.'23
In order to realize the importance of DSA's understanding of secularization and
his emphasis on healthy secularity, we have to enter a little deeper into 'the' (?)
Hindu and Muslim understanding of secularization in India. First, however, we
want to underline once more the importance of secularization as the process
whereby sectors of society and culture are removed from the custody of religion,
because religion has for a long time served and often still serves as a legitimization of the existing order. In other words, it served and often still serves as a tool
in the hands of the economically and socially dominant class, to which the
powerful religious leaders and institutions belong and on which they depend to
maintain their position; thus they help keep up the structures of society that are
basically unjust, but which provides them with prestige and security today and for
ever.
François Houtart and his research team from the Centre for Socio-Rehgious
Research of the Catholic University of Louvain has closely examined this oppressive role of religion, the Christian religion in particular, during the last two
decades.24 The real cause of India's massive, dehumanizing poverty is the unjust
structures of our society at the institutional, national and international level. The
Church as institution has generally respected, if not positively supported and
served these unjust structures. However, we should by no means be without hope,
because the Research Seminar on 'The Indian Church in the struggle for a New
Societ/, organised and animated by DSA, has clearly brought out that India's
religions which up to now have generally sacralized and legitimized the existing
unjust structures, possess within themselves the prophetic, constitutive and
inspiring imperatives for a new and better society, provided they are properly and
authentically understood and interpreted. In the Christian tradition this prophetic
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thrust is provided by the biblical vision of the Kingdom and in the Indian traditions by the challenge of their integral humanism and their wholistic worldviews.25 Both this vision and this challenge will only break through when the
sacralization and religious legitimization of the existing oppressive structures have
ceased to exist, i.e. when the process of secularization has borne fruit. A proper
and authentic understanding of Islam, Hinduism and Christianity removes the
dominating function of religion in society and culture and frees them to exercise
a liberating function in the building of a new and better society. Augustine
Kanjamala explicitly states that Christianization can promote a process of change
towards modernization alternative to sanskritization as a change for the better.26

Islam and secularization
Robert Caspar distinguishes three Muslim reactions that manifest a threefold
impact of secularization on Islam: conservatism, reformism and modernism, and
observes that a person may be conservative in one field and modern in another.
1 The conservative attitude may be described as follows:
'All the evil, the inferiority of Muslim countries, comes from abandoning
the pure doctrine of the Koran and of the first three centuries of Islam. It
is sufficient to restore this golden age by eliminating radically all innovations introduced since then, and more especially all traces of the corrupt
influences of the West. In particular the 'Moslem city" in all its purity, with
the strict union of state and religion must be restored.'27
Wefindthis conservative reaction, rejecting all secularization, in the fundamentalism of Khomeini and his associates. Conservative Muslims are radically antisecularization and even reject India's secularism and the whole concept of a
secular state.28 How the fundamentalist Muslims feel themselves threatened
particularly by the Hindu ethos in so-called secular India is clear from the
highly emotional speech of Syed Badrdduja in the Indian Parliament on 28
April 1966:
'Secularism is a snare and a delusion, it is a fraud and a deception... Secularism! Thy name is hypocrisy, thy name is treachery... thy name is wanton
encroachment upon the fundamental right of the citizens ... thy name is
exploitation of the minorities particularly of the religious Muslim minority.'2'
2 The reformists articulate more nuances and flexibility. They hold that a return
to the authentic sources (Koran, Tradition and the life of the first three
generations) is necessary
'to restore to Moslem countries their rank and competitiveness with regard
to European countries... But not tofindthere ready-made solutions, rather
to be inspired by their spirit of discovery, of personal reflection to find
suitable solutions for our time. One must not hesitate to borrow its own
weapons from the West (dialectics, propaganda techniques) and use them
against it.'30
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They also want to restore the old Caliphate, that would unite all the Muslims
of the world, exercising, however, only spiritual authority, temporal affairs must
be looked after by individual heads of state. Among these reformists we find
a moderate and eclecticist acceptance of secularization which enables the
Muslim community to face the challenges of the atomic age and to integrate
themselves in a pluriform state like India. Rasheed Talib writes:
'Indian Muslims have a vested interest in having the basic tenets and
theories of Islam re-examined so as to bring them in harmony with
contemporary ideologies and isms in the public realm and modern modes
of living in the private sphere. This involves not merely a redefinition of the
concept of the Islamic community and minority rights to accommodate
secularism31 but also a re-assessment of Islamic forms of prayer and
worship to accord better with present needs.'
He notes that Islam has failed to produce its own Luther to challenge Islam
from within. With approval he quotes the Moroccan Islamicist, Detlev H.
Khalid, who considers the time ripe for protest movements from within:
'Sooner or later such a resistance will come to its own. The fierceness of
fundamentalist pressure may yet prove to be counter-productive. Part of the
Reformation's success in Europe weis the clear-cut image of medieval papacy
as the enemy.' He then points out that some kind of international organisation
is taking shape, that religious leaders have begun to travel, and concludes:
'Maybe this is a good time for Indian scholars of Islam, religious organisations
and research institutes to pool their resources and put their heads together.'32
The tension between intellect and reason, on the one hand, and blind adherence to dogma, on the other, was not new,33 but there is still ample scope for
conservatism among the Indian Muslims.34 That makes Saiyed's comments very
pertinent:
'While hope has been expressed that India's commitment to secularism and
democracy will be instrumental of Indian Muslims' modernization, it is at
the same time necessary to caution that in any society the forces of
revivalism are constantly present. In India too, thirty years of religious and
cultural pluralism have not sent Hindu revivalistic forces into oblivion. On
the contrary, they are very much in evidence today waiting to seize their
opportunity, if the polity allows them...
In India, as in all societies, the tune for minority behaviour is set, to a considerable extent, by the majority. If the dominant majority continues to
remain unanswering on the path of the enlightenment, the other minorities,
including Muslims, will be constrained to follow suit. And, if the emancipation of the larger Indian society is not sacrificed at the altar of Hindu
revivalism, there is no reason to believe that Indian Muslims alone will
want to opt out of modernity.'35
3 The third reaction to secularization Caspar calls 'modernism'; it is mainly found
among the younger Muslims in India, especially in University circles and highly
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westernized townships. They simply adopt, according to Caspar, western ways
of thinking and behaviour and are anxious to see the Muslim world reach the
same level of development as the Western nations. Whether the values of
Western civilization are compatible with the values and ideals of Islam interests
them far less. When they experience real contradiction, three attitudes may be
distinguished:
i some leave Islam for what it is and turn out modern atheists;
ii others overcome the obstacle by practising Islam only in strictly private
matters. Both these attitudes are clearly secularist trends;
iii again others finally try to reform Islam radically in order to make it meet
the requirements of the modem world. They favour a scientific critical
study of the Koran and all Islam traditions, a real distinction between the
spiritual and the temporal, an adaptation of cultural practices ... and a
reform of religious instruction.36
It would be interesting to study what happens to the faith of Muslim academicians
and scientists who emigrate to Western countries and lose the support of the
Muslim community. Will they become secularists? Caspar's final observations are
to the point:
'I do not ignore the negative effects of the process (of secularization) in Islam
as in Christendom for the mass of simple people who were carried along by
the social milieu impregnated with religion, in which 'men of religion'
naturally found their place and their social justification. Will these simple
people be capable of a personal faith?... The crisis may be as terrible with
them as with us... It will not do to be content with deploring the fall of the
religious level in Moslem countries ... and still less ... to rejoice at this
evolution, thinking that the resultant vacuum is a necessary phase in the
opening up to another faith. Rather one will see in this the essential factor for
a deepening of Moslem faith and a reform of Islam, since every faith and
religion in so far as they become more authentic and closer to the Truth,
which is Christ. In the same way, the autonomy gradually acknowledged in
temporal and human values is a promotion of creation and an actuation of
the Creating Word in Creation.'37

Hinduism and secularization
Two of India's greatest statesmen show two typically different ways in which India
should work on its future: S. Radhakrishnan38 and Jawaharlal Nehru, India's first
Prime Minister, father of Mrs. Indira Gandhi, grandfather of Rajiv Gandhi; both
of them became later also Prime Ministers of India. He holds:
'We have to get rid of that narrowing religious outlook, that obsession with
the supernatural and unprovable metaphysical speculations, that loosening of
the mind's discipline in religious ceremonials and mystical emotionalism,
which come in the way of our understanding of ourselves and the world.
India must lessen her religiosity and turn to science. She must get rid of the
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exclusiveness in thought and social habit which has become a life prison to
her, stunting her spirit and preventing growth. The day to day religion of the
Orthodox Hindus is more concerned with what to eat and what not to eat,
who to eat with and from whom to keep away than with spiritual values.'39
S. Radhakrishnan writes:
'We are today in one of the creative periods of Hinduism. We are beginning
to look upon our ancient faith with fresh eyes. We feel that our society is in
a condition of unstable equilibrium. There is much wood that is dead and
diseased that has to be cleared away. Leaders of Hindu thought and practice
are convinced that the times require not a surrender of the basic principles of
Hinduism, but a re-statement of them with special reference to the needs of
a more complex and mobile social order. Such an attempt will only be a
repetition of a process which has occurred a number of times.'40
Hinduism and Indian culture have something unique. Indian culture has been
formed and influenced by various religions such as Hinduism, Buddhism, Jainism,
Islam, Christianity and others, but it is Hinduism that has predominantly though
not exclusively influenced and shaped the Indian cultures.41 Hinduism and Indian
culture, DSA holds, are unique in their openness, their ability to receive and
absorb the best from others and reject the rest. That is why they have survived
and continue to thrive and grow, maintaining their identity. When they felt that
other religions and cultures threatened them, they reacted in two ways: they
either threw them out or marginalised them. After taking the good elements from
Buddhism and Jainism, they were exiled and flourished in other Asian countries.
Through absorption of the valuable elements from Islam and Christianity they
renewed themselves and in the course of time they marginalized these religions.42
How did Hindu India deal with secularization? We may distinguish three
different reactions to the increasing influence of science in the 19th century:
i Total abandonment of previously held Hindu beliefs. This relatively small group
was convinced that Hinduism could never come to terms with western thought;
a complete break with the previous faith was the only possibility. This group is
on the increase.
ii Total rejection of the new scientific way of thinking; the Hindu heritage is as
good or even better than what others have to offer. The Arya Samaj, founded
by Dayanand Sarasvati in 1875 and still powerful and influential, is the embodiment of this response of the total rejection of secularization.43
iii The third reaction which Gosling terms 'adaptation' is certainly most interesting. Vivekananda and Aurobindo were the pioneers of this school of thought,
while the Brahmo Samaj, founded by Ram Mohan Roy was its first embodiment. Roy pleaded for a rational, critical approach to all problems. After his
death Debandranath Tagore held that intuition should also be recognised as a
source of knowledge, especially knowledge of God; thus he leads the Samaj
away from Roy's deism to a a more theistic outlook. Keshub Chunder Singh
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added a third source: 'divine revelation through history1; this enabled him to
give still greater importance to science:
'Science will be your religion ... above the Vedas, above the Bible. Astronomy, Geology, Botany and Chemistry, Anatomy and Physiology are the
living Scriptures of the God of Nature, just as Philosophy, Logic and Ethics
are the Scriptures of the God of the Soul.*44
Vivekananda, the most illustrious disciple of Ramakrishna, the founder of the
Ramakrishna Mission, which exercised the widest intellectual and spiritual
influence during the second half of the 19th century, fostered secularization by
adapting Hinduism with the help of many concepts borrowed from western
science. All these men were leaders of groups that worked for reform and
renewal and showed that already in the 19th century Hinduism tried to cope
positively with sciences that enable people to 'come of age'. Although Aurobindo
did not start a reform movement, he should be classified with these first reformers and even today he still exercises considerable influence. He adapted Hinduism in order to be able to cope with the impact of science, but he was also
critical of Western science, because in the West there is an - in his eyes - artificial separation between the scientist himself, the researcher, and the reality, the
object of his research; he emphasizes the unity of the universe, including the unity
of the human person.
The Nobel Prize winner Rabindranath Tagore made a major contribution to the
Hindu response to secularization through his emphasis on the primacy and
centrality of the human person. He recognised and was happy that secularization
had freed many fields formerly dominated by religion from that tutelage, but he
also felt - especially his poems express it repeatedly - that in this process something precious threatened to get lost: our God-experience. Mahatma Gandhi,43
painfully aware of the poverty of the Indian masses due to the West's colonial and
industrial expansion, was certainly critical of modern science and technology and
convinced of the harm of unbridled rationalism. Ninnai Minz characterizes
Gandhi's role as follows:
'As a critic of traditional Hinduism, Gandhi leaned towards and drew upon
Christianity, at least in spirit. His criticism of the speculative tradition of
Jnana Marga and the pious sentimentalism of bhakti Marga is obvious in the
way he understood and interpreted the Bhagavadgita. With necessary modifications on the ways of self-realization, Gandhi gives the way of Nishkama
Karma a dominant place in his thought and action. He gave greater emphasis to the value of the concrete, dynamic and historical dimension of life,
compared with traditional Hindu religious thinkers of the past and of his own
time. He introduced an element of human concern in Hinduism which cannot
be easily traced to any traditional sources in it.747
Deeply religious Gandhiji remains a great inspiration for those who hold that men
and women themselves are responsible for the course of history.
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Gosling considers Radhakrishnan's philosophy as the most systematic and
comprehensive re-interpretation of Hinduism in the light of modern scientific
thought and substantiates it with the following quotation:
'It is said that for the Hindu all true existence is non-material, unchangeable
and eternal and therefore the material, changeable, temporal existence is
false. So it is said that the good of man consists not in transforming the world
which is a value of woe but in transcending it... The world is not a deceptive
facade of something underlying it. It is real though imperfect... maya has a
standing in the world of reality... In Hindu thought, maya is not so much a
veil as the dress of God... We must work for better conditions for the
material and spiritual development of human beings, for civilization is
material and spiritual progress for both the individual and society.'48
Radhakrishnan was able to integrate almost all the valuable insights of the former
reformers in his philosophy. Of course, he realised very well that the whole
scientific approach undermines the former authoritarian position of religion, but
he also knew the limitations of the scientific approach. This approach suitable for
the positive sciences does not lead us to the 'inner truth'. In this context he
employs the concept 'intuition' (manda), which connotes all non-inferential
cognition, all direct and immediate knowledge. It is the response to reality of the
whole human person; it also involves the activity of the reason, but it goes
beyond, not against reason.49 It is a pity that his influence on students and young
scientists remained limited.
Let us look how secularization affected them. We rely here mainly upon a modest
and limited research which Gosling conducted in a number of scientific institutions at Bangalore, Delhi, Kottayam and Madurai.50 Gosling began to work with
three hypotheses. His investigations confirmed the third one, but he had to
modify the first two:
'1 (original) Science has a negative effect upon the strength of religious belief
among scientists, (modified) The study of science can either strengthen or
reduce the religious beliefs of individual scientists, but the overall tendency
is to diminish them.
2 (original) The greater the amount of scientific study the greater the rate
of rejection of religion by scientists, (modified) The greater the extent of
scientific commitment on the part of scientists the greater the felt need on
their part to relate their scientific and religious beliefs.
3 The degree of perceived conflict between science and religion has an
inverse co-relation with the importance attached to religion. Thus a high
degree of perceived conflict is related to a low valuation of religion and a
low degree of perceived conflict is related to a high valuation of religion.'31
The outcome of Gosling's research shows that the students/scientists are more
religious than generally assumed, that in the very same student we find two
apparently incompatible attitudes: on the one hand, a strictly scientific attitude to
some questions, and, on the other, a 'supernatural' approach to other problems.
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This combination of two apparently incompatible attitudes, which is also found in
other Asian countries, is clearly illustrated by the observation of one respondent:
'Many of us in this Institute (Indian Institute of Science, Bangalore) are double
people. As scientists we are rational, but when we leave the laboratory and go
home, we behave differently.' How often? How long? In the course of time many
may opt for one of the extremes: fundamentalism or secularism.
Kanj amala rightly observes that the vast masses of India are illiterate; this means
that the challenge of rationality is as yet very limited, so that they are on the
whole still bound to cling to their traditional world-view. It is not likely that this
situation will change very rapidly. Secularization is spreading its wings. Two of
Kanjamala's observations are pertinent in this context:
'The degree of change in religious attitude and practices varies according to
different influences. It seems that the impact of secularization is, as expected,
more on men than on women, on youth and middle aged than on children
and on old people, in cities rather than in the countryside, on workers in
secondary and tertiary sectors than in primary, on the educated than on the
illiterate. What is found new, contrary to the expectation is that the process
of secularization is more among Hindus than Christians. The reason being
that Hinduism, in contrast to Catholicism, does not have an hierarchically
organised authority system to re-interpret its beliefs authoritatively and
demand religious practices, either by reinforcing the existing ones or by
rejecting those influences which undermine traditions. As a result there is
much disintegration of the personality system, particularly among the youth,
and the social system.52
We see that various forces are contributing towards the development, change
and modernization of India. Some of them are more powerful. Others less
powerful ... but each of them has a contribution to make in the process.
Therefore, as final conclusion, I first of all reject, based on the limited
evidence I have gathered, those views that religion is a mere obstacle to
change and has no contribution to make towards modernization. It is also not
true that Hinduism is an obstacle to modernization. On the contrary, I believe
that religion does contribute towards India's modernization. However, religion
is not the primary and major agent of change and modernization but that
does not exclude the truth that it is a minor, and at the same time an important source as well as a constitutive agent in India's modernization.'53
Since Hindus form the majority of India's population and the leadership of the
country is mainly in their hands, for they are the dominant group in most regions
and overwhelmingly at the national level, India's future largely depends on what
Hindus have in mind regarding the future of the country.54 In an article in
'Seminar', one of the leading critical scientific reviews in India, entitled 'The
Hindu problem' Ninnai Mukarji argues convincingly that in spite of the influence
of secular factors and forces such as democratic processes and political parties,
economic development and economic interest groups, modernization and modernization processes, science and technology and her contact and prestige in the
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international world, pre-secular factors call the day and decide the future. It is the
responsibility of the dominant group, i.e. the Hindus, to turn the tables in time
and to be sufficiently 'secular' to treat Harijans, Adivasis, Muslims and other
groups as equal partners. Such an attitude would fall in line with the country's
traditional heritage and the approach of the two greatest leaders of India's
Independence struggle, Gandhiji and Nehru. While the former mobilised the
Indian masses as a devout Hindu, highUghting the best values of the Hindu
tradition: truth, non-violence, tolerance and concern for the poor and oppressed,
the latter took great care to make his liberal and thoroughly secular approach
acceptable to the Hindu majority, especially its dominant intelligentsia. Both were
charismatic leaders who had a worthy goal (Gandhi: freedom; Nehru: a new
India) and a value system (Gandhi gleaned it from the best in Hindu tradition;
Nehru promoted modern, humanistic, scientific values). Who will lead India now
to greater responsibilities and maturer attitudes? This question challenges our
Christian responsibility.
The urgency of facing the question of healthy secularity is powerfully illustrated
by Dev Dutt in his article 'Conversions' in Seminar of January 1982, a few months
after the Meenakshipuram incidents (about 2000 low caste Hindus became
Muslims) Dutt comments:
'The Meenakshipuram conversions can be seen in a larger historical perspec
tive. In a fundamental sense, India is involved in a process of moving out of
one type of civilization and culture into another type of civilization and
culture. To put it concretely, it is being compelled and impelled to move out
of a traditional-religious-humanist structure (dharmic culture) into a secularhumanist structure (secular culture)...
In a basic sense, the Meenakshipuram conversions express the agony of a
leaderless people taking a quantum leap from dharmic culture into a secular
culture. They do not know the bases of unity of the alternate secular culture.
They have not acquired a new idiom of expression to understand the new
culture. They are painfully trying to interpret and understand, on their own,
the new in terms of old idioms. The tragedy is that the secular forces in India,
instead of helping the people, have become the allies of the conservative
forces.'55

A divine concern for the secular
India's agonizing search for its unique, I am inclined to say, 'religious' secularity
greatly influenced DSA's thinking, though he hardly ever explicitly takes up the
question of secularization. However, a healthy concern for the secular is one of
the main tenets of his Biblical, Vatican Π world vision, which is the background
and basis of his whole theology, in particular its stress on the oneness of the
history of salvation. In what he rails the pre-Vatican, dichotomic world vision, the
secular belongs to what is dark and evil; its opposite, the sacred and holy to what
56
is light and good. In his wholistic global vision the secular is something precious
in the eyes of God, who created everything and then saw that it was good, very
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good. Because God is concerned about the world and its history which both
belong to the secular reality, the Word became flesh, that is, fully entered the
secular world, not to condemn, but to save it (see: Jn 3:16; Lk 4:16-30). He sends
out his disciples with the same mission:
'The Church itself exists for the world. The salvation of the whole universe
is the first object of God's plan: God gave his only begotten Son out of love
for the world; and to serve the world and transfrom it is the Church's mission.
For this ... one gets into the world and becomes Vorldly" in the good sense
of the word, by a discerning and critical involvement into the affairs of life, in
a centripetal movement.'
In spite of all ambiguity and deviations such a vision gives followers of Christ 'a
very positive though critical attitude towards creation and history, the temporal
order and the secular life.' It enables them to see God's on-going concern in
historical events and developments and discover their God-given responsibility in
the common pilgrimage of all humankind towards its final destiny: communion in
the fullness of God who will be all in all.57
Without actually entering into the issue of secularization, he observes in Destinée
that the English education in India was so secularist and materialistic, positivistic
and rationalistic that it upset the spiritual balance of the country and undermined
itsfidelityto ancestral customs.58 After showing various interpretations of this situation, taking into account the considerable differences between the rural and
urban milieu, assessing both conservative Hindu orthodoxy and modernism, DSA
concludes, referring to the same two persons we looked at earlier: Gandhiji and
Nehru:
'In conclusion, one could say that the crisis of values has not touched the
rural population, which is still the great majority of the country, and it leads
to very different reactions in urban milieux. It is a significant fact that even
at the top of the Indian society we find up to today these different trends:
the President Sri Radhakrishnan, firmly committed to the primacy of spiritual
values, firm opponent of scientism, materialism and atheistic humanism; and
the regrettably late Prime Minister Nehru, for whom religion consisted in
national prosperity, who believed in the primacy of material values for presentday India, although he pretended to be faithful to the spirit of Gandhi: 'At the
basis of everything', he said, 'lies the heritage of Gandhi who is dear to us and
who still directs our thinking. We cannot realise all that Gandhi said, because
the world evolves and in a new world the conditions are different, but what
is essential in his philosophy always inspires our way of thinking.'9
In the middle of the 20th century both the Catholic Church and Hinduism in
India had to respond to the challenge of secularization, not because it had not
affected them earlier - secularization had thrown its shadows ahead since the
Middle Ages, but in particular during the last two centuries with the great strides
of modern science -, but because since India's Independence and the event of
Vatican II in the Catholic Church, it forced everyone to come to terms with the
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tremendous implications of the secularization process which divided the ranks of
nation and Church. Neutrality became impossible.
DSA clearly takes a clear stand. Preparing the ground for taking up an important
issue regarding evangelization: 'Is India waiting for Christianity?', he poses the
question: 'Who/What will save India?' in the second chapter oí Destinée. He then
shows the need for a new synthesis of Indian culture. 'India is today perhaps in a
melting pot; she has to unite in organic harmony the lasting and transcendent
element of its spiritual tradition with all that is profitable and necessary for her
in modem civilisation. India's soul cannot Uve without the spiritual; her body
needs matter to survive.'60 Indian thinkers do not agree on the question whether
contempt of matter has been responsible for India's poverty; an unchristian dualism has fostered a similar contempt among Christians.61 Inspired by the biblical
teaching on creation, incarnation and Christian hope and guided (sometimes
reluctantly) by thinkers like Teilhard de Chardin and К. Rahner the Council
Fathers took a clear stand. The relevant texts of Vatican II, quoted by DSA in
this context, read:
'Men are not deterred by the Christian message from building up the world,
or impelled to neglect the welfare of their fellows. They are, rather, more
stringently bound to do these very things.
This Council exhorts Christians, as citizens of two cities, to strive to discharge
their earthly duties conscientiously and in response to the gospel spirit. They
are mistaken who, knowing that we have here no abiding city but seek one
which is to come, think that they may therefore shirk their earthly respon
sibilities... Therefore, let there be no false opposition between professional
and social activities on the one part, and religious life on the other. The
Christian who neglects his temporal duties neglects his duties towards his
neighbour and even God, and jeopardizes his eternal salvation. Christians
should rather rejoice that they can follow the example of Christ, who worked
as an artisan. In the exercise of all their earthly activities, they can thereby
gather their humane, domestic, professional, social and technical enterprises
into one vital synthesis with religious values, under whose supreme direction
all things are harmonized unto God's glory.'62
DSA embodied this teaching of the Council wholeheartedly, when as Director of
the NBCLC he became the motor and soul of the Vatican II renewal in the
Indian Church; this included an unambiguous commitment to the renewal of
society, integral liberation for all India's citizens and all humankind. Hence the
first of the four major thrusts of the overall renewal movement in India articu
lated, integrated and ensured by the NBCLC, reads: 'Commitment to social justice
and struggle for liberation in view of creating a new society: free, just, human,
fraternal, egalitarian, sharing and participatory.'6*
This implies fostering secularization, to be clearly distinguished from secularism.64
The Centre's concern has consistently been to promote the former and to prevent
and eventually counteract the latter. One of the characteristic features, if not the
most characteristic one, of the Centre is precisely the integration of the struggle
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for justice and the concern for spirituality, in other words, integral liberation.65
Already in his Destinée DSA, after pointing out that scientific progress in our
world, badly wounded by the consequences of original sin, had already confidently
stated:
T h e duty of a spiritual civilisation like that of India is, therefore, to incarnate
itself in this technical-material world in order to give it a soul, to purify and
redeem it... why should we fear and condemn the technical civilisation? Like
Christ and in Him it is by accepting this world that we will save it, This is the
task of all lay Christians, but very particularly and urgently the task assigned
to spiritual India, till the coming of the new heavens and new earth, for which
we hope.'66
The Christ experience in the faith-community, says DSA in his Christian World
vision, in which he forcefully rejects on sound biblical and theological grounds
all dualism and dichotomy and masterly synthesizes the thrust of the teaching of
Vatican II,67
'enables us to throw ourselves heart and soul into the adventure of mankind.
This helps us find the deeper bonds that unites us to the rest of mankind...
This gives us courage to join with others and lead them in their efforts and
struggles for creating a just and human society, a society willed by God. An
encounter with Christ opens up a global vision of the world and God's plan.'68
That is why the incarnation stands so central in DSA's thinking - the Word, who
became flesh, embodies most clearly the divine concern for the secular. The
Word itself is in secularising India69 the trait d'union between the vertical and the
horizontal, the transcendent and immanent. In the pre-secular (also pre-Vatican
II) world the threat of exclusive verticalism was very real and its worship tended
to be 'purely other-worldly, ethereal, of the past, irrelevant to the concerns of
men and the world today.' In the world of secularised people (mostly found in
capitalist and communist countries) one may more easily fall into exclusive
horizontalism, a worship
'that is devoid of transcendence, the supernatural and the absolute, and does
not sufficiently express the reality of God's presence and action in temporal
realities. The danger in India is rather exclusive verticalism which makes most
of our liturgjcal celebrations irrelevant to people's lives.'70
The mystery of the incarnation reveals and manifests the vertical in the horizontal
and the transcendent in the immanent and actually challenges the validity of this
whole terminology, because it does not adequately describe the relationship
between these two aspects of human existence.

Secularization and a relevant liturgy
This enables DSA to come to far-reaching conclusions regarding the relevance
of the liturgy: liturgy is neither fully God-made nor fully man-made: authentic
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and meaningful liturgy is, like the Word incarnate himself, fully, that is, 100%
human and fully, 100% divine; these two qualifications may be distinguished, but
they cannot be separated. A liturgical celebration is, therefore, not just a memo
rial or replay of the Lord's Pasch, but a re-enactment or actualisation of that
mystery in the struggles, aspirations and joys of humankind and particularly the
celebrating community. The problem of the liturgy cannot be solved unless 'the
'worldly", secular, existential, temporal, historical, anthropo-centric and com
munity-centered character of the liturgy is recognised. Liturgy is ... a meaningful,
adequate and comprehensive expression of our whole life.' The divine concern for
the secular must be an integral part of a relevant liturgy.71 DSA concludes:
'Liturgy is and should be a proclamation, celebration and manifestation:
a of the Lord and His Pasch: His dynamic presence and saving action;
b of the Church's mystery and mission: the universal sacrament of salvation;
of the process of gathering the whole world into a community of salvation,
God's people and Kingdom;
с of the world: the consecration of the world, of history and of the realities
of human existence so that the temporal order may be oriented to its
creator and contribute to mankind's salvation.'72
Such a liturgy can only be created by the local community, in which the full
mystery of the Church is present.73 Gathered for worship the celebrating com
munity 'should express its Christian experience in the world, in its socio-culturalpolitical-religious milieu, in its life situations, through sifpis taken from its life so
that they may be authentic and meaningful expression of the group.' DSA then
points out that Sacrosanctum Concilium considers the local celebration, presided
by the local bishop in the local meeting-place, the cathedral, the model of
liturgical celebration.74 It is there that God's concern for the secular takes flesh
and enables the gathered community to experience the blessings of secularization
and equips and strengthens it against secularism.
An important, though controversial aspect of the promotion of a relevant liturgy,
catechesis and theology in a secularising world is the question of secular language.
The incamational economy, willed by God and fully revealed when the Word was
made flesh, implies that all men and women have a responsibility in and for this
world. In order to exercise this responsibility in a meaningful and relevant
manner, everyone has to speak the language of the world. Too long did the
Church speak its own idiom and moved along in kind of ghetto, nurturing its own
people, organisations and institutions, so much so that the opening lines of
Gaudium et Spes came for many as a big surprise. We manifest that we share 'the
joys and the hopes, the griefs and the anxieties of the men of this age' 75 by really
getting involved in the temporal order and communicating in the language that
people of this world use to communicate among themselves. Only then will the
announcement of Christ and his Gospel be a revelation of God, because
'it is first and foremost a revelation of man, an interpretation of his human
existence and an answer to his problems and inspirations... In a way, we can
even say that the Word proclaimed will only be understood in the context of
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our sincere and serious involvement in the temporal and human realities of
our fellow men... (Many Christians still think that Christ only comes when
they begin to proclaim him) The truth is that he is present already from the
very beginning and is active in all the realities of human existence and in the
events of history. We should, therefore, ackowledge God's presence in the
secular world and his saving operation in human activities.'76
Speaking to those involved in the apostolate of the press77, DSA even brings out
that the media are not instruments to express the message of the Church, but 'the
language of the secular reality, the culture of the people today.' One simply has
to be Christian and evangelical in using these media, that is, with a critical
attitude and a prophetic thrust. Journalists should let society speak; then they can
facilitate 'the unfolding of God's revelation through the medium of Society. In this
way, the word of God does not come from outside but emerges from within.'
Only deeply spiritual persons can render this service, because they can Uve the
realities of the world according to the spirit of Christ, permeate the world with
Gospel values and thus forward the coming of the Kingdom.
'This ability to transform can only flow from the depth and authenticity of
our involvement with the temporal. At the same time, we need to be imbued
with the power of the Gospel to be able to transform it. If one has only the
power of the Gospel and no secularity, there is nothing to operate on, the
power will be in a vacuum and in the abstract. If on the contrary, one has
only secularity it will be limited in the meaning that permeates it. The
uniqueness of Christianity comes from the combination of both. They are not
two separate things, but both make an integral whole... When one is in an act
of communication, using a medium (press) one has both a spiritual experience (God-experience), and a capacity to render a professionally correct and
expert service, provided he is aware of God's presence in every action and
reality. In this way one can overcome all forms of dichotomy and polarisation
between professional life and spirituality, between work and prayer. Whether
work or formal prayer, what converts both into prayer is awareness.'78

The secular world - the laity's special reponsibility
Vatican II clearly entrusts to the laity the seeking of the Kingdom through their
engagement in temporal affairs.79 From the very beginning of the NBCLC DSA
tried to give importance to the laity and their formation, but from 1977 he made
the conscientization of the laity in the very clerical Indian Church one of the top
priorities of himself and the NBCLC.80 At the All-India Consultation on Evangelization at Patna (3-8 October 1973) DSA recalls the teaching of Vatican II on the
specific responsibility of the laity for the temporal order and asks them to
respond to the challenge of evangelization with initiative and daring.
'Appreciative of the 'secular' character of their life and genuinely involved in
the whole gamut of human relationships and in the affairs of the world, they
should strive to transform and perfect the reahties of the Temporal Order,
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chiefly to renew the structures and systems of our economic, social and
political life ... for this they should ... acquire the needed professional and
spiritual formation.'81
DSA attaches special importance to the 'review of life', a reflection on their own
life, situation and involvement in the light of God's Word; he also points out the
importance of organising themselves according to professional milieux particularly
in view of effective action for social transformation; he finally suggests the
establishment of a Council of Lay Apostolate to assess the needs, fix priorities
and to make a thrust in a particular area.82 It is the task of lay men and women
to make the Church dynamically present through their 'entry into the mainstream
of national life and Christian involvement in the task of a secular city.'83 Lay
people are called to make a great contribution to the promotion of a healthy
secularity which enriches and deepens the experiences of the divine.
At the episcopal Synod on Evangelization of the Modem World (1974) the
participants followed the anthropological approach and started from the world
they experienced. They then discovered that one of the major realities that
determine today's situation was 'the process of secularization with its positive and
negative aspects.' DSA notes that this process takes place all over the world, but
mainly in the West.84 Secularization, as noted earlier,85 is a religiously neutral
process', sometimes it is understood as 'secularism' or 'secularised society*, the
former is an ideology, that excludes all references to the transcendent or the
divine, and the latter is the end-term of the historical process of secularization.
This religiously neutral process, explains DSA in his report on the Synod, has
postive and negative aspects and effects, but one thing is certain: evangelization
must take into account this process of secularization, though there are some
regions and cultures, where the process has just begun. There we can hope that
the harm done to faith and religion in other societies may be avoided, but they
should readily use those effects that enable people to reach a deeper and more
mature faith and a fuller commitment to the promotion of a more human and just
society.
A few words about the postive and negative aspects and effects of secularization.
We begin with the negative ones. Secularization may lead to 'the negation of the
beyond, the transcendent, the supernatural, the closure to and separation from
God, religion and spiritual order.' Then we fall into 'secularism, materialism,
religious indifference and unbelief, nay atheism.' That is why the West is becoming a world that is indifferent and 'allergic to anything which concerns religion
and faith.'
On the other hand, secularization has also many positive aspects and consequences. DSA enumerates the following postive aspects:
'The affirmation of the here and now, the concern for our world and our
times, the autonomy of the temporal order, the principle of rationality, and
acceptance of man's responsibility for his destiny and that of the world.'
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As the significant benefits he mentions: a better understanding of the mission of
the Church, a purification (from ignorance, superstition, credulity and external
conformism), personalisation (faith becomes a truly personal act and a free,
responsible and interior decision), and universalisation (greater attention for the
defence and promotion of the values of human dignity and freedom, and the
promotion of justice and solidarity among people) of our faith. In a secularised
society the Church is challenged to look beyond itself, to become creative and
prophetic to give such a powerful witness to the human, that people are led to
seek the Kingdom of God and its justice. Then they will rediscover the mystery of
the divine in healthy secularity.86

Conclusion
The promotion of healthy secularity is a tremendous two-fold task. The emphasis
lies on healthy. How to work on a structural change towards a more human and
just society and at the same time foster the sense for the spiritual and the
transcendent? DSA is convinced that India has to offer something very precious
to the whole world. Like some of his great countrymen he struggles all the time
to integrate the transcendent and the immanent, the divine and the human, the
spiritual and the material, the interior and the exterior, ancient India with its
emphasis on the spiritual self-realisation of man, and modem India with its stress
on the search for the integral development of man^the experience of God both
in the cave of one's heart and in the joys and sorrows, the successes and failures
of one's fellow pilgrims. Mother India has not yet achieved such integration and
wholeness, but with her rich cultural-religious heritage and her determination to
hold the spiritual and the material, the sacred and the secular together she has
much to share with secularised and non-secularised societies.
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12 Evangelization: Sharing a Unique Experience

Introduction
Several times it has already been mentioned that DSA was particularly concerned
about missionaries in thefieldwho felt frustrated, because theologians, rightly or
wrongly appealing to the documents of Vatican II, were cutting the grass from
under their feet with their teaching on salvation outside the Church, the great and
even salvific values found m other religions and of these religions themselves,
inculturation and liberation.1 He called the intervention of a missionary at the
Bombay Theological Seminar in 1964 symptomatic of missionaries all over the
world:
'You, theologians, are taking away from us what has all along been the main
motive of от apostolic zeal. You tell us that non-Christians are being saved
outside Christ's Church and that their religions are for them channels of
grace; why then disturb their good faith? And what have we come to do? To
preach Christ or to make Hindus better Hindus and Muslims better Muslims
- For me, I will go on converting, baptising and, from today, I will also pray
for the conversion of theologians.'2
DSA firmly believes that there is only one history, a history made by all people;
through selfless (kenosis, niskama karma) involvement in this history all may
attain salvation, liberation, moksha. This involvement always takes place at a
particular time and at a particular place, in a particular faith community and/or
within a particular ideologicalframework,whether one is aware of it or not. For
Christians this is the Local Church, in universal communion with other Local
Churches and on the spot in communion with other faith communities and
ideological groups. Inculturation, therefore, belongs to the very being of the Local
Church, constituted by the followers of the Word who became flesh, the only
avatar who came and did not go (Chenchiah). To appear 'foreign' is a betrayal of
the mystery of the Incarnation. The Father's determination to save all people and
to fulfil his eternal plan, the human need to experience in the flesh (to see, hear,
smell, taste and touch) God's loving concern, and the incarnate Word's préexistence and active involvement in creation and salvatation history, enable us to
recognise the salvific significance of the religions of the world and to learn from
their experiences, Scriptures, and religious disciplines. As we are all pilgrims to
the same future, communion and fullness of life (pumam) in God, dialogue at the
level that is most promising, that of God-experience, is a great challenge and
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responsibility. The commitment of all people to work for a truly human future for
all humankind urges them to change the present order which is actually a disorder, 'sin'. Christians are neither to escape from nor to be enslaved to the affairs
of this world, but to transform the world, for the salvation of which God sent his
only Son, to work in such a way that the future, which transcends all human
imagination and endeavour emerges from the present, in which God is also
actively involved (immanent) even today.
When God, Father, Son and Spirit, is so active also beyond the frontiers of the
Church, what then is so special about Christianity and where is the need for the
missionary activity, which belongs to the very nature of the Church?3 Time and
again DSA was confronted with these two questions and he never dodged them.
This last chapter takes up these two issues:
• The uniqueness of Christ;
• The missionary thrust of the Church.

The uniqueness of Christ
In Destinée DSA raises the questions, as we already related before:4 'Is India
waiting for Christianity?' and 'Who/what will save India?' For some his answer
may come as a surprise. He first shows that neither Hinduism that is going
through a renaissance, nor communism that is making its presence felt especially
in Kerala and Bengal, nor the Indian government with its five-year plans, are
capable of offering to India a real future; then he affirms that 'the only true
Redeemer of India is Christ, the unique Saviour of the universe and all humankind. Only his salvific message, the Gospel, and his instrument of salvation, the
Church, can bring to India the perfect remedy for her evils.'5 He alone can fill
the emptiness, caused by the destruction of the old gods and the vanity of the new
idols. DSA holds:
'The struggle of the Indian soul to implant a deep-rooted spirituahty in the
profane structures imposed by the technical-material civilization is a clear
appeal to a religion which is, by its very nature, a true incarnation of the
spiritual in the material, an appeal to the God incarnate and the Church
which is his body.'
Because India's concern for the material is on the increase, it seems the providential hour of the Incarnate Word. Up to now India lacked spiritual poverty,
thinking she could save herself; now after many avatars who came and went she
feels the need for a true incarnation. Hence
'the Church can now show itself to her as a body that takes the material
world seriously and is at the same time able to fill her with a spirit, the very
Spirit of the Son of God, whose mystical body it is. The Church has been
founded precisely to continue Christ's incarnation in time and space till the
end of the world. Whereas the technical civilization has been bom in the
West, the Church has undertaken its redemption; it has given this civilization
a soul through its Gospel and institutions. What it has done and is doing for
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the West, the Church can and must do for India. The situation of this country
launches a pressing appeal: without India the procession to the parousia of
the Lord will not be complete: one of the precious stones for the heavenly
Jerusalem will be missing.'6
DSA has hardly brought up the theological issue of Christ's uniqueness and has
never worked out a systematic and complete christology; however, all his theologising is based upon and oriented towards the one inexhaustible Christ mystery:
the mystery of the Incarnation, the mystery of his Pasch and the sending of his
Spirit, and the mystery of his cosmic Lordship. He feels that we cannot just look
on during the present crisis of India, which is, in fact, the providential hour of the
Incarnate Word, because the greatest part of India Uves still in the Old Testament, the pre-Christian Advent. Referring to several texts of Monchanin's
Ermites de Saccidananda he writes that India
'waits in hope "to discover the effusion of the trinitarian love" which becomes
flesh in the unique Christ... (through the Church we are working and waiting
for the parousia where) God will be all in all for all eternity. Indeed, Christ
has saved not only India, but also Hinduism; but Hinduism, like the Hindus,
has first to receive the baptism in the baptism of Christ himself (Lk 12:50)...
Hinduism has to undergo a circumcision of the heart, a noetic crucifixion and
a christic resurrection to become a new creature (2 Cor 5:17). Till this
becomes a reality, India will have to wait with patience and hope, continuing
its vigil through the centuries.'7
The unique place of Christ receives also great emphasis in DSA's theology of
inculturation, the immediate consequence of his incarnation.8 It is Christ who 'has
recapitulated everything, saved everything, marked everything with the sign of the
cross, led everything to its fulfilment, integrating everything in the march of
redeemed humankind to the Father, through the Son and in the Spirit...'9 India
will not reach its fulfilment without Christ, while Christianity will never be fully
one, holy, catholic, and apostolic, till it has integrated all the pieces of manna
spread all over the world.10 However, Christians are not to boast or claim any
superiority. Comparisons are useless and odious.
'The only thing that we have - for no merit of our own, and that in order to
be given to others - is the Word of God, is Jesus Christ. Christianity or the
Church is the Risen Lord and the Spirit whom he communicates. This is the
newness of the gospel, the originality of the New Testament, the uniqueness
of Christianity, the purpose of our mission.'11.
DSA returns again and again to the centrality, the key role, of Christ in the
salvific economy, referring to the well-known texts of the New Testament and
Vatican II12 and, after quoting Panikkar who holds that a bonafide Hindu is saved
by Christ and not by Hinduism, he writes: 'Salvation is always of Christ, from
Christ and through Christ even if men do not know Him; any saving grace
belongs to Christ.'13
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Many ways to proclaim Christ's uniqueness
I have the impression that DSA is not very anxious to use the traditional term
'unique', because it easily betrays apologetic as well as superiority pretensions. We
will now see the many ways in which he confesses and affirms the key role of
Christ and Christianity:
1 'Like everything else, all that is religious and the religions themselves are
called to salvation, tend towards Christ, the author of salvation, and implicitly
yearn for Christ to find in Him their meaning and fulfilment; like everything
they must be assumed in the Christification14 of the universe.'15
2 'On the one hand, everyibing yearns for Christ, tends towards Christ and needs
Christ to be saved and fulfilled. On the other hand, everything belong? to
Christ, because everything was made through the Word, everything has to be
recapitulated in Christ, according to the designs of God (Eph 1), and everything that was given to Christ as inheritance (the riches of the nations, Ps
2:8), must be restored to Christ, so that when Christ Himself will be submitted
to the Father, God may be all in all (1 Cor IS^).' 1 6
3 The concrétisation of God's word reaches its climax in the incarnation of
Christ when the 'dabar Yahweh' becomes a human person: Emmanuel, God
with us. That is why none can be more eloquent and can reveal God better
than Christ, the Word of God. He is indeed the definitive, ultimate, total and
supreme revelation of God; He is this more by his deeds than by his words;
the very deeds of the Word are words. Likewise, there is no better and more
fruitful encounter between God and man than the person of Jesus Christ, the
Word Incarnate.'17
4 'In Jesus Christ, the Word Incarnate, word and deed tally and He becomes
the total language, the perfect communication and the greatest sigit and supreme
medium of revelation. He is the meeting point between God's revelation and
man's faith, between God's Word and man's word. As such, he is the total,
ultimate and definitive revelation of the Father; so there is nothing new or
more outside Jesus Christ.'18
5 'Even Christians are saved not by 'Christianity* as a religion but by God, by
Jesus Christ, the only Saviour.'19
6 'Christ is the supreme norm of existence, an existence for God and in God;
and consequently when other existences come into contact with the supreme
norm they get verified by this norm; thus every encounter brings about
judgement, he judges no one; but under his light and in his presence, by his
word and his action, men feel judged in what they are...'20
7 'Christ is the Fulfilment and Saviour.'*
8 'Through His Son, God has communicated Himself to us totally and definitively. But Jesus does not only reveal the Father. In Jesus Christ (wo)man
has once again come to know him/herself and his/her human existence
fully.'22
As DSA identifies himself with the statement of the Nagpur International
Theological Conference,23 we also quote the following:
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(The great) mystery (of God) 'is definitively disclosed and communicated in
Jesus of Nazareth' (13).
'Through faith the Christian knows that... salvation is union with Christ, Ли
liberator and saviour' (15).
The fact that other religious traditions, their scriptures and rites may also
manifest the divine and help people to attain salvation 'in no way undermines
the uniqueness of the Christian economy to which has been entrusted the
decisive word spoken by Christ to the world and the means of salvation
instituted by Him (16).' Hence the urgency of the Christian mission remains
... it is recognised as more meaningful, more human, more universal (Г7).24
10 'Jesus Christ is the greatest sign and the supreme medium of revelation ... the
very encounter of God and man is the Word incarnate, the God-man. He is
not merely the Word of God but the very deed of God. He is not a medium
of revelation but revelation itself... the very self-gifi of God... the total, ultimate
and definitive revelation of God, as well as the complete and perfect response of
man. In Jesus Christ we have the perfect dialogue, the model inter-personal
relationship and the deepest fellowship between God and man.'15
At the International Missionary Conference (Lyons 1972) DSA showed himself
upset and even scandalized by the 'foreign' character of the Church and Chris
tianity - some even seem to make the foreign appearance the mark of its iden
tity - and the lack of commitment to indigenisation in spite of the clear policy of
the Sacred Congregation of the Propaganda Fide and the recent official teaching
of Vatican II.
11 'Some are afraid that the Church would lose its identity and originality if it
adapted itself, if it started a process of acculturation, realizing that the only
sign of Christ and His Church is fraternal charity: "By this ... if you love one
another as I have loved you".'26
12 'In Jesus' death and resurrection, the climax of his life, we see the supreme
epiphany of double love in its maximum expression and sign: the Father's love
for the world in his Son ("God so loved..." Jn 3:16), and Jesus' love for the
Father and for men is the sign of his total gift to his Father and to his
brethren ("A man can have no greater..." Jn ІЗіІЗ).'27
After indicating that many of the Church's (notional) pretensions are false,
because many so-called characteristics are found also and even more pronounced
28
elsewhere, DSA himself raises the question: *What is the originality of Chris
tianity?' and formulates himself the answer too:
13 'It is precisely Christ. Christ means ... a total openness to all, an existence for
others, a humble service and consequently, a total gift of oneself to others up
to the point of dying for them, losing oneself so that others may exist. "By this
love you have for one another, everyone will know that you are my disciples."
(Jn 13:35) The Church is therefore nothing else but a community of all those
who have identified themselves with Christ and want to realize this reality of
Christ in every human person and every human group... Wherever this
openness and self-gift are evident, wherever one can identify this pro-existence
19
for others by the loss of one's identity, there we have the Church.'
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DSA refuses to separate the visible, institutional and historical Church from
the invisible, charismatic and eschatological, but calls them complementary,
constitutive features of the mystery of Christ's one Church;30 he is keen to
point out that the (visible) structures, historico-social expressions of the ecdesial reality, can and should be changed.31
'Evangelization communicates the explicit knowledge of Christ and a deeper
union with him, who is the central event of the history of salvation.'i2
'The gospel is Jesus Christ and a life of loving relationship with bim and all
men. It is a relationship among persons, an interpersonal relationship of
communion in love with God the Father through Christ in the Spirit and
among men with one another. This life of love in community should be
realised and expressed by the testimony of Christians, the disciples of the
Lord. By this all men know that you are my disciples if you love one another
(Jn 13:35; Mt 25:31-46).,'33
'Christianity has no identity except the spirit of Jesus Christ and the sign of
fraternal love patterned on Christie love to the point of dying for others (Jn
13:35). The rest is only a cultural identity which is derived from a particular
society and time and which should be shed in view of a new inculturation in
a new milieu.'34
'Next to creation of the world the incarnation of the Word together with the
death and resurrection of Christ is the most dynamic expression of God's Word,
the greatest intervention of God's power in human history, and the most decisive
event in the life of mankind... Incarnation is the most dynamic and most
personal encounter between God and man.'15
(In the fellowship of Churches) 'the function of the Church of Rome and Peter's
Successor is unique. This is a historical, positive and divine institution.'36
'The Church is the sign and instrument of salvation for all men: universal
sacrament of salvation'?1 but this should not be understood exclusively: the
pilgrim Church has to become again and again universal and Catholic. Selfsufficient and truly Catholic and universal are only God and Christ.
'The greatness and uniqueness of the CathoUc Church will be set in evidence
not by setting up barriers between the Church and other religions, not by
speaking a "we" and "they" language, not by contrasting the two as white and
black, true and false, good and bad, presence of God and absence of God,
salvation and damnation, Christian and non-Christian. Her uniqueness can
only be shown by the universal Christian vision, by dynamic persevering effort
and by relentless and unbroken movement to embrace everything to claim
everybody as her own, to integrate all traditions and values within her Catholicity. Ad Gentes advises the Church to be Catholic. In this sense the prophecy
of Isaiah is fully applicable to the Church: T o this people it was said in
prophecy: enlarge the space of your tent, spread out your tent cloths unsparingly (Is 54:2)" (AG Qa).'38
Speaking to Christian journalists DSA considers their Christie experience, 'the
transforming encounter with the Risen Lord', which should permeate all that
they communicate and share, the unique feature that distinguishes them from
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others. It should motivate and urge them to share what they have experienced. Their unique task as Christian journalists is to communicate to
others their Christian experience in the very process of sharing with others
human existence in all its aspects and activities.39
Christians have to be both fully and wholeheartedly involved in all that affects
human existence and totally sensitive for and imbued with the spirit and power
of the Gospel. 'TTze uniqueness of Christianity comes from the combination of both.
They are not two separate things, but both make an integral whole.'
21 'When we look at Jesus, God-made-man, who is fully and authentically
human, we realise that he is the revelation of God by being the revelation of
man. He has given meaning, orientation and purpose to human existence.
In Jesus we realise that to be man is to be in existence for others, by belonging
to others, by being in others, by an act of self-emptying, self-sacrifice and selfdonation. It is by making others exist that one exists oneself. This is the
meaning of resurrection as a new way of being and becoming. When one is
really, truly and fully human, when one grows into it and when one is aware
of it, when it is given by God and recognised by others, one becomes Christian. The process of becoming human is a movement towards freedom, to be
imbued with the Spirit of Christ, to love the values of the Gospel to the core,
to manifest its radicality through our life-style, to move towards the vision and
good news of the Kingdom, and thus to offer hope. This is the most basic
aspect of a Christian spirituality for all, especially for communicators who deal
with and report on the human realities.*40
One of the realities that humankind painfully experiences is sin:
22 'The experience of Christ in the faith-community also makes us aware of
mankind's unknown needs, chiefly liberation from sin, from all its forces
and consequences, and from various forms of alienation and frustration. Sin
is the root cause of its difficulties and problems, of its struggles and
tensions and of its state of injustice and oppression. It also reveals to us that
the ultimate remedy to those ills is salvation in Jesus Christ: openness and
existence for others, by self-gift and self-service, in genuine love and humble
service.*1
OSA formulates himself 15 characteristics of his Christian world Vision, Model
II, which confirm the broadness and dynamic catholicity of his theology. The
following are important in this context:
23 'The universal and on-going revelation of God in the whole world and in the
entire history becomes evident. Yet the specificity of Judaeo-Christian revelation and the total, definitive and once-for-all character of Christian revelation
is acknowledged. (7)
Solidarity and partnership, involvement and contribution, collaboration and
common pilgrimage are obvious. All need to work for the common cause
each one with his specific contribution. (10)
Yet the uniqueness of the Church's mystery and the necessity of its mission
shine out. Its goal-directed and not self-centered involvement becomes evident.' (Il) 4 2
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As Organiser-Director of the Research Seminar on Non-Biblical Scriptures (1117 December 1974) DSA also bears a particular responsibility for the 'Final
Statement', which 'is not the last word on the subject ... nor an adequate,
rigorous and fully satisfactory theological formulation.*43 Hence we may also
find an echo of DSA's theology in that Statement. In the synthesis of the
papers we read:
24 'In Jesus Christ the Word becomes flesh. Christ is the ultimate and final Word.
He is the term towards which the whole of human history is moving. The
revelation in Jesus Christ ... is the climatic manifestation of the one order of
salvation that comprises all men of all times (Neuner). Christ is the one Lord
through whom the whole universe comes from God and returns to him (cf.l
Cor 8:6); the whole universe has been reconciled towards him (cf. Col 1:20);
God wants to recapitulate all things in Christ (cf. 1:20) (Soares-Prabbu).**1
In the Statement proper (Part III of the whole document) we read after the
affirmation that expressions of the one ineffable Mystery of God may be recognised in the religions of our brothers and sisters:
25 'In this new perspective of our faith we wish to affirm the centrality of Jesus
Christ for us. In Him we see the mystery of God realised as self-emptying
creative love. We know Him as the Son who in his words and deeds, life and
death, identified himself with the sovereign freedom of God reversing the
judgement of mankind, bringing liberation to the oppressed. In Him God is
beginning to make all things new. In Him we are beginning to call God,
Father. In His resurrection God has shown the significance of Jesus as Christ,
the sacrament of universal salvation even though this universality remains itself
involved in God's own mystery."45
Almost 15 years later (20-25 January 1988) during the Research Seminar 'Sharing
Worship' (on 'communicatio in sacris' with our sisters and brothers of other
Churches and other Religions) DSA made a major intervention on 'Christian
identity* which almost literally found a place in the final Statement of the Seminar:
26 'Our Christian identity is derived from Jesus Christ by our sharing in the
experience of Jesus' relationship with his Father. An individual or a community
participates in the Paschal Mystery by reliving the Resurrection-Pentecost
event. This implies:
a to be filled with the Spirit of Christ, the spirit of selfless and self-sacrificing
fraternal love, humble service to all and identification with the poor and
the least;
b to Uve the Gospel values, to take them as the ultimate criteria for Christian
witnessing and to commit oneself to the Kingdom of God.*46
The central position of Jesus Christ in the economy of salvation, traditionally
termed his uniqueness, is also celebrated in the liturgy. It is difficult to make out
whether we have in this case 'lex orandi est lex credendi' or 'lex credendi est lex
orandi'. The Research seminar on Non-Christian Scriptures states:
'The whole of the Liturgy of the Word leads to the Gospel or proclamation
of Jesus Christ, making his action and word present in the community. This
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presentification of the person of Jesus, who is himself the core of the Christian
faith leads, immediately when assimilated in homily and silence, to the liturgical action of the breaking of the bread. Like all other elements of the Liturgy
of the Word, it seems that the reading of the Scriptures of other Religions
would also be dynamically directed to the proclamation of Jesus Christ in the
Gospel, but with its proper function and intrinsic value."47
In the structure of the Indian anaphora, the composition of which was welcomed
by the Consilium,48 Stanza VII, proclaiming the Christ-event as the fulfilment of
the economy of salvation, occupies a central place. It highlights the Son's divine
origin, his great teaching and his love for the poor, his selfless death, his resurrection andfinallythe sending of the Spirit:
O God invisible,
at the favourable time
you were pleased to become visible to us.
Your Word, your only-begotten Son,
took on our human condition
and was born of the Virgin Mary.
As Supreme Teacher and Master,
he imparted the words of eternal life
to the poor and humble of heart.
He went about doing good.
When his hour had come,
of his own accord he laid down his life
as sacrifice for our sin.
Raised from the death by you, Father,
he became for us the source of life
and sent the Holy Spirit
to fill the world with joy and peace.49
Conclusion
We may conclude that, although DSA rarely uses the term 'unique', he confesses
this uniqueness whenever an opportunity offers itself. This 'uniqueness' - which
is a faithexperience rather than a (theological conclusion - is based upon:
1 the active involvement of the Word in the cosmos and particularly in the
history of humankind;
2 the incarnation of the Word who really shared our human existence, deeply
wounded by sin (personal and social or structural); through the incarnation
the transcendent became totally, fully and definitively immanent;
3 the Paschal Mystery, through which everything was redeemed, liberated and
recapitulated;
4 his dynamic Lordship, which is universal, cosmic and eschatologjcal; through
his Spirit the Risen Lord leads humankind and the whole universe through
their fulfilment. That will be the day that 'God will be all in all' (1 Cor 15:28).
Expressions that unambiguously proclaim Christ's uniqueness are: 'He is the
total, ultimate and definitive revelation of the Father; so there is nothing new
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or more outside Jesus Christ', 'He is the supreme norm of existence', 'the only
Saviour', 'the central event of the history of salvation'. Since Jesus Christ
embodied 'the greatest intervention of God's power in human history* and was
'the most decisive event of mankind', his disciples cannot but share their
experience of Him with everyone. This brings us to the second part of this
chapter: the missionary thrust of the Church.

The missionary thrust of the Church
One might say that evangelization in the widest and broadest sense of the word
has always been one of the main or perhaps the main preoccupation or concern
of DSA. It forms the focus of his two main scholarly works: L'Inde à la rencontre
du Seigneur and Destinée de l'Église dans l'Inde d'aujourd'hui. The latter carries
the subtitle: the conditioning of evangelization. In the first book he critically
evaluates the modern missionary history of India and then gives in outline what
must be done to update the various pastoral fields. In his second book he reflects
on evangelization in the light of the religious crisis in India;50 he fervently pleads
for inculturation in order to evangelize on the wave-length that matters most: that
of God-experience.sl
In India the question that dominated the missionary scene when DSA returned
from abroad was: if people can be saved without becoming a Christian and
without baptism, why should we waste our time and energy on evangelization?
DSA went out of his way to explain the teaching of Vatican II and to substantiate
the missionary thrust of the Post-Vatican II Church and modern theology.52 He
showed his great pastoral concern by his efforts to translate the 'new" missiologjcal understanding for the missionaries in the field, appreciating the conviction of
both groups:33
'We must show the urgency and relevance of the missionary activity in spite
of the fact that they can be saved in their own religions. The purpose of the
conciliar decree Ad Gentes and of post-Vatican studies on mission theology
is to spell out the comprehensive aims of the mission, to offer an unshakable
basis and convincing missionary motivation and to reconcile in a new doctrinal and vital synthesis the possibility of salvation in other religions and the
ever-permanent necessity of the mission.'54
Faithful to Ad Gentes DSA does not brush aside the traditional motive of
individual salvation, but holds that the Council document goes beyond it. Moreover, when we take into account the demographic trend which shows that Christianity is likely to become an ever smaller minority, the numerical approach of
evaluating the effectiveness of the missionary approach is bound to fail. In many
nations and in the world at large the Church is becoming 'a Utile flock in dispora',
but this little flock, hidden and insignificant like leaven in the dough, has a great
world-wide mission: this leaven 'is meant to transform the whole mass of humanity, all the temporal realities, and every social, cultural and religious "ensemble".'55
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A first ground for our missionary thnist, not counting the clear mandate of the
Lord himself,56 is the fact that the Lord has instituted the Church as 'the universal
sacrament of salvation'. Christ made God's plan definitively (as far as we are
concerned, for God it had been so from all eternity)17 a history of salvation. In
this incarnational economy the Church has been called to work actively for the
fulfilment of this plan. The eschaton, the last period of this history, has begun
with the Lord's resurrection and the descent of the Spirit; it is the time of
missionary activity, so well described in A G 9: it is
'nothing else and nothing less than a manifestation or epiphany of God's will
and the fulfilment of that will in the world and world history... By the preaching of the Word and by the celebration of the Sacraments, whose centre and
summit is the most holy Eucharist, missionary activity brings about the
presence of Christ, the Author of salvation.'
In line with the conclusion he reached in Destinée OSA prefers a more experiential definition: missionary activity is sharing one's Christ-experience.
'This sharing can be done in two ways, either narrating the event one experienced and the bearing which that event has on every human situation
- economic development, peace ... this is oral testimony. The other way of
sharing will be through deeds. A Christian even as a human person is
transformed by his experience of Christ. He is more fully human. Having
been transformed by this experience of Christ, a Christian shares the concerns
of man and engages himself in the same activities with fuller solidarity... He
breathes a more disinterested and charitable spirit.'
Such behaviour will lead to questions regarding the source of the Christians'
'peculiarity*. Their words will then explain their deeds. Evangelization, therefore,
is 'a testimony to the transforming interpersonal relationship brought about
between man and God, and among men by and in Jesus Christ.'58 This testimony
of Christians 'prefigures, prepares, and accelerates the dawn of the Last Day.'59
Till that Last Day the testimony of Christians invites to conversion, that is,
renewing our relationships with the Father and with fellow pilgrims in imitation
of the Risen Lord. Such a 'conversion also implies a new pattern of Ufe that is
expressed concretely through the medium of one's own social milieu and cultural
and religious heritage.'60
Another ground for our missionary thrust is found in the very life of the Trinity.
'The love overflowing from the Trinitarian fellowship and made visible in
Christ, must reach all men through the living testimony of all Church members, a testimony which is at the same time an invitation to communion (cf.
AG 2-6). The Church's mission is thus an uninterrupted flow from the
'fountain of love' which has its highest source in God the Father.'61
AG 7 puts it very beautifully: 'The members of the Church are impelled to carry
on such missionary activity by reason of the love with which they love God and by
which they desire to share with all men in the spiritual goods of both this life and
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the life to come.' 62 The great challenge is that in a world that is so result-oriented
and a Church that has not yet overcome its colonial conquest mentahty, the
missionary thrust is now primarily based upon disinterested love, love without any
ulterior motives, niskama каппа. Christ was, and the Church is called to be a
sacrament of this divine love.63. The Church is called to manifest 'a universal
charity', an 'all-embracing concern', 'an active pro-existence in the midst of the
world and its religions by means of whole-hearted collaboration and humble
service.*64 The love of Christ urges us (2 Cor 5:14).
In Approaches briefly enumerates the new motivation for missionary activity.
'Missionary activity is one of the 'innermost requirements' of the Church's
catholicity and of the power of life and growth contained in Love itself. This
motive is strengthened, first by the command of Christ; second, by the
realisation that human weakness and wickedness make it imperative for one
who loves to offer to all men the helps to salvation which are at work in the
Church; 65 third, by the conviction that the best way to reveal man to himself
is to reveal Christ to him;66 fourth, the need to purify and restore to Christ all
that is truth and grace in non-Christian religions;67 finally that God may be
fully glorified by the full accomplishment of his plan for men's salvation in
Christ.' 68
'Thus the necessity of mission remains unchanged, but something is changed
in the missionary approach demanded by the Church. And, even, the new
theological studies on the salvation of non-Christians, far from weakening the
missionary motivation, must strengthen it, as acknowledged by the Council
{AG i):№
In addition to the quotation from AG 7 DSA also refers to Pope Paul VI:
'The recognition that God has other ways of saving souls outside the cone of
Ught - that is, the revelation of salvation - projected by Him on the world,
does not authorize the children of Ught to leave to God the unfolding of this
secret economy of salvation, and to give up the efforts for the spread of the
light; 70
He stresses with great emphasis the teaching of Vatican II that the Church is
missionary by its very nature. 71 It is 'her very raison d'être. The Church exists for
the mission. It was constituted Church in order to be sent on mission.'72 We are
not superior to those to whom we are sent, but our Christ-experience urges us
and the Spirit enlightens us to share what we have received: Jesus and his Gospel.
However, DSA cautions against the often-expressed opinion - not rarely proposed
as conclusion of the Vatican II teaching, that all people can be saved and that
other world religions play an important part in God's salvific economy - that all
religions are equal. Christianity alone is an absolute religion, that is, it is meant
for all people; the Church alone is a positive divine institution. 'To equate them
will be an indiscriminate syncretism or indifferentism.'73 The statement of the
Nagpur Theology Seminar of 1971, with which DSA identifies himself states:
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'In the context of a religious pluralism that we have in India, evangelization
is meaningful and necessary because it communicates the explicit knowledge
of Christ and a deeper union with him, who is the central event of the history
of salvation. Evangelization is necessary because Christian fellowship being
really universal and not bound by any culture, race or nation, is an indispensable factor for the peace and prosperity of the world, understanding
between the people and universal justice. Evangelization is thus expression of
the Christian fellowship which communicates to others what has been
entrusted to the Church to share with all men.'74

Conditions for fruitful evangelization
In order to make the proclamation of the Good News, the sharing of one's
Christ-experience, fruitful, a number of conditions have to be fulfilled.
First of all, the proclamation or sharing must be relevant to the problems and
aspirations of today's people and society. DSA gives several examples, constantly
stressing that the proclamation must be Good News for and a service to the
(secular) society where is shared in deeds rather than in words. He refers to 'The
Church in India Today* Seminar73 that states that we should not have a special,
parallel educational system in our institutions, but collaborate with the government, 'recognising that the nation's aims and endeavours are part of God's plan
for the world.' All should join hands 'to build a society in which every man can
lead a fully human life.'76 Regarding socio-economic development he concretizes,
again quoting from 'The Church in India Today* Seminar, the following condition
for the relevance of evangelization as follows:
'We seek to co-operate genuinely with other Christians, believers of other
religions and all persons who value this common cause. We Christians in
India resolve:
1 to commit ourselves once again to work whole-heartedly and without
reserve for the common good of the country. We rededicate ourselves to
serve the people of India so that we may all enjoy freedom and the
opportunity to live a decent human life, liberated from hunger, illiteracy,
poverty, and other social evils;
2 to pledge ourselves to hard work, honest service, and the mobilisation of
the resources of the country for the growth of the national product which
is a necessary condition for the increasing standard of life for all;
3 that through a combination of social services and commitment to the
reform of social structures, Christians may, in our generation, give of their
best to India.'77
The second condition brought out by DSA is the historical perspective. Many
nations, particularly in the Third World, are still young; their leaders know that
they are now subjects, not objects, in the great historical adventure of mankind;
they are anxious to make their nation discover and achieve their full destiny. This
can only be done together with other nations; the whole world; its structures have
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to be transformed in view of the integral development and liberation of the whole
human person and all men and women. In this context DSA states:
'If Christ, his Gospel and his Church are to transform the world, orientate
history and lead them to fulfilment, they have to enter into this process, this
adventure, this historic movement. The missionary native and foreign, must
identify himself, with his people - their past and present - he must be one
with them in their adventure, whether it be for political independence,
economic development, social reform, racial equality, cultural renaissance,
updating of religion, cause of justice and peace or international solidarity.
This entry into the historical movement, this fellowship, solidarity and
collaboration in this venture of mankind is not only a condition or preparation
for the apostolate but already part and parcel of it™
When DSA speaks about development, he understand it in the spirit of Progressio Populorum as 'integral development', that is, the development of the whole
human person and all human persons. Hence working for development is actually
a response to Christ's teaching: 'As I have loved you, love one another!'
'In this perspective, work undertaken toward integral development is a
genuine way of evangelization. Its thrust goes beyond the temporal; this work,
taken concretely, is a task which involves the whole of man, a task which
demands a radical option of his spiritual freedom.
To the extent that this task involves man, development becomes a reality
which is not merely an Object lesson'; it is a living and eloquent witness of
the Lordship of Christ over the world. This witnessing should be acknowledged as a work of evangelization in its strict sense, as an act which is
explicitly religious. This witness, which is one of the ways by which evangelization is carried out, requires in turn the proclamation of the genuine
word of salvation, thus revealing to men the mystery of our divine calling and
answering "the problems and longings of the man of today."
A necessary bond thus exists between these two ways of evangelization. The
second way of evangelization, the ministry of the word and the sacraments,
reveals to men the deepest, the ultimate meaning of development, and gives
to it a dynamism which is no longer a merely human thing. To the extent that
Christians are the visible instrument of the mediation of Christ, they render
an irreplaceable service to the task of development. For one's acceptance of,
and faithfulness to the Word gives him a new sense - a new understanding of his responsibility for, and of the oneness of the history and adventure of
man.
Wherever the personal preaching of the Word is not possible, the task of
development, inspired by this spirit, retains a truly missionary significance. It
contributes to the realization of the Kingdom of God in all its dimensions, but
- from the very first - the missionary must intend this, and must above all see
that his witness is a living and eloquent one. For Christ "began to do and to
teach".'1'
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DSA puts the lifestyle of a truly incamatìonal Church as a third condition for
effective evangelization. The explicit preaching of the Gospel is undoubtedly
important and indispensable, but without the proper context, the adequate lifestyle of the Church, it will be fruitless. Hence he distinguishes three stages or
phases:
i The Church must enter into the very mainstream of national life. He uses three
key words: presence, solidarity and fellowship. Other men and women must feel
that Christians are one of them, as G5 1 expresses so beautifully.
ii The Church that is genuinely present will begin to act: dialogue, collaboration
and service. In this way the Christian community follows its Master who did not
come to be served, but to serve.
iii Once this community manifests this selfless, life-giving life-style, people of
other religions and ideologies become receptive for new seeds of the Word,
Who has been with them from the very beginning. Preaching becomes meaningful, for it will apply to the situation in which the people are.80 These stages
should not be followed very rigidly, but as an orientation for more fruitful
evangelization.
A fourth condition for successful evangelization is the use oí the human, anthropological or incamatìonal approach.Ά God speaks our language; He uses the only
medium through which we can be reached: 'the human'. Christ the Word is
personally the greatest and perfect proof of this approach and during his public
life he follows it consistently. Any other approach will not really touch people.
DSA puts it very strongly.
'The announcement of Christ and His Gospel (evangelization) will not be a
revelation of God, unless it is first and foremost a revelation of man, an
interpretation of his human existence and an answer to his problems and
aspirations.
When Christ reveals man to himself, it is then that the kerygma, the Word,
the verbal proclamation of the Gospel of Jesus Christ will become necessary.
It is then that it will appear as a word that has been expected, as an intellible
word, as a word, that serves as the key to all the rest of human existence/
In this approach the Church's involvement in, for example, educational, cultural
and socio-political activities are, therefore, not just a preparation for, but an
integral part of evangelization. It presupposes that we acknowledge God's
presence in the secular world, which we studied in the previous chapter.82

Evangelization
At the occasion of the All-India Consultation at Patna (1973), held in preparation
of the Episcopal Synod on evangelization (1974), DSA ends his theological
orientation speech with a definition of evangelization and an explanation of its
various elements. He takes over the definition prepared by the Special Committee
of the Nagpur International Theological Conference (1971): 'Evangelization is the
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proclamation of the good news of salvation in Jesus Christ (by the Church) to men
who do not know him in order to bring them to the faith and to fellowship in him.'
He observes that the Guidelines for the preparation of the 1974 Roman Synod
uses a similar formula: Evangelization is 'the activity whereby the gospel is
proclaimed and explained, and whereby living faith is awakened in non-Christians
and fostered in Christians.'83
Jesus Christ occupies a central place in evangelization. It begins with a personal
experience of him; this experience is shared with others. Hence all actions that
explicitly or implicitly announce him may be considered evangelization. There are
many stages in this sharing. Every time the evangelizers have to ask themselves
what is relevant for this group, this situation. However, at a particular moment
Christ 'should be explicitly proclaimed "as the one sent by the Father, to inaugurate His Fatherly rule by which God wants to unify mankind and to create a
new world freed from sin, enslavement of the forces of evil, suffering and
death".'84
Salvation is the aim of God's loving and eternal plan, revealed and realized in and
through Christ, who made the community of his disciples 'the universal sacrament' of this salvation. Basing himself in particular upon the texts of the Nagpur
Theological conference:
'The content of this salvation is the "liberation of the whole man and the
entire mankind from the fetters of law, sin and death and leading them to
intimate union with God and with one another. This liberating and saving
action of God has both physical and spiritual, this-worldly and other-worldly,
existential and echatological dimensions. This liberation takes place in this life
for everyone who submits in faith to Jesus Christ; it is perfected finally in the
sharing of his glory."
This liberating action of God corresponds to the "basic aspiration of India
today towards liberation from every form of oppression and servitude so that
her children may realise their basic vocation to be truly and fully human.
Evangelization thus extends to every form of work and witness which help
man to realize his true dignity; by transforming human society it enables it to
develop forms of life and fellowship in which the oneness of our race is expressed with the ultimate purpose of the building up of the fulness of Christ".'85
GOOD NEWS

The salvific, liberating experience of Jesus Christ must be translated in such
words, and embodied in such deeds that it comes across as an answer to the
human quest for a meaningful present and a promising future. Only when it is
experienced as corresponding to one's innermost yearning, it will be Good News
for the person concerned.
THROUGH WORD AND DEED

DSA stresses once again that a mere oral proclamation will not do, it must
accompanied by a life according to the values of the Gospel, building up a community of love that is a préfiguration of the new heaven and new earth.
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BY THE CHURCH

The community of Christ's disciples has been entrusted with the privilege and
duty to evangelize. DSA limits himself to two reasons here:
1 the Christ-experience urges Christian believers to share this experience with
others so that they too may have that same experience;
2 Christ himself has commissioned his disciples.86 However, the Church is not
only the agent of evangelization, but also the sign which 'contains what she
announces and wants to share.' It is a great responsibility to be an effective
sign, for the pilgrim Church is subject to weakness and temptation, but its very
witness lies also in the committed struggle to become what it is called to be.
As the last period of history has begun, there is an urgency to share the Christexperience in spite of all its inadequacies.
To bring those who do not know him to the faith or who know Him already to an
ever deeper faith. DSA clearly holds that it is not sufficiënt that persons are saved
in their own religion or life-situation. They should be led 'to an explicit knowledge
of and conscious faith in Jesus Christ; for no other name has been given under
the sky by which a man can be saved (Acts 4:12).'87 In line with the Preparatory
document for the Synod DSA states that also the following Christians have to be
evangelized:
i those whose faith is dormant have to be awakened;
ii those whose faith is only theoretical and verbal, must be enabled to arrive at
a living, active faith;
iii those whose faith is immature, should be brought to a mature faith.
IN THE SPIRIT

All evangelization is the work of the Spirit. The Spirit abides in the Church,
facilitates its Paschal experiences, urges its members to share that experience and
guides them infindingeverywhere the proper wave-length and method. The same
Spirit opens the hearts of the people to whom the Good News is proclaimed in
word and deed. To evangelize is to be at the service of the Spirit.88

Conclusion
One of the reasons for much misunderstanding in the world, also in the world of
theologians, is that they are judged by one or a few particular pronouncements.
This has often happened and still happens on the question of evangelization. That
is why a whole chapter was devoted both to the postive value of other religious
traditions and to the uniqueness of Christianity and the missionary nature of the
Church. It is obvious that we have to give up the conquest mentality and our concern for numerical strength. India invites us to go deeper. Real conversion
happens in the cave of the heart, where the one God of all people dwells. Those
who have really been touched by Christ will be like Peter and John and Paul: 'We
cannot but speak of what we have seen and heard!' (Acts 4:20) "Woe to me if I
do not preach the gospel!' (1 Cor 9:16). Evangelization, therefore, begins with the
Christians themselves.
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This is perhaps the greatest drawback in all post-Vatican II renewal. The new
teaching has not touched our hearts, has not converted us as total persons. Often
DSA points out the close connection of mind, heart, vision, structure and be
haviour.89 In our anxiety to communicate we often deal only with one 'layer' of a
person's personality. The yogis andrishisof the Indian Tradition lived and taught
- the sequence of 'live' and 'taught' is deliberate - what the great saints and
mystics of the Christian Tradition shared in deed and word. Few founders of
schools of Christian spirituality have been great teachers in the ordinary sense of
the word. Their life was their teaching. One cannot study to become a guru, a
teacher of spirituality; one becomes a guru, when chelas, disciples begin to gather
around him or her, because they see the 'relevance' of his or her way of life.
Jesus of Nazareth was such a person. 'Come and See' is Jesus' invitation to the
first apostles, who do not ask for a new doctrine, but where he stays, as we read
in the Gospel according to John (Jn ІіЗЗ-ЗІ).90 John ends his gospel by stating
that the world could not contain the books about Jesus, not because He taught or
did so many things, but because He was such a great person. Disciples 'appoint'
a person his/her guru, because his/her total life fascinates them. This explains
DSA's concern for life-style, the total life of Christians and their community.
Hence he continues to stress the importance of inculturation, the building up of
an authentically Indian Church and the development of a fully Indian and at the
same time truly Christian spirituality. Unless this happens, evangelization will
remain an activity at the margin of the life of the people, not a movement that
touches the heart of India's masses. How can we, called to be heralds of the
Good News, allow the Risen Lord to remain a foreigner among the men and
women of Mother India, in the cave of whose hearts and the genius of whose life
style as people the quest for God is alive?
The implementation of Councils has always taken considerable time. Incarnation
of what the Spirit has wrought at Vatican II that purposely avoided anathemas
and dogmatic statements, may also take a long time. It will also be more difficult
to check, because the Spirit happens to transcend the criteria of evaluation
borrowed from the exact sciences that operate from a closed world vision. The
danger that we neglect the Spirit with our passion to control and to be in control
is not imaginary. A deep Christ-experience will enable us to become whole (fully
healed, loving ourselves, our fellow pilgrims, our world and the God of love) and
urge us to evangelize, that is, to share and work for that wholeness with our
fellow pilgrims, our world and the God who is the soul of the universe and all
that Uves.
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its goal a just and fraternal society, a human brotherhood and fellowship.' (The Church's Mission
as prophetic and hermeneuacal, D.S. Amalorpavadass, Bangalore 1982 (4th ed.)
See: Approaches, o.e., 11.
See: Approaches, o.e., 36-37.
See: Ibid., 43.
See: Theology of Evangelixaaon, o.e., 21; the ciphers in brackets refer to the articles of the
Statement.
See above: Chapter 10, note 15, p. 286-87.
See: Theology of Evangebzaaon, o.e., 31.
See: Theology of Caiechesis, D. S. Amalorpavadass, Bangalore 1973, 20-21.
See: Main Problems, o.e., 11-12.
See: Approach, o.e., 38.
See: Ibid., 42-44. DSA refeis to the Nagpur Declaration, no. 7: 'Animated by the Spirit of God,
who knows no limitations or bameis, the Church is called on to search out, acknowledge and
ennoble everything that is true and good in the world and in human history ' He then quotes
from LG 8: This Church ... subsists in the Catholic Church ... although many elements of
sanctification and of truth can be found outside of its visible structure ' Finally he cites from St.
Augustine's De Baptismo Contra Donaastas (Book V, ch. 27, no. 28): 'There are many who are
outside but indeed inside, and there are others who are inside but in fact outside.'
See. Ibid., 44-45, in: Indian Christian Spirituality, o.e., 110 DSA calls the Church "a community
of those who have died and risen with Chnst by being identified with his body."
DSA explicit refers to the powerful LG 8.
See: Approach, o.e., 45-48.
See: Ш., 58.
See: Evangelization, o.e., 42.
See: Gospel and Culture, o.e., 15; see also: Our Christian World Vision, o.e., 20. Earlier DSA had
already brought out that Christians participate in the same histoiy as all the other members of
the human family, but they have experienced God through the Spint of Jesus Chnst. They
experience the joy and peace of fellowship with God which results in the fellowship with men.
They yearn to realise this reconciliation and fellowship with all men. This is Christian experience.'
(p. 16) This experience welds Christians into the community which is called the Church (p. 16).
This world vision was also published in: Indian Christian Spirituality, o.e., 56-60.
See: Ibid., o.e., 21.
Sec: Ibid, 26.
See: Ibid., 39, and above: Chapter 9, p. 224 and 230-231.
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See: Ibid., 41; the same conclusion is formulated in: Indian Christian Spirituality, o.e., 114.
See: Socio/ Communication, o.e., 25.
See: Ibid., 29-30.
See: Our Christian World Vision, o.e., 18.
See: Our Christian World Vision, o.e., 22-23; Indian Christian Spirituality, o.e., 61; the ciphers in
brackets refer to the number that DSA gives to the Fifteen characteristics.
See: Statement on Non-Biblical Scriptures. Theological Understanding, Liturgical Role and Pastoral
use, D.S. Amaloipavadass (Ed.), Bangalore 1976, 7. This statement was offered with great
humility:
'In the awareness of their limited role in the Church and in their loyal obedience to the
authorities of the Church both at the level of the Church in India and of the universal
Church they (participants in the research) do not intend this document to be a call for
implementation of their proposals. But they submit them to the consideration of the
Hierarchy of India and request them to take relevant decisions in this regard...'
See: Statement, o.e., 26 (no. 16).
See: ЛіУ., 39, Statement no. 48.
See: Sharing Worship. The interdisciplinary Research Seminar on Sharing worship (Communicatio
in Saais), 20-25 January 1988, Final Statement, no. 13, p. 18.
See: Statement on Non-Biblical Scriptures, o.e., 44 (no. 61i).
See above: chapter 4, p. 95-96, note 15.
See: Towards Indigenisation, o.e., 91; every line and certain terms refer to footnotes that show
how the text of this anaphora has been inspired by both the Biblical and the Indian Tradition.
These footnotes are found on p. 97-98.
Regarding the structure of the first part of the Eucharistie Prayer the following: first we have
three stanzas on God's creative activity, the stanzas that follow briefly proclaim salvation history
'with its progressive unfolding in three successive covenants. First comes the cosmic
covenant with all men (stanza Г ), where reference is made to Noah, Job and Melchisedech.
Stanza V applies the cosmic covenant to the Indian context. After the search for God as
Power present in nature in the animistic religions, mention is made successively of the
Hindu religion with its three characteristic margas (karma, jnana, bhaka), of Buddhism,
Jainism and Islam. Stanza VI is devoted to the historical covenant which God made with
Israel through Abraham and Moses. He spoke to Israel and saved it; He instilled in his
chosen people a longing for the Messiah. Stanza VII ends with the proclamation of the
Christ-event as the fulfilment of salvation-history. The longings of the nations and of Israel
are fulfilled in Christ, the God-man. In the narration of Christ's public life, special
reference is made to his role as Teacher and Master, in view of the Gum-chela relationship
in the Indian religious tradition. Christ's earthly career culminates in the Paschal Mystery,
by which He becomes the source of all life and fills the world with joy by sending the Holy
Spirit.' (See: Towards Indigenisation, o.e., 67-68)
See: Destinée, o.e., 33-92. DSA describes the crisis and holds that the Church cannot and should
not just look on, but cooperate with the Government and Hindu leaders to overcome the crisis
which is also a challenge.
See: Ibid., 217-328.
See above p. 317 and the references in note no. 1, p. 334.
His review of the issue on the 1964 Bombay Theological Seminar in: Indian Ecclesiastical Studies
is a good example. He calls the report a very important document, where the magisterial lectures
by five important theologians (J. Neuner, P. Franssen, J. Masson, R. Panikkar, H. Küng) may
be found. Their subject is the theological significance of non-Christian religions and our attitude
towards them. Then he ends: Though this session shocked and provoked all kind of reactions,
it has done a lot of good: a serious and deep theological reflection on the world religions,
metanoia in our attitude towards these religions and a new missionary approach.'
See: Purpose, o.e., 10.
See: Purpose, o.e., 11, and Approaches, o.e., 12.
See: Mt 28:18-20; Mk 16:15-18; Jn 20:19-23; LG 17; AG 5; Purpose, o.c.,15.
See: Karl Rahner, Kerk en Sacramenten, Hitversum-Antwerpen 1963, 15-18.
See: Theology of Evangelization, o.e., 22-23; Main problems, o.e., 7: The inner experience of Jesus
Christ 'can give elan and urgency to an individual or a group for preaching the gospel, that is
to say, for sharing one's unforgettable Christian experience. So mission or apostolate springs
from one's personal and vital experience of the Risen Lord, and it is a dynamic process of
sharing one's Christian experience with one's contemporaries, in the context of the world and
history, fully integrated in their socio-cultural-religious milieu.' As this experience is often still
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lacking, India does not yet have a Local Church. See also: Ibid., 14: We are to share our Christ
experience with other people 'in the very heart of our experience in the world.'
59 See: Approaches, o.e., 13.
60 See: Theology of Evangelization, o.e., 23. In Our Christian World Vision, o.e., 21 DSA clearly
describes his understanding of conversion: It
'is a transformation of one's basic attitudes and behaviour that is brought about by the
encounter with the Risen lord and by the reception of the Spirit. Conversion also implies
a new pattern of life that is expressed concretely through the medium of one's own family
life, social organisation, and professional duties, economic system, cultural and religious
heritage. It is embodying the self-emptying and self-donation of Christ to the point of dying
for others. Ultimately, the conversion of anybody whether Christians or others - is by God
and to God, whatever be the medium or agent through which conversion takes place.'
Since the freedom of especially some poor people has sometimes been jeopardized for the sake
of 'conversion' (for example, 'rice Christians'), the term is easily misunderstood. Hence we prefer
to stress that everyone constantly needs 'metanoia', conversion.
61 See: Ibid.
62 Quoted by DSA in: Purpose, o.e., 13.
63 See: Purpose, o.e., 14; Approaches, o.e., 31.
64 See: Approaches, o.e., 16.
65 If we Christians find it difficult to attain salvation with all the help that the Church offers, how
much more difficult it is for those who lack this assistance.
66 What man really is, is revealed to us by Christ (GS 1, 3,10,12; AG 3, 8). 'Missionary activity is
necessary to reveal to man the full meaning of his existence...' (See: Purpose, o.e., 16; Approaches,
o.e., 14-24,47; Theology of Development, o.e., 11-14; Our Christian World Vision, o.e., 19). See also:
Theology of Evangelization, o.e., 21-23: Through His Son, God has communicated Himself to us
totally and definitively. But at the same time, in Jesus Christ man has once again come to know
himself and his human existence fully.'
67 See: chapter 10, in particular p. 261-267 and the references there; and also the brief summary
in : Purpose, o.e., 16-19. Since Christ is already at work in other religions, the grace given to
their believers directs them to Christ. Mission allows them '(within the conditions wherein they
find themselves) to go forward till they arrive at the full knowledge of the mystery of Christ.'
{Approaches, o.e., 47) When Christians have a deep Christ-experience, how could they keep that
treasure just for themselves?
68 See: Purpose, o.e., 19; Approaches, o.e., 47.
69 See: Approaches, o.e., 13; Purpose, o.e., 15.
70 See: Purpose, o.e., 20.
71 See: LG 17: AG 1-9, in particular 2.
72 See: Ibid.
73 See: Purpose, o.e., 26.
74 See: Theology of Evangelization, o.e., 33 (Nagpur Statement no. 22). Regarding DSA's responsibility for the Statement see above: Chapter 10, note 15, p. 286-287.
75 See above: chapter 4, p. 72-73
76 DSA quotes from the General Assembly Resolutions, III, no. 4 in: Theology of Development, o.e.,
20.
77 DSA quotes from the General Assembly Resolutions, IV, 1 in: Ibid., 21-22. See also above:
Chapter 8, p. 204-213
78 See: Theology of Development, o.e., 23, italics mine.
79 See: Approaches, o.e., 49-50. See also above: Chapter 8, p. 206-207 and note 71, p. 219 regarding
DSA's rejection of the distinction between direct and indirect evangelization.
80 See: Purpose, o.e., 16-19; Theology of Development, o.e., 23-26; Approaches, o.e., 24-32.
81 See above: Chapter 3, p. 36-37
82 See: neology of Development, o.e., 26-29; Approaches, o.e., 20-24.
83 See: Approach, o.e., 89. DSA refers to the Source Book for the preparation of the Roman Synod,
1974, New Delhi 1973, p. 3, no. 4.
84 See: Ibid, 90; DSA quotes from the Nagpur Declaration, no. 18.
85 See: Ibid, 90; DSA refers both to the Special Committee's statement and to the Declaration of
the Nagpur Conference, no. 18.
86 For other reasons, see above: p. 326-329.
87 See: Approach, o.e., 92.
88 See for the definition of evangelization and the explanation of the various constitutive elements:
Approach, o.e., 89-93.
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89 See: Our World Viàon, o.e., 3.
90 See: Sr. Vandana, rscj., Indian Theologizing. The Role of Experience, in: Theologizing in India,
M. Amaladoss, Т.К. John, G. Gispert-Sauch (Ed.), Bangalore 1981, 97-98.
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Concluding observations

'Enlarge the space of your tent, spread out your tent cloths unsparingl/ (Is 54:2).
This biblical text quoted in Ad Gentes1, also a favourite text of DSA, helps me
explain why I consider it a privilege to have been sent to India to teach systematic
theology. The reasons why may have changed over the years. Initially there may
have been some curiosity and romantic sense of adventure. Today I can say that
my appointment to India has enabled me to enlarge the space of my tent. (I don't
think that I ever thought that I went to India just to teach the students what I had
learned myself. I knew that there was plenty to learn, but I never expected that
there was so much to learn.) When the space of one's tent is enlarged, one
cannot only see more, but one learns to look from another viewpomt; the latter
is far more important than seeing more. Modem communication media and
facilities for travel have enabled many people to see more, but the amount of
information, the speed of travel and particularly an often unconscious lack of
openness prevent many from overcoming their sense of superiority and transcending their own limited western viewpomt. When the space of my tent was enlarged, I learned the limitations of my own generally very good formation - I owe
a debt of gratitude to my formators.
In India I learned to relativize the western culture and ethos and experienced
that mauna or silence, a kind of condition for seeing with the eyes of one's heart,
may better help us to 'know' (in the biblical sense) what is worth knowing. I
learned how important it is that to see with the eyes of others and experience
with the heart of others. Jesus' invitation to the prospective disciples in John's
gospel is: 'Come and see\' Is Jesus' speaking from the mountain as the New
Moses in the Gospel according to Matthew not an example of the way in which
Jesus tried to initiate the disciples into another, revolutionary viewpoint, rejected
by those in power? I am still far from looking with the eyes of the poor, but I am
aware of the onesidedness of looking with the eyes of the rich and financially
powerful nations and I have begun to look with the eyes of the young nations with
a painful colonial past. This too has made me a privileged person.
Another reason why I consider myself a privileged person is the fact that India
is still by and large a religious world, that is, a world to which God and religion
still 'belong1. I know that the term 'belong* sounds somewhat strange in this
context, but I am convinced that it is a great blessing that God still plays a role
in the daily life of the people. At the same time I cannot and do not want to
overlook that this presence of God is not altogether unambiguous. The rich and
powerful in India can and do abuse God's presence, but everyone will agree that
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the powerless and voiceless are also oppressed and exploited in the so-called
absence of God, often with the help of modem idols. The prophetic is an essential dimension of every authentic religion. Any God who enriches himself and increases his importance at the cost of (wo)man,s dignity and responsibility is not
the God of Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, nor the Father of Jesus Christ. Any God
who diminishes the greatness of (wo)man is not the one true God, for the
Almighty does not need his creatures to be God.
I feel quite at home in India's deeply religious world; my Franciscan formation
prepared me for it, because it enabled me to discover God's immanent presence
in all creation and to be fascinated by the mystery of the Incarnation. The Indian
ethos helped me experience and explore the infinite depth of this mystery. This
God of love, present everywhere, does not only cry out and challenge us in the
millions of suffering and oppressed men and women, but also in the exploited
Mother Earth and in the polluted water and air. As long as humans slaugther one
another, it may appear preposterous to be so concerned about Brother Sun and
Sister Moon, Brother Fire and Sister Water, but the Franciscan intuition expressed in this Canticle of the Sun communicates an attitude of reverence for all
that lives and moves and celebrates therein the presence of the One who is
beyond all Names. The dominion over nature, so emphasized in the western tradition and to a great extent responsible for many a great stride in the development
of the rich nations, is not the only valid approach to God's creation. It needs to
be balanced by listening to the soul of even matter, to the divine sparkle that is
alive in everything that God made through his all-powerful Word.
Few slogans are as dangerous as the popular one: God helps those who help
themselves! I do not deny that there may be a lot of truth in it, but our world of
enlightened self-interest is challenged and may be liberated by the Gospel, that
teaches the opposite of self-help: 'Whoever loses his life for my sake and the
gospel's will save it' (Mk 8:35 par.). The Indian tradition instills a similar attitude
through the teaching of 'niskama karma'; the performance of one's duty in a
disinterested way, renunciation and non-attachment. Buddha taught that the
desire to possess, selfishness, is the root of all evil and asks his followers to
overcome even the desire to possess.2 This certainly is a voice that cannot be
neglected in our struggle for liberation and our commitment to the Kingdom. It
may put us on our guard against the famous pinch of salt, that is often offered
when we hear Jesus' famous teaching on the camel and the eye of the needle (Lk
18:25). Religious and particularly Franciscans are challenged to manifest this
'non-attachment' in a convincing manner, not to run our own enterprises and
institutions, but to serve in what is possessed by others. Did not the first friars
travel from place to place, lending a helping hand, wherever needed, living from
hand to mouth?
It is too early to assess the significance of the NBCLC for India, particularly for
the Catholic Church in India. We simply have to mention that thousands and
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through these thousands lakhs of people have been initiated into the spirit of
Vatican II. I use the word 'initiated' deliberately. Some have nibbled at that spirit;
others have tasted it; again others have imbibed and cherished it and a goodly
group has really been conscientized. Taking into account that the effect to a
considerable extent depends on the way in which participants are supported and
guided after their return home, it is a tremendous thing that such a great number
from all over India, Bangla Desh and Sri Lanka has been reached through the
courses, seminars and publications of the Centre. It really has rendered a great
service to the Church in India and the whole country.
I have the impression that both the Church in India and the Universal Church
are still ill at ease with theological and consequently pastoral pluralism. This
pluralism is not only caused by the so varied circumstances in which Christians
work and live, but is primarily the immediate consequence of inculturation. The
gospels have been written from within a particular world-view; they have been
interpreted and understood from particular patterns of thought. India's frame
works of thinking are very different from those of the West. It is preposterous to
expect that one system or framework of thinking could be judged by another or
to expect that it submits to another. If in line with Gaudium et Spes we take the
particular genius and ethos of a people seriously, inculturation and consequently
pluralism will become unavoidable in all aspects of Christian life: not only in
theology and liturgy, but also in the mode of governing, legislation, ministerial
and organisational structures, communication and communion. When Latin Pope
Leo sent his letter to the Council of Chalcedon, the Greek Fathers could hardly
believe that non-Greeks could make a constructive contribution to theology, for
till that day they had called the tune. Today many theologians in the West, in
Rome and other important European theological centres, can hardly believe that
theologians of the Third World are capable of original and solid theologizing, they
nurture an unconscious fear of loosing their leading position. It is a ray of hope
in a dark and divided world that the dialogue between First and Third World
theologians has at last begun.3 This will contribute to meaningful communication
and real communion within the ambit of the recognition and stimulation of
theological pluralism.
A particular aspect of the Centre's and DSA's animation of the Vatican Π
renewal is the consistent insistence on inculturation, elaborately treated in this
study. Inseparably linked with pluralism within the one Church of Christ, incul
turation springs from a realistic4 understanding of the mysteries of the incarna
tion and resurrection. The Lord who has become Spirit through his Pasch can
now take flesh anywhere (see: 2 Cor 3:17). Unfortunately, the previous genera
tions of Christians have alienated many peoples from their own culture; they have
first to be liberated from their alienation before inculturation can become a life
issue for them. Through their commitment to inculturation the Centre and DSA
have initiated in India a process that cannot be reversed; once it has taken shape,
it will leave a great impact on the Church in India and the Universal Church. Its
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rich religious heritage enables the Indian Church to give a mighty push mto the
direction of radical inculturation, approved during Vatican II, but still often
greeted with suspicion, just tolerated or even opposed.
Through the Research Seminars DSA and the Centre made original and daring
contributions to the theological understanding of important issues:
• the indispensability of social analysis in all theologizing, which then became a
fixed item on the agenda of every seminar not only at the NBCLC, but also in
quite a number of seminaries and houses of religious formation;
• the inspiration of the religious scriptures of other religions, which should,
therefore, find a place in the spirituality and liturgy of the Church;
• the dynamism of the Spirit who continues to suggest new forms and expressions of the ministeriality of the Church;
• the prophetic and revolutionary dimension in all authentic religions which are
indispensable in our search for integral liberation.
These Research Seminars were of high academic quality, manifesting the 'theological creativity of the Church in India, that has not yet received the attention it
deserves both in India itself and abroad. The increase in the representation of all
the sections of the Church shows that Research Seminars are becoming an
ecclesia! event in a still rather clerical Church. The efforts of the Centre and DSA
to equip religious and particular lay people for creative participation in the life of
Church and society deserve special mentioning. Finally, the objectives of the research semmars were also truly pastoral, because the issues had a direct bearing
on and immediate consequences for the daily life of the Christians, in their
relationship to one another (ministry), their involvement in social, structural
change (social analysis, struggle for a new society), and the development of a new,
mutually enriching relationship with other religions (inspiration of non-biblical
Scriptures).
We may conclude that the Centre under the firm and dynamic direction of DSA
has functioned as a model and powerhouse of post-conciliar renewal in particular
because it embodied a spirituality, in which three living streams merge: the
Judaeo-Christian Tradition, the Indian cultural and religious traditions and the
solidarity with the contemporary joys and sorrows of the people and the problems
and aspirations of the nation. What it has achieved in 15 years gives great hope
for the future, when the centre of gravity both in the secular and in the religious
world may well shift from the so-called Christian West to the East, to Asia. Let
us not forget that Jesus was himself an Asian: fully Jewish he enfleshed his loving
response to the Father and the people around him and became Christ the Lord
of all creation. Fully Indian the Church in India has been called to do the same;
only by becoming fully Indian it can become authentically Christian, proclaiming
its own catholicity and making its own unique contribution to the catholicity of the
Church.
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Sudcep is Su-deep, in: Sudeep completes 10 years, Bangalore 1978, 3-6.
Efforts made in the Roman Catholic Church towards Indigenization, in: Bangalore Theological Fo
rum, 1978, 1-30.
A six-year Assessment of Biblical Apostolate in India (1972-1978), in: Repon of the Second Plenary
Assembly of WCFBA (Malta 1978), Stuttgart 1978, 69-81.
Bible and Catechesis, in: Ibid., 159-170.
Evangelization in the context of India, in: Indian Theological Studies, 17 (June 1980), 97-119.
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Foreword to the book Waters of Fire by Vandana, published by the Christian Literature Society,
Madras 1981, vii-xv.
Catechesis and Indian Approach, in: God's Word or human word, the Festschrift for P. Putz,
published by Vidya Jyoti, Delhi 1981.
Option for the poor in the concrete situation of India and Sri Lanka, in: Redemptorist Publications,
Bangalore 1982.
2 In foreign publications
Liturgical formation of Catechists at Tindivanam, in: Teaching all Nations, (July 1964), 316-327,
and: Documentadon M.E.P. (May-June 1963), 1-15.
Le pays Tamoul, in: Missions Estrangers de Paris, no. 129 (juillet-août 1963), 35-38.
L'Église en pays Tamoul, in: Missions Estrangers de Paris, no. 129 (sept.-oct. 1963), 23-28.
Les Vicaires Laics du Missionnaire, in: Les Missions Catholiques, oct. 1963, 259-286.
Le Mouvement Liturgique en Inde, in: Paroisse et Liturgie, 15 nov. 1963, 785-798.
Les évêques de mission et le Concile, in: Illustre Missionnaire, nov.-dec. 1963.
Le Mouvement Catéchétique dans l'Inde du Sud en le Centre Régional de Tindivanam, in: Lumen
Vttae, Chronique International, XIX (1964), 142-152.
The structures of Catechesis in South India and the Regional Centre at Tindivanam, in: Lumen
Vttae, International Survey: News, XIX (1964), 744ff.
Conditions d'un Dialogue avec l'Hindouisme, in: Les Missions Catholiques, juillet-dec. 1964, 41-72.
A l'écoute des Pauvres en Inde, in: Informations Catholiques Internationales, no. 229/1, dec. 1964,
34-40.
L'Eglise en Inde est-elle Indienne?, in: Bulletin St Jean Baptiste, Paris, Tome V/5, mai 1965,
129-138.
Approche de l'Hinduisme, in: Annales des Soeurs de St. Joseph de Cluny, Paris, mai-juin 1965,42-46.
The Implementation of the Liturgical Constitution and the Instruction in Tamil Nadu, South India,
in: Teaching all Nations, II (October 1965), 469-473.
Vocations en Inde, in: Ensemble, no. 99 (nov. 1969), 14-15.
Tindivanam Katechetisches Zentrum für Südindien, in: Missions and Religionswissenschaft, No. 1,
Münster 1965, 1-16.
Life-Iong Formation of the Clergy, in: Teaching all Nations, TV (January 1967), 43-58.
The implications of Vatican II for the Mission in Asia, in: Teaching all Nations, IV (July 1967),
319-326.
Guidelines for the production of catechetical material, Position Paper Medellin, in: Teaching all
Nations, V (October 1968), 466-488.
Liturgy and Catechetics in India Today, All-India Seminar on the Church in India Today, in: Teaching all Nations, VI (October 1969), 373-388.
Les Novices Indiennes - erreurs et vérités, in: Peuples du Monde, novembre 1970, 15-17.
Total Liberation, Lecture delivered at the Second Missionary Consultation, Bombay, September
1969, in: Impact, VI (October 1971), 24-27.
Catechesis and Christian Formation, in: Sìnt Unum, 12 (Oct.-Nov. 1971), 9-31.
Révélation et Salut dans les Religions, in: Axes (Paris), Г /5 (juillet-août 1972), 20-26.
Catechesis, Theology and Anthropology, in: TTie Clergy Review, LVII (October 1972), 751-764
The Theology of Evangelization in the Asian Context, Inaugural Key-note Address at the Consultation on Evangelization, Dialogue and Development, in: Documenta Missionalia-S, Roma 1972,
21-39.
Catechesis as a Pastoral Task of the Church, in: Lumen Vtiae, XXVII (1972), 259-280.
Nature and Catechetical Process in Pastoral Church Activity, in: Catechetical News, 5 (August 1973),
11-12, 30-32.
Christianity and development, in: IDOC Bulletin, no. 14, December 1973, 9-11.
Le Centre National de Bangalore, l'oasis de l'Esprit, in: Dossiers Parole et Mission, no. 6 (1973),
55-61.
Evangelization: Two Approaches, in: The Living Light, 10 (1973), 497-502.
Indigenization and the Liturgy of the Church, in: International Review of Mission, LXV, no. 258
(April 1976), 164-181.
L'Église de l'Inde aujourd'hui, (DSA interviewed by H. Morissette, in: Orient-Inde, juillet-août
1976, 5-14.
Missionary Adaptation, in: New Catholic Encyclopedia, Vol. Х П (Supplement 'Change in the
Church'), 1977.
Dialog zwischen den Religionen in Indien, in: Lebendiges Zeugnis, November 1977, 19-34.
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The nature, content and approach of Mission Studies; An Asian Presentation, in: LAMS News Letter,
no. 10, March 1977, 59-78.
Evangelisation et Culture, in: Concilium, 134, 1978, 81-92.
Bible and Catechesis, in: Report of the WCFBA on the Plenary Assembly of Malta, 1978, Stuttgart
1978, 159-170
Emerging New Vision of the Church in the world and New Theological Approaches in Asia, in:
Verbum, Roma, fasciculus 314, vol. 21, 1980, 279-302.
The Poor with no Voice and no Power, in: Concilium, June 1981, 45-52.
Vanous Contemporary Challenges to a Common Confession of Faith, Extractum: Confession Fidei,
International Ecumenical Colloquium, Rome, 3-8 November 1980, in: Studia Anselmiana, 81,
Roma 1982, 151-158.
Die verschiedenen Herausforderungen der Gegenwart zum gemeinsamen Bekennendes Glaubens,
in: Sonderdruck aus Ökumenische Perspektiven, no. 11, 1982, 86-94.
The Church as a community of faith in the Asian Context, a position paper presented at the Third
Plenary assembly of Asian Bishops' Conferences (FABC), Lux Mundi Seminary, Sampran,
Thailand, 20-27 October 1982, in: FABC Papers no. 30, Honkong 1982, 28ff.

С Publications, edited by DSA
1 Research
Asian Seminar on Religion and Development (speaal issue of Word and Worship, July-August 1973),
Bangalore 1973.
Research Papers on Non-Biblical Scriptures, December 1974, Bangalore 1975.
Statement on the theological understanding liturgical role and pastoral use of Non-Biblical Scriptures,
(Reprint of Word and Worship, March 1975), Bangalore 1976.
Ministries m the Church m India (Research Papers and Pastoral Consultation), June 1976, Bangalore
1976.
Theological and Pastoral Statements on the renewal of Ministries in the Church, Bangalore 1976/1978.
The Indian Church m the Struggle for a New Society (All the Research Papers and Workshop Reports
of the Research Seminar), Bangalore 1981.
The Indian Church in the Struggle for a New Society (General Report and Statement of the Research
Seminar), Bangalore 1981.
Statement of the Research Seminar 'The Indian Church in the Struggle for a new Society', Bangalore
1981.
The Kingdom of God. Jesus' Vision of a New Society (by George Soares Prabhu, sj.), Bangalore 1981.
2 Liturgy and Spirituality
Bishops and Priests, Leaders of Liturgical Renewal (by Paul Puthanangady, sdb.), Bangalore 1973.
Praying Seminar, Bangalore 1975/1975.
Bhajans (text in vanous languages, but Roman script, with English translation, several editions, one
edition with music notation [1978]), Bangalore 1975/1977/ 1978/1980 (supplement).
Charismatic Renewal, Bangalore 1977.
Church from the Roots. Basic Ecclesial Communities (by José Manns & Team), Bangalore 1981.
Indian Christian Spirituality, Bangalore 1982.
Texts for the Office of Readings·6
I Advent and Christmas, Bangalore 1973;
II Lent, Bangalore 1973;
III Holy Week and Easter Season, Bangalore 1977.
3 RepcntE, StHtcments and Pastanal Guidelines in tbe areas, particulariy entrusted to tbe NBCLC
A BIBLICAL APOSTOLATE
Biblical Apostolati m India, Bangalore 1971.
Proclamung the Word of God m audio-visual (AV) language, Bangalore 1973.
I All-India Biblical Meeting (1973), Bangalore 1975.
Statement of the U All-India Biblical Meeting, 6-12 April 1975, Bangalore 1975.
II All-India Biblical Meeting (1975), Bangalore 1975.
The Word of the Lord m India -A five year progress in Biblical Apostolate, Bangalore 1976.
A Bible Festival of India. A short report of the III All-India Biblical Meeting 09TI), Bangalore 1978.
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Biblical Movement in India (A 7-year report of Biblical Apostolate in India, 1971-1978), Bangalore
1978.
Statement oflHAU-India Biblical Meeting, 11-17 December 1977, Bangalore 1978.
HI All-India Biblical Meeting (1977). A complete report, Bangalore 1979.
Guidelines for the Bible Sunday, Bangalore 1979.
Apocrypha, demoted and retrieved, Bangalore 1979.
Statement of the IV AU-India Biblkal Meeting, 9-15 December 1980, Bangalore 1980/1981.
Bible for Liberation. A report of the IV All-India Biblical Meeting (1980), Bangalore 1981.
В CATECHETICS
DSA was the animator and editor of the God-with-us Series, a series of original catechism books,
meant for the faith-education of students from the First Standard to the Baccalaureate at the
College level, that is 13 years of faith-formation. The series contains both guide-books for the
teacherc and textbooks for the students. The first teacher's guide was published in 1973 and the last
one in 1982. The textbooks for the pupils of Standard I-V were illustrated from 1977. For parents
7
of these students Parents' Guides have been prepared in order to facilitate family catechesis.
I All-India Catechetical Meeting (1967), Bangalore 1971.
Catechists' Training Schools, Bangalore 1971.
Catechetical Progress in the dioceses of India (1968-1970), Bangalore 1971.
II All-India Catechetical Meeting (1971), Bangalore 1973.
A decade of Catechetical Renewal in India (1966-1976), Bangalore 1976.
III All-India Catechetical Meeting (1973), Bangalore 1976.
Catechetics in our time. A service document for the 1977 Synod of Bishops, prepared by the Г A1CM,
Bangalore, 1977.
IV All-India Catechetical Meeting (1976), Bangalore 1978.
An Audio-Visual Programme for Catechesis, Bangalore 1978.
Community Education of Faith through Non-Formal Education, Bangalore 1979.
Converging Trends of the Catechetical Movement and Guidelines of Official Documents, Bangalore
1979.
Adult Catechesis, Bangalore 1979.
Moving with the Spirit. Statement of the V All-India Catechetical Meeting (1978), Bangalore 1979.
Moving with the Spirit. VAU-India Catechetical Meeting (1978), Bangalore 1979.
Formation of Conscience as an integral part of Religious <£ Moral Education of Youth, Bangalore 1980.
Joyful Response to the Challenge of Faith-Formation of Youth, Bangalore 1981.
Pilgrims of Hope. Statement of the VI All-India Catechetical Meeting (1981), Bangalore 1982.
С LITURGY
I All-India Liturgical Meeting (1968), Bangalore 1968.
II All-India Liturgical Meeting (1969), Bangalore 1969.
Post-Vatican Liturgical Renewal in India, I (1963-1968), Bangalore 1969.
Triennial Report of the National Commission for Liturgy and the National Liturgical Centre (19661969), Bangalore 1970.
Biennial Report of the National commission for Uturgy (1970-1971), Bangalore 1971.
Five years of liturgical progress in India (1967-1972), Bangalore 1972.
III AU-India Liturgjical Meeting (1971), Bangalore 1973.
Post-Vatican Liturgical Renewal in India, II (1968-1971), Bangalore 1973.
IV All-India Liturgical Meeting (1973), Bangalore 1976.
Post-Vatican Liturgical renewal in India, III (1971-1973, 1963-1973), Bangalore 1977.
Post-Vatican Liturgical Renewal in India, IV (1974-1976), Bangalore 1978.
Report of the Offical Meeting of the CBCI Commission for Liturgy (October 1977), Bangalore
1977/1979
Guidelines for the celebration of Social Justice Sunday, Bangalore 1978.
Mass for Social Justice Sunday, Bangalore 1978.
A fresh Stan. Report on the Liturgy. Agenda for the General Meeting of the CBCI, Mangalore
(January 1978), Bangalore 1978.
V AU-India Liturgical Meeting (1976), Bangalore 1979.
Statements of Facts on the First Stage of Liturgical Indigenization (with appendices), Bangalore 1979.
Repon of the Official Meeting of the CBCI Commission for Liturg (May 1979), Bangalore 1979
(A summary of the proceedings of the meeting was published separately).
No turning back. Report on the Liturgy. Agenda for the General Meeting of the CBCI, Ranchi
(October 1979), Bangalore 1979.
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Guidelines for Liturgical Translaüon of the Psalms into Indian languages, Bangalore 1979.
A simple Lecaonary for use in Mission Stations (Scripture References only), Bangalore 1980.
Guidelines for Composers of Liturgical Music (Conclusions of the consultation-cum-semmar for
composers of Liturgical Music), Bangalore 1980.
4 A.V. Publications
Biblical Wall Posters. A complete set of 140 posters, Old and New Testament, Bangalore 1976.
Photo-Language Themes (I-XI), Bangalore 1976/1980.
A decade of Audio-Visual Service by the NBCLC, Bangalore 1977.
Vita slide series for Adult Catechesis: 18 themes, 657 slides, and commentary, Bangalore 1977.
/yon' slide series. A collection of 340 slides on 27 topics, Bangalore 1978.
Saccidanandada slide series. A set of 70 slides on an Indian order of the Mass (Indian Mass) and
a cassette with commentary, Bangalore, 1980.
5 Official Documents on the Liturgy and Liturgical Books
DSA saw to it that important liturgical documents were as early as possible made available to the
persons concerned. It sometimes meant that he organised the (multiplication and) distribution of
Latin texts, when an English translation would not be available soon, so that the translators into the
many vernaculars could go ahead. Most of the time he reprinted at the earliest (with special
permission) the ICEL translations, because ICEL has granted the permission to the NBCLC to
publish all the liturgical texts in the ICEL translation. Mention should be made that DSA immediately published the references to the Bible of the new lectionary in four volumes, because it
would take considerable time before the New Lectionary in English would be available all over
India.

6 Statements of consultations and meetings
DSA was a member of several national and international bodies and frequently asked as speaker or
consulted as expert. He was often a member or the chairman of drafting committees. When he
considered a statement important, he often published it in Word and Worship and made it available
as leaflet or brochure. Apart from the statements of the All-India and similar meetings at the
NBCLC that have already been mentioned, DSA edited and published the following statements:
CBCI Study Committee's Statement on the Renewal of Ministries in the Church (March 1975),
Bangalore 1975.
Statement by the 300 participants of the National Seminar for Educators of Youth (May 1976),
Bangalore 1976.
Statement of the Ecumenical Dialogue of Third World Theologians (EATWOT) (Dar-Es-Salaam,
Tanzania, August 1976), Bangalore 1976.
Statement of the National Seminar for Lay Leaders on Leadership of the Laity in the World & in th
Church (May 1977), Bangalore 1977.
Message to the People of God by the Synod of Bishops (Rome 1977), Bangalore 1977.
Statement on Inculturation of religious Life by the General Assembly of the CRI, Women's Section
(March 1976), Bangalore 1978
The emergence of African Theologies (EATWOT) (Accra, Ghana, December 1977), Bangalore 1978.
Statement of the Plenary Assembly of WCFBA (Malta 1978), Bangalore 1978.
Statement of the I All-India Consultation on Ashrams (June 1978), Bangalore 1978.
Statement and Resolutions of the National Convention of Christian Leaders on the Plight of Christia
of Scheduled Caste Origin (June 1978), Bangalore 1978.
Message of the Churchesfromthe National Convention of Christian Leaders on the Plight of Christia
of Scheduled Caste Origin (June 1978), Bangalore 1978.
The story of 30 years' Struggle for Justice for Christians of Scheduled Caste Origjin, Bangalore 1978.
The Churches and Justice to Christians of Scheduled Caste Origin (by Samuel Ryan, sj.), Bangalore
1978.
Statement of the Asian Theological Conference (EATWOT) (Colombo, Sri Lanka, January 1979),
Bangalore 1979.
The Policy Statement of the Government of India on Adult Education, Bangalore 1979.
Statement of the Ecumenical Association of Third World Theologians (Fourth EATWOT Conference,
San Paulo, Brazil, Februaiy-March 1980), Bangalore 1982.
7 General
NBCLC at the Service of the Church in India (a booklet on the Centre), Bangalore 1975/1976/1977/
1978/1980.
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Directory of the NBCLQ 1980, Bangalore 1980.
Directory of Lay Leaders trained at the NBCLQ 1981, Bangalore 1981/1981.

D Basic texts and some other writings that were consulted
1 Basic Teils
The Holy Bible. Revised Standard Edition. Catholic Edition for India, Bangalore 1980.
The Documents of Vatican Π, Walter M. Abbott, sj., General Editor, London-Dublin, 1966.
The Christian Faith, J. Neuner, J. Dupuis (Ed.), (On the pattern of Denzinger a collection of
extracts of all the important official documents of the Church till the year of its publication in
excellent English translation with a brief, expert introduction to every section), Bangalore 1973.
Reports of the General Meetings of the CBCI, its Working and Standing Committees. Till 1966 (inclu
sive), they are called and published under the name: Report of the Quinquennial Meetings of the
CBCI, New Delhi...*
The Vedic Experience (Selections from the classical Hindu Scriptures), translated, selected and
arranged by R. Panikkar, Pondicheny 1983 (first Indian Edition of this important thematic
reference book).
2 Some other writings that were consulted
Amaladoss, M., Gispert-Sauch, G., and John, Т.К. (Ed.), Theologizing in India, Bangalore 1981.
Balasuriya, Tissa (Ed.), From Dar Es Salaam to Mexico. Third Word Theologians in Dialogue. All the
major statements from its inception in 1976. A special issue of Voices of the Third World, XI/1
(1988), Colombo, Sri Lanka.
Boff, Leonardo, Jesus Christ Liberator, New York 1978.
Bonhoeffer, Dietrich, letters and Papers from Prison, London 1971.
Boyd, R.H.S., An Introducnon to Indian Christian Theology, Madras 1969.
- do - , Indian and the Latin Captivity of the Church, London 1974.
Brown, R.E., 7йе Virginal Conception and the Bodily Resurrection of Jesus, London 1973.
Butler, Christopher, The Theology of Vatican II, London 1981.
Chardin, Teilhard de, Le Milieu Divin, London 1973.
Congar, Yves, The Wide World My Parish, London 1961.
- do - , Power and Poverty in the Church, London 1964.
- do - , Lay People in the Church, Westminster, Maryland 1957.
Cox, Haivey, 77ie Secular City, New York 1963.
• do -, The Feast of Fools, Cambridge Massachusetts 1969.
CuUmann, Oscar, The Christology of the New Testament, London 1963.
Dehn, Ulrich M., Indische Christen in der gesellschaftlichen Verantwortung, Frankfurt am Main 1985.
Desrochers, John, Christ the Liberator, Bangalore 1977.
- do -, The Social Teaching of the Church, Bangalore 1982.
Dulles, Α., Models of the Church, Dublin 1976.
Gelin, Α., The Poor ofYahweh, Collegeville 1964.
Gutierrez, G., A Theology for Liberation, New York 1973.
Holl, Α., Jesus in schlechter Gesellschaft, Stuttgart 1971.
Houtart Canon F. and Rousseau, André, The Church and Revolution, New York 1971.
Houtart, Canon F., Religion and Development in Sri Lanka, Bangalore 1974.
- do -, Religion and Development in Asia, Bangalore 1976.
Jathanna, Origen Vasantha, The decisiveness of the Christ-event and the universality of Christianity in
a world of religious plurality, Beme 1981.
Kappen, Sebastian, Jesus and Freedom, New York 1977.
Karokaran, Anto, Evangelization and Diakonia. A Study in the Indian Perspective, Bangalore 1978.
Kavunkal, Jacob, To gather them into One. Evangelization in India today. A process of Building
Community, Indore 1985.
Kiing, Hans, The Church, London, 1967.
- do - , Structures of the Church, London 1964.
Laurentin, R-, Struktur und Theologie der lukantschen Kindheitsgeschichte, Stuttgart 1967.
Leeuwen, Geiwin van (Ed.), Searching for an Indian Ecclesiology, Bangalore 1984
L¿on-Dufour, X., Résurrection de Jésus et Message pascal, Paris 1971.
Metz, Johannes, Theolog of the World, London 1969.
Miranda, J.P., Marx and the Bible, New York 1974.
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Mookenthottam, Antony, Indian Theological Tendencies, Berne 1978.
- do - , Towards a Theology in the Indian Context, Bangalore 1980.
Mundadan, A. Mathias, Indian Christians: Search for Identity and Struggle for Autonomy, Bangalore
1984.
Neuner, J., (Ed.), Christian Revelation and World Religions, London 1967.
Panikkar, R., The unknown Christ of Hinduism, London 1981.
- do - , Worship and Secular Man, New York 1973.
Pinto, Joseph Prasad, IncuUuration through Basic Communities. An Indian Perspective, Bangalore
1985.
Rahner, Karl, Theological Investigations, Vol. I-XI, Darton, Longman & Todd, London.
- do - , The Church and the Sacraments, London 1963.
- do - , Das Dynamische in der Kirche, Freiburg i. Br. 1958.
Robinson, John, Honest to God, London 1963.
Sa, Francis D', Gott, der Dreieine und der All-Ganze. Vorwort zur Begegnung zwischen Christentum und
Hinduismus, Düsseldorf 1987.
Schillebeeckx, E., Christ the Sacrament of the Encounter with God, New York 1963.
- do - , God, the Future of Man, London 1969.
- do - , Jezus. Het verhaal van een levende, Bloemendaal 1974.
- do - , Gerechtigheid en liefde, genade en bevrijding, Bloemendaal, 1977.
Schiette, H.R., Towards a Theology of World Religions, London 1966.
Schnackenburg, Rudolf, God's Rule and Kingdom, New York 1963.
Schoonenberg, Piet, The Christ, London 1972.
Srinivas, M.N., Social Change in Modem India, Bombay 1980 (2nd ed.).
Sobrino Jon, Christology at the Crossroads, London, 1978.
Suenens, Card. LJ., Coresponsibility in the Church, New York 1968.
Thangasamy, DA., The Theology of Chenchiah, Bangalore 1966
Thomas, M.M., The Christian Responsibility to the Asian Revolution, London 1976.
- do - , The Secular Ideologies and the Secular Meaning of the Gospel, Madras 1976.
- do - , Risking Christ for Christ's sake, Geneva 1987.
Thomas, P.T., The Theology ofChakkarai, Bangalore 1968
Vandana, Gurus, Ashrams and Christians, Madias 1980.
Vekathanam, Mathew, Christology in the Indian Anthropological Contea, Frankfurt am Main 1986.

References
1 When two or more years are mentioned after the place of publication, it dates the reprints or
new editions of the same.
2 Before publishing this important book of 55 pages, DSA expressed his view on the various issues
that figured most prominently in the heated discussion or controversy on 'inculturation' (see
above: Chapter 4, p. 66-89) in the following leaflets, all published by the NBCLC in 1978:
Relation between Gospel and Culture,
Theological Bases of an Authentic Inculturation,
Inculturation and Hinduisation,
Inculturation realises the Church's Universality, Fullness and Unity,
Inculturation: Some Practical Implications and Conclusions.
3 Since many of the booklets and leaflets of this series are regularly used for Seminars and
Courses at the NBCLC and Diocesan Seminars, conducted by NBCLC teams, there have been
several reprints, all of which have not been registered. Hence we refrain here from indicating
the year of publication and the number of reprints. Whenever relevant, it was mentioned, when
we referred to a particular publication in the body of the dissertation, sometimes with a short
indication of its importance. Here we simply follow the order of their first publication, which
is generally the order given by DSA himself in the catalogue of NBCLC Publications. All the
booklets and leaflets of these series have been published by the NBCLC, Bangalore.
4 These two booklets give a good, general initiation to DSA's thinking, for in these two booklets
he explains his understanding of and commitment to the 'renewal' visualized by Vatican II. The
Centre was established and DSA was appointed its first Director to spread this renewal in India
through liturgical, catechetical and since 1971 also biblical renewal. See above: Chapter 5, p.
105-108.
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5 This list does not include the numerous articles published in:
• Thozftan (Tmdivanam), of which he was the Editor from 1958-1965;
• Word and Worship, of which he was the Editor from 1967-1982.
6 See above: Chapter 4, p. 77, 81.
7 See above: Chapter 3, p. 35-41.
8 The Catholic Bishops' Conference of India was started in 1944 and formally approved by the
Plenary Council of India in 1950. Sec: Felix Wilfred, The Social Orientation of the Catholic
Bishops' Conference of India, in: The Indian Church, o.e., 828.
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Nederlandse samenvatting (Summaiy in Dutch)

Volledig Indiaas - Authentiek Christelijk. Een studie der eerste 15 jaren van het
Nationaal Bijbels, Catechetisch en Liturgisch Centrum (NBCLC) Bangalore, India
in het licht der theologie van zijn Stichter, D.S. Amalorpavadass. Het eerste deel
van deze studie gaat over het NBCLC, waarvan D.S. Amalorpavadass (DSA) de
stichter en eerste directeur was (1967-1982). Het tweede deel over enkele
hoofdthema's van zijn theologie.
De Indiase Bisschoppenconferentie stichtte het NBCLC om de vernieuwing van
het Tweede Vaticaanse Concilie т.п. op liturgisch en catechetisch gebied door
te voeren in India, en benoemde DSA tot Directeur van het Centrum en secreta
ris van de Nationale Catechetische en Liturgische Commissie. DSA stelde een
meerjarenplan op en begon onmiddellijk met cursussen om voor alle destijds
bijna honderd bisdommen in India enkele mensen te vormen die binnen een al
geheel pastoraal plan leiding konden geven aan de conciliaire vernieuwing in litur
gie en catechese. De kwestie van adaptatie en inculturatie kwam bijna onmiddel
lijk aan de orde. De tempel en de liturgie van het Centrum zijn een uitdagende
belichaming van zijn overtuiging m.b.t. inculturatie (hoofdstuk 1). De volgende
drie hoofdstukken (2-4) behandelen in het kort de geschiedenis van respectievelijk
het Bijbels, Catechetisch en Liturgisch Centrum: de taak van het Centrum en de
commissie, de Nationale (All-India) Vergaderingen (voor elk vakgebied normaal
elke drie jaar) waarop de voorafgaande jaren worden geëvalueerd en de beleidslijnen voor de komende drie jaar worden uitgezet door de officiële vertegenwoordigers van alle bisdommen en de leden en adviseurs van de desbetreffende
commissie. Verder wordt kort uiteengezet hoe er gewerkt wordt aan de vorming
van mensen op deze drie gebieden. De zorg voor bijbels apostolaat werd in 1971
aan het Centrum toegevoegd. Een bijzonder resultaat op het gebied van catechetiek is de 'God-with-us' serie, aparte tekstboeken zowel voor docenten als voor
studenten voor alle schooljaren (12) en drie jaren van het universiteitscollege. Het
liturgisch centrum onderscheidt zich met name door de strijd voor inculturatie,
het werken voor een authentieke Indiase Uturgie. Het voornaamste instrument
voor de vorming, de korte (14 dagen) en lange (3-4 maanden) cursussen, vormt
het onderwerp van hoofdstuk 5. Aangeduid wordt wat deze cursussen uniek
maakt, met name de integratie van werk, geestelijke vorming en viering. Hoofdstuk 6 behandelt de vier onderzoeksprojecten van het Centrum:
i het Aziatische Semmar over godsdienst en ontwikkeling, met aandacht voor de
sociale analyse en structurele verandering en de plaats van religie daarin
(1973).
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ü het Research Seminar over met-bijbelse geschriften: in hoeverre zijn nietbijbelse religieuze geschriften geïnspireerd en kunnen zij in de liturgie gebruikt
worden? (1974)
iii het Research Seminar en de Pastorale Konsultatie over ambten in de Kerk.
Welke ambten, т.п. lekenambten, heeft de Kerk in India nodig? (1976)
iv het Research Seminar over de Indiase Kerk in de strijd voor een Nieuwe
Maatschappij, waarin vanuit de sociale analyse, de profetische uitdaging in
bijbelse en niet-bijbelse godsdienstige geschriften, de sociale encyclieken en
besluiten van de CBCI, en de geschiedenis van de Kerk, gepleit wordt voor
een radicale optie voor de armen en daarom voor structurele verandering
(1981).
Hoofdstuk 7 toont de betrokkenheid van het Centrum bij de ontwikkeling van
een lekenkader, het strijden voor gelijke behandeling van bekeerde leden van
bepaalde kasten, de charismatische beweging en de ashrambeweging.
Het eerste hoofdstuk (8) van het tweede deel laat zien hoe DSA uitgaat van één
enkele heilsgeschiedenis, i.e. een geschiedenis die bewijst dat God heil, heelheid
en bevrijding wil voor alle mensen en heel de schepping, en hoe deze heilswil van
God op verschillende manieren gestalte krijgt. Hoofdstuk 9 pleit voor een grotere
zelfstandigheid of autonomie van de Lokale Kerk, waar het Woord tastbaar vlees
wordt. De Kerk van India moet nog echt een Lokale Kerk worden, hoewel
verschillende initiatieven, die haar het recht geven om nu al zo genoemd te
worden, al worden ondernomen. Een ervan is inculturatie. De urgente noodzaak
van inculturatie zit eigenlijk al opgesloten in het mysterie van de menswording
zelf. De interactie tussen eredienst en cultuur moet ook liturgisch gestalte krijgen.
Wanneer het Tweede Vaticaanse Concilie leert dat de Kerk van Christus echt
tegenwoordig is in de Lokale Kerk (LG 26), breekt het laat, maar definitief een
lans voor inculturatie en pluriformiteit, niet alleen op het gebied van de liturgie
en theologie, maar ook van bestuur, organisatie, gezagsuitoefening en administratie. Vanuit de ene heilsgeschiedenis is het begrijpelijk dat ook de andere godsdiensten een positieve rol spelen in de heilsverwerkelijking van de ontelbare
mensen die Christus nooit bewust ontmoet hebben. Tegen de achtergrond van het
lange koloniale tijdperk en de gerechtvaardigde nationale trots van de jonge natie
verschilt 'gehoord hebben over' Jezus of Christus grondig van Hem 'ontmoeten'
(hoofdstuk 10). In heel haar streven naar heil en heelheid, waarin India's tradities
altijd de geestelijke kant, de contemplatieve dimensie, hebben benadrukt, speelt
secularisatie een positief-kritische rol. Ook Moeder India heeft die integratie, die
heelheid, nog niet echt gevonden, maar met haar rijke verleden, nog springlevend
in het heden, kan zij een belangrijke bijdrage leveren aan het zoeken van heel de
mensheid naar een leven dat sterker is dan de dood (hoofdstuk 11). Het laatste
hoofdstuk (12) toont aan dat DSA, zonder het unieke van Christus en het
Christendom expliciet aan de orde te stellen, dit constant blijft bevestigen. Hij
kan dat vooral, omdat hij grote betekenis hecht aan de kosmische rol van Christus, zijn deelname in de schepping en geschiedenis. De persoonlijke Christuservaring is zo kostbaar, dat men deze niet voor zich mag en kan houden. Evan355

gelisatie is daarom niet de institutionele Kerk verspreiden en uitbreiden, maar het
uitwisselen van een diepe geloofservaring en godservaring, het enige vlak waarop
dialoog echt kan plaatsvinden. Vandaar de noodzaak en urgentie van het onwikkelen van een Indiase spiritualiteit, die de Christenen in India, dikwijls van hun
eigen cultuur vervreemd, volledig Indiaas en authentiek Christelijk helpt worden
en zijn.
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I
Het Nationaal Bijbels, Catechetisch en Liturgisch Centrum (NBCLC) heeft een
duidelijk stempel gedrukt op de na-conciliaire vernieuwing van de Katholieke
Kerk in India.
Il
De kracht van het Centrum en van zijn stichter en eerste directeur D.S. Amalorpavadass (DSA) lag in de combinatie van trouw uitvoeren en verspreiden van de
besluiten van het Tweede Vaticaanse Concilie en het creatief en inspirerend
uitwerken van de visie van dat Concilie т.п. op liturgisch en catechetisch gebied.
ΙΠ
Vooral in de organisatie en animatie van de Research Seminars bewijst DSA de
dynamiek, de durf en het wetenschappelijke peil van het theologiseren in India.
IV
De oorspronkelijkheid en waarde van DSA's theologiseren kan gevonden worden
in zijn nadruk op holisme en integrale bevrijding. Alleen christenen die con
templatie combineren met een radicale inzet voor bevrijding van elke mens en
alle mensen, mogen zich Christen noemen.
V
Door authentiek zichzelf te zijn, zal de Indiase Kerk haar meest waardevolle
bijdrage leveren aan de katholiciteit van de Kerk van Christus.
VI
De Kerken in het Westen vinden het nog altijd moeilijk om de (Jonge) Kerken
in de Derde Wereld als gelijkwaardige partners te aanvaarden en op him golf
lengte te communiceren. Onnadenkend eisen de Westerse Kerken criteria van
orthodoxie, al dan niet wetenschappelijk gefundeerd.

VII
Docetisme blijft zijn kop opsteken; alleen door ons steeds dieper en moediger te
bezinnen op het mysterie van Jezus' menswording, kunnen wij het hoofd bieden
aan deze dreiging.
VIII
Nu een seculariseringsproces alle religieuze mensen omgeeft, is de vraag hoe zij
samen - eikaars godsdienstige affiliatie eerbiedigend - authentiek religieus
kunnen zijn, belangrijker dan het bewijzen dat de godsdienst die men zelf belijdt
de ware is.
IX
De toekomst en de uitstraling van de wereldkerk wordt bepaald door de kracht
van de plaatselijke Kerken en de manier waarop zij elkaar dienen.
X
Inculturatie omvat het totale leven van elke christelijke gemeenschap en is van
vitaal belang voor de toekomst van de Kerk.
XI
De verslavende invloed van de massamedia dwingt de mens tot krachtige asce
tische praktijken om nieuwe ruimte voor godservaring te scheppen en God
vervolgens wellicht terug te vinden in diezelfde media.
ΧΠ
Het hoge energieverbruik en de volle parkeerplaatsen van onze universiteiten
maakt ons erop attent dat het milieubewustzijn in de academische wereld nog in
de kinderschoenen staat, ondanks de diepzinnige en geleerde woorden aan dit
onderwerp gewijd.

The title of this thesis, FULLY INDIAN - AUTHENTICALLY CHRISTIAN,
pregnantly expresses the twofold aim of the National Biblical Catechetical and Liturgical Centre (NBCLC), located at Bangalore, India. This twofold aim also runs
like a red thread through the theology of D.S. Amalorpavadass (DSA), the founder
and first director of the Centre.
As Centre of formation under the auspices of the Catholic Bishops' Conference of
India, founded to animate and guide the implementation and the vision of Vatican
II, the NBCLC has been entrusted with the task to help all Catholics in India realise
that they cannot be faithful followers of Christ without being fully Indian.
As soon as DSA was appointed director, he began to develop a comprehensive
pastoral plan for a renewal of the Church in India, with particular emphasis on catechetics and liturgy. It was worked out in short-term and long-term programmes
with responsibilities and participative leadership at the national, regional and local
level. During the first 15 years more than 25.000 persons have participated in a programme of the Centre.
The Centre has a great commitment to inculturation and its emphasis on the teaching of Vatican II on the values of and in other religions, in spite of the fact that this
change of attitude and consequently the fostering of positive relationships are difficult for many, who were brought up in a sphere of suspicion, superiority and hostility. This new relationship is not only brought out in the teaching, research and statements of the Centre, but also in the composition of its staff, its hospitality and
life-style.
Many Christians in India have still to discover and manifest that only by being fully
Indian they can become authentically Christian. This study shows how much has
been done, not to glory in the past, but to see clearer how much more is still to be
done.
The author, J. A.G. Gerwin van Leeuwen, born in The Netherlands, is connected to
the NBCLC since its inception in 1976. Since 1982 he belongs to the residential
staff.
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